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AMt:RICAN &All ASSOCJAllON 

Center for 
Professional Responsibility 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Rule 1.1 Competence 

A .lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal 

knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. 

Client-Lawyer Relationship 
Rule 1.1 Competence - Comment 
Legal Knowledge and Skill 
[1] In determining whether a lawyer employs the requisite knowledge and skill in a particular matter, 
relevant factors include the relative complexity and specialized nature of the matter, the lawyer's 
general experience, the lawyer's training and experience in the field in question, the preparation and 
study the lawyer is able to give the matter and whether It Is feasible to refer the matter to, or 
associate or consult with, a lawyer of established competence in the field in question. In many 
instances, the required proficiency is that of a general practitioner. Expertise in a particular field of law 
may be required in some circumstances. 

Counselor 
Rule 2.1 Advisor 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render candid 
advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other considerations such as 
moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be relevant to the client's situation. 

Counselor 
Rule 2.1 Advisor - Comment 
Scope of Advice 
(1] A client is entitled to straightforward advice expressing the lawyer's honest assessment. Legal 
advice often involves unpleasant facts and alternatives that a client may be disinclined to confront. In 
presenting advice, a lawyer endeavors to sustain the client's morale and may put advice In as 
acceptable a form as honesty permits. However, a lawyer should not be deterred from giving candid 
advice by the prospect that the advice will be unpalatable to the client. 

(2] Advice couched in narrow legal terms may be of little value to a client, especially where practical 
considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, are predominant. Purely technical legal advice, 
therefore, can sometimes be inadequate. It Is proper for a lawyer to refer to relevant moral and 
ethical considerations in giving advice. Although a lawyer Is not a moral advisor as such, moral and 
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ethical considerations impinge upon most legal questions and may decisively influence how the law 
will be applied. 

[3) A client may expressly or impliedly ask the lawyer for purely technical advice. When such a 
request is made by a client experienced in legal matters, the lawyer may accept it at face value. When 
such a request is made by a client inexperienced in legal matters, however, the lawyer's responsibility 
as advisor may include indicating that more may be involved than strictly legal considerations. 

[4) Matters that go beyond strictly legal questions may also be in the domain of another profession. 
Family matters can involve problems within the professional competence of psychiatry, clinical 
psychology or social work; business matters can involve problems within the competence of the 
accounting profession or of financial specialists. Where consultation with a professional in another field 
is itself something a competent lawyer would recommend, the lawyer should make such a 
recommendation. At the same time, a lawyer's advice at its best often consists of recommending a 
course of action in the face of conflicting recommendations of experts. 

Offering Advice 

[5] In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until asked by the client. However, when a 
lawyer knows that a client proposes a course of action that is likely to result in substantial adverse 
legal consequences to the client, the lawyer's duty to the client under Rule 1.4 may require that the 
lawyer offer advice if the client's course of action is related to the representation. Similarly, when a 
matter is likely to involve litigation, it may be necessary under Rule 1.4 to inform the client of forms of 
dispute resolution that might constitute reasonable alternatives to litigation. A lawyer ordinarily has no 
duty to initiate investigation of a client's affairs or to give advice that the client has indicated is 
unwanted, but a lawyer may initiate advice to a client when doing so appears to be in the client's 
interest. 
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NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM 

PART 1200 
RULES OF 

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 

Dated: January 1, 2017 

These Rules of Professional Conduct were promulgated as Joint Rules of the 
Appellate Divisions of the Supreme Court, effective April 1, 2009, and amended on 
several occasions thereafter. They supersede the former part 1200 (Disciplinary 
Rules of the Code of Professional Responsibility). 

The New York State Bar Association has issued a Preamble, Scope and Comments to 
accompany these Rules. They are not enacted with this Part, and where a conflict 
exists between a Rule and the Preamble, Scope or a Comment, the Rule controls. 

This unofficial compilation of the Rules provided for informational purposes 
only. The official version of Part 1200 is published by the New York State 
Department of State. An unofficial on-line version is available at 
www.dos.ny.gov/info/nycrr.htmJ (Title 22 [Judiciary]; Subtitle B Courts; 
Chapter IV Supreme Court; Subchapter E All Departments; Part 1200 Rules of 
Professional Conduct;§ 1200.0 Rules of Professional Conduct). 
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RULE 1.1. 

Competence 

(a) A lawyer should provide competent representation to a client. 
Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and 
preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. 

(b) A lawyer shall not handle a legal matter that the lawyer knows or 
should know that the lawyer is not competent to handle, without associating with a 
lawyer who is competent to handle it. 

(c) lawyer shall not intentionally: 

(1) fail to seek the objectives of the client through 
reasonably available means permitted by law and 
these Rules; or 

(2) prejudice or damage the client during the course of 
the representation except as permitted or required by 
these Rules. 

RULE 1.2. 

Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority Between Client and Lawyer 

(a) Subject to the provisions herein, a lawyer shall abide by a client's 
decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, 
shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be pursued. A 
lawyer shall abide by a client's decision whether to settle a matter. In a criminal 
case, the lawyer shall abide by the client's decision, after consultation with the 
lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether the client 
will testify. 

(b) A lawyer's representation of a client, including representation by 
appointment, does not constitute an endorsement of the client's political, economic, 
social or moral views or activities. 

(c) A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is 
reasonable under the circumstances, the client gives informed consent and where 
necessary notice is provided to the tribunal and/or opposing counsel. 
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(d) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in 
conduct that the lawyer knows is illegal or fraudulent, except that the lawyer may 
discuss the legal consequences of any proposed course of conduct with a client. 

(e) A lawyer may exercise professional judgment to waive or fail to assert a 
right or position of the client, or accede to reasonable requests of opposing counsel, 
when doing so does not prejudice the rights of the client. 

(f) A lawyer may refuse to aid or participate in conduct that the lawyer 
believes to be unlawful, even though there is some support for an argument that the 
conduct is legal. 
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(b) A lawyer may reveal or use confidential information to the extent that 
the lawyer reasonably believes necessary: 

(1) to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial 
bodily harm; 

(2) to prevent the client from committing a crime; 

(3) to withdraw a written or oral opinion or 
representation previously given by the lawyer and 
reasonably believed by the lawyer still to be relied 
upon by a third person, where the lawyer has 
discovered that the opinion or representation was 
based on materially inaccurate information or is being 
used to further a crime or fraud; 

(4) to secure legal advice about compliance with these 
Rules or other }aw by the lawyer, another lawyer 
associated with the lawyer's firm or the law firm; 

(5) (i) to defend the lawyer or the lawyer's employees 
and associates against an accusation of wrongful 
conduct; or 

(ii) to establish or collect a fee; or 

(6) when permitted or required under these Rules or to 
comply with other law or court order. 

( c) A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or 
unauthorized disclosure or use of, or unauthorized access to, information protected 
by Rules 1.6, 1.9(c), or 1.18(b). 

RULE 1.7. 

Conflict of!nterest: Current Clients 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a 
client if a reasonable lawyer would conclude that either: 

(1) the representation will involve the lawyer in 
representing differing interests; or 

-10-
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(2) there is a significant risk that the lawyer's 
professional judgment on behalf of a client will be 
adversely affected by the lawyer's own financial, 
business, property or other personal interests. 

(b) N otwi th standing the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under 
paragraph (a), a lawyer may represent a client if: 

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be 
able to provide competent and diligent representation 
to each affected client; 

(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 

(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a 
daim by one client against another client represented 
by the lawyer in the same litigation or other 
proceeding before a tribunal; and 

(4) each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed 
in writing. 

RULE 1.8. 

Current Clients: Specific Conflict o{Interest Rules 

(a) A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client if they 
have differing interests therein and if the client expects the lawyer to exercise 
professional judgment therein for the protection of the client, unless: 

(1) the transaction is fair and reasonable to the client and 
the terms of the transaction are fully disclosed and 
transmitted in writing in a manner that can be 
reasonably understood by the client; 

(2) the client is advised in writing of the desirability of 
seeking, and is given a reasonable opportunity to 
seek, the advice of independent legal counsel on the 
transaction; and 

(3) the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed 
by the client, to the essential terms of the transaction 
and the lawyer's role in the transaction, including 
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whether the lawyer is representing the client in the 
transaction. 

(b) A lawyer shall not use information relating to representation of a client 
to the disadvantage of the client unless the client gives informed consent, except as 
permitted or required by these Rules. 

( c) A lawyer shall not: 

(1) solicit any gift from a client, including a testamentary 
gift, for the benefit of the lawyer or a person related to 
the lawyer; or 

(2) prepare on behalf of a client an instrument giving the 
lawyer or a person related to the lawyer any gift, 
unless the lawyer or other recipient of the gift is 
related to the client and a reasonable lawyer would 
conclude that the transaction is fair and reasonable. 

For purposes of this paragraph, related persons include a spouse, child, 
grandchild, parent, grandparent or other relative or individual with whom the 
lawyer or the client maintains a close, familial relationship. 

( d) Prior to conclusion of all aspects of the matter giving rise to the 
representation or proposed representation of the client or prospective client, a 
lawyer shall not negotiate or enter into any arrangement or understanding with: 

(1) a client or a prospective client by which the lawyer 
acquires an interest in literary or media rights with 
respect to the subject matter of the representation or 
proposed representation; or 

(2) any person by which the lawyer transfers or assigns 
any interest in literary or media rights with respect to 
the subject matter of the representation of a client or 
prospective client. 

(e) While representing a client in connection with contemplated or pending 
litigation, a lawyer shall not advance or guarantee financial assistance to the client, 
except that: 

(1) a lawyer may advance court costs and expenses of 
litigation, the repayment of which may be contingent 
on the outcome of the matter: 

-12-
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(2) a lawyer representing an indigent or pro bono client 
may pay court costs and expenses of litigation on 
behalf of the client; and 

(3) a lawyer, in an action in which an attorney's fee is 
payable in whole or in part as a percentage of the 
recovery in the action, may pay on the lawyer's own 
account court costs and expenses of litigation. In such 
case, the fee paid to the lawyer from the proceeds of 
the action may include an amount equal to such costs 
and expenses incurred. 

(f} A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client, or 
anything of value related to the lawyer's representation of the client, from one other 
than the client unless: 

(1) the client gives informed consent; 

(2) there is no interference with the lawyer's 
independent professional judgment or with the client
lawyer relationship; and 

(3) the client's confidential information is protected as 
required by Rule 1.6. 

(g) A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not participate in 
making an aggregate settlement of the claims of or against the clients, absent court 
approval, unless each client gives informed consent in a writing signed by the client 
The lawyer's disclosure shall include the existence and nature of all the claims 
involved and of the participation of each person in the settlement. 

(h) A lawyer shall not: 

(1) make an agreement prospectively limiting the 
lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice; or 

(2) settle a claim or potential claim for such liability with 
an unrepresented client or former client unless that 
person is advised in writing of the desirability of 
seeking, and is given a reasonable opportunity to 
seek, the advice of independent legal counsel in 
connection therewith. 

-13-
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(i) A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action 
or subject matter of litigation the lawyer is conducting for a client, except that the 
lawyer may: 

(1) acquire a lien authorized by law to secure the lawyer's 
fee or expenses; and 

(2) contract with a client for a reasonable contingent fee 
in a civil matter subject to Rule 1.S(d) or other law or 
court rule. 

U) (1) A lawyer shall not: 

(i) as a condition of entering into or continuing 
any professional representation by the 
lawyer or the lawyer's firm, require or 
demand sexual relations with any person; 

(ii) employ coercion, intimidation or undue 
influence in entering into sexual relations 
incident to any professional representation 
by the lawyer or the lawyer's firm; or 

(iii) in domestic relations matters, enter into 
sexual relations with a client during the 
course of the lawyer's representation of the 
client. 

(2) Rule 1.8(j)(1) shall not apply to sexual relations 
between lawyers and their spouses or to ongoing 
consensual sexual relationships that predate the 
initiation of the client-lawyer relationship. 

(k) Where a lawyer in a firm has sexual relations with a client but does not 
participate in the representation of that client, the lawyers in the firm shall not be 
subject to discipline under this Rule solely because of the occurrence of such sexual 
relations. 

-14-
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RULE 5.7. 

Responsibilities Regarding Nonlegal Services 

(a) With respect to lawyers or law firms providing nonlegal services to 
clients or other persons: 

(1) A lawyer or law firm that provides nonlegal services 
to a person that are not distinct from legal services 
being provided to that person by the lawyer or law 
firm is subject to these Rules with respect to the 
provision of both legal and nonlegal services. 

(2) A lawyer or law firm that provides nonlegal services 
to a person that are distinct from legal services being 
provided to that person by the lawyer or law firm is 
subject to these Rules with respect to the nonlegal 
services if the person receiving the services could 
reasonably believe that the nonlegal services are the 
subject of a client-lawyer relationship. 

(3) A lawyer or law firm that is an owner, controlling 
party or agent of, or that is otherwise affiliated with, 
an entity that the lawyer or law firm knows to be 
providing nonlegal services to a person is subject to 
these Rules with respect to the nonlegal services if the 
person receiving the services could reasonably 
believe that the nonlegal services are the subject of a 
client-lawyer relationship. 

(4) For purposes of paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3), it will 
be presumed that the person receiving nonlegal 
services believes the services to be the subject of a 
client-lawyer relationship unless the lawyer or law 
firm has advised the person receiving the services in 
writing that the services are not legal services and 
that the protection of a client-lawyer relationship 
does not exist with respect to the nonlegal services, or 
if the interest of the lawyer or law firm in the entity 
providing nonlegal services is de minimis. 
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. (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a), a lawyer or law firm 
that is an owner, controlling party, agent, or is otherwise affiliated with an entity 
that the lawyer or law firm knows is providing nonlegal services to a person shall 
not permit any nonlawyer providing such services or affiliated with that entity to 
direct or regulate the professional judgment of the lawyer or )aw firm in rendering 
legal services to any person, or to cause the lawyer or law firm to compromise its 
duty under Rule 1.6(a) and (c) with respect to the confidential information of a 
client receiving legal services. 

( c) For purposes of this Rule, "nonlegal services" shall mean those services 
that lawyers may lawfully provide and that are not prohibited as an unauthorized 
practice of law when provided by a nonlawyer. 
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

IN WRITING Who Owns Culture?, I have found that questioning the 
ownership and authenticity of"cultural products"-whether cuisine, 

dress, music, dance, folklore, handicrafts, images, healing arts, rituals, 
performances, natural resources, or language---seems guaranteed to 

produce the sort of mild indignation often caused by the discussion of 
politics over a holiday dinner. One outraged soul will demand imme
diate justification: "Hold on! Why exactly doesn't the legal system 
protect our community against cultural appropriation? We've given a 

lot to this country, and we deserve to benefit from our contributions." 
At the other end of the table, someone is certain to interrupt: "Wait a 
second-it's the mix of cultures that makes America great! Are you 

telling me I can't borrow from other groups?" (In this vein, one of my 
more fashion-conscious students was overheard telling classmates in a 
horrified whisper, "I've read one of Professor Scafidi's articles. I don't 

think she believes in accessorizing!") From the family intellectual 
provocateur may come a semi-historical factoid such as, "You know, 

Marco Polo really brought spaghetti from China," a remark likely to 
spark debate over which aunt or uncle makes the best old-style 
tomato sauce to accompany the pasta-cooked al dente, of course. 

The practical peacemaker at the dinner table, level-headed and eager 
to move on to dessert, will remind everyone that culture is fluid and 
evolving, and, in any case, it would be quite difficult to establish 

restrictive forms of ownership or to police cultural borrowing of 
everyday art forms. And so back to the particular fish or fowl, sweets 

or savories, and especially family recipes that mark a particular cultural 
occasion. Whether they are called objects of cultural elaboration, tra
ditional knowledge, folklore, cultural heritage, or intangible cultural 

ix 
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property, it is far easier to consume cultural products than to analyze 

them. 
To address the threshold challenge of nomenclature, I have cho

sen the term ''cultural products," which emphasizes the ongoing 

nature of the products' creation and the often controversial but signif
icant role of the market in their life cycles. International interest in 

this category of cultural goods, in particular the United Nations Edu
cational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Conven
tion for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, adopted 

on October 17, 2003, has emphasized documentation, education, and 
preservation. 1 If this convention is ratified, it will become the first 
binding multinational instrument for the protection of intangible 

expressions of culture. While the values associated with protection are 
of tremendous importance, especially given the current state of in
ternational and domestic law, the benefits of interaction and exchange 

in the service of cultural understanding are similarly compelling. 
Although the United States should strongly consider joining the 
UNESCO convention, mechanisms such as national inventories speak 
to the warehousing rather than the evolution of living culture. Rati

fication of the convention or a similar initiative is more likely if it 
appears sympathetic to concerns regarding trade and commercial in
teraction, while avoiding misappropriation or exploitation. In explor

ing possibilities for the balanced protection of cultural products, 
American law should be tailored to facilitate the initiative of old and 
new source communities-whether directed toward commodification 

or preservation of their cultural products-and their participation in 
the life of the nation as self-defining cultural groups. 

The concept of"culture" itself, particularly as an object of owner

ship or as a locus of authenticity, offers an additional challenge. Accord
ing to one literary theorist, "'Culture' is said to be one of the two or 

three most complex words in the English language .... "2 Among aca
demic disciplines, the concept of culture is originally the anthropolo
gists' turf and even there is subject to widespread agnosticism.3 Such 

persistent ambiguity is not necessarily a barrier to lawyers, judges, or 
even legal academics, however, as the law itself evolves along with 
understanding of its terms of art, as in the case of reasonableness, pri-
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vacy, and even justice itself.i Although a definitive ruling must await 
another day, a working legal definition of culture might begin in the 

Habermasian "lifeworld" of everyday actions and beliefs.; Self-defined 
subsets of individuals who share particular beliefs, practices, experi

ences, or forms of expression thus form cultural groups. 
Despite these complexities, vVho Owns Culture? attempts to open 

a wider public, interdisciplinary conversation about the importance of 

cultural products in American life, as well as their nearly invisible sta
tus within our legal system. Now, more than ever, we are eager to bind 

ourselves into one nation-but, at the same time, to preserve our sep
arate traditions and cultures. The early twenty-first century may be an 
e pluribus unum moment, and we may all love New York, but few of us 

wish to bring the homogenizing melting pot to a rapid boil. We 
instead celebrate our diversity (and demonstrate our individual savoir
faire) through consumer culture, as we eat, dress, dance, and speak in 

the idiom of our neighbors. Indeed, the tension-filled history of 
American immigration and even internal migration indicates that the 
cultural products of others are often easier to accept and assimilate 

than the individuals (or huddled masses) themselves. 
When it comes to disagreement about the ownership and authen

ticity of cultural products, however, or about their appropriate context 

and uses, there are few rules or even guideposts to ensure quality, pre
vent faux pas, or give credit where it is due. Although public aware

ness of the value of creative enterprise rose dramatically with the 
Internet Revolution, the legal protections of copyright, patent, and 
trademark do not ordinarily extend to cultural creations. In fact, 

group authorship creates legal unease, and communal or traditional 

artistry often goes unrecognized. 
This lack of protection for cultural products does not automati

cally suggest that more Jaws are the answer, however. As both a legal 
historian and a profes~or of intellectual property, I share the concern 
of many of my colleagues that, in some areas, intellectual property 

protection has over the years expanded to a degree that threatens to 
impoverish the public domain and strangle creative enterprise.'·This is 

not to suggest that intellectual property protection is unnecessary; 
even Hobbes warned that in the state of nature ''there is no place for 
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Industry; because the fruit thereof is uncertain: and consequently no 
Culture of the Earth ... no Arts; no Letters; no Society .... " 1 Never

theless, community-based artworks, and the informal networks that 
produce them, receive no such expansive protection. It would be 
unfortunate if, in the rush to denounce congressional extension of 

copyright term limits or the judicial expansion of patentable subject 
matter, we were to overlook the lack of protection for cultural prod
ucts-without even asking ourselves why. The choice to forego legal 

protection is as socially significant as the choice to expand protection, 
and the unregulated freedom to engage in cultural appropriation may 
be as powerful a stimulus to creativity as the promise of protected 

economic rewards. 
When we consider the protection of cultural products, moreover, 

we must concurrently remain aware of the effect of such protection 
on the source communities themselves. International discussion re

garding indigenous heritage underscores the importance of this in
quiry.9 Culture is naturally fluid and evolving, and well-intentioned 
legal protections may provoke ossification of a culture and its artifacts. 
In addition, a source community may include dissenting voices, and a 

grant oflegal protection to those who speak on behalf of the commu
nity may silence those voices-always an issue when rights are vested 
in a group rather than an individual. Any determination regarding the 
ownership and protection of cultural products must thus proceed with 

caution, taking into account both cultural and economic effects on 
the source community, as well as the interests of the nation and world 

community as a whole. 
National pride, communal identity, law, tradition, value, con

sumerism, appreciation, and habit all play a role in the production and 
adaptation of cultural products in the ongoing search for an authentic 
America.'' At the end of the day, however, the central question, "Who 

owns culture?", can be answered only by its creators---all of us. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Commodification 

of Culture 

[S]he was surrounded by her garments as hy the 
delicate an<l spiritualized machinery of a whole 
civilization. 

-Marcel Proust 

AMERICA 1s A nation of nations. Our imagined 
conununity rests not only on a unifying mythology of freedom and 

independence but also on intertwined tales of regional and ethno
cultural character.' We are Italian-American mafiosi and African
American gangsta rappers, WASP country dubbers and Jewish 

intellectuals, gay decorators and Latin lovers, rednecks and computer 
geeks. These labels reek of stereotype and foment prejudice, yet they 
remain the signposts of multicultural America-often (although not 

always) with the advice and consent of the labeled.1 

The origins of the ethnic, regional, social, and cultural groups that 

make up the American landscape are as diverse as the groups them
selves. Some are the product of waves of immigration, as economic 
opportunity, war, natural disaster, the quest for religious freedom, and 

the rise and fall of immigration quotas prompted the relocation of 
groups large enough to form new communities on U.S. shores. Other 
groups, like African-American slaves and their descendants, Native 

Americans forced onto reservations, and gay and lesbian activists 
fighting for civil rights, take shape through domestic adversity. Still 

other communities, like the Daughters of the Confederacy or Maine 
lobstermen, coalesce through shared regional and historical ties; more 
recently, the poverty and violence of urban areas have produced a 

5 
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distinctive culture of their own. Personal hardship, such as losing a 

loved one in the 9/11 terrorist attacks or living with a physical dis
ability, can also bring individuals together as a recognizable group. 
Even shared avocations may produce distinctive cultural groups, such 

as science fiction enthusiasts, opera buffs, and sports-team fans. 
While some cultural groups remain largely invisible to outsiders, 

others occupy significant territory in the majority consciousness. An 

announcement of Bavarian heritage or of support for a local bad
minton team is likely to draw a blank stare or, at best, a polite nod. By 
contrast, mentioning a childhood in Pennsylvania Dutch country or 

wearing a Yankees baseball cap leads to immediate recognition-in 
the latter case, not always positive. 

Many characteristics affect public recognition or ignorance of 
particular cultural groups. These include the size of the group, its geo

graphic concentration or distribution, its historical significance, the 
physical appearance or behavioral characteristics of group members, 
the group's collective interaction with the majority public, and its 

economic or political influence. The public identity of a cultural group 
and its variation over time are determined by a complex range of cir

cumstances and interactions. 

CULTURAL APPRECIATION 

One of the most significant differences between recognizable and 

invisible cultural groups, and the most relevant factor for purposes of 
this study, is the degree to' which a particular group has been com
modified. As a nation of consumers, we define many of our experi

ences and associations through acquisition. When we travel, we 
purchase miniature replicas of Mount Rushmore or the Statue of 
Liberty; when we graduate, we collect diplomas; when we enjoy a 

concert or a sports event, we buy the T-shirt. Similarly, when we 
encounter other cultural groups, we are most likely to pay attention to 
those that offer us the potential to acquire distinctive merchandise, 

experiences, or souvenirs. If these cultural products are not readily 
available, we collectively lose interest and move on to the next oppor

tunity for iryteraction. 
Consumers respond to cultural products in the marketplace and 
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elsewhere much the way that decorator crabs gather seaweed and 

adorn their shells. In an educational exhibit at the Monterey llay 
Aquarium, the marine biologists placed decorator crabs in separate 
tanks with different materials-not only the seaweed ordinarily found 

growing on the ocean floor but also brightly colored yarn available at 
local craft shops. Skilled in the art of camouflage, the crabs living with 

the yarn affixed bits of the foreign material to their shells in lieu of 
seaweed. When we decorate our homes, dinner tables, and persons 
with others' cultural products, we exhibit behavior similar to that of 

the decorator crabs, albeit with more complex motives.~ Distin
guished anthropologist Clifford Geertz notes that human intellectual 
capacities evolved in the presence of culture and require the presence 

of significant symbols in order to function; he concludes, "We are, in 
sum, incomplete or unfinished animals who complete or finish our

selves through culture."4 

Similarly, when bohemians in 1920s Manhattan visited Italian 
restaurants in Greenwich Village or when modern gastronomes comb 
Chinatown for the perfect dim sum, the goal is not only to procure 

lunch but to add cosmopolitan luster to the identity of the diner/ In 
his critique of the role of taste in enforcing social-class distinctions, 

French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu refers to this selective version of 
cultural appreciation as the acquisition of"cultural capital."'·When the 
transaction is voluntary, it may benefit both the source community 

and the general public. 
In order for an ethnic, regional, social, or cultural group to regis

ter upon the American mental landscape, then, the nation as a whole 

first extracts what might be termed an identity tax. This tax is payable 
to the public domain in the form of distinctive cultural products, 

including cuisine, dress, music, dance, folklore, handicrafts, healing 
arts, language, and images. Chinese medicine, Ethiopian restaurants, 
Australian Aboriginal instruments used in the theme of the Survivor 

reality television series, and Andean street musicians all contribute to 
the national culture. ln many cases, consumption of these cultural 

products is the first-or indeed only-contact that many Americans 
have with cultural groups other than their own. Were it not for their 
cultural products, many groups would remain largely invisible. 
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When cultural products enter the marketplace or otherwise be
come accessible to outsiders, society at large claims the right to sam
ple them and in return recognizes a group identity constructed from a 

simplified set of defining characteristics. This identity is necessarily 
limited-an entire culture cannot be read in the gold embroidery of 
an Indian woman's sari or illuminated by the flames from a dish of 

American-style Greek saganaki. Cultural products do, however, pro
vide a starting point for recognition of the source community as well 
as a means of allowing outsiders a degree of participation in and 

appreciation of that community. 
Although the commercial availability of cultural products is one 

means of cultural exchange, payment of the identity tax can also 
involve the informal or even inadvertent contribution of images, aro
mas, superstitions, melodies, or spoken phrases. The locus of this 
exchange might be the street festivals and family-owned restaurants of 

immigrant America, the society columns and shelter magazines of 
urban society, or the home pages and bulletin boards of cyberspace. 
Wherever cultural groups or their everyday art forms come into con

tact with the general public, they enrich the public domain of Amer
ican culture and work to establish their own communal identities 
within it. 

The perceived advantage to American consumers of an ever
expanding range of cultural products is fairly straightforward. Nativist 
sentiments or certain strains of extreme social conservatism aside, we 
are cultural gourmands. The more parades, radio stations, publications, 

and decorative housewares are available, the greater our pleasure in the 
diversity of choice. This sentiment has echoes in classical antiquity: 

Herodotus praised ancient Greek society for its cultural acquisitiveness, 
noting that Greek and Libyan armies copied elements of one another's 
armor and that the Greeks borrowed many of their gods from Egypt. 

Even manners and morals could be borrowed, according to one 
scholar who notes that "nearly all the people on Herodotus's map shop 
around for the nomoi they find most useful or pleasurable."7 Similarly, 

the European Renaissance owed much to open trade routes with the 
Islamic world and Asia. From the point of view of the American 

majority public today, the appreciation of others' cultural products-
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although not necessarily the presence of the others themselves-is a 
fringe benefit of globalization, integration, and the commodification 

of culture. 

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION 

Far from an uncontested process, however, the movement of cul
tural products from subculture to public domain provokes both 

majority-minority struggles and fraternal conflict. Outsiders attracted 
by particular art forms are seldom content to limit themselves to 

recognition and appreciation of the source community or even to 
limited consumption at the invitation of the community. Instead, 
members of the public copy and transform cultural products to suit 

their own tastes, express their own creative individuality, or simply 
make a profit. This "taking-from a culture that is not one's own-of 
intellectual property, cultural expressions or artifacts, history, and ways 

of knowledge" is often termed "cultural appropriation."R 
Some cultural products can be freely shared with the public; oth

ers are devalued when appropriated by the majority culture: consider 

the distinction between popularizing a Caribbean dance rhythm and 
secretly recording and distributing a Native American sacred chant. 
German philosopher Jurgen Habermas addresses the problem of cul

tural commodification and the distorting effects of commerce on tra
dition and culture, stating, "The media of money and power can 
regulate the interchange relations between system and lifeworld only 

to the extent that the products of the lifeworld have been abstracted, 
in a manner suitable to the medium in question, into input factors for 
the corresponding subsystem, which can relate to its environment 

only via its own medium."") The abstraction of a dance rhythm from its 
cultural lifeworld, whether via a market system or an intellectual 

property system that permits unfettered copying, may not severely 
harm either the source community or the cultural product itself. By 

contrast, the appropriation of a secret or sacred cultural product is 
much more likely to cause damage. 

Even when voluntary, contributions to popular culture are subject 

to gross distortion: can Mexican national cuisine be faithfully repre
sented by Taco Bell? The large-scale culture industry is perennially 
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under attack for its tendency to simplify and standardize, to the detri

ment of"authentic" culture or artistry. German scholars Max Hork
heimer and Theodor Adorno, writing from Los Angeles during World 
War II, noted, "Pseudo individuality is rife: from the standardized jazz 

improvisation to the exceptional film star whose hair curls over her 
eye to demonstrate originality.")<) For Horkheimer and Adorno, cul
tural conformity raised the specter of fascism. In the realm of cultural 

appropriation, replacement of homemade tortillas or the small neigh
borhood taquerla with a mass-market product or chain store may cre

ate a barrier to cultural identity and national diversity. 
Within a cultural group, members may debate the autheriticity of 

particular cultural products, a difficulty exacerbated by their con
stantly evolving nature. Which version of a recipe or folktale is the 

"real" one? In some cases, there may be a reasonably clear ur-product, 
like Neapolitan pizza, and competing regional versions, like those 
made with a thin crust in New York, in a deep-dish style in Chicago, 

and with unusual gourmet toppings in California. In other cases, the 
origin of a cultura1 product may lie in an obscure past, or splinter 
groups may exert competing claims to the true tradition. \Vhen claims 
of originality or authenticity move beyond good-natured rivalry, 

which may actually spur creativity, they can hamper the ability of cer
tain members of a cultural group to participate in the creation of cul

tural products or distort the identity of the group as a whole. 
Perhaps the most contentious internal issue of all is how to regu

late the general public's access to the cultural goods of a particular 
community-and who should benefit economically from their distri

bution. Since cultural groups are often loosely organized networks 
with shifting membership or degrees of affiliation, they tend to lack a 
single authoritative voice that might channel cultural appreciation or 

prevent cultural appropriation. The power to control economic ex
ploitation of cultural products is similarly decentnlized; while source 
communities may lament the loss of profits to outsiders or the uneven 

sharing of economic benefits within the community, they cannot 

remedy the situation. 
The commodification of culture, and especially the role of cul

tural products, is a mixed blessing for the general public and for source 
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communities. If the identity tax were not involuntary and automatic, 

cultural groups might choose to forego the benefits of potential pub
lic recognition in favor of protection against appropriation. Alter
natively, they might exercise greater influence over the copying and 

reinterpretation of their cultural products, offering the public a guar
antee of quality, historical knowledge, and the elusive promise of 

authenticity. At present, however, cultural products that catch the pub
lic eye circulate in a largely unregulated sphere of mixed appreciation 

and appropriation. 

LEGAL CULTURE 

Despite the significance of artistic and social conflicts over the 

nature of cultural products in American life, these disputes occur in a 
legal vacuum. Other forms of creative production receive extensive, 

even excessive, protection against copying under our system of intel
lectual property law. Cultural products, however, are indefinite works 
of unincorporated group authorship, and they present a particular 

challenge. 
Intellectual property law is a relatively young discipline with a 

distinguished family tree. From its Romantic ancestry, intellectual 

property derives an emphasis on individual genius. From its Enlight
enment parentage, it inherits a tremendous confidence in the ability 
of the rational mind to create, to solve, to progress, to assign value. So 

great is this confidence in the power of intellectual creation that intel
lectual property law challenges the market itself, granting limited 
monopolies and blocking access to otherwise public goods in order to 

ensure continued "Progress of Science and useful Arts," in the consti
tutional phrase. 11 With the late twentieth-century rise of the Informa

tion Age and the recognition of ideas as wealth-generating capital, 
intellectual property protection has risen dramatically in importance. 

Its limitations, consequently, are becoming apparent. 
One of the limitations of our current scheme of intellectual prop

erty protection, besides the often-cited narrow scope and great ex

pense, is the treatment of group authorship. From high tech to low 
tech, from the Linux operating system to Native American folklore, 
our system struggles to assign intellectual property rights to authors 
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who fail to evoke the Romantic image of the solitary artist scribbling 

away in an unheated garret or the unkempt scientist waking from a 
fitful nap on a cot in the laboratory with a sudden flash of insight. 
Even a patent "owned" by a multinational conglomerate must list its 

humble human inventor. Lawmakers have been subjected to extensive 
criticism and even legal challenge for their expansions of intellectual 

property protection in other areas, yet our system continues to neglect 
the intellectual property rights of a group, especially one without a 

preestablished corporate identity. 
This legal neglect of cultural products may be ascribed to the his

tory of intellectual property law, the complex nature of cultural prod
ucts and the concomitant difficulty of providing a legal framework, or 

simply cultural bias. Before proposing an extensive system of protec
tion for cultural products, however, we should consider the possibility 
that the relative absence of law-like law itself-may spark creativity 

or even preserve national character. As we strive to maintain the rich 
texture and common goals of our heterogeneous polity, we must 
attempt to balance the tension between the public domain and private 

property, cultural appreciation and cultural appropriation. 
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CHAPTER 11 

The Civic Role of 

Cultural Products 

To steal a book is an elegant offense. 

-Chinese epigram 

Steal This Book 

-Title of a work by Abbie Hoffman 

ACROSS AMilRICA, lNTELI-ECTUAL property professors 

are having a dystopian moment. It started positively enough when the 
Internet Revolution, sparked by advances in technology, produced a 

tremendous outpouring of creative artistry and commerce. Because 
the new technologies encouraged ordinary folks to engage in cutting 
and pasting, sampling, downloading, and otherwise copying preexist

ing works, however, this madcap digital quilting bee made some large, 
powerful content owners quite nervous. As a result, efforts to enforce 
the protections granted through copyright, trademark, and patent law 

increased, both by fighting technology with technology and by wag
ing legal battles. Congress, federal courts, law professors, and editorial 
writers all debated how best to adapt intellectual property law to the 

new Information Age. Along the way, some policymakers arguably 
forgot that the law is supposed to promote creativity, not merely to 

build fences around existing creations. The law thus placed too much 
control in the hands of content owners and of giant corporations, 
who now control and police the very infrastructure that made our 

creative revolution possible in the first place. 
Today, public intellectuals gather to lament the shrinking public 

domain, those freely available ideas and creations that should serve as 
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grist for our (soon to be silenced) mills. Joining legal scholars such as 

Jessica Litman,James Boyle, Pamela Samuelson,Yochai Benkler, Mark 
Lemley, Eugene Volokh, David Lange, and many others, Lawrence 

Lessig warns that unless the children of the Internet Revolution take 
action to secure its freedoms for a new generation, the "future of 

ideas" is a bleak one.' In his words, "The promise of many-to-many 
communication that defined the early Internet will be replaced by a 

reality of many, many ways to buy things and many, many ways to 
select among what is offered. What gets offered will be just what fits 
within the current model of the concentrated systems of distribution: 

cable television on speed, addicting a much more manageable, nial
leable, and sellable public."2 Although concerned parties differ as to 
the extent of the danger, virtual portraits of Aldous Huxley and George 

01well nevertheless grace the halls of the academy. 

WHY DOESN'T THE LAW ABHOR THE 

CunuRAL PROTECTION VACUUM? 

This overprotection of intellectual property makes the systemic 
lack of protection for cultural products all the more curious. The artis
tic expressions of source communities circulate freely; indeed, unless 

they are sequestered as secret or sacred, they are nearly always discov
ered and swept into the public domain. Given the increased public 

awareness of the value of intangible goods, why does this differential 
treatment of intellectual property and cultural products persist? 

One solution to this puzzle might rest with the historical concep

tualization of intellectual property law according to the paradigm of 
Romantic genius rather than communal creation.3 Not only is the vest
ing of authorship in an individual simply more efficient than the 

acknowledgment of multiple contributions, especially those of an unin
corporated cultural group, but it also satisfies a particular conception of 
human creativity.' Individual authorship emphasizes an initial moment 

of inspiration, while cultural production is perceived as emerging and 
developing organically over time. A<. a result of their extended agency 

and temporal scope, society may take cultural products for granted and 
remain unaware of the potential need for protection. 

The relative fluidity of culture also provides an excuse for the 
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failure to protect cultural products. Since "culture" is an ever-shifting 

construct and societies have borro~ed from one another from time 
immemorial, the argument goes, the vesting oflegal rights in a source 
community would artificially halt cultural development on a national 

scale and produce frivolous lawsuits.5 "Authenticity," if defined by 

slavish adherence to the styles or practices of a particular time and 

place, is an anachronism unworthy of legal protection; the law of a 
heterogeneous, mobile polity should not reify and privilege cultural 
boundaries as they might have existed in 1492.'' Indeed, the market in 

local and tribal handicrafts already exerts substantial pressure on source 
communities to cling to a storied past and produce commercial ver
sions of their artifacts. From this point of view, the protection of cul

tural products and their source communities would be an exercise in 

misguided political correctness. 
A more activist political response to the legal vacuum might point 

out ~hat cultural appropriation is often a prerogative of majority 
groups, colonial powers, and affluent individuals.7 Destructive misap

propriation, in particular, is most likely to occur when the source 
community has relatively little political power or is otherwise outside 
of mainstream culture. Under these circumstances, lawmakers have lit
tle incentive to address the issue. 

The strength of liberal political theory suggests an additional ex
planation for the lack of protection of cultural products. Civil and 

political rights in modern Western cultures are the domain of 
autonomous individuals rather than heads of household or other 
communal groups, as was often the case less than a century ago-a 

shift that has allowed greater equality and personal self-determination 
as well as a more fluid social structure. In the interests of preserving 
individual rights as a precondition of democratic discourse, liberal 

theorists may overlook the significance of cultural groups. Jurgen 
Habermas, for example, challenges the communitarian arguments of 
Michael Walzer and Charles Taylor that the law is nonneutral, that the 

current system of individual rights is unable to ensure the survival of 
certain minority groups, and that the law must therefore intervene to 

provide protection.8 Unlike fellow liberals John Rawls and Ronald 
Dworkin, Habermas does not rest his argument on the assertion of an 
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ethically neutral legal order, but relies on a proceduralist conception of 

rights intended to safeguard both public and private autonomy.'' Politi
cal liberalism, then, tends to view the recognition of cultural groups, as 
opposed to individuals who may belong to those groups, as both un

necessary and potentially dangerous to democratic unity. In a thought
ful discussion of multiculturalism, Will Kymlicka acknowledges the 
concern that the recognition of ethnic and national differences could 

undermine democracy but argues that only self-government rights pose 
a threat to social unity. 111 Nevertheless, liberal theorists might logically 
tend to overlook or resist conununitarian efforts to locate property 

rights in cultural groups rather than exclusively in individuals. The pro
tection of cultural products is not incompatible with liberal theory, but 

neither is such protection its natural consequence. 
Freedom of expression and intellectual property exist in tension 

with one another, a factor that may also contribute to the extralegal 

status of cultural products. 11 \Vhen intellectual property law protects a 
particular creation, the rights holder owns a limited monopoly over it. 
Since a significant aspect of property ownership is the right to ex
clude others, those who wish to use a protected creation to express 

themselves may face legal constraints. Sampling someone else's music 
to create a new recording, borrowing and transforming a ubiquitous 
advertising slogan, or writing fan fiction all run the risk of infringe

ment. While doctrines such as fair use and parody theoretically protect 
some forms of expression, the threat oflegal action is often enough to 
deter or silence a speaker. 12 By remaining outside the scope of intel

lectual property protection, cultural products neither challenge the 
First Amendment nor limit the availability of their own expressive 

use. 
Perhaps the most pragmatic explanation for the lack of cultural

product protection is that it would be quite difficult. This suggestion 
may be deceptively simple, however. Laws against speeding, drug use, 

and littering are next-to-impossible to enforce, yet they remain in 
force because society disapproves of these activities. If unlimited cul
tural appropriation were recognized as similarly harmful, the law 

would at least attempt to assign rights and set guidelines for behavior. 
Nevertheless, the complexity of the task is a logical deterrent to leg
islative activity. 
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While these negative theories have clear explanatory force and 

assist in maintaining the current legal vacuum, it may also be the case 
that unfettered appropriation of intangible cultural products plays a 
positive role in .society. Sociological interpretations as diverse as Max 

\Veber's Protestant ethic and Pierre Bourdieu's description of cultural 
capital affirm the socially constitutive function of markets and acqui
sition of resources. u In a heterogeneous society that seeks to harmo

nize and reproduce itself, the material cultures and rituals of diverse 
source communities can be domesticated through market exchange. 

An ethnoreligious devotional procession honoring the patron saint of 
a foreign city lacks resonance with a constructed "American'' life, but 
the opportunity to eat-or, better yet, to sell and profit from-zeppole 
or sausage and peppers at the publicly advertised Festival of San Gen
naro is a civic act. From this perspective, legal protection is not simply 

absent but is outweighed by other civic virtues. 

FROM AMERICANS 1'0 AMERICA 

Many different processes can contribute to the forging of individ

uals and peoples into a nation with a common myth of origin and 
shared values.14 These processes may involve deliberate or dramatic 
action, such as a struggle for freedom from outside domination or the 

creation of a constitution. Collective response to a crisis, such as a nat
ural disaster or a terrorist attack, also promotes national solidarity. On 

an ongoing basis, public education may be a medium for inculcating 
national values. Even regular economic interaction and interdepend
ence offer incremental steps toward unity, a function exploited by the 

creation of the European Economic Community as a mechanism for 
regional stability and a precursor of the European Union. Consumer
ism facilitates the performance of national identity, as tastes in enter

tainment, fashion, cuisine, decor, and other indicia of culture come to 
be shared or experienced in conunon. From a cultural-products per

spective, those that are made available in the marketplace and then 
widely adopted, whether through voluntary contribution or appro

priation, become part of the fabric of the nation. 
In the United States and other countries defined by immigration. 

the political apparatus of the state precedes the formation of a subjec
tive nation. While some nationally celebrated holidays, for example, 
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are the product of underlying majority religious tradition, others are 
created by law. The normative composition and definition of the 
nation, moreover, is a subject of ongoing debate and evolution. In 

each generation, historic events and organic processes, including in
teractions among cultural groups, combine to influence the tenor of 
the nation. Public debate further defines the parameters of nation

hood: questions regarding the participation of homosexual, Muslim, 
and apocalyptic communities challenge the limits of citizenship in our 
era, much as the presence of abolitionist,Jewish, and Amish commu

nities rod in the past. 
From melting pot to salad bowl, assimilation to multiculturalism, 

public intellectuals have sought metaphors and theories to describe 

the desired transformation of Americans into America. Historian 
David Hollinger, arguing for a new conception of"postethnic Amer
ica," refocuses attention from rigid cultural categorization to individ

ual agency. According to his definition, "A postethnic perspective 
favors voluntary over involuntary affiliation, balances appreciation for 
communities of descent with a determination to make room for new 

communities, and promotes solidarities of wide scope that incorpo
rate people with different ethnic and racial backgrounds." 15 

The availability of multiple options facilitates this modern shift 

from destiny to choice, from being to becoming part of one or more 
culture groups, all of which are in some sense American.•~ Indeed, the 
range of cultural affiliations continues to widen beyond ethnoracial 

classifications, as apparent in Hollinger's call for attention to reli
giously defined cultures and sociologist Nathan Glazer's description 
of the inclusion of women and homosexuals in the multicultural 

canon. 17 Even changing fashions within the academy that might 
appear to diminish the realm of culture, such as the disappearance of 
"class" as a frequently invoked category, do not preclude individual 

self-identification with a still-extant group.18 The experience of cul
ture beyond the ivory tower is broader still, as individuals form associ
ations on the basis of shared profession, avocation, age, geographical 

region, political commitment, disability, and multiple combinations of 
these and other cultural markers. Although as yet not all Americans 
have equal freedom to choose or to reject association with an ethnic 
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or racial group, all have the opportunity to select additional cultural 
affiliations." Postethnic America is still aspirational, but it offers a use

ful model of modern (or postmodern) nationhood. 

CIVIC BENEFITS OF 

CULT URAL APPROPRIATION 

Material culture provides access to a myriad of embodied cultural 

products and thus facilitates the voluntary selection of cultural affilia
tion that Hollinger envisions. Source communities are (figuratively) 

taxed to secure the contribution of artifacts, rituals, practices, and styles. 
Outside individuals may then enter the bazaar, examine the merchan
dise, and adopt what suits them. Such exchange, whether voluntary or 

involuntary on the part of the source community, creates a series of 

potential civic benefits. 
As anthropologists and sociologists have noted in studies of indi

viduals and their relationships to and through material objects, each 
source community can employ cultural products to communicate its 
identity and values, albeit simplified for public consumption.20 Such 

community self-expression may take the form of either direct com
munication with the public or indirect symbolic statements. Religious 

tracts or party campaign buttons convey a direct message; a Japanese 
bento lunchbox or a teenager's extreme hairstyle and multiple body 
piercings embody cultural values or aesthetics without verbal explana
tion.21 In both cases, the public is invited to recognize the existence of 

a cultural group through its distinctive cultural products and to associ
ate it with a particular embodied expression of viewpoint or identity. 

This recognition may remain closer to an "orientalist" stereotype than 
to a nuanced, comprehensive understanding of the source community, 
but it is at least formulated with a modicum of contribution from the 

source community rather than cut from the whole cloth of main
stream ignorance.22 By sharing their cultural products, many source 

communities are able to have an impact on the popular culture. 
Another civic benefit of cultural appropriation is that otherwise 

xenophobic outsiders may develop the preeminent postmodern virtue 

of toleration or even respect for the source communities.21 As Walzer 
has described, the concept of toleration at the state level encompasses 
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a variety of approaches, from indifference to cultural engagement.2
~ In 

the context of cultural products, the promotion of toleration depends 

more on outside appropriation over time than on mere acknowledg
ment or Rawlsian recognition of reasonable differences.2; 

In many cases, the passage from intolerance to toleration of a cul
tural group may be charted in the wake of appropriation. During the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, social reformers sought 
to assimilate Native Americans, Latinos, and new immigrants by en

couraging them to abandon their respective "inferior" cultures and 
cuisines.:?<, These reformers measured success according to the distance 
an individual had traveled from his or her non-Anglo culture of ori

gin, as illustrated by Life magazine's approval of baseball star Joe 
DiMaggio: "Although he learned Italian first.Joe, now 24, speaks En
glish without an accent, and is otherwise well adapted to most U.S. 

mores. Instead of olive oil or smelly bear grease he keeps his hair slick 
with water. He never reeks of garlic and prefers chicken chow mein to 
spaghetti."27 Americans, it seems, were willing to adopt the baseball 

hero, but not his language or cuisine. Efforts at culinary {though not 
linguistic) assimilation declined between 1920 and 1940, and wartime 
meat shortages further cemented the acceptance of previously "for
eign" cuisines.2x Today, Mueller's elbow macaroni shares shelf space 

with gourmet "pasta," pizza graces school lunch trays, nutritionists 
extol the virtues of the Mediterranean diet, and the historical deni

gration of Italian Americans as "spaghetti benders" is a quaint an
achronism. Even the great DiMaggio's role as a symbol of successful 
assimilation may have given way to an affirmation of ethnic roots, as sug

gested by his postretirement return to the public eye as a spokesperson 
for Mr. Coffee. 2'' Acceptance of the source community has apparently 

followed acceptance of its cultural products. 
An unlikely example of this toleration effect appears in an inter

view with white rap artist Eminem, known for his virulently homo

phobic lyrics. The performer defended his use of a derogatory label 
for homosexuals, but when asked whether he would use a similarly 
negative slur against African Americans on a recording, he responded, 
"That word is not even in my vocabulary .... Those are two com

plete1y different things .... And I do black music, so out of respect, 
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why would I put that word in my vocabulary?"!() While Eminem 

achieved celebrity through uncompensated appropriation of an urban, 
African-American cultural product, he at least recognizes publicly the 

importance of the source conununity. 
Even fashion trends that turn to the street in search of authentic

ity claim to do so out of respect. Like hip-hop before it, cholo style 

originated in an urban, ethnic context. The Mexican-American gang
ster image, which evolved in East Los Angeles, incorporates gothic 
letters, bandanas, Roman Catholic religious imagery, tank tops, and 

cropped trousers. In the course of cholo style's move from the streets 
to pop stars to upscale department stores, it has drawn attention to its 
community of origin. According to the owner of one clothing line, 

"That's our way of giving props-respect-to the West Coast."31 If the 
law were to impose prohibitions on cultural appropriation, it might 

also limit the range of source-community influence on public dis
course and over individual nonmembers. 

In its strongest form, the argument that cultural products promote 

toleration suggests that community groups most in need of protection 
also stand to gain the most by allo\!\11ng cultural appropriation. A 
source community with little social standing or political influence, or 

even one toward which the majority culture is hostile, might advance 
its cause by feeding, clothing, instructing, or entertaining the general 

public with distinctive cultural products. If this result can be achieved 
without undue harm to the source community or its cultural prod
ucts, then both community identity and the discursive foundation of a 

liberal democracy are strengthened. 
An additional civic benefit of cultural appropriation is a complex 

mutual assimilation oi: homogenization that might best be described 

as a form of cultural syncretism, or the Reese's peanut-butter-cup 
effect. Assimilation to American life has traditionally involved the loss 

of non-Anglo cultural characteristics in order to conform to a main
stream norm, which is perceived as the absence of ethnic culture. 
White, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, educated, healthy, straight males from 

reasonably affluent Mid-Atlantic or Midwestern backgrounds allegedly 
have "no" accents, eat "normal" food, wear "regular" clothes, play 
"popular" music, engage in the "usual" pastimes, share "conunon" 
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opinions, and have "ordinary" tastes. Newly minted or socially disen
franchised Americans once aspired to embody this paragon of citizen

ship, or so some would claim. 
Today, the basic force of American culture flows in the same 

channel; John Q. Citizen, however, is as likely to absorb new cultural 
influences as he is to set a uniform standard. The live audience for the 
State of the Union address is still largely a sea of white men in dark 
suits, but" everybody" now eats Thai food, listens to the Gypsy Kings, 

and incorporates urban slang into daily conversation. The gay com
munity offers a particularly vivid example of mutual transformation. 
Since the mid-1980s, homosexual men and women have metamor

phosed from an alien threat to American "family values" into a source 
of urbane wit and style, while at the same time embracing traditional 
images of domesticity. Middle America applauds the five gay super

heroes who each week rescue a different hapless heterosexual from his 
sloppy, unkempt ways on Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, and promo
tional material for the Ellen DeGeneres Show touts the lesbian come

dian's "approachability and relatability" as well as her" 'everywoman' 
approach to everyday situations."·'2 Meanwhile, gay Americans turn to 
the venerable New York Times Sunday Styles section to read notices of 

gay and lesbian commitment ceremonies alongside the marriage an
nouncements of heterosexual women and men, or at least those who 
have escaped the reported epidemic of straight-male commitment 

phobia. Formal marital status and the associated legal benefits may be 
generally denied to same-sex couples, but the mimetic nature of ritu
als surrounding such unions indicates that something more than 

inheritance rights or state recognition is at stake. \Vhile many hetero
sexuals have internalized a stereotypical gay aesthetic, many homosex
uals now imitate and celebrate a family structure based on traditional 

marriage bonds. 
This serendipitous chocolate-meets-peanut-butter model of civic 

evolution through the exchange of cultural products can have con

crete effects on formal expressions of national identity. In Lawrence v. 

'lexas, the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a Texas law pro
hibiting certain homosexual conduct and overruled its own 1986 

precedent, noting, "When sexuality finds overt expression in intimate 
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conduct with another person, the conduct can be but one element in 
a personal bond that is more enduring."J3 Rather than allowing Texas 
to continue to label homosexual individuals as criminals and thus 

impaired citizens, the Court interpolated a necessary link between 
sexual activiry and personal relationships, perhaps including modern 

companionate marriage. 
Justice Antonin Scalia, in a scathing dissent, accused his brethren 

of cooing about homosexual relationships and paving the way for a 
constitutional defense of same-sex marriage.'4 Although Justice Scalia 
couched his argument in terms of the Court's proper role, he was 

apparently livid about what he perceives as a misappropriation of 
matrimony. In the language of cultural products, a fraternal dispute is 
taking place over the correct source-communiry response to the 

appropriation of a ritual that instantiates certain core values--and the 
forces that favor inclusive use of the contested cultural product have 
won this round, with definite civic effect. Same-sex marriage has 

blossomed overnight into a grass-roots movement, sparking intense 
political debate and widespread civil disobedience with respect to re

strictive, traditional marriage laws. Whether this trend will continue 
and result in national recognition of same-sex marriage, or even 
whether the gay and lesbian communiry as a whole would have previ

ously endorsed this goal, remains an unanswered question. Whatever 
the legal result of this burgeoning civil rights contest, it has per
manently altered the American cultural landscape. One might ask 

whether the cultural syncretism that has produced a breed of suspi
ciously well-dressed and coifed heterosexual men, dubbed "metrosex
uals," will provoke a similar examination of national (or at least 

masculine) identiry. 
Among the occasional civic benefits of cultural appropriation is 

the preservation of certain cultural products themselves. While misap

propriation may destroy fragile communal creations, and unrestrained 
commodification may denature others in the eyes of both the source 

group and the public, some cultural products continue to exist pri
marily through the medium of appropriation. The audience for jazz 
remains more robust in Europe than in the United States and includes 

more whites than African Americans. The quilts of Gee's Bend would 
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long since have been replaced by inexpensive coverlets from Wal-Mart 
or Target were it not for the interest of collectors in the women's 

labor-intensive communal art form. Even indigenous languages around 
the world are at risk of disappearing in .the face of encroaching 
modernity, save for the efforts of linguists dedicated to their study. 

Assuming that abundance and variety are positive values, the role of 
appropriation in saving certain cultural products from extinction 

enriches the life of the nation. 
Viewed from the perspective of utility rather than simple quan

tity, those cultural products that circulate among outsiders provide raw 

material for further creation. While few young Indian-American 
women wear saris on a daily basis, and even fewer Japanese-American 
or even Japanese women wear kimonos regularly, the exposure of 
Western designers to elaborate Asian textiles and shapes inspires the 

creation of new fashions.35 Similarly, the flavors of South America, 
Africa, Asia, and Europe appear on cutting-edge restaurant tables as 
fusion cuisine. Far from lost, the public domain mourned by many 

intellectual property professors receives a continual infusion of cul
tural products, and a source of creative ferment is refreshed. To the 

extent that creation itself is a Judeo-Christian religious value ex
pressed in the Hebrew Bible or Old Testament and thence throughout 
Western culture, as Roberta Rosenthal Kwall and David Noble have 
insightfully suggested, any such enhancement of creative potential 

provides a clear civic benefit.3
'' 

The absence of legal protection against unrestrained cultural 
appropriation, then, may not be merely the result of historical over

sight or a Foucaultian exercise of power via knowledge of a subaltern 
other.37 Cultural products, moreover, are not merely the neglected 
half-siblings of intellectual property, lacking the requisite spark of 

genius that would inspire legislative action. Instead, cultural appropri
ation has the potential to deliver civic benefits to the nation as a 

whole, as well as to the source communities within it. While the 
harms of misappropriation are present realities in need of evaluation 
and corrective measures, the positive contributions of cultural appro

priation are important constitutive elements of an expansive and mal
leable American society. 
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CHAPTER 12 

An Emerging Legal Framework 

Life is not a having and a getting, bitt a being and 
a becoming. -Matthew Arnold 

SHAKESPEARE FAMOUSLY LIKENED the world to a 

stage, and its inhabitants to players on it. Had he been a modern visual 

artist, however, he might have imagined instead an interactive art 

installation and a steady stream of visitors-or at least remembered to 

thank the set and costume designers. Society does not continually 

reinvent itself on an empty platform but is instead enmeshed in sys

tems of property rights, market exchange, and material culture, tangi

ble and intangible. The cultural contribution of voluntary immigrants, 

involuntary immigrants, and indigenous peoples to the American 

national project not only asserts the presence of those cultural groups, 

often well before their members are considered full citizens in a civil 

or political sense, but also serves as a catalyst for the construction of an 

"authentic" American culture. 

This quest for authenticity in an era of impeccable, immediate 

copies reveals a peculiar anxiety of our age, to once again invoke T. J. 
Jackson Lears.' The invention of the printing press bypassed monastic 

scriptoria and ecclesiastical control over the reproduction of texts, 

prefiguring the Protestant Revolution. The Industrial Revolution 

removed production of everyday objects from craftsmen and created 

mass markets, prompting a yen for nature that produced both the Boy 

Scouts and the Arts and Crafts movement.2 Our own Internet Revolu

tion gives us ever-increasing access to commodified culture and digi

tal clones of creative works, yet we remain suspicious of the value of 

these too-perfect, acontextualized forgeries even as we consume 
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them. The market recognizes our ambivalence and promises us goods 
that are "authentic," "original," "genuine," and even "retro." Mean
while, starlets with unlimited access to couture creations tap into the 

zeitieist by wearing "vintage" gowns on the red carpet, and world-class 
chefs offer "home cooking" in the form of gourmet mashed potatoes, 
meatloaf, and macaroni and cheese. A taste for the "cultural" joins this 

emphasis on the venerable, as we associate the products of communi
ties outside the mainstream with more genuine, organic lifeways. We 

do not collectively aspire to belong to working-class, foreign, or trans
gendered communities, but we congratulate ourselves on our easy 
familiarity with trucker hats, sushi, and RuPaul. 

No less an observer than Alexis de Tocqueville has noted that 
American society is defined by a central tension between individual 
and conununity, independence and interdependence.-' In the arena of 

cultural appropriation, existing legal structures have focused on indi
vidual rights and on the nation as a whole at the expense of the sub

communities tl1at constitute the American polity. It might be said that 
American law embraces the principles of libcrte and egalite but neglects 
fratcrnite. Only through private means or the awkward invocation of 

analogous legal principles have source communities been able to pro
tect their cultural products against misappropriation. At the same 
time, proponents and practiti.oners of cultural appropriation have over
looked its civic benefits and focused instead on individual autonomy 

and negative rationales for the exclusion of cultural products from 
legal notice. Perhaps it is time the law move to correct these omissions 
by striking a balance between protection and appropriation of cultural 

products in American life. 

BEYOND THE LIMITS OF 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Extending limited intellectual property protection to intangible 
cultural products would involve several stages. To begin, the law must 

reconceive the concept of"authorship" or creation to reflect the reality 
of unincorporated group collaboration, malleable Foucaultian notions 
of authorship, and the value of cultural products: This process would 
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harmonize with both utilitarian and ethical theories of intellectual 
property protection. Cultural products vrould fall under the utilitarian 

constitutional classification of "Science and useful Arts," which Con
gress is empowered to promote by securing exclusive rights to their 

"Authors and Inventors," the source communities.s Similarly, "moral 
rights" would as easily apply to a source community as to an individual 
genius; claims of authenticity, in particular, could easily be assimilated to 

a limited moral right of attribution. Under either theory, source com
munities would receive a bundle of property rights similar to those of 

their individual counterparts, albeit with more robust exceptions for 
fair use designed to promote the civic benefits oflimited appropriation. 

Next, the law must alter its temporal restrictions on intellectual 

property protection. The maximum term of protection could reflect 
the life span of a source community, in place of the life of the author 
or a simple term of years, or could be divided into shorter terms re

newable on a periodic basis. While many source conununities endure 
almost infinitely, some disband or expire. Any cultural products left 
behind by the American Whig party are long abandoned; likewise, 

Minnesota Vikings fans need not seek permission to don horned hel
mets. The novelty and originality requirements of patent and copy
right law, respectively, are meaningless in the case of continually 

evolving cultural products. Instead, the law might adopt a trademark
like emphasis on current use, drawn from the Commerce Clause, or a 
trade secret-like requirement that the source community continue to 

derive benefit from the cultural product. [n order to preserve the flow 
of creations and inventions into the public domain, especially in light 

of the longevity of source communities, the exclusiveness of owner
ship should be established in rough inverse proportion to the duration 
of protection, taking into account the relative cultural significance of 

partkular artifacts or rituals. 
In addition, the legal system must revise its common law empha

sis on the reduction of cultural products to concrete form as a re

quirement for protection.While individual or defined groups of authors 
and inventors generally anticipate embodiment or reduction of their 

work to tangible form prior to its legal recognition, cultural groups 
may have longstanding preferences and practices regarding intangibil-
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ity and orality. Since material form is a useful but not strictly neces

sary precursor to intellectual property protection, as apparent from the 
protection of aural and olfactory trademarks and the absence in civil 
law of any requirement of tangibility in copyright, source-group elec

tion in favor of intangibility should not affect the availability of pro

tection for cultural products. 
These modifications to the class of beneficiaries, as well as to the 

temporal and material limitations of intellectual property law, would 
serve to establish the broad outlines of a category of cultural-product 

protection. This is not necessarily to suggest that current intellectual 
property law statutes be modified to include cultural products, a 
process that might result in overprotection of cultural products at the 
expense of beneficial cultural exchange, particularly in light of current 

international minimum standards for the established categories of in
tellectual property protection. Instead, the current system of intellec
tual property law provides a functional template that can be modified 

to address the concerns of source communities regarding intellectual 
property protection and societal concerns regarding cultural develop
ment and the public domain. Such protection would complement the 

UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage, which calls upon nations to engage in protective and educa
tional activities such as documentation and education.'' 

DEGREES Of 

CULTURAL-PRODUCT PRO'fECTION 

Protection of cultural products ideally should involve not merely 
the expansion of intellectual property law, but also an institutionalized 
mechanism to facilitate cultural exchange. One method of promoting 

a balance between source-community interests and the civic role of 
intangible cultural products might be for intellectual property law to 
develop multiple levels of protection corresponding to the nature of 

the protected good. Such differentiation among protected works 
within the separate intellectual property categories of copyright, 

trademark, and patent occurs in only a few cases, and it is generally 
disfavored or forbidden by international treaty. Cultural products as 
yet enjoy no such worldwide recognition, despite growing global 
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concern. A sui ~eneris legal regime of cultural-product protection 

could therefore be more narrowly tailored to different types of cul
tural production on a national basis. As indicated in the table. the type 

of protection afforded each cultural product would depend on its 
source-conununity classification as a private good or public good (in 
the sense of a product voluntarily released outside the community, 

rather than a noncompetitive good) and on whether or not the source 
conununity has voluntarily commodified the product. As in defining 

the scope of property itself, the law may choose to exclude elements 
such as human life and aspects of human sexuality from the rubric of 

cultural-product ownership altogether. 

Cultural-Product Protection 

Noncommodified 

Commodified 

Private 

Enhanced trade secret 
-style protection 

©/Patent-style protection 

Private, Noncommodified Cultural Products 

Public 

©/Patent-style 
protection 

®-style/" Amhenticity
mark" protection 

Sacred, secret, or exclusive products that would otherwise risk de
struction through cultural appropriation, such as the ceremonial 
dance of the Pueblo of Santo Domingo described in Chapter Eight, 

could receive a high level of protection in a manner similar to that of 
trade secrets. The source community would bear reasonable responsi
bility for excluding the general public from the cultural product or 

placing strict limitations on access, and outside appropriation in viola
tion of these community restrictions would be strictly forbidden. A 

sacred song entrusted to a particular individual, a set of scriptures 
intended only for initiates, or the use of a particular plant ingested in 
the context of a religious ritual could each be protected in this man

ner. Unlike trade secrets, however, disclosure of the private, noncom
modified product by a single dissenting or careless insider should not 

result in loss of protection and thus harm the entire community. 
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Private, Commodified Cultural Products 

Cultural products intended for use and market exchange primarily 

among members of the source conununity, or private, commodified 
products, could receive a slightly lesser degree of protection analogous 
to patent or copyright. This category might include an object used in 

the practice of religion, like a menorah, rosary, or prayer rug. In such 
cases, it is important that the form of the cultural product and perhaps 
even the process of its creation follow community specifications. The 

source community could exercise the usual rights to exclude, to trans
fer, and to use or possess its embodied cultural products, subject to 
limited outside appropriation analogous to the fair use of copyrighted 

material or experimental use of a patented invention. Outsiders might 
legitimately possess, display, or critique these objects, or even copy or 
use them in an expressive fashion to invoke or criticize the source 

community. This limited appropriation, however, would not extend to 
outside commodification of the cultural products, which must retain a 
degree of purity or objective authenticity in order to instantiate the 

values of the source community. 

Public, Noncommod(fied Cultural Products 

As in the example of open-source code discussed in Chapter 

Nine, some source communities choose to make their cultural products 
public without commodifying them. While the principal open-source 
standards organization, OSI, has worked within exis6ng trademark 

law to create a certification mark, and the use of licenses to protect 
the free distribution of open-source software is commonplace, hackers 
and similarly situated source comm.unities could have significantly 

more control over their cultural products if a regime similar to copy
right or patent law were to protect those products. The open-source 
software conununity's situation is unusual in that few outsiders have 

the technical capacity to appropriate and commodify its cultural 
products. If that circumstance were to change, or if other source com
munities wished to share their cultural products on the condition that 

they remain uncorrupted and virtually free of charge, stronger protec
tion could assist in both enforcing the creators' wishes and ensuring 
the continued vitality of their cultural products. Source communities 
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would not have absolute control under such a regime, which would 
be subject to broad limitations analogous to fair use, but would retain 

an affiliation with their products. 

Public, Commodif,ed Cultural Products 

The largest category of cultural products, those both deliberately 
conunodified and made available to the public, should theoretically 

enjoy the least protection against outside appropriation. These intan
gible goods are likely to be more durable than their protected, private 
counterparts, and their appropriation is least likely to seriously dam

age the source communities. The pervasive civic benefits bestowed on 
a heterogeneous polity through cultural group contributions in the 
form of distinctive cuisine, popular music, habits of dress, and ele

ments of language, moreover, are too extensive to support legal elimi

nation of cultural appropriation. 
Nevertheless, the law should not continue to deny source-com

munity interest in these creations. The Australian Aboriginal didgeri
doo, for example, is a sacred instrument traditionally made from a tree 
hollowed out by insects and painted with designs that vary according 

to region and intended ceremonial use. Knockoffs for the tourist trade 
are made of artificial materials and incorporate non-Aboriginal 

designs, to the distress of the source conununity. While the Australian 
government makes no attempt to halt the trade in didgeridoo copies, it 
has instituted a program for the labeling of authentic Aboriginal art 

destined for the market, including musical instruments.' 
A general program for the creation, registration, and placement of 

"authenticity marks" on commodified, tangible cultural products that 

originate from within the source community would preserve the re
lationship between community and product and create an affiliative 
ownership without halting the fertile exchange inherent in much cul

tural appropriation. This balance could be facilitated through specially 
designed laws or programs, as in the case of protection of indigenous 

handicrafts in the United States and Australia, or through source
community adaptation of existing trademark provisions." Periodic 
renewal of the grant of an authenticity mark according to evolving 

community standards could avoid reifying the communal culture. 
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Even fraternal disputes over authenticity could be addressed 
through a trademark-style system of authentication. The possibility of 
multiple or competing grants of product recognition analogous to 

kosher certifications would permit the public expression of multiple 
points of view from within the source community. As with each sug
gested degree of cultural-product protection, existing federal adminis

trative agencies would provide a suitable forum for source communities 

seeking the assistance oflaw. 

BOTH OUR DIVF.RSF. nation and our postmodern consciousness have 
taught us to appreciate commodified cultural products. InteHectual 

property law should reinforce this lesson not by allowing unlimited 
appropriation of these intangible goods, but instead by protecting them. 
While the above schema represents only one attempt to balance the 

interests of conununal creation and the public domain and to system
atize a complex pattern of exchange steeped in history and habit, cul
ture and pride, it is a balance central to the past and the future of 

American national culture. 

THE ROLE OP LAW IN 

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE 

The problem of unincorporated group authorship invokes issues 
of cultural evolution versus authenticity, constructed communal iden
tity versus free expression, ownership versus appropriation, privacy 

versus collaboration. Resolution of these tensions now occurs on an 
ad hoc basis, if at all. Absent a jurisprudence of cultural protection or 
even the shared understandings that undergird customary law, each 

source community and its intangible cultural products are largely sub
ject to the values of the general public. Although the social cohesion 
of a heterogeneous nation rests in part on cultural groups' payment of 

an identity tax in the form of these cultural products, the social con
tract that should in turn protect cultural groups resembles instead an 

exaction of tribute. Intellectual property law may provide the mecha
nism to balance the scales, to temper cultural contribution with cul
tural protection. 

The suggestion that law cease to ignore cultural products, what-
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ever the benefits of unregulated cultural appropriation, should not be 

interpreted as tantamount to an encouragement of more lawsuits or 
other means of formal dispute resolution. Contrary to popular belief, 
not all lawyers aspire to run late-night commercials informing un

suspecting members of the public that they may have been harmed 
and should pursue (potentially lucrative) justice. Except in cases of 

demonstrable harm to a source conununity, courts should not be at 
the forefront of the everyday business of regulating culture. 

Admittedly, the association of even limited, associative property 

rights with cultural products bears the risk of distorting relations 
within source communities and altering cultural products, as their value 
as both signifiers and economic resources increases. In cases of misap

propriation, outside intervention may already have harmed communal 
artistry, and the law is less likely to do additional damage. For exam
ples of cultural appropriation more generally, the proposed creation of 

authenticity marks attempts to avoid trapping culture in the corridors 
of legal formalism by establishing ownership rights only in the marks 
themselves rather than in the cultural products they legitimate. Still, 

even this via media is not free of risk. 
The function of law is nevertheless not only to decide cases, but 

also to establish values and reasonable expectations around which citi
zens can order their interactions. Jf the law states that cultural products 
are valued creations of their source communities, should be treated 

with respect according to the norms of those source communities, and 
yet should in most cases be accessible in the public domain for civic 
reasons, then well-intentioned members of society are afforded guide

lines for civil interaction. Similarly, internal community disputes re
garding cultural products may not be resolved through the application 
of statutes, but the law can at least provide a vocabulary and framework 

for discussion that acknowledges the significance of the matters at 
hand. This role of law as pedagogue, rather than exclusively as judge 

and jury, is a feature of Western jurisprudence dating back at least to 
Aquinas, who attributes many of his insights on this matter to Aristo
tle. Humanity "has a natural aptitude for virtue, but the perfection of 

virtue must be acquired by man by means of some kind of training," 
whether through social interaction or the mechanisms of law.9 For a 
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heterogeneous polity in which differing conununity norms may exist 

in relative ignorance of one another, law is called upon to facilitate the 
development of a national culture, not least in the matter of cultural 

appropriation. 
According to Oscar Wilde," 'Know thyself' was written over the 

portal of the antique world. Over the portal of the new world, '13e 
thyself' shall be written."w An authentic American society in the sub

jective philosophical sense consists not only of autonomous individuals 
or of separate communities defined by consanguinity or a multitude 

of affinities, but also of a would-be nation continually striving to cre
ate itself. Much of this interaction takes place in the world of material 
culture, property, and now virtual property, as we exchange, borrow, 

create, and construct a common-or at least aspirational-identity. 
Legal recognition of cultural products is a totemic element of this 

project. 

WHEN I FIRST concluded a series of arguments for the limited regula
tion of cultural appropriation, I was sitting in a West Coast cafe named 
for an Italian city. Outside the window, the sun shone on a university 

campus where the student body no longer includes a majority of any 
single cultural group.Around me were patrons of every race and mul
tiple nationalities, several displaying symbols or head coverings of dif

ferent religious groups and many with T-shirts proclaiming additional 
cultural affiliations. The multilingual buzz of conversation competed 
with the periodic hiss of the industrial-strength espresso machine 

downstairs, expertly operated by a Latino and a woman of northern 
European descent. At the time I blithely concluded, if this scene were 
to any extent a dividend of the appropriation of one of my ancestral 

cultural products, "Let them drink coffee!" 
Since that time, the postmodern era in America has ended-or 

rather, we are all postmodernists now. The watershed moment of our 
generation is, of course, 9/11. While the liberal project of toleration 
and the postmodern emphasis on diverse perspective still pervade our 
national consciousness, perhaps with more urgency than before, we 

aspire to reclaim a unity of purpose that would fulfill the promises of 
our national myth. Whether through the adoption of a prophetic 
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pragmatism, a revival of nineteenth-century idealism, or some other 

emergent projection of unity in diversity, America seeks not only to 
absorb the authenticities of its constituent communities but also to 

achieve its own internal authenticity. ll As Lionel Trilling reminds us in 
the context of artistic culture, the quest for authenticity is an inher
ently powerful and even violent project, requiring an extreme exercise 

of personal will to overcome the sentiment of nonbeing.12 If we are to 
succeed, our collective performance of America will both appropriate 

and preserve its constituent cultures and their contributions to the 
project of nationhood. And, as companions in this quest, we will not 
only break bread or matzoh or pita or naan or tortillas or injera 
together, but also share that cup of coffee. 
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Is it OK for a white kid to dress up as Moana for 
Halloween? And other cultural appropriation questions 

Ali• F.. 0 ,1~tugjr, USA TODAY Pul>lishcd4: 18 pm ET Oc1 23, 20171 UpcMw6:0J p.m. RT Oc1. 23, 2017 

In America's war between cultural sensitivity and free expression, Halloween is a familiar battleground. 
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The holiday, which originated with people dressed in costume to ward off evil spirits, has morphed into a day 

that celebrates all kinds of creative self-expression. It means not only do people dress up as witches and 

monsters, but also as one another. This is where things get complicated, and why you keep hearing the term 

"cultural appropriation" in a heated debate each October. 

(Photo: Disney, AP) 

can be deeply offensive. 

On one side of the controversy are minorities and their allies who say they experience prejudice all year long, 

so seeing the people who discriminate against them (intentionally or not) dressing up as them on Halloween 

On the other side are those who believe "political correctness" has gone too far. 

Susan Scafidi, author of Who Owns Culture: Appropriation and Authenticity in American Law, said the debate really took off in 2015 when Yale 

Ustory/ooinion/2015/11 /1 B/canmus-soeech-yal~missouri-race-freedom-editorials-debatesf76005634/\ warned its students not to wear certain costumes 

on Halloween, provoking "a moment of outrage on both sides that really polarized the issue," she said. 

"I think that the argument has absolutely become politicized," Scafidi said, "but it doesn't need to be. We can all learn to be polite and respectful without 

being political. And, in fact, I think most people want to be." 

Scafidi spoke with USA TODAY about the debate, and how adults and children alike can be fun, creative and even subversive on Halloween without 

unexpectedly picking a fight. 

What exactly is cultural appropriation? 

'Very simply put, we're talking about taking elements of someone else's culture without permission." 

But how can we live in America and not take bits and pieces of one another's 
cultures? Aren't we built on multi-culturalism? 

"It would be terrible if we had to all remain in our own cultural lanes and only eat those exact same cuisines that our parents and grandparents and so 

forth ate, and never be able to travel the world by going from one restaurant to another or to experience other languages and movies and novels, and 

yes, modes of dress. 

But ii comes down to respect and context. I think that if we're from cultures that have not been historically - especially recently - attacked, oppressed, 

discriminated against, it might be a little harder to understand. But I think part of Halloween is being creative, and creatively imagining yourself in another 

form, as another character. So I think we just need the imagining to start early and imagine how someone else would feel if you dressed [like them)." 

Opinion: When cultural appropriation hurts lhtto:/fcoHege.usatoday,comt2014/10122/voices-costumes-:candycand-culturat-approoriation/l 

What is the line between experiencing someone's culture in a positive 
way (cultural appreciation), and disrespecting it (cultural appropriation)? 

Cultural appreciation is what Scafidi calls "good borrowing" (making a Moroccan soup for dinner and talking with your family about ii). Cultural 

appropriation can "be offensive" (turning a hijab into a costume can mock the person who wears it everyday as part of their religion). 



Cultural appropriation can also be offensive when the person doing the borrowing is privileged, while the person who is being borrowed from is SQ 
oppressed. For example, a white person wearing dreadlocks on Halloween when a black man wearing dreadlocks on a regular Monday gets told '.Yfil! 
i,an't work here," lhHo://www.orlandosentinet,com/buslness/consumer/os-bz-publix-dreadloci<s-20111002-story.html) 

How cultural appropriation gets especially tricky on Halloween 

"What happens with Halloween costumes is people start to dress up as individuals from other cultures, and it makes people from those other cultures 

almost feel dehumanized. 'Like what am I? A ghost? Am I a unicorn? I'm really just another human being.' ... [11 can] make people feel as though they're 

essentially degraded." 

Ryan Foster 
@ryanfosterPR 

(_ follow ) 

The news is covering Julianne Hough's dream wedding but I 
don't care because that time she happily dressed in blackface. 

8:05 AM - Jul 12, 2017 
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So what is OK? 



"There are many people who will say 'ah, stop taking the fun out of everything.' But every culture has sacred items that it doesn't want to be deme®e1 ... 
"If you're caricaturing Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump, that's fine, those are public figures. Those masks are always fair game. Your traditional skeletons 

and demons and devils, fine, that's also fair game. More fanciful archetypes - unicorns and princesses and fairies - fine, great. But when you start 

dressing up in something your neighbor might wear everyday - a sari, or a kimono, or hijab - then maybe that starts to cross the line." 

Guide: A list of costumes you can pretty much always avoid <hllo:/JcoUege,usatodav.com/2016/10/24/9-halloween-costumes-to-avojd-20160 

Some basic ground rules 

"Do your homework. Put yourself in someone else's shoes figuratively, before you do so actually. And think about how someone else might feel if you 

were dressed up as the sexy or slutty version of them for Halloween .... Think about whether or not you're turning someone's everyday 21st century 

culture into a caricature." 

The three S's 

Scafidi said she encourages people to foll~w these three rules: 

• Source: Think first about the source culture. Is this a culture that has been historically discriminated against or oppressed (blacks, American 

Indians). If so, proceed with caution. 

• Significance (or sacredness): What's the significance of what you're taking? Is it something that is of major cultural significance, or maybe 

even something sacred, or is it just a run-of-the-mill ordinary item, an everyday commodity? (American Indian headdresses, Scafidi said, are 

the "equivalent of military medals. They're not just decoration or hats or jewelry or something ornamental. They mean something.") 

• Similarity: And finally, think about the similarity of what you're doing. Are you interpreting or being inspired by someone else's wlture, or are 

you just making an exact copy? 

Are the rules different for kids? 

"It's never too earty to start teaching your child to say please and thank you, so it's never too early to teach your child to be respectful in other ways." 

OK, but what about the thousands of white kids who want to dress up like a 
character from Moana for Halloween? 

Scafidi said to determine whether you may be crossing a line, look at the Maui costume Disney pulled off its shelves. 

"This costume was essentially his brown skin with the tattoos and the little loincloth in the middle. And people looked at it and said, 'you know, I'm not 

sure if having a child of some other color wearing this character's brown skin to masquerade is necessarily very respectful or a good idea."' 



fl Eugene Ramirez CBS4 
U @EugeneRamirez 

COSTUME CONTROVERSY: Disney apologizes for Moana 

movie Maui costume, some Pacific Islanders compare dark skin 

tone to blackface. Thoughts? 

4:39 AM • Sep 23, 2016 

Scafidi said it's hard to give definitive "yes" or "no" answers on every case (some Pacific Islanders defended 

52 

1b.Ups:J/twitter.com/Konami Ai/status/778133208131072001 )the Maui costume), but ''whether a particular costume constitutes cultural misappropriation 

should involve asking the source community." 

The hardest thing for parents on Halloween may be trying to navigate the complex world they know, while still acknowledging the more idealistic one their 

children see. 

"Ultimately, where a concerned adult might see a specific culture, her daughter may simply have chosen as a role model a fictional character who is 

adventurous, courageous, determined, and yes, a bit disobedient- a universally becoming set of values to be worn by the women of tomorrow." 

Moral of the story 

"If we lived in a perfect world, we could all dress up as one another without giving offense. But there are historical realities and ongoing social issues and 

we just have to respect that that's part of where America is right now, and maybe pull back from that kind of masquerade." 

Read or Share this story: https://usat.ly/2gDRKbt 
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Marc Jacobs challenges appropriation claims 
with hip hop-inspired line 

M•evc MdJormn1.l (h111i:ltwww.11s:1!mla)',co111/s1af'.f121S87{11mev,M119,lcr,11u111\. USATOl)AY Published 5:48 p.m. CT l'eb. l(,, 20171 Updatcd 7:41 a.n,. ET Feb. 17, 2017 

One season after Marc Jacobs caused an uproar by featuring models in faux-dreadlocks 

Ustory/Ufe/entertainthls/2016/09/15/marc-jacobs-nyfw-show-recelves-backlash-oyer-models

in-dreadlocks/90438338/\in his New York Fashion Week show, the designer isn't shying away 

from interpreting different cultures on the runway. 

Jacobs' Fall collection, which he debuted Thursday, was openly hip hop-inspired, as models 

paraded tracksuits, puffer jackets, sheariing coats and heavy gold chains. The models all 

wore oversized hatswhich were "inspired by the haberdashery and elegance of Andre 3000," 

according to Jacobs' press notes. 

Titled "Respect," Jacobs' notes made a deliberate attempt to recognize the roots of the 

culture he interpreted in his collection. 

"Several months ago I watched a documentary called Hip-Hop Evolution," he wrote. 

referencing the 2016 four-part series that traces the genre's first 20 years and, according to 

Jacobs, "gave way to a whole new language of style." 

Marc Jacob6 greet his models outside of his NYFW show. (Photo: Jamie McCMhY, Getty Images for Marc 

Jacobs) 

Jacobs described his upbringing in NYC, where he first witnessed "the influence of hip-hop on 

other music as well as art and style." 

"This collection is my representation of the well-studied dressing up of casual sportswear," he 

wrote. "It is an acknowledgement and gesture of my respect for the polish and consideration 

applied to fashion from a generation that will forever be the foundation of youth culture street 

style." 

Unlike last season, where his models wearing the faux dreads were largely white, the casting 

for Thursday's show was far more inclusive, closer to a 50/50 split between white and 

nonwhite women. 

One of those faces was Winnie Harlow. the model who has become the public face of vitiligo, 

from walking in previous fashion weeks /IJttps:llwwvtiaot.com/artjcle/2015/02/17/winnle

hartow-isnHettlng-her.skin-disease-get-in-the-way-of-h/21143665/) to appearing in Beyonce's 

Lemonade C/story/life/entertainthjs/2016/04/25/winnie-harlow-temonade-set-pretty-much

familv-reunlon/83500986/). 



Harlow's Marc Jacobs look. (Photo: Dimitrios Kambouris, Getty Images for Marc Jacobs) 

The show saved its musical references for the end, as models paraded through the silent 

Park Avenue Armory before assembling outside, posing in front of an enormous speaker 

system. 
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Maeve McDermott @maeve_mcdermott 16 Feb 
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( Follow ') 
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Thanks to his more diverse casting and more purposeful acknowledgement of the cultural 

inspirations behind his collection, Jacobs won't likely meet the same waves of criticism he 

battled last year. However, it's worth noting that the streetwear that Jacobs and other 

designers pay homage to on their runways was once maligned as "ghetto" by fashion's 

mainstream. 

Alongside brands like FUBU and Rocawear, Kimora Lee Simmons created her Baby Phat line 

in 1999. In an interview with the fade[(http://www.thefader,cornl2016l10/11 /kimora-lee

slmmons-baby-phat-black-fashion-lnterviewl last year, Simmons criticized the fashion 

industry for its current infatuation with "urban" looks after spending the previous decade 

marginalizing her designs. 

"Maybe they call it American fashion but at the time it was 'ghetto fabulous,' ii was 'urban', it 

was 'hip-hop culture,' it was "streetwear,'" she said. 

"Now, they're doing the baggy silhouettes, the layering of pieces, all of the Afrocentric 

hairstyles like a real afro. Now you're seeing it on the runway. You'll see dreads, big braids, 

and on and on with the make-up trends. You'll see braids on some celebrtly and it's like, 'Oh, 

they started that trend.' No, they really didn't." 
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Lll Kim and Katy Perry outside tho show. (Photo: AP/Getty) 

Among the famous names present for Jacobs' Thursday show was Lil' Kim, who walked lhe 

runway (hltps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1C!hN8U-5jk.) for Simmons' Baby Phat collection 

in 2008. 

Katy Perry, an artist who has also faced criticisms of cultural appropriation in the past, also 

attended the presentation. 

"I guess I'll just stick to baseball and hot dogs, and that's it," she told Rolling Stone 
lhtto·11www.rolllngstone.com/music/news/lhe-unbreakable:-katy-oerrv-inside-rolllng-stones
new-jssue-20140730) in 2014, after coming under fire for appearing as a geisha at the 2014 

AMAs. "I know that's a quote that's gonna come to (hurt me), but can"t you appreciate a 

culture? I guess, like, everybody has to stay in their lane? I don't know." 

Read or Share this story: http://usat.ly/2lnmjCv 
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10/24/2017 Cultural appropriation: Make it illegal worldwidc, lntligcnous advocates say - North - CBC. News 58 

Cultural appropriation: Make it illegal worldwide, Indigenous advocates say 

Delegates in Geneva from 189 countries are looklng at the Issue, and some want UN to speed It up 

By Hilary Bird, CBC News Posted: Jun 13, 2017 8:13 AM CT Last Updated: Jun 13, 2017 11 :09 AM CT 

Indigenous advocates from around the world are calling on a UN committee to ban the appropriation of 
Indigenous cultures - and to do it quickly. 

Delegates from 189 countries, including Canada, are in Geneva this week as part of a specialized 
international committee within the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), a United Nations 
agency. 

• Canadian law doesn't protect Indigenous culture, lawyers say 

Since it began in 2001, the committee has been working on creating and finishing three pieces of 
international law that would expand intellectual·property regulations to protect things like Indigenous 
designs, dances, words and traditional medicines. 

The meeting takes place as concern grows worldwide about the rights of cultures to control their own 
materials. In the U.S. this week, designer Tory Burch agreed to change the description of one of her 
coats for women after Romanians protested that it had been described as African-inspired when it 
actually appropriated a traditional Romanian garment. 

Speaking to the committee Monday, James Anaya, dean of law at the University of Colorado, said the 
UN's negotiated document should 11obligate states to create effective criminal and civil enforcement 
procedures to recognize and prevent the non-consensual taking and illegitimate possession, sale and 
export of traditional cultural expressions." 

Anaya said the document should also look at products that are falsely advertised as Indigenous-made or 
endorsed by Indigenous groups. 

That would mean products like those in U.S.-based retailer Urban Outfitters 11Navajo" line, Anaya said, 
including "Navajo hipster panties, 11 a "peace treaty feather necklace" and a "Navajo print flask. 11 

The Navajo Nation launched a legal battle against the company for trademark infringement in 2012: The 
case was settled out of court late last year. 

Anaya is one of several Indigenous leaders at this round of negotiations who are questioning just how 
seriously some member states are taking the negotiations. 

The committee has been working on three draft documents for 16 years, and member states are now 
going through them line by line. 

It is a painstaking, slow process, and some Indigenous leaders say they are frustrated and disenchanted 
about the committee's future. 

http://www.cbc.ca/ news/canada/nort h/cultural -appropriation-mak e-it-i llegal-worl dwi de-i 11di genous-advocutes-say -1. 41 S7943 



I 0/24/2017 Cultural t1pproprialion: Make it illegal worldwide, Indigenous advoca,es say - No,th - CBC News 5 9 
"We are only halfway through 2017 and yet the number of occurrences of misappropriation happening to 
Indigenous Peoples in all regions of the world seems relentless with no relief in sight," said Aroha Te 
Pareake Mead, a member of the Ngati Awa and Ngati Porou tribes in Wellington, New Zealand. 

"We asked the international community to help deal with a problem that traverses international 
boundaries and are still waiting." 

Low participation 

Mead said part of the problem is that Indigenous groups around the world have no idea about the 
committee's work and often aren't being consulted by member states. 

"People at a national level don't know what's going on, and there aren't many processes where you can 
get information about this or contribute to the positions that are being taken here." 

Mead also noted that WIPO has what she called 11one of the lowest" rates of Indigenous participation. 

11The issues being discussed at the [Intergovernmental Committee] are also being discussed in 
Indigenous organizations and communities all around the world on a regular basis. So why are there not 
more Indigenous representatives here?" 

Indigenous participation 'crucial' 

There are Indigenous groups from around the world taking part in this round of negotiations, including 
groups from New Zealand, Kenya, Mexico, Colombia and the United States. 

There is no Indigenous representation in the Canadian delegation. 

Officials with Global Affairs Canada, Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada and 
Canadian Heritage are taking part in this round of negotiations, but the lack of Canadian Indigenous 
representatives is drawing criticism from the Assembly of First Nations. 

"The elders and knowledge keepers are the authorities who should oversee the creation of guidelines 
and a process for utilizing Indigenous knowledge in any activities," Assembly of First Nations National 
Chief Perry Bellegarde told CBC in a written statement. 

"We welcome the investigation of such topics on an international stage like the United Nations, but it's 
crucial that Indigenous knowledge keepers are part of the dialogue." 

There was no word on whether the federal government plans to consult with the AFN after this round of 
negotiations wraps up on Friday. 

--------
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Assemblies of Member States of WIPO Fifty-Seventh Session 

October 2 to 11, 2017 

Agenda Item 18 

Matters Concerning the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property 
and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore 

DECISION 

Bearing in mind the Development Agenda recommendations, affirming the 
importance of the WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and 
Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (Committee), noting the 
different nature of these issues and acknowledging the progress made, the WIPO 
General Assembly agrees that the mandate of the Committee be renewed, without 
prejudice to the work pursued in other fora, as follows: 

(a) The Committee will, during the next budgetary biennium 2018/2019, continue 
to expedite its work, with the objective of reaching an agreement on an 
international legal instrument(s), without prejudging the nature of outcome(s), 
relating to intellectual property which will ensure the balanced and effective 
protection of genetic resources (GRs), traditional knowledge (TK) and 
traditional cultural expressions (TCEs). 

(b) The Committee's work in the 2018/2019 biennium will build on the existing 
work carried out by the Committee, including text-based negotiations, with a 
primary focus on narrowing existing gaps and reaching a common 
understanding on core issues, including definitions, beneficiaries, subject 
matter, objectives, scope of protection, and what TK/TCEs subject matter is 
entitled to protection at an international level, including consideration of 
exceptions and limitations and the relationship with the public domain. 

(c) The Committee will follow, as set out in the table below, a work program based 
on sound working methods for the 2018/2019 biennium, including an 
evidence-based approach as set out in paragraph (d). This work program will 
make provision for 6 sessions of the Committee in 2018/2019, including 
thematic, cross-cutting and stocktaking sessions. The Committee may 
establish ad hoc expert group(s) to address a specific legal, policy or technical 
issue 1. The results of the work of such group(s) will be submitted to the 
Committee for consideration. 

(d) The Committee will use all WIPO working documents, including 
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/34/4, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/34/5 and WIPO/GRTKF/IC/34/8, as 
well as any other contributions of member states, such as conducting/updating 
studies covering, inter alia, examples of national experiences, including 
domestic legislation, impact assessments. databases, and examples of 

1 The expert group(s) will have a balanced regional representation and use an efficient working 
methodology. The expert group(s) will work during the weeks of the sessions of the IGC. 
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protectable subject matter and subject matter that is not intended to be 
protected; and outputs of any expert group(s) established by the Committee 
and related activities conducted under Program 4. The Secretariat is 

2 

requested to update the 2008 gap analyses on the existing protection regimes 
related to TK and TCEs. The Secretariat is also requested to produce a 
report(s) compiling and updating studies, proposals and other materials 
relating to tools and activities on databases and on existing disclosure regimes 
relating to GR and associated TK, with a view to identify any gaps. However, 
studies or additional activities are not to delay progress or establish any 
preconditions for the negotiations. 

(e} In 2018, the Committee is requested to provide to the General Assembly a 
factual report along with the most recent texts available of its work up to that 
time with recommendations, and in 2019, Sl{bmit to the General Assembly the 
results of its work in accordance with the objective reflected in paragraph {a}. 
The General Assembly in 2019 will take stock of progress made, and based 
on the maturity of the texts, including levels of agreement on objectives, scope 
and nature of the instrument(s), decide on whether to convene a diplomatic 
conference and/or continue negotiations. 

(f) The General Assembly requests the International Bureau to continue to assist 
the Committee by providing Member States with necessary expertise and 
funding, in the most efficient manner, of the participation of experts from 
developing countries and LDCs, taking into account the usual formula for the 
IGC. 
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Work Program - 6 Sessions 

Indicative Dates Activity 

February/March 2018 (IGC 35) 
Undertake negotiations on GRs with a focus on addressing 
unresolved issues and considering options for a draft legal 
instrument 
Duration 5 days. 

May/June 2018 (IGC 36} 
Undertake negotiations on GRs with a focus on addressing 
unresolved issues and considering options for a draft legal 
instrument 
Expert group(s) 
Duration 5/6 days. 

September 2018 (IGC 37) 
Undertake negotiations on TK/TCEs with a focus on addressing 
unresolved and cross-cutting issues and considering options for a 
draft legal instrument(s) 
Possible recommendations as mentioned in paragraph (e) 
Duration 5 days. 

October 2018 WIPO General Assembly 
Factual report and consider recommendations. 

November/December (IGC 38) 
2018 Undertake negotiations on TK/TCEs with a focus on addressing 

unresolved and cross-cutting issues and considering options for a 
draft legal instrument(s) 
Expert group(s} 
Duration 5/6 days. 

March/April 2019 (IGC 39) 
Undertake negotiations on TK/TCEs with a focus on addressing 
unresolved and cross-cutting issues and considering options for a 
draft legal instrument(s) 
Duration 5 days. 

June/July 2019 (IGC 40) 
Undertake negotiations on TK/TCEs with a focus on addressing 
unresolved and cross-cutting issues and considering options for a 
draft legal instrument(s) 
Expert group(s) 
Stocktaking on GRs/TK/TCEs and making a recommendation 
Duration 5/6 days. 

October 2019 WIPO General Assembly will take stock of the progress made, 
consider the text(s) and make the necessary decision{s). 



SPRING 2018 READY-TO-WEAR 

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 8, 2017 
by MONICA KIM 

Bibhu Mohapatra has been considering the state of the world today-specifically travel bans and 
how they have made cross-cultural exchange more difficult. A few months back, the designer 
stumbled across an article on famous women explorers. "When we talk about explorers, it's 
always male names, but there were so many female explorers from this country alone: Nellie 
Bly, of course Amelia Earha1t," he said. 

From there, Mohapatra made a creative leap. He imagined a woman heading to Japan in the early 
20th century and absorbing the culture she found there. (Notable were the photographs from Park 
Chan-wook's The Handmaiden pinned to his mood board; though Japanese dress does appear in 
the film, it is set in Japanese-occupied Korea.) Despite the surprising concept, Mohapatra hoped 
to honor Japan in a fresh way and did study the history. Instead of the kimono, he reinterpreted 
the underpinnings that traditionally stayed hidden beneath it. The idea was nice, but the 
execution could have been smoother in some places; the subtle tube-shaped accentuation of the 
waist worked better than sporadic shapewear strapped over dresses. There were nods to kimono 
shapes with wrapped fronts and dramatic off-the-shoulder pieces. Many of the fabrics were made 
in Japan; a few were ramie linens from India. Among the mature women in the front row, a lace 
inset sheath and wine-color beaded gown drew audible gasps. They were craving something for a 
special occasion, and Mohapatra delivered. 
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SPRING 2018 READY-TO-WEAR 

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 11, 2017 
by LIANA SATENSTEIN 

There's no doubt that diversity is under attack in the United States. Yeohlee Teng-who wore a 
T-shirt shirt emblazoned with a raised fist to her show-made it clear that her collection would 
be a melting pot of cultures. The "melange" of different societies, as Teng described it, was 
visible in the prints and silhouettes. She combined Southeast Asia and its history with the Arab 
traders who entered the region over six centuries ago. Here, standouts included an X-Acto knife
cut jacquard cheongsam jacket with a pretty blue cheny blossom print. Bold prints worked well 
among Teng's solid looks, too, such as a natty geometric•printjacquard vest, which broke up the 
combination of a white button·up, light blue trousers, and an oatmeal-hue rain jacket. 

The prints were striking, but the more solid items are what stiucturally stood out. A pair of 
trousers from Look 1 ever so slightly curved outward and tapered toward the ankles to twist the 
lower body into an interesting silhouette. Outerwear was strong, especially a waxed linen 
raincoat with oversize panels that nicely buffed up the chest, giving the body a structured, boyish 
form. 

Of course, Teng always infuses her signature zero·waste philosophy into her design. One of the 
pieces that included the technique was a microfiber dress that was trimmed with scraps of Aztec 
jacquard-the same fabric seen in Looks 11 and 8. The addition of the detail added some needed 
contrast to the black dress and, of course, enforced the chic possibilities ofTeng's waste.free 
theme. 
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T1~bl.AD¥ LOVffi COUTUR[-

Designer Dialogues: Mimi Plange 

Luxurious, elegant, multi-textured glamour with impeccable architectural precision: These are the thoughts 
that come to mind when examining Mimi Plange's collection. New York's It Girl by way of Ghanian origin has 
been characterized by patriarchal figure Andre Leon Talley as "one to watch" and one with ''great promise." 

Her private label, ready-to-wear journey began in 2010. But the path that set her on course for being one of 
the industry's burgeoning elite of new designers started long before. When Plange was just a little girl with a 
passion for fashion, her mom, a professional model in Ghana, and her uncle, an accomplished architect, help 
to foster her dream. 

We caught up with the rising talent to discuss her personal principles of design and what she sees ahead in 
her ever-so-bright future. 

The Lady Loves Couture: Describe the Mimi Plange design formula ... 

Mimi Plange: Most of my time is spent researching. I'm always looking for images of African bodies before 
colonization, because I am interested in the decorated body-different forms of adornment, scarification, 
piercings and old rituals. I'm interested in former ideals of beauty and how they have changed over time and 
become predominantly western. Though I was born in Ghana, I now live in America, a huge melting pot of 
cultures. Growing up in America has deeply influenced my work as far as creating my own real and surreal 
melting pot of different cultures and tribes across the Continent of Africa and the Diaspora. There is no 
specific country I am particularly drawn to, I want to know about them all. I am mixing and merging different 
influences together, with the goal of creating modern American fashion. I'm looking for geometric patterns 
that can inform my seam lines and details. I do not want to replicate anything from the past, I want to make 
something entirely new that is very modern and in some ways forward. I am referencing beauty that is most 
often times overlooked. There is so much rich history and beauty from the lost civilizations of Africa, and we 
want to celebrate it in a subtle way that touches all women across the globe. 

TLLC: What moment would you describe as the real genesis of your career? 

MP: I don't think there has been one moment I can describe, but there for sure have been a series of 
moments that have let me know we are on the right path. We know for sure that at the end of the day, its 
about our products. Our collections are what has helped us grow over the years. We have had many blessings, 
the first, getting the opportunity to collaborate with famed shoe designer Manolo Blahnik, then dressing 
Rihanna first for her birthday and second on her world tour in 2012, and probably one of the most motivating 
moments was when the First Lady, Michelle Obama wore Mimi Plange, such a huge honor, I still don't quite 
have the words to express the huge thrill it gave us, it was such an honor-mind blowing. Over the course of S 
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years we have dressed some of the world's most amazing women and been named both Emerging and 
Designer of the Year International by AFI and Mercedes Benz Fashion Week South Africa. We still have a long 
way to go, but every day we take a step closer to our ultimate goal, of building a global lifestyle brand that 
engages and empowers. 

TLLC: Explain the Democratization of Luxury ... 

MP: Luxury is no longer the token of social status. 
The Democratization of luxury in my point of view means taking care of yourself, loving yourself, in order to 
improve your quality of your life, your personal satisfaction. It has become more of a personal experience 
than a social one, and it is becoming more and more available for a large amount of people. Luxury isn't 
anything that any one person or institution owns or dictates to the masses. Luxury is personal, and anyone 
can create it, not just a select few. We can find value in new things and buy into things that we love for what 
they are and how they make us feel. not a logo or monogram that is needed to prove status. It's about freedom 
to make the best choices that reflect who you are as an individual and not what you think you should be. 
Anyone can be part of the experience, but as a creator, in order to define your work as luxury it must be of the 
highest quality, with the best fabrics and finished by the most skilled artisans. You must be able to compete in 
the luxury goods market. Its not about bringing luxury down, it's about redefining luxury on new terms. 

TLLC: It's known that your Accra heritage influences your designs. From your perspective with visionaries 
like yourself, Olivier Rousteing, and Reuben Reuel pulling from African origins, describe the 
vibrancy /influence you believe Africa's cultural influence has on fine apparel? 

MP: All design principles come from Africa. It is the birth place of modern design. It is the birth place of all 
design. The most beautiful creations come from nature. I would say that almost if not all designers reference 
nature for color, patterns, and textures. Culturally, different tribes from the West, East, South and North 
African countries have always looked to nature to dress and adorn themselves using leathers, body 
modification, various dyeing techniques, plants, flowers and meticulous embroideries. Africa has a rich 
history of couture. Everything was handmade, and everything is always about individuality. That is the 
essence ofrepresentation, how can I stand out? How can I look different. In fine apparel and high fashion 
designer goods, it's all about finding a distinctive voice, something new and something inspiring. There is no 
better place to look than Africa. There is so much to pull from and so many things that have yet to be 
explored. Africa as a whole is untapped and an endless source of inspiration for all designers throughout the 
world. Africa today is the new and final frontier for Couture. 

TLLC: Do you have a favorite design ... if so what and who wore it? 

MP: I do not have one favorite design, but I do have a very special love for any garment that we do our 
signature quilting pattern on. Though it is signature and recognizable, it varies from garment to garment. no 
two are ever the same. The geometric lines are based off of African Scarifications. There are so many versions 
of Scarifications that I find beautiful, I especially love the fine lines of those from the Benin culture. We often 
do it on leather, though we have also ventured out and done it on other fabrications as well, but I love the idea 
of it coming from skin and being done on skin. The scarified leather pieces we make are all done by hand, 
each line stitched individually on designs I hand draw onto the patterns. It takes a lot of patience to draw and 
sew each line that varies from 1/8" to 3/8" apart. Our pieces featuring this technique have been on display in 
various museums here in the US and in Hong Kong. They are definitely special. 

TLLC: What is your approach to developing a new collection? How do you keep designs fresh? 
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MP: At this stage of our company, its about expressing our story. We t1y to remain consistent by layering on 
from the previous seasons. We take a look back at items that did well and had a great reaction and think 
about how to improve them and evolve them. I need to think about having a distinctive look that is 
recognizable all the time, and that becomes the foundation. The fun part is researching what the inspiration 
will he. Though, there is always this underlying idea of Scarification, I also look at clothing, other types of 
body adornment and sometimes even the Victorian period, because it was a defining time when Africans 
changed their dress dramatically adopting more western styles. I'm never bored. If you have strong 
inspirations, you will always have fresh new ideas. It's also important to look at what's going on in the world. 
For instance, our take on evening wear is more about separates. What is the modern woman interested in? I 
think she is really busy, and needs clothing that is not fussy, but makes a statement. Those things have to 
influence design as well. I'm always thinking, where is she going in that? That helps me edit out the noise. The 
clothes have to be beautiful and functional. I try to stay on top of world events, even like climate change. 2016 
is supposed to be one of the hottest seasons ever, that will change my outlook on the way I design outerwear. 
Its about reading and being informed about history and the world around you today. 

TLLC: You've already dressed some serious A-listers, but is there anyone left on your wish-list that you'd love 
to see in your designs? 

MP: There are so many! I don't even think I can name them all! 
For style and individuality I love Cate Blanchett, Naomi Harris, Kerry Washington, Angelina Jolie, Zendaya, 
Charlize Theron, Ann Hathaway, Metyl Streep, Nicole Kidman, Julianne Moore, Marion Cotillard, Zoe Saldana, 
Cameron Diaz, Salma Hayek, Taylor Swift, Madonna, Katy Perry, Adele, Lady Gaga, Jennifer Lopez, Tina 
Turner, Janet Jackson, Rihanna (again)! The list goes on and on, and of course Marjorie Harvey and the other 
amazing women who are not on the screen or the red carpet but A listers in real life! 

TLLC: What advice would you give an emerging designer about beginning a label and the fundamentals of 
fashion as a business? 

MP: I highly recommend working for someone else first, especially a start up if you can unless you have a 
GREAT deal of capital to begin with-but even then, I still would recommend it. Learning the business of 
fashion is just as important as learning how to design for the women or men you want to dress. A design 
company involves many people in order for it to work correctly. You have to understand how to work with 
buyers, merchandisers, stylists, salespeople, seamstresses, showrooms, your customers, the list goes on and 
on. This l'equires learning how to do business with people, understanding different personalities and being 
able to navigate through them. It's not just about design, that's the fun part, but that is only a small portion of 
what you will actually be doing as a designer on a day to day basis. Have a point of view that is distinctive. 
There is no reason for you to exist if you are creating something that is already there. Have a story that is 
genuine and remain humble, the learning never stops. Learn about the industry, voids in the market and the 
craft of design before you do ANYTHING. 

TLLC: How do you feel you have been able to create a niche for yourself in this industry? 

MP: By staying focused. When you carve out a niche for yourself, you understand that what you are doing 
isn't for everybody, and that's ok. Everyone isn't going to love what you do, and that's ok too. But you have to 
be able to speak to the people who do love what you do. You have to be flexible enough to adapt to change but 
also be firm enough to stick to your core story. I look at it like layers. Every season, I have to build on top of 
the previous season. Make the story tighter and express the message clearer. You simply can't be satisfied, I'm 
never satisfied with my work, which doesn't mean I don't like what I do, it just means I'm always striving to 
do more. Ultimately, people have to tmst you, see your quality and be seduced by your story. 
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TLLC: Can you tell us about any future collaborations/projects you are working on? What's next from Mimi 
Plange? 

MP: We are currently working on our new collection which will debut in early 2016. Next year, we are super 
excited to be collaborating with the UN's ITC Ethical Fashion Initiative with the launch of our new handbags. 
We will also begin production in Ethiopia and Kenya. We currently make all of our garments in New York, but 
it has been a dream to be able to manufacture in Africa as well. We will continue to grow our business 
organica1ly and beautifully one design at a time. There is no destination for us, only evolution 

https://theladylovescouture.com/designer-dialogues-mlmi-plange/. 
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§ 305e. Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods, 25 USCA § 305e 

I United States Code Annotated 
!Title 25. Indians (Refs &Annos) 

I Chapter 7A. Promotion of Social and Economic Welfare 

(a) Definitions 

In this section: 

(1) Indian 

25 U.S.C.A. § 305e 

§ 305e. Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods 

Effective: July 29, 2010 

Currenlness 

The term "Indian" means an individual that--

(A} is a member of an Indian tribe; or 

(B) is certified as an Indian artisan by an Indian tribe. 

(2} Indian product 

The term "Indian product" has the meaning given the term in any regulation promulgated by the Secretary. 

(3) Indian tribe 

(A) In general 

69 
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§ 305e. Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods, 25 USCA § 305e 

The term "Indian tribe" has the meaning given the term in section 5304 of this title. 

(B) Inclusion 

The term "Indian tribe" includes, for purposes of this section only, an Indian group that has been formally recognized as 
an Indian tribe by--

(i) a State legislature; 

(ii) a State commission; or 

(iii) another similar organization vested with State legislative tribal recognition authority. 

(4) Secretary 

The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior. 

(b) Injunctive or equitable relief; damages 

A person specified in subsection (d) may, in a civil action in a court of competent jurisdiction, bring an action against a 
person who, directly or indirectly, offers or displays for sale or sells a good, with or without a Government trademark, in a 
manner that falsely suggests it is Indian produced, an Indian product, or the product of a particular Indian or Indian tribe or 
Indian arts and crafts organization, resident within the United States, to--

(1) obtain injunctive or other equitable relief; and 

(2) recover the greater of--

(A) treble damages; or 
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§ 305e. Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods, 25 USCA § 305e 

(B} in the case of each aggrieved individual Indian, Indian tribe, or Indian arts and crafts organization, not less than 
$1,000 for each day on which the offer or display for sale or sale continues. 

For purposes of paragraph (2)(A), damages shall include any and all gross profits accrued by the defendant as a result of the 
activities found to violate this subsection. 

(c) Punitive damages; attorney's fee 

In addition to the relief specified in subsection (b ), the court may award punitive damages and the costs of the civil action and 
a reasonable attorney's fee. 

(d) Persons that may Initiate civil actions 

(1) In general 

A civil action under subsection (b) may be initiated by--

(A) the Attorney General, at the request of the Secretary acting on behalf of--

(i) an Indian tribe; 

(ii) an Indian; or 

(iii) an Indian arts and crafts organization; 

(B) an Indian tribe, acting on behalf of--

(1) the Indian tribe; 

(ii) a member of that Indian tribe; or 
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§ 305e. Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods, 25 USCA § 305e _____ .:.._ ___________ _ 

(iii) an Indian arts and crafts organization; 

(C) an Indian; or 

(D) an Indian arts and crafts organization. 

(2) Disposition of amounts recovered 

(A) In general 

Except as provided in subparagraph (B), an amount recovered in a civil action under this section shall be paid to the 
Indian tribe, the Indian, or the Indian arts and crafts organization on the behalf of which the civil action was initiated. 

(B) Exceptions 

(i) Attorney Genera) 

In the case of a civil action initiated under paragraph ( I )(A), the Attorney General may deduct from the amount--

(I) the amount of the cost of the civil action and reasonable attorney's fees awarded under subsection (c), to be 
deposited in the Treasury and credited to appropriations available to the Attorney General on the date on which the 
amount is recovered; and 

(II) the amount of the costs of investigation awarded under subsection ( c ), to reimburse the Board for the activities 
of the Board relating to the civil action. 

(ii) Indian tribe 

In the case of a civil action initiated under paragraph (l)(B), the Indian tribe may deduct from the amount--
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§ 305e, Cause of action for misrepresentation of Indian produced goods, 25 USCA § 305e --------------

(I) the amount of the cost of the civil action; and 

(II) reasonable attorney's fees. 

(e) Savings provision 

If any provision of this section is held invalid, it is the intent of Congress that the remaining provisions of this section shall 
continue in full force and effect. 

(t) Regulations 

Not later than 180 days after November 9, 2000, the Board shall promulgate regulations to include in the definition of the 
term "Indian product" specific examples of such product to provide guidance to Indian artisans as well as to purveyors and 
consumers of Indian arts and crafts, as defined under this Act. 

CREDIT{S) 

(Aug. 27, 1935, c. 748, §6, as added Nov. 29, 1990, Pub.L. 101-644, Title I,§ 105, 104 Stat. 4664; amended Nov. 9, 2000, 
Pub.L. 106-497, § 2, 114 Stat. 2219; July 29, 2010, Pub.L. 111-21 I, Title I,§ 102(b), 124 Stat. 2259.) 

Notes of Decisions (21) 

25 U.S.C.A. § 305e, 25 USCA § 305e 
Current through P.L. 115-68. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

THE NAVAJO NATION, a sovereign Indian 
Nation, DINE DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION, a corporation wholly-owned 
by and formed under the laws of the Navajo 
Nation, and NAVAJO ARTS AND CRAFTS 
ENTERPRISE, a wholly-owned instrumentaJity 
of the Navajo Nation, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

URBAN OUTFITTERS, INC., UO.COM, 
L.L.C., URBAN OUTFITTERS 
WHOLESALE, INC., ANTHROPOLOGTE, 
INC., ANTHROPOLOGIE.COM, L.L.C., and 
FREE PEOPLE of PA, L.L.C., Pennsylvania · 
Corporations, and FREEPEOPLE.COM, L.L.C., 
a De la ware Corporation, 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION NO: 

No. 1: 12-cv-OO 195-LH-WDS 

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
AND DAMAGES 

(JURY TRIAL DEMANDED) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

l. The Navajo Nation brings this Second Amended Complaint against Urban 

Outfitters, Inc., and its wholly-owned and controlled subsidiaries, entities, and retail brands 

(collectively "Urban Outfitters" or "Defendant") for trademark infringement, trademark 

dilution, unfair competition, false advertising, commercial practices laws violations, and 

for violation of the Indian Arts and Crafts Act. The Navajo Nation seeks to protect its 

famous and inherently distinctive NAVAJO trademark, and to ensure that consumers in 
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New Mexico and throughout the United States are not deceived, confused, or misled as 

they seek authentic and genuine NAVAJO products. 

2. Since at least March 16, 2009, Urban Outfitters has advertised, promoted, 

and sold its goods under the "Navaho" and ''Navajo" names and marks. Urban Outfitters 

offers these goods on the Internet and in stores across the United States, and they compete 

directly with the Navajo Nation's goods. 

3. The Navajo Nation and the Navajo People' have been known by the name 

"Navajo" since at least 1849; have continuously used the NAVAJO trademark in 

commerce; and had made the NAVAJO name and trademarks famous in New Mexico and 

throughout the United States.2 The NAVAJO name and trademarks have been used with 

numerous products, including clothing, accessories, blankets, jewelry, foods, tools, 

decorations, crafts, gaming establishments, tourism, educational institutions, retail 

services, fairs and events, and a news publication. Since 1941, the Navajo Nation has 

marketed and retailed clothing, house-wares, and jewelry using its NAVAJO name and 

marks. Furthermore, since at least 1943, the Navajo Nation has marketed and sold its 

goods under its registered NAVAJO trademark (hereinafter, "NAVAJO"). The Navajo 

1 The "Navajo People" means enrolled members of the Navajo Nation. In 1969, the sovereign governmental 
institution formerly known as "The Navajo Tribe of Indians" officially became known as "The Navajo 
Nation." The Navajo Nation is the official institutional name now for purposes of Navajo law, 1 N.N.C. § 
501 (2008), and Federal law, e.g., Indian Entities Recognized and Eligible To Receive Services From the 
United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, 74 Fed. Reg. 153, 40218 (Aug. 11, 2009). One may only be an 
enrolled member of the Navajo Nation through meeting the substantive and procedural criteria at 1 N.N.C. §§ 
70 I, 751 • 759 (2008). Further, enrollment in a federally-acknowledged Indian tribe confers a unique political 
status on an individual, see generally Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974), and United States v. Antelope, 
430 U.S. 641 ( 1977), which is the case with the Navajo People. 

2 Although long-thought to be an acceptable alternative spelling, the spelling "Navaho" with an 'h' has been 
declared by the Navajo Nation to be unacceptable, and Navajo Nation Jaw requires that "the name 'Navajo' 
[shall be used, with] the spelling 'j', not 'h'." I N.N.C. § 502 (2008). Under trademark law, the spellings are 
confusingly similar. 

2 
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Nation has currently registered 86 trademarks using the NAVAJO component with the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office ("USPTO") on the Principal Register. 

4. The Navajo Nation has invested substantial capital in promoting and 

protecting its NAVAJO trademarks/ resulting in more than $500 million in sales of 

NAVAJO-branded goods, and making the famous NAVAJO mark a "source identifier" for 

the Navajo Nation. A "source identifier" is a trademark. The trademark lets the public 

know the source of paiticular goods or services offered under a trademark. The strength of 

the NAVAJO name and trademarks is one of the Navajo Nation's most valuable assets. 

5. Defendant's use of "Navajo," and "Navaho" (which is confusingly similar 

to Navajo), as names and marks is in direct competition with NAVAJO-branded goods. 

Authentic NAVAJO goods and Defendant's inauthentic goods compete with each other. 

Defendant offers identical types of goods as those marketed and sold by the Navajo 

Nation-except, of course, that these products are not genuine NAVAJO products. 

Similarly, the goods compete in many of the same channels of trade as the Navajo Nation's 

own products, and this competition between authentic and inauthentic goods deceives and 

confuses consumers. Defendanfs conduct is designed to convey to consumers a false 

association or affiliation with the Navajo Nation, and to unfairly trade off of the fame, 

reputation, and goodwill of the Navajo Nation's trademarks. 

6. Consumers have been misled as to the source, origin, sponsorship, or 

affiliation of Defendant's products sold under the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and 

3 The Navajo Nation has demanded that misappropriators of the NAVAJO trademark cease-and-desist such 
conduct, e.g., Exhibit B, which is the Navajo Nation's cease-and-desist demand letter to Urban Outfitters, 
and has secured cancellation of the registration of the confusingly similar "Navaho" mark. The Navajo 
Nation v. Big Bang Co., Reg. No. 3872159, Cancellation No. 92053327 (T.T.A.B. Mar. 22, 2011). 
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trademarks. If Defendants are permitted to continue to market and retail its products under 

marks that are identical and confusingly similar in appearance, sight, sound, meaning, and 

overall impression, many consumers will conclude that the goods sold by Urban Outfitters 

were jointly developed by, licensed, certified, supported by, or are otherwise affiliated with 

the Navajo Nation, which they are not. 

7. In addition, Urban Outfitters' display and sale of its goods in its stores and 

on the Internet in manners that falsely suggest they are the product of the Navajo Nation, a 

Navajo arts and crafts organization, an Indian Tribe, an Indian arts and crafts organization, 

or an Indian artisan, and that such goods are Indian-produced or the product of an Indian 

Tribe, American Indian arts and crafts organization, or Indian artisan violates the Indian 

Arts and Crafts Act. 

8. Simply put, the Navajo Nation, as a direct competitor should not be allowed 

to benefit from the Navajo Nation's substantial investment in its marks, and to the 

detriment of deceived, confused, or misled consumers who seek authentic and genuine 

NAVAJO products. The Navajo Nation seeks damages, and seeks to enjoin Urban 

Outfitters from using the "Navajo" and ''Navaho" as trademarks for the marketing and sale 

of goods that directly compete with the Navajo Nation's genuine products. 

II. THE PARTIES 

A. PLAINTIFFS 

9. The Navajo Nation is a sovereign Indian Nation, and federally-

acknowledged Indian Tribe. The Navajo Nation has over 300,000 enrolled members. The 

Navajo Nation owns, controls, and exercises jurisdiction over a semi-autonomous territory 
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spanning more than 27,000 square miles in northeastern Arizona, the southeastern portion 

of Utah, and northwestern New Mexico. The Navajo Reservation shares territory with the 

District of New Mexico, occupying 4 million acres of land in the New Mexico portion of 

the Navajo Reservation. Approximately 112,000 members of the Nation reside in New 

Mexico. The eastern edge of the Tohajiilee portion of the Navajo Reservation is 

approximately 17 miles from downtown Albuquerque. The Navajo Nation is an 

institution, which acts through its political subdivisions (e.g., the Division of Economic 

Development); wholly-owned instrumentalities (e.g., Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise 

and Dine Development Corporation); officers, employees, and authorized agents; and on 

behalf of its members as parens patriae. Hereinafter, the Navajo Nation's political 

subdivisions, instrumentalities, officers, employees, authorized agents, and the Navajo 

People are collectively referred to as "the Navajo Nation." 

10. Dine Development Corporation ("DDC") is a corporation wholly owned by 

the Navajo Nation and formed under the laws of the Navajo Nation. DOC owns, and is 

authorized to issue, licenses of the NAVAJO trademark. 

11. Navajo Atts and Crafts Enterprise is a wholly owned instrumentality of the 

Navajo Nation. The Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise also owns, and is authorized to 

issue, licenses of the NAVAJO trademark. 

12. The Navajo Nation possesses sovereign immunity, and brings this Second 

Amended Complaint without waiving any of its immunities from counter-claims and cross

claims, defenses, or objections available as a sovereign. 

5 
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B. DEFENDANTS 

13. Defendant Urban Outfitters, Inc. is an international retail company, with its 

headquarters located at 5000 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19112-1495. 

Urban Outfitters operates under the Urban Outfitters, Anthropologie, Free People, Terrain 

and BHLDN brands. Urban Outfitters, Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K) at 1 (Apr. 2, 

2012) (hereinafter, "UO 2012 10-K"). Defendant markets and retails its merchandise in its 

more than 200 stores located internationally and throughout the United States, including in 

New Mexico. Defendant also maintains a significant presence on the World Wide Web or 

Internet, and markets and retails its products online at its websites: 

www.urbanoufitters.com, www.freepeople.com, and w,vw.anthropologie.com. Id. 

14. Defendant UO.com, L.L.C. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Urban 

Outfitters, Inc. UO 2012 10-K at Ex. 21.1. 

15. Defendant Urban Outfitters Wholesale, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Urban Outfitters, Inc. Id. 

16. Defendant Anthropologie, Inc. and Anthropologie.com, L.L.C. are wholly~ 

owned subsidiaries of Urban Outfitters, Inc. Id. 

17. Defendant Free People of PA, L.L.C. and FreePeople.com, L.L.C. are 

wholly-owned subsidiaries of Urban Outfitters, Inc. Id. 

18. Urban Outfitters, Inc. wholly owns and controls the above-listed 

subsidiaries. The actions alleged in this Second Amended Complaint are committed by 

Urban Outfitters, Inc. through itself and its subsidiaries. Urban Outfitters, Inc.'s 

subsidiaries are not separate autonomous entities, but rather are referred to as "brands" of 

6 
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Urban Outfitters, Jnc. in its Form 10-K Annual Reports, and are grouped together as one 

"business segment" in these same Reports. (E.g., UO 2012 10-K at 23).4 Moreover, the 

consolidated financial reports refer to Urban Outfitters, Inc. and its subsidiaries 

collectively as "the Company" and pool finances for purposes of its filings with the United 

States Securities and Exchange Commission. Given the unity of purpose, and the fact that 

the companies do not operate as separate legal entities, but rather as "brands" of Urban 

Outfitters, Inc., Urban Outfitters and its subsidiaries are instrumentalities and alter-egos of 

each other. 

19. These subsidiaries are accordingly included collectively in the definition of 

"Urban Outfitters, Inc.," and are referred to collectively herein as "Defendant" or "Urban 

Outfitters." 

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

20. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant, because Defendant 

transacts business in the State of New Mexico, operates a store in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico, and transacts business through the Internet into New Mexico. The Internet is an 

instrument of commerce which Defendant uses to reach into this district. 

21. This' Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338, because one or more of the claims at issue arises under federal 

law, specifically the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051 et seq., including 1121, l 125(a) and 

(c), and the Indian Arts and Crafts Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 305e(b), (c), and (d)(l)(B)(i) and (iii). 

4 Some of the oorporate names and corporate forms of the retail brands have changed through mergers. 
UO.com L.L.C. is the successor to UrbanOutfitters.com L.P. Anthropologie.com L.L.C. is the successor to 
Anthropologie.com, L.P. Free People of PA L.L.C. is the successor to Free People L.L.C. UO 2012 10-K at 
Ex. 21.1. 
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Furthermore, the Navajo Nation is an Indian Nation or Tribe recognized by the Secretary 

of the Interior, and this matter arises under the "Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United 

States" for purposes of jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1362. 

22. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims at issue 

in this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367, because these claims are so related to the 

federal law claims as to form part of the same case or controversy; that is, they arise out of 

a common nucleus of operative facts. 

23. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, because a 

substantial portion of the events giving rise to the claims in this action occurred in this 

District, the injuries presented in this action occurred in this District, Plaintiff resides in 

this District, and Defendant may be found in this District. 

IV. FACTUALBACKGROUND 

A. The Navajo Nation and the use of the NAVAJO name and trademarks 

24. The Navajo Nation has used the NAVAJO name and trademark in 

commerce for over 150 years with a variety of goods and services, including goods such as 

clothing, footwear, bags, jewelry, and house-wares. 

25. At least as early as 1941, the Navajo Nation began using the NAVAJO 

name and mark to market and sell goods through Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise, which 

has two stores located in New Mexico, one in Shiprock, Navajo Nation, New Mexico, and 

another in Alamo, Navajo Nation, New Mexico. Shiprock is approximately 230 miles 

northwest of Albuquerque, and Alamo is about 80 miles southwest of Albuquerque. The 
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Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise has also sold, and sells products through several trade 

shows in New Mexico. 

26. At least as early as 1943, the Navajo Nation registered the NAVAJO 

trademark with the USPTO in connection with the sale of its goods and services in 

commerce in the United States and New Mexico. 

27. The Navajo Nation has currently registered 86 trademarks with the USPTO 

that include the NAVAJO component and title for a variety of different classes of goods 

and services; including clothing, jewelry, house-wares, and accessories. See the 

illustrative, and not exhaustive, chart containing some of the NAVAJO trademarks 

registered with the USPTO located below at paragraph 54. 

28. The NAVAJO trademark is an inherently distinctive mark. Many of its 86 

registered trademarks have become incontestable under 15 U.S.C. § 1065, including 

Trademark Registration Nos. 2,237,848; 2,976,666; 3,602,907; 3,787,515, 3,787,518, and 

3,793,381. 

29. The trademark NAVAJO is inherently distinctive, and given the 

incontestable status of its registration, the trademark may not be challenged as merely 

descriptive. The NAVAJO mark is immediately recognized and associated with the Navajo 

Nation. It serves as an identifier of source from the moment it is used, because its source 

is immediately recognizable as being the Navajo Nation. The NAVAJO mark is an 

inherently distinctive mark, being either suggestive, arbitrary or fanciful. "Navajo" is not a 

generic name for a class of products such as clothing, jewelry or accessories. "Navajo" is 

not the name of any genus of products, such as clothing, jewelry or accessories. Customers 
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do not go into an Urban Outfitters store, and ask for "a Navajo." If they did, a sales person 

would not know how to assist them. 

30. The Navajo Nation's investment in its trademarks is significant, and the 

Navajo Nation has accumulated goodwill in its marks over the years. The "Navajo" name 

and the NAVAJO marks are the symbol of the sovereign entity, the Navajo Nation, or as it 

has been known, the Navajo Tribe of Indians; including its wholly owned commercial 

enterprises, DDC and Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise. The NAVAJO marks are also 

prominently featured on the Navajo Nation's websites, and its authorized agents' websites, 

which include, among others, www.navajo.org, www.navajobusiness.com, 

www.navajobusinessdevelopment.com, www.gonavajo.com, and 

www.discovernavajo.com. Two of the Navajo silversmiths identified on the 

www.gonavajo.com website, Ronald Coan and Howard Begay, reside in New Mexico and 

sell their goods in New Mexico. The Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise also sells its 

products using the NAVAJO trademark within New Mexico, and through the 

www.temeinc.com website. Three Navajo silversmiths identified on that website, Jimmy 

Brown, Je1Ty Cowboy, and Christopher Torn, also reside within New Mexico. And at least 

two other enrolled members of the Navajo Nation, Virginia Ballenger and Artie 

Yellowhorse, who use the NAVAJO trademark in connection with their clothing and 

jewelry sales, also sell their goods within New Mexico. 

31. Indeed, the NAVAJO trademark is broadly recognized by purchasers of 

consumer goods, including clothing, jewelry, and house-wares, and by the United States' 

and New Mexico's general public as a trademark for the Navajo Nation's Indian-styled and 
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Indian-produced goods. The NAVAJO trademark is a famous mark in New Mexico and 

throughout the United States, and has been famous for decades before Defendant's use. 

B. Urban Outfitters, its business, and its development 

32. Urban Outfitters, which was founded in 1970 and originally operated by a 

predecessor partnership, was incorporated in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in 1976. 
' 

The principal business activity of Urban Outfitters is the operation of a general consumer 

product retail and wholesale business. Urban Outfitters markets and sells its products to 

customers through various channels, including retail stores, three catalogs, and ten Internet 

websites. As of January 31, 2012, and January 31, 2011, Defendant operated 429 and 372 

stores, respectively. UO 2012 10-K at F-7. Defendant's stores located within the United 

States totaled 381 as of January 31, 2012, and 334 as of January 31,2011. Id. Defendant's 

operations in Europe and Canada included 33 and 15 stores as of January 31, 2012, 

respectively; and 24 and 14 stores as of January 31, 2011. Id. In addition, Defendant's 

wholesale segment sold and distributed apparel to approximately 1,400 better department 

and specialty retailers worldwide during the time period it has used the "Navajo" and 

"Navaho" names and marks. Id. 

33. Defendant is a leading lifestyle specialty retail company that operates under 

the Urban Outfitters, Anthropologie, Free People, Terrain and BHLDN brands. UO 2012 

10-K at 1. Defendant also operates a wholesale segment under its Free People brand. Id. 

Defendant has over 41 years of experience creating and managing retail stores that offer 

highly differentiated collections of fashion apparel, accessories, and home goods, which 

according to Defendant are marketed and sold in inviting and dynamic store settings. Id. 
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According to Defendant, its core strategy is to provide "unified store environments that 

establish emotional bonds with the customer." Id. In addition to its retail stores, Defendant 

offers its products and markets its brands directly to consumers through its e-commerce 

web sites, as well as through its Urban Outfitters, Anthropologie, and Free People catalogs. 

Id. 

34. Urban Outfitters had sales of approximately $2.5 billion in fiscal year 2012. 

UO 2012 10-K at I. According to its 10-K, "[w]e have established a reputation with these 

young adults [specifically, persons 18 to 28], who are culturally sophisticated, self

expressive, and concerned with acceptance by their peer group. The product offering 

includes ... an eclectic mix of apartment wares and gifts." UO 2012 10-K at 2. 

35. Urban Outfitters also offers a direct-to-consumer catalog that markets select 

merchandise, and Defendant operates a web site that accepts orders directly from 

customers. Urban Outfitters purchases merchandise from numerous foreign and domestic 

vendors; and during fiscal year 2012, Urban Outfitters did business with approximately 

3,400 vendors. UO 2012 10-K at 7. Accordingly, it would be reasonable for consumers to 

conclude, based on Urban Outfitters, business model, that Defendant contracts with the 

Navajo Nation to sell its goods under the Navajo Nation's NAVAJO mark-despite the 

fact that Urban Outfitters has not entered into any license or sponsorship relationship 

whatsoever with the Navajo Nation for the proper use of any trademark. 

36. Urban Outfitters operates a wholesale division to oversee the wholesale 

operations of the Free People brand. UO 2012 10-K at 23. The Free People wholesale 

division sells goods worldwide through approximately 1,400 department and specialty 
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stores, including Bloomingdale's, Nordstrom, Lord & Taylor, Belk, and their O\\/Jl Free 

People and Urban Outfitters stores. UO 2012 10-K at 25. 

C. Urban Outfitters' use of the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and 
· trademarks 

37. At least as early as March 16, 2009, Urban Outfitters started using the 

''Navajo" and "Navaho" names in its product line, or in connection with the sale of its 

goods, online, in its catalogs, and in its physical stores. Defendant's use has included, and 

includes (but is not limited to): clothing, jewelry, footwear, handbags, caps, scarves, 

gloves, undergarments, and flasks. Defendant's items sold under the "Navajo" and 

''Navaho" names and marks evoke the Navajo Nation's tribal patterns, including geometric 

prints and designs fashioned to mimic and resemble Navajo Indian-made patterned 

clothing, jewelry and accessories. Urban Outfitters has sold and is selling over 20 products 

using the "Navajo" and "Navaho" trademarks in its retail stores, its catalogs, and its online 

stores. 

38. Free People, a brand of Urban Outfitters, also sells goods usmg the 

"Navajo" name and marks in its stores, catalogs, and online, and uses the search term 

"Navajo" in its online catalog search engine to display products on its website. For 

example, 

http://www.freepeople.com/index.cfm?fuseaction;;search.results&searchString;;navajo. 

see 

39. Urban Outfitters has distributed and sold items through its Free People 

wholesale division to other retailers using the "Navajo'' name to label or describe its 

products. 
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40. Urban Outfitters has also used the NAVAJO mark in its internal search 

engine to divert the customer to its products, thus engaging in initial interest confusion. 

Urban Outfitters also used the NAVAJO mark as a trademark in its stores, catalogs and 

websites to enhance the salability of its products. While customers may have created on line 

"collections" on the freepeople.com website that include the term ''Navajo," the Navajo 

Nation is not alleging that Urban Outfitters violated the law due to its customer actions. 

Collections are groupings of products that a customer can tag, and have other customers 

view on the freepeople.com website. The Navajo Nation is challenging the use of the 

NAVAJO trademark by Urban Outfitters in its stores, catalogs, websites and internal 

website search engine, not the customer collections. 

41. Urban Outfitters began offering retail clothing and accessories as early as 

March 2009 with the "Navajo" and "Navaho" as trademarks to label or describe its 

products. For example, a "Leather Navaho cuff' was offered on Urban Outfitters' website 

in January 2010. Sometime in early 2011, and possibly earlier, Urban Outfitters started a 

product line of 20 or more items containing the NAVAJO trademark, which Defendant 

sold on its website and in its retail stores. True and correct copies of Defendants' more 

than 2Q items comprising the ''Navajo Collection" sold at Urban Outfitters, as they are or 

have been displayed for online marketing and retailing at Defendant's website, are attached 

hereto collectively as Exhibit A. 5 Exhibit A is an illustrative, and not exhaustive, list of 

Urban Outfitters infringing activity. Indeed, Exhibit A only includes screen shots from 

5 These PDF images were copied from Defendant's website on October 16, 2011 . 
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online shopping websites. Urban Outfitters sold its goods in physical stores and in 

catalogs, and this has also infringed on the Navajo Nation's marks. 

42. The following is an illustrative, and not exhaustive, list of Defendant's 

products: 

• Deter Navajo Tee 
• Navajo Nations Crew Pullover 
• Title Unknown Techno Navajo Quilt Oversized Crop Tee 
• Navajo Feather Earrings 
• Navajo Sock 
• Navajo Hipster Panty 
• Ecote Navajo Wool Tote Bag 

43. Urban Outfitters sold these products despite the Navajo Nation's NAVAJO 

trademarks, which cover clothing, footwear, online retail sales, household products, and 

textiles. 

44. Urban Outfitters knowingly and intentionally used the "Navajo" and 

"Navaho" names and marks for its retail goods to compete directly with the sale of the 

Navajo Nation's goods, which are sold using the NAVAJO trademarks. 

45. Urban Outfitters has not, and is not, using the term "Navajo" descriptively 

because "Navajo" means of or pertaining to the Navajo Nation. The dictionary definition 

of ''Navajo" is primarily "l. a member of the principal tribe of the southern division of the 

Athabaskan stock of North American Indians, located in New Mexico and Arizona, and 

now constituting the largest tribal group in the U.S." THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY OF 

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1282 (2d Ed. 1987). While the "Navajo" word may be commonly 

used to describe an Indian tribe, it is not a generic term for jewelry, clothing and 

accessories. Thus Urban Outfitters is using the tenn "Navajo," as a trademark. 
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46. Urban Outfitters is using the term "Navajo" as a source identifier, i.e. a 

trademark. The placement of the word ''Navajo" is made prominently in the title of its 

items, as an attention getting symbol. It is used, consistent with its stated business model, 

to "establish emotional bonds with the customer." UO 2012 10-K at 1. Urban Outfitters 

could have used other descriptive words, such as "geometric" or "southwestern" to 

describe its goods. Still, it chose the trademark "Navajo" in order to trade off of the cachet 

and romanticism associated with the Navajo People, who form the Navajo Nation. Urban 

Outfitters uses no disclaimer in its stores or on its websites that its goods are not associated 

or affiliated with the Navajo Nation. In fact, quite the opposite: Urban Outfitters falsely 

advertises its "Navajo" Necklace, for example, as "Vintage" and "Handmade." Urban 

Outfitters is making an express claim that its goods are made by members of the Navajo 

Nation. See e.g. Ex. A. However, as discussed supra., in footnote 1, only enrolled members 

of the Navajo Nation may sell its goods under the NAVAJO trademark. 

47. Urban Outfitters used the term "Navajo" with full knowledge of the Navajo 

Nation's federally registered trademarks, at least as early as when it received the Navajo 

Nation's cease and desist letter, dated June 30, 2011. See Ex. B. Urban Outfitters was and 

is using Plaintiffs' trademarks to wrongfully infringe on Plaintiff's NAVAJO mark and 

trade upon and dilute the goodwill of the Plaintiffs' NAVAJO mark so as to give Urban 

Outfitters• products bearing the term "Navajo" a salability which they would not otherwise 

have. The word "Navajo" has cachet and value based on its valuable trademark. Urban 

Outfitters use of the trademark. including using it to sell hip flasks and panties, aslo dilutes 
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the Navajo Nation's goodwill in its trademarks. Urban Outfitters also did not use the term 

"Navajo" fairly and in good faith. 

48. On information and belief, Defendant will continue to sell its goods under 

the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and marks in its stores and online, and will continue to 

use "Navajo" as a search term on its websites to market and sell its products online. 

49. The Navajo Nation demanded that Urban Outfitters cease and desist using 

the "Navajo" trademark in connection with the saJe of Urban Outfitters' retail goods. A 

true and correct copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

50. As reported by the Associated Press on October 24, 2011, Urban Outfitters 

removed the word "Navajo'' from its product names on its website, and replaced "Navajo" 

with the term "Printed" in response to the Navajo Nation's cease-and-desist letter. 

51. Although Urban Outfitters purported to have stopped using ''Navajo" and 

''Navaho'' with its products, Defendant actually continued to sell its products in its retail 

stores under the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and marks. Moreover, Defendant also 

continued to use the word "Navajo" on its sales receipts. 

52. Defendant has sold, and continued to sell, its goods with the "Navajo" name 

and mark on its websites, www.freepeople.com, and Anthropologie.com. Free People was 

selling jewelry under the "Navajo" trademark, and has used "Navajo" as a search term to 

display its retail goods. Anthropologie has sold items using the Navajo trademark as well. 

True and correct copies of illustrative examples of Defendant's items as they are or have 

been displayed for online marketing and retailing at Defendant's Free People and 

Anthropologie websites under the "Navajo" trademark are attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
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True and correct copies of Defendant's webpages showing Free People's use of the 

"Navajo" mark as a search term on its Free People website are attached hereto as Exhibit 

C. This Court may also see 

http://www.freepeople.com/index.cfin?fuseaction=search.results&searchString=navajo. 

The pages of this exhibit are an illustrative, and not exhaustive list, of Urban Outfitters' 

infringing activity. Indeed Urban Outfitters also has and is using the "Navajo" name in its 

stores and catalogs, which are not included in the exhibits attached to this Second 

Amended Complaint. 

53. Urban Outfitters has knowingly and intentionally used the "Navajo" and 

"Navaho" names and marks for its retail products in stores and through online shopping to 

directly compete with the Navajo Nation's retail goods. 

54. Urban Outfitters' "Navajo" mark and the Navajo Nation's federally 

registered NAVAJO trademarks are identical in appearance, sight, sound, meaning, and 

overall impression. And Urban Outfitters' ''Navaho" mark is phonetically identical, 

confusingly similar in sight and appearance, and identical in meaning and overall 

impression to the Navajo Nation's registered trademarks. The following is an illustrative, 

and not exhaustive, chart showing the Navajo Nation's trademarks that Urban Outfitters 

has infringed: 
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# REG'. S1~1tl(\L 'MARK CJ;ASS: G OODS AND SY.th:'1Cf·l$ 
No. Ne. 

1 3793381 NAVAJO Class 18: Backpacks, baby backpacks, book 
bags, shoulder bags, and tote bags. 

2 3829700 NAVAJO ARTS Class 8: Tableware sold only within the 
&CRAFTS territory of the Navajo Nation, namely, 

GUILD knives, forks and spoons made of silver, or 
of silver combined with turquoise or 
petrified wood settings; flatware made of 
silver, or of silver combined with turquoise 
or petrified wood settings. 
Class 14: Decorative bells, decorative boxes, 
bracelets, cuff links, cups, earrings, lavaliere 
pendants. mugs, necklaces, pins, rings being 
jewelry, napkin rings, salt holders and trays, 
all made of silver, or of silver combined 
with turquoise or petrified wood settings. 

3 3846651 NAVAJO Class 8: Tableware sold only within the 
territory of the Navajo Nation, namely, 
knives, forks and spoons made of silver, or 
of silver combined with turquoise or 
petrified wood settings; flatware made of 
silver, or of silver combined with turquoise 
or petrified wood settings. 
Class 14: Decorative bells, decorative boxes, 
bracelets, cuff links, cups, earrings, lavaliere 
pendants, mugs, necklaces, pins, rings being 
jewelry, napkin rings, salt holders and trays, 
all made of silver, or of silver combined 
with turquoise or petrified wood settings. 

4 3787515 NAVAJO ARTS Class 25: Neckties and leather belts of plain 
&CRAFTS leather, and ofleather ornamented with 

GUILD silver, and of leather ornamented with silver 
and turquoise, or other trimmings for 
personal wear. 

5 3787518 NAVAJO Class 25: Neckties and leather belts of plain 
leather, and of leather ornamented with 
silver, and of leather ornamented with silver 
and turquoise or other trimmings, for · 
personal wear. 

6 2237848 NAVAJO Class 25: clothing; namely, tops, vests, 
shirts, sport shorts, polo shirts, golf shirts, * 
jackets, * T-shirts, sweat shirts. 
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11 

# R~;c. SE(UAI, MA~K CL.ASS: Gonos ,\NU SJRVl'CF.S 

No. No. 

7 2573986 NAVAJO Class 18: luggage; namely. suitcases, 
overnight bags and carry-on bags. 

8 2976666 NAVAJO Class 25: footwear, boots, beachwear, 
blouses, overalls, rain wear, sweaters, 
jackets, coats, ski wear, caps, hats. 

9 3602907 NAVAJO Class 35: online retail store services; 
namely, on-line ordering services in the field 
of clothing-specifically, men's and 

II women's sportswear, namely,jeans, tops, 
shirts, sport shorts, polo shirts, golf shirts, T-
shirts and sweatshirts. 

The Navajo Nation's Registrations for the nine trademarks in the chart above are attached 

hereto collectively as Exhibit D. 

55. On information and belief, Urban Outfitters has knowingly and 

intentionally chosen the "Navajo" and ''Navaho'' names and marks for its retail products 

that will directly compete with the Navajo Nation's retail goods to trade on the fame and 

goodwill associated with the Navajo Nation's federally registered NAVAJO trademarks. 

56. Defendant has illegally and unlawfully profited from its sale of its various 

brands' goods under the ''Navajo'' and "Navaho" names and marks. 

57. The fame or reputation of the NAVAJO name and marks is such that, when 

Defendant uses the "Navajo" and ''Navaho" marks with its goods and services, a 

connection with the Navajo Nation is falsely presumed. 

58. Defendant's wrongful conduct, which falsely suggests a connection with the 

Navajo Nation as an institution, undermines the fame and distinction of the NAVAJO 
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trademarks, confuses or deceives reasonable consumers, harms the Navajo Nation, and 

must accordingly be declared unlawful and enjoined from continuing. 

59. The Lanham Act defines "dilution by blurring" as "association arising from 

the similarity between a mark or trade name and a famous mark that impairs the 

distinctiveness of the famous mark," 15 U.S.C. § l 125(c)(2)(B); and "dilution by 

tarnishment" as such an association ''that harms the reputation of the famous mark." 15 

U.S.C. § 1125(c)(2)(C). 

60. Defendant's misappropriation of the "Navajo" name and mark to promote 

its thematic marketing of its "Navajo Collection" and retailing ofits 23 "Navajo" products, 

as well as its use of the confusingly similar "Navaho" name and mark, makes it very likely 

that consumers will incorrectly believe that the "Navajo" name is an indistinct term. 

61. However, the "Navajo" name, or for that matter the confusingly similar 

"Navaho" name, is not a genera~ term used for descriptive purposes. Instead, Navajo 

Nation's NAVAJO name and trademarks are unique and inherently distinctive, and the 

Navajo Nation uses the NAVAJO trademarks in commerce to distinguish its authentic and 

genuine products from other products. 

62. Accordingly, to maintain the NAVAJO name and marks' uniqueness in 

conjunction with distinct products that are authentically and genuinely originating, 

associated, or affiliated with the famous Navajo Nation, Defendant's wrongful conduct 

must be enjoined. 

63. The Navajo Nation does not use the NAVAJO name and trademarks in 

conjunction with alcohol, or items with alcoholic connotations. Indeed, the Navajo Nation 
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has long banned the sale, manufacture, possession, transport, delivery, and consumption of 

alcohol within its borders. 17 N.N.C. §§ 410-411 (2008). Defendant's use of the "Navajo" 

name and trademark with products such as its "Navajo Flask," (see Ex. A), is derogatory 

and scandalous. Defendant's use of the "Navajo" name and mark as such is derogatory and 

contrary to the Navajo Nation's principles, and such use is inconsistent with the Lanham 

Act. 

64. Defendant's sale of products of significantly lower quality than the Navajo 

Nation's own authentic and genuine comparable products, for example, Defendant's 

"Navajo Feather Earring," (see Ex. A), will likely harm the reputation of the NAVAJO 

name and mark when affixed and used in commerce, in many of the same channels, and in 

direct competition with, the Navajo Nation's genuine and authentic NAVAJO products. 

65. Defendant's marketing and retailing of such relatively low-quality products 

in commerce, no less in the same channels of trade, with the "Navajo" and "Navaho" 

marks affixed to them will likely harm the reputation of the NAVAJO name and mark. 

Consumers will come to associate the Navajo Nation's NAVAJO marks, and validly 

associated products, with Defendant's lower-quality products that are in direct competition 

with the Navajo Nation's genuine and authentic NAVAJO products. 

66. Defendant's misspelling of the "Navajo" name is contrary to established 

Navajo Nation law and is scandalous. The Navajo Nation Code provides that "[a]ll use of 

the name ·Navajo' shall use the spelling T, not 'h'." 1 N.N.C. § 502 (2008). Defendant's 

use of the "Navaho" mark differs from the NAVAJO mark only in that the second-to-last 

letter consists of an .. h" instead of a •j," and is confusingly similar to the Navajo Nation's 
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own NAVAJO marks. Defendant's use of a "Navaho" mark should be enjoined as 

scandalous and derogatory in violation of Navajo Nation law and the Lanham Act. 

67. Further, because Defendant has or is engaged in the sale of products that the 

Navajo Nation may attempt to provide in the normal expansion of the Navajo Nation's 

business, Defendant's use of the "Navaho" mark is also deceptive under the Lanham Act. 

68. The Navajo Nation will be damaged by Defendant's continued use of the 

"Navaho" mark, as it grants Defendant a claim to a right to use this "Navaho" mark, 

despite the Navajo Nation's priority of rights over Defendant's uses of "Navajo," 

prohibition against the use of ''Navahot and the likelihood of confusion, dilution, and 

injury to the Navajo Nation's goodwill that will be caused by Defendant's use of the 

''Navaho" mark. Thus, in addition to its use of "Navajo," Defendant's use of a "Navaho" 

mark is also incorrect and improper in light of the requirements of the Lanham Act, as 

amended, including, but not limited to, the provisions concerning scandalous or derogatory 

material, deception, confusion, and dilution. 

69. Defendant's use of the ''Navajo" name and mark and the "Navaho" mark in 

conjunction with its products that are part of its "Navajo Collection," and elsewhere, is 

derogatory and scandalous, has damaged the Navajo Nation, and will continue to damage 

the Navajo Nation if not declared wrongful and enjoined. 

D. Urban Outfitters' acts and omissions falsely suggest Defendant is 
displaying and selling Indian products 

70. Urban Outfitters is not a Native American or an American Indian enterprise, 

entity, or instrumentality. Nor is Defendant an Indian arts and crafts association or an 

Indian artisan. Further, Urban Outfitters has no affiliation, relationship, or valid connection 
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with the Navajo Nation, its political subdivisions, instrumentalities, officers, employees, or 

authorized agents, nor any other federally-acknowledged lndian Tribe. 

71. Defendant is a non-Jndian that has offered for sale and sold products in an 

Indian style, motif, or design using the terms "Native American," "American Indian," 

"Tribal," and the name of a particular Indian Tribe without qualifying the usage of such 

terms, confusing consumers and causing consumers to believe they are being offered or 

purchasing authentic Indian-made products when in fact the Defendant's products are not 

authentic Indian-made products. 

72. Defendant has offered, advertised, marketed, displayed for sale and sold its 

goods via its catalogs, websites, and retail stores by falsely suggesting that Defendant's 

products are an Indian product, Indian produced, or the product of an American Indian 

Tribe, or the product of an Indian arts and crafts organization within the United States. 

Many of the products, including clothing, house-wares, and jewelry, feature a traditional 

Indian style, motif, or medium, adding to confusion in the marketplace and making it 

difficult for Plaintiffs to sell their authentic goods. 

73. Urban Outfitters did not qualify its use of "Indian;' "Navajo," and other 

particular names oflndian Tribes in connection with the sale of its retail goods, whether on 

websites, in catalogs, and/or in retail stores. 

74. On its website, Defendant used or uses search or identifier terms such as 

"Native American," "Indian," "Navajo," or the name of a particular Indian Tribe, harming 

Plaintiffs, and consumers falsely suggesting its products are authentic Indian-made 

products, and creating confusion in the marketplace. True and correct copies of a small 
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sample of products from Defendant's website webpages is attached as Exhibit E. These 

exhibits are illustrative, not exhaustive. For instance, they include only webpagcs or 

websites, but Plaintiff alleges Defendant engaged in its unlawful acts in its physical stores 

and in catalogs in addition to its online stores. Further violations will be found through 

discovery. 

75. Examples of Defendant's retail products that convey the false suggestion 

that they are Indian products include, but are not limited to, Defendant's "Navajo 

Bracelet," "Navajo Glove," "Vintage Men's Woolrich Navajo Jacket/' and ''Navajo 

Feather Earring." Additional products were and/or are being sold in Defendant's stores, in 

its catalogs, and on its website. True and correct copies of these examples of Defendant's 

products as they are or have been displayed for online marketing and retailing at 

Defendant's website are attached as Exhibits A, C and E. 

76. Urban Outfitters' sale of its retail goods under the "Native American," 

"Indian," "Tribal," or the name of a particular Indian Tribe, such as Navajo, falsely 

suggests Defendant's products are Indian products of the Navajo Nation, an Indian Tribe, 

an Indian arts and crafts association, or an Indian artisan, when in-fact Defendant's 

products are not Indian products of the Navajo Nation, an American Indian Tribe, an 

Indian arts and crafts organization, or an Indian artisan. 

77. Defendant>s products which are the subject of this Second Amended 

Complaint are in a traditional Indian style, and are composed of Indian motifs and Indian 

designs, but are without identifier terms or labels. A consumer may find these products 

using the search terms "Indian," "Native American," ''Tribal," or "Navajo," which also 
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falsely suggests they are Indian products. Defendant's marketing, displaying, and retailing 

such products, which include, but are not limited to, Defendant's "Saddle Blanket Bag" 

and "Magical Feather Bag" with its overall line of suggested Indian products, and without 

any qualification, further suggests that Defendant's products are Indian products. True and 

correct copies of Defendant's products, as they are or have been displayed for online 

marketing and retailing at Defendant's website in such a manner to convey these false 

suggestions, are attached hereto collectively as Exhibit E. The exhibits attached to Exhibit 

E are illustrative, not exhaustive, and only include webpages. Plaintiff alleges Defendant 

engaged in its unlawful acts in its stores and catalogs in addition to its online stores. 

Further violations will be found through discovery. 

78. At least since March 16, 2009, and possibly earlier as discovery will 

confirm, and continuously thereafter to the present date, Defendant has advertised, 

marketed, offered, displayed for sale, and sold goods in manners that falsely suggested 

they are Indian-made, an Indian product, a product of an Indian Tribe, or the product ofan 

Indian arts and crafts organization resident within the United States. including Indian 

products consisting of jewelry and clothing in a traditional Indian style, printed design, or 

medium. 

79. The Indian-style goods Defendant has advertised, displayed, offered for 

sale, and sold, including those advertised, sold, displayed, and offered for sale are not 

Indian produced, an Indian product made by an Indian, or the product of an Indian arts and 

crafts organization in the United States, or any non-member Indian artisan properly 

certified by an Indian Tribe. 
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80. Defendant's goods compete with goods produced by members of the 

Navajo Nation, and Defendant's sale of goods that falsely suggest they are Indian-made 

has caused and continues to cause loss of sales to the Navajo Nation and its members. 

Defendant's actions have also driven down the price of authentic Navajo goods and 

harmed the goodwill and reputation of producers of authentic Navajo-made and Indian

made goods. 

V. COUNTS 

COUNT ONE 

DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR TRADEMARK 
INFRINGEMENT PURSUANT TO THE LANHAM ACT'S SECTION 32. 

81. The Navajo Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

82. Urban Outfitters' use of the identical "Navajo" and the confusingly similar 

'"Navaho" name and marks is intended to trade on the good will established by the Navajo 

Nation through years of the Navajo Nation's use of the NAVAJO name and marks. 

83. Defendant's use of the identical "Navajo" mark and confusingly similar 

'"Navaho" mark has created actual confusion in the market place, and continues to create a 

likelihood of confusion. 

84. Defendant's intentional use of the identical "Navajo'' and confusingly 

similar "Navaho" mark in connection with the sale of clothing, jewelry, house-wares, 

footwear, and similar such items is likely to cause confusion, mistake, or deception of 

others, as to the affiliation, connection, or association of Defendant and Defendant's 

products with the Navajo Nation. 
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85. Defendant's conduct also causes, and is likely to continue to cause, 

confusion, mistake, or deception as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of Defendant's 

goods and commercial activities. 

86. The use of the Navajo Nation's registered trademarks constitutes trademark 

infringement in violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1114. 

87. Defendant knew of the Navajo Nation's trademark rights, and knowingly, 

willfully, and deliberately infringed on them, making this an exceptional case within the 

meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 1117. 

88. The Navajo Nation has been, and will continue to be, damaged by 

Defendant's willful trademark infringement in the manner, and in the amount, that will be 

proved at trial. 

89. The Navajo Nation has been, and will continue to be, damaged by 

Defendant's willful trademark infringement in a manner, and in an amount, that cannot be 

fully measured or compensated in economic terms. 

90. Defendant's actions damaged, and will continue to damage, the Navajo 

Nation's market, reputation, goodwill, and reputation, and may well discourage current and 

potential customers from dealing economically with the Navajo Nation. 

91. Such irreparable harm will continue unless Defendant's acts are restrained 

and enjoined during the pendency of this action, and permanently thereafter. 
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COUNT TWO 

DEFENDANT JS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR TRADEMARK 
DILUTION PURSUANT TO THE LANHAM ACrs SECTION 43. 

92. The Navajo Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

93. The Navajo Nation's trademark is a famous mark. 

94. Defendant's use of the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and marks to 

promote, market, and sell its retail items constitutes willful Trademark Dilution by 

blurring, and willful Trademark Dilution by tarnishment pursuant to 15 U.S.C. l 125(c). 

95. Urban Outfitters' intentional and willful dilution and tarnishment of the 

Navajo Nation's registered NAVAJO trademark has caused, and will continue to cause, 

damage and irreparable harm to the Navajo Nation, for which there is no adequate remedy 

otherwise available at law. 

96. Such irreparable harm will continue unless Defendant's acts are restrained 

and enjoined during the pendency of this action, and permanently thereafter. 

COUNT THREE 

DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR UNFAIR 
COMPETITION AND FALSE ADVERTISING PURSUANT TO THE LANHAM 

ACT'S SECTION 43. 

97. The Navajo Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

98. Urban Outfitters' use of the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and marks to 

promote, market, and sell its retail items in competition with the Navajo Nation's 

NAVAJO trademarks constitutes Unfair Competition pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § l l 25(a), 
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both through false advertising and infringement of the Navajo Nation's unregistered 

NAVAJO trademarks. 

99. Moreover, Defendant has used false or misleading descriptions of fact in 

interstate commerce in connection with its goods in commercial advertising where the 

description or representation misrepresents the nature, qualities and/or origin of the 

Defendant's goods. 

I 00. Urban Outfitters' unfair competition and false advertising has caused, and 

will continue to cause, damage to the Navajo Nation; and further, Defendant's conduct is 

causing irreparable harm to the Navajo Nation for which there is no adequate remedy 

otherwise available at law. 

101. Such irreparable harm will continue unless Defendant's acts are restrained 

and enjoined during the pendency of this action, and permanently thereafter. 

COUNT FOUR 

DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR VIOLATIONS OF 
THE INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS ACT, 25 U.S.C. § 305 et seq. 

l 02. The Navajo. Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

103. The Indian Arts and Crafts Act ( .. IACA") prohibits non-Indian businesses 

and individuals from misrepresenting that their goods are the product of an Indian tribe, or 

American Indian or Native American person(s) through selling any good "in a manner that 

falsely suggests it is ... an Indian product." 25 U.S.C. § 305e(a). 
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104. The IACA prohibits non-Indians from engaging in "unqualified use" of the 

name of an Indian Tribe in connection with products they market and sell - such as 

bracelets, earrings, coats, jackets, and gloves - to suggest such goods are Indian products. 

IOS. Defendant's "Navajo Collection" includes the "Navajo Bracelet," "Navajo 

Feather Earring;' "Navajo Glove," and "Vintage Men's Woolrich Navajo Jacket." These 

products are specifically contemplated by, or very close to those specifically contemplated 

by, the IACA. 

106. Defendant has offered, advertised, marketed, displayed for sale, and sold 

goods that falsely suggest Defendant's products are Indian products pursuant to the IACA. 

These actions were taken in Defendant's catalogs, and retail stores. Among the products 

Defendant has falsely suggested are authentic Indian and/or Navajo products include 

clothing, house-wares, and jewelry reflecting traditional Indian styles, motifs, and/or 

mediums. 

107. Defendant's advertisement, display, offering for sale, and sale of Indian 

style goods in a manner that falsely suggests Defendant's goods are Indian products is 

illegal, and must be enjoined, because no adequate remedy at law is otherwise available. 

I 08. By marketing and retailing, having marketed and retailed, or having caused 

to be marketed and retailed, products under the "Navajo," "Native American," and 

"Indian" names, and using Indian designs and motifs without qualification, Defendant is 

misrepresenting that its products are Indian products within the meaning of the IACA. 
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109. Defendant offered and offers for sale goods by falsely suggesting they are 

the products of an Indian Tribe, when in fact Defendant> s products are not the products of 

any Indian Tribe. 

110. The Navajo Nation has been injured and damaged as a result of Defendant's 

actions alleged herein. 

111. Defendant's false suggestions has caused, and will continue to cause, 

damage to the Navajo Nation for which there is no adequate remedy otherwise available at 

law. 

112. The Navajo Nation is a competitor of Defendant, which sells similar 

products, and the Navajo Nation has suffered competitive injuries as a result of 

Defendant's actions alleged herein, as well as other damages including: (1) Members of the 

Navajo Nation have lost sales as the direct and indirect result of Defendant's offer, display, 

and sale of similar Indian-style products to those offered, displayed, and sold by these 

American Indian People through similar media and markets; (2) Defendant's imitation 

products have driven down prices of authentic Indian products, forcing the Navajo Nation 

and American Indian People to offer and garner revenues for authentic products at lower 

prices; (3) the Navajo Nation and American Indian People have suffered a loss of goodwill 

and reputation because of Defendant's counterfeit products; and (4) Defendant has made a 

gross profit on all of the products alleged herein by its unlawful and unprivileged conduct. 

113. The Navajo Nation advertises, markets, and sells authentic Indian-made 

products similar to those products advertised, offered, displayed, and sold by Defendant, 
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by which Defendant has falsely suggested to be Indian-made products; including, but not 

limited to, crafts, jewelry, clothing, and accessories in a traditional Indian style or medium. 

114. The Navajo Nation, through its commercial subdivisions, advertises, offers, 

markets, and sells authentic Indian-made products through various media, including, but 

not limited to, newspaper advertisements, radio, signs, catalogs, brochures, internet, mailed 

solicitations, miscellaneous ads and displays, and in-store retail displays. 

115. The injuries suffered by the Navajo Nation include, but are not limited to, 

advertising injuries arising out of Defendant's misappropriation of the Navajo Nation's 

advertising ideas and styles of doing business. 

116. The injuries suffered by the Navajo Nation include, but are not limited to, 

disparagement of its products and advertising injuries arising out of Defendant's 

disparagement of the Navajo Nation's products. 

117. The injuries suffered by the Navajo Nation include, but are not limited to, 

advertising injuries arising out of Defendant's infringement of title by falsely suggesting 

and misrepresenting that its products are Indian made, when they were not. 

118. The injuries suffered by the Navajo Nation include but, are not limited to, 

advertising injuries arising out of Defendant's use of another's advertising ideas. 

119. The injuries suffered by Navajo Nation include, but are not limited to, 

advertising injuries and web-site injuries arising out of Defendant's infringing upon the 

Navajo Nation's identity, culture, and cache associated with being a producer of authentic 

Indian products. 
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120. Liability for compensatory damages pursuant to the IACA is strict liability 

and not dependent upon intentional conduct. 

121. The IACA provides for damages that are the greater of treble damages or 

$1,000 for each day on which the offer or display for sale for each type of good falsely 

suggests or suggested to be Indian-produced, an Indian product, or the product of an 

Indian, an Indian Tribe, or an Indian arts and crafts organization continues at the time of 

filing. 

122. The Navajo Nation is entitled to compensation via monetary damages and 

injunctive relief being imposed on Defendant for the acts stated herein. 

COUNT FIVE 

DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR VIOLATIONS OF 
THE NEW MEXICO UNFAIR PRACTICES ACT, N.M. STAT. ANN.§ 57-12-3. 

123. The Navajo Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

124. Defendant knowingly made false, misleading, and deceptive representations 

that its goods were, and are "Indian" in connection with their sale. 

125. Defendant knowingly made these false and misleading representations in 

connection with the sales of its goods, Defendant knew that its goods were not made by, in 

connection, or in any way associated with the Navajo Nation, another Indian Tribe, nor any 

other Indian organization or person. 

126. Defendant's sale of its goods under the "Navajo" and "Navaho" names and 

trademarks, as well as its sale of other goods falsely represented as authentic Indian goods, 

was made in the regular course of Defendant's businesses. 
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127. Defendant's representations tend to, or do, deceive and mislead consumers. 

128. The Navajo Nation requests both monetary and injunctive relief pursuant to 

its causes of action. 

COUNT SIX 

DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO THE NAVAJO NATION FOR VIOLATIONS OF 
THE N.M. TRADEMARK ACT, N.M. STAT. ANN.§ 57-3B-15 

129. The Navajo Nation realleges the previous paragraphs of this Second 

Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

130. The Navajo Nation owns the NAVAJO trademarks, which are widely 

recognized and famous in New Mexico. 

131. Defendant's acts and omissions alleged herein caused and continue to cause 

dilution and/or tarnishment of the distinctive quality of the Navajo Nation's NAVAJO 

marks. 

132. Defendant willfully intended to trade on the Navajo Nation's reputation 

and/or to cause dilution to the NAVAJO marks. 

133. The Navajo Nation is entitled to an injunction and, given the willful intent 

on the part of the Defendant, all remedies set forth in the New Mexico Trademark Act. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Navajo Nation prays for judgment and relief as follows: 

1. That Defendant's conduct be declared improper and unlawful pursuant to 

common law, the Indian Arts and Crafts Act, and the Lanham Act; 

2. That Defendant's, its subsidiaries, subdivisions, affiliates, officers, 

employees, agents, and all other persons associated, or in concert with Defendant be 
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permanently enjoined from using the "Navajo" name and mark in advertising, marketing, 

retailing, promoting, and associating the "Navajo" name and marks with Defendant in any 

manner validly performed by the Nation, its political subdivisions, instrumentalities, 

officers, employees, People, and authorized agents; 

3. That Defendant's be permanently enjoined from passing off: diluting, 

blurring, falsely designating, and falsely associating its corporation, subsidiaries, 

subdivisions, affiliates, officers, employees, agents, and products with the NAVAJO name 

and marks, or otherwise from performing any other act likely to create the appearance or 

belief that Defendant its subsidiaries, subdivisions, affiliates, officers, employees, agents, 

and all other persons associated with Defendant are in any way supported, in any manner 

tacit or active, licensed, assigned, sponsored, endorsed, or otherwise associated with the 

Navajo Nation, its political subdivisions, instrumentalities, officers, employees, People, or 

authorized agents; 

4. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation all profits made as a 

result of Defendant's wrongful conduct; 

5. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation three times all profits 

generated by the marketing and retailing of Defendant's "Navajo" products; 

6. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation all profits made as a 

result of Defendants' wrongful conduct pursuant to the trademark dilution section of the 

New Mexico Trademark Act: 
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7. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation three times all profits 

generated as a result of Defendant's wrongful conduct and the Navajo Nation's attorneys' 

fees pursuant to the trademark dilution section of the New Mexico Trademark Act; 

8. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation the greater amount of 

either $1,000.00 per item for every day for each type of product that is, or has, offered, or 

displayed for sale, or three times all profits generated by the marketing and retailing of 

Defendant's Navajo, Indian, and Native American products pursuant to the Indian Arts and 

Crafts Act; 

9. That Defendant's be ordered to pay the Navajo Nation for all of its 

reasonable costs and attorneys' fees; 

l 0. That the Navajo Nation be awarded exemplary damages for Defendant's 

willful and intentional conduct, and Punitive damages based on Defendant's willful actions 

pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 305(e); 

11. All other remedies available pursuant to the Indian Arts and Crafts Act, the 

Lanham Act, and the New Mexico Unfair Practices Act, and New Mexico Trademark Act 

including treble damages, disgorgement of profits, costs, and attorneys' fees; 

12. That Defendant's be ordered to file a written report with this Court, made 

under oath within 30 days of this Court's judgment, which sets forth in detail the manner 

that Defendant's has fully complied with the permanent injunction pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 

1116;and 

13. All additional and further relief this Court believes just and proper. 
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JURY DEMAND 

The Navajo Nation requests its causes of action be tried by jury. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4th day of April, 2013. 

NAVAJO NATION DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
HARRISON TSOSIE, ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Isl B. L. Lewis 
Brian L. Lewis, Attorney 
BIA Club Building 
Post Office Box 20 l 0 
Window Rock, Navajo Nation (Arizona) 86515 
Telephone: 928/871-6933 I Fax: 928/871-6200 
blewis@nndoj.org 

KELLER ROHRBACK L.L.P. 
Isl Karin B. Swope 
Mark A. Griffin 
Karin B. Swope 
1201 Third A venue, Suite 3200 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
Telephone: 206/428-0561 / Fax: 206/623-3384 
mgriffin@kellerrohrback.com 
kswope@kellerrohrback.com 

Attorneys for the Navajo Nation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of April, 2013, I filed the foregoing 

electronically through the CM/ECF system, which caused the following counsel to be 

served by electronic means: 

H. Jonathan Redway 
jredway@dicksonwright.com 

Nico le M. Meyer 
nmeyer@dicksonwright.com 

Melissa A. Alcantara 
malcantara@dic~sonwright.com 

Alfred Green, Jr. 
algreen@btblaw.com 

Joseph A. Fink 
j fink@d icksonwright .com 

The following parties have not yet appeared or registered with ECF and will be 

served via U.S. Mail: 

Michael Silbe1t 
Deputy General Counsel for Urban Oufitters, Inc. 

Isl B. L. Lewis 
Brian L. Lewis 
Office of the Attorney General 
The Navajo Nation 

Isl Karin B. Swope 
Karin B. Swope 
Keller Rohrback L.L.P. 

Attorneys for the Navajo Nation 
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$50.00 

Overall Rating 

**** Read Reviews (1) Write a 
review 
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IJ 
SIZE: QUANTITY: 

~ u 
~ Check Avai lability 

Reviews Product Details Ask & Answer Social 

1 · , .. , . . ........... ,,., .. ,. . .. ·----- ··---· _,,,,, , , -. 

1overall Rating **** '· : 
!Based on 1 reviews. · 
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OBEY Navaj o Scarf 

$64.00 

Be the first to Write a Review 
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ONE SIZE ~ 

You Might Like These, Too ... 

Size Check Availabili ty 

Reviews Product Details Ask & Answer Social 

SKU #23159858 
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OBEY Wool 

$34.00 

Overall Rating 
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5-Panel Cap 

Read Reviews (1} Write a 
review 

COLORS: 

II 
SIZE: QUANTITY : 
ONE SIZE ~lT) 

Size Check Availability 

Reviews Product Details Ask & Answer Social 

Overall Rating ** * * 
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Pendleton Navajo Weekender 
Bag 
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Red Navajo Plimsoll Sneaker 
2 for $30 

$20.00 

Overall Rating 

****1 Read Reviews (9) Write a 
review 
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Reviewer Photos 
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Title Unknown Techno Navajo 
Quilt Oversized Crop Tee 

$29.00 

Overall Rating 

***~ Read Reviews (11) Write a 
review 
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:~ --~ 
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Reviews Product Details Ask & Answer Social 

'Overall Rating Fit 
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Navajo Sock 

$6.99 (Was $12.00) 

Overall Rating 

**** Read Reviews (1) Write a 
review 
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Vintage Men's Woolrich 
Navajo Jacket 
Online Only 

$249.00 

Be the first to Write a Review 
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Reviews Product Details Ask & Answer Social 
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Vintage Woolrich Navajo 
Jacket 
Online Only 
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Wide Navajo Scarf 

$29.00 
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ef:'.ar<:h Clo MY ACCOUNT SHOPPING BAG 0 

HOME> HOIJSE&HOME > NEWI\RRIVALS > HI\IRACCe$$0AIE$ 

Navajo Blossom Pin 
sme.:20133879 

**tiltj: ,._, 2 reviews Wrttearevlew 

W•'•• 90l'ry, Thie product le no longer •••llablt, 

DETAILS 
Bufton& of luetrou$ metallic flora for th& mane 01 any maiden, 

Turquoise, bronze plaled Iron, wood, brass. mother•of•pearl, 
rhlnulone 
a·L, 1.s·w 
USA 

Customer Reviews Review This Produot 

FIiter$ 

Star flallng ~erange I Hefght (feet) Hefght (Inches) Body type Style 

Revlew This Product ~ by, ___ ,:J..., 

neatpetlle 

****"' 
AESTHETICIDESION: •.-•u 
QUALITY: ••o• 

Elle.t. 
Aae Ranae: 26-29 

AESTHETlCIDESION: •uu 

Vintage, 
Marcil ta, 2011 

I got lh8 ,okl verelon to avoid 1oo1<1ng ·,ou11w,f$1orn•.1111<& tll& vlnty look, 11 lookl'. lll<e n was made or 
anUQue braee findnge, It was nol too hea,y ror rny hair as I have very tlll<:I< hair. For llner hair, !his 
mlghl be a prolllem. 

1 ol 1 peop!& found lhl• novitw i.lplul. 

Wu Ihle review helplul lo you? Yn No 

(A.eporl lnSjlprOJ)riale Review) 

Sher& l!lls mtew: IJ t; 

Meich 8,2011 

Super cu1, l<IM, but lhs aclllal equar& !)a~ fUst lool(&(I 100 heavy In my halr, no matt&r Wllere I put It 
The botiby pin l)l<)ll(Jed w1u, my hair, end tMn It looked Mk& tllere WM a small blo<:I< In my hair. 
Ma)i)e ottl&re een make II work·· IIICt lhoe& wll!l lhld<, curly hair. I couldn't· Wllll my weight hair 
pullc!I beck. ~ovo lho colors Bild design, lholJgh. 

l/ftUl)l<IJI 

«1'"11•, 

! 
··-

http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/cata1og/productdetail.jsp?id=20733879&catid=ACC... 11/9/2011 
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OUA~ITY: •u•• 
1 of 1 ,,.op!& round tllle rsv~ helpful, 

w .. tnla review hef~M lo you? Yes No 
(Report lnllj)proprlale Review) 

Sna111 Ihle mvrew: gJ I: 

http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/catalog/productdetail.jsp?id=20733879&cat1d=ACC... 11/9/2011 
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Qo MY ACCOUNT SHOPPING BAO 0 

HOME > SAI.E > ACCESSORIES 

Navajo Blossom Pin 
$TVLE # 20733879 

***i- " 2 M\IIOV/9 Wli1e a r&\/lew 

We're aorry. Thia product la no longer .v•nat,1,. 

OETAllS 
BuUons or rustrous metallic flora for th& mane or any maiden. 

Turquoise. bronz& plate<! Iron, wood, bra&$, mo1her·ol•pear1. 
rhlneslone 
3"L. 1.s·w 
USA 

Customer Revi.ews Re'1ew This Proouc1 

FIilers 

Siar Rating Age range 

Re-i@ This Product I S_o,, by _ . ..:I 

AESTHETICll>ESIGN: •o • • 
OUAI.ITY: U-tU 

ElfeA 

Ag• Range: 25-29 

AESTHETIC/DESIGN: •uo 

Height (feet) 

Vintage. 
Masch 13, 2011 

l ~Height (Inches) 6ody1ype Style 

·1 Q01 th& gol<I ver$1on to avoid looklr>Q •soufhw8Stem•.111<e Ille \llniy look, n looks 11~ It w•• made or 
an,qua bill$$ n~r,gs.11 was not too heavy for my heir e& I have very lhlcl< hair. For finer hair, this 
might be a prclllem. 

1 ot 1 peopl& found this r&vfew helpful. 

W.s lhlt review lltlp/ul lo you7 V'1B No 
(Repon lntll)l:)rop~s1e RevleW) 

Shere U,ls review: B I: 

March 8. 2011 

Super cuto Idea, but IM actual square pan ~SI look&d too hea-,y In my hair, no matter where I put fl. 
Th& bobby pin blen<f&d wllh rrtJ hair, and tllen It looked like 11\Gre wa& a smell block In my hair. 
Mayt,• olllers can ma!<• It wort< •• like tllose With I/Itek. cu~y hefr. I couldn1 • wllh my slralght halt 
pulod baok. Lovo ltw, color, end design, though. 

http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/catalog/productdetaiLjsp?id=20733879&navAction ... 

!KiUUl(IJ.I 
n!G<>like 

! 

11/9/2011 
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OOAl.llY: u••• 
1 011 people lound 1h11 review helpful, 

Wu Ihle revlsw hefpful to you? Yes No 
(Aepon lnspproprt111e A,wlew) 

Shere tilts revltlW: ID I; 

http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/catalog/productdetail.jsp ?id=20733879&nav Actio·n... 11/9/2011 
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Exhibit B 



Case 1:12-cv-00195-LH-LFG Dp~ume~t 54-.2 Filed 04/04/..:J,.a .. ..P~ge .2 9(33. .. ::, 15.1 

@.ffIVl.A CElffJF/1tlJ MAIL-RETURN R1!·CEJPTREQJJESTE!) . 

June 30, 201 l 

Mr. Glen T. Senk 
Chief Exoeutive Officer 
Urban Outfitters htoorporared 
SOOO So-ith Brol\d Stroct 
Philu.delphia, Pcrui.tylvania 19112-1495 

Deiu- Mr. Senk: 

DANA BOBROrF 
.Depury A«tmiey Genercl 

Please immediately c'"ase and desisL u$il'lg tbe "Novajo': name on, amf in r~l~tion \o your : 
product:.. The Navajo Nation ('1Nation") i.s ·awnr~ that your corporation ii: l'!Wketlng an'd sellir\g cfoUtirig 

·and accessories using the Navajo namt: uni;\ trademark. 1 l11e Nation cannot accept 'its u'niqu~ and ,well-. 
lcMwtl 1,arn.e·being dili'J)layed· on anti in telntion to yOW" products, whic'h have absolutely no connection to 
the Natiori~ its entities, ft's people, ind their prodvct~. Y~ur c<lmpany'~ use' of the N:iv.ijo l\illne damages 
the Na1ion's government and commercial entities. · 

The Navajo name 'a.ll<l trademark are f11.JUOUS. 11ie Nation's name is lhi: symbol of a sovereign. 
entity in all of its govemmen1al·and comro.;r<.:ial fonni;, 'lhe Na1l¢n and its people.have used the ·Nav~jl) 
fonnati ve name i,mJ Nuvajo 1t7.dcmi1rks in c-0mmercc for 1wer 150 years with a wide variety of.goods and 
.services, The Na.1i-on 's \IS6 of the Nuvajo name ~ml trademarks 11.18 created a .notable legacy and ~lstinct 
<\Ssoeiatlon between the Nation. its entities, its pcoplc, and their J)tl:'xiuc~. 

The Navajo name rmd trademark.s -l1ave an ~nmistllkal>Je contemporary ptcswce,in tno market. 
Forfh.c.rmon; the Navajo n~ne and tns.otmarl< h·avQ ,,...idesprcacl s~ondru-y meaning ll) th.c marketp~~ .. 
. T~c Nation .and its entities have mado substantial investments 'in advertising and protr.oting Na:vaj('l goods : 
and services wldcr th~ Nav~Jo 11amc and trademarks. The Nation has extensively mie4, advertt~ed, · 
promoted, offered, rendered and sold its go()ds Md 1,ervic(!s 10 consumers through V'arlou~ oharinels .of 

· trnde o, conm;ieico including n;ltiona\ -011\ine and print media. The Navajo imme and trademnrld; are. 
ptomincncly featured on the Nation's website, www.no.vajo.org, and throughout major medi~. · 
Furthennoro, ihe Navajo name ond Cra-Oetrutrb, and lhe products "nd services· associated with ther$with, . 
have received <1 :..ignific:arit nmoun ~ of un~oJicjte<l press cover.tge, a.rid have been the s•Jbjcct or numer<>u& 
television broodca~t& end articles in major publications .. As a result of the Nation's hi~tOri()al legacy, 

. contcmponuy efforts, and concomitant results, tn~ Na,,."jo name and trademarks h!tvC become asse~ of 
: :::ubst:antia1 value and symbols of the Nalion's and its c,1ttitics' goodwill. 

, . .: ... ,.....,"'~ , 

I Sooth~ ti,Uowil1& addrc.u for C.Xmllpl~ ()f )'l'l\ll' oorpoI11ti.on '$ U5t of tne Na\10jo mime 'und nmk to m11rket anll your 
produ,;;!:;: · 
)11!p~l/www.urb11noutftt1=.r;orn/Url.>11n!.swch/se11rch,i~JJ?.1ic<1r<.bPhr11so-1l1Mljo&lislVicwSiY-'F&indi:xS1art.aO&.so1tBy-«&s· 
ortOrdci-,,,&cate.gorier.=&.c!rleg<.>ric:52~&catcgoriesl"'&c&tcJOrics4a&sl.'UCO!or-<&.p:riceLow,,&.pri~High~sku~ite-&brai) 
i.~&maXi>ncl:F-&milll'ci~ . • .. 

Post Office Box 2010 • Window Roel<, Navajo Nation (A7,) 8051.S • 928-871-6343 • Fax No. 928·8'1·6l77 

•• I 

,, 
; 

... 

• . 

,: 
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Mr. GlenT. Senk 
:RE: c~.is~ anti Desist Marketing Produet, Using '~N~vajo" 
June 30, '.Wl l 
Pngc2 

Thu Ni1ti011 and its entities own the fan:.ous and dislinctivo Navajo name and tradi:?mark.s. which 
associate products ,md sctvkes solely with the Nnti.on, its instrumentalities, and its agents. The Nation 
and its entities have nwnerous fcdc:ral registrutions for the Nav.~o trwlemnrks, and appHoabons for those 
federa\ c~gistnitio11s were filed as early os 1996. furihotmorc, the Nation's. entities (e.g., Na,•aJ <> Nn!ion 
Gaming En,erprise, Dim.:' Development Corporation; Nim1jo Arts & Crafu! Entctµriso) ow1) nwncro,1s 
fedQ;,'11 registrations incorporating the NnvaJo component. TI10se registered mor'ks are oonolusive 
c-vide11ce of Naiion·s ex.elusive right to use the Nav.ijo 11.ame and trademttrk'S m connection w3th the 
speoificd good$ and ~erv1ces. Dem<m.strative registr~ions mclude: 

B,egi~tr11tl9..U 
2061748 
2Z37S48 

2573987 

2976666 

3602907 

3789271 

3960633 

3548345 
3548344 
3787518 

3787517 

Mm 
NAVAJO 
NAVAJO 

NAVA'JO 

NAVAJO 

NAVAJO 

F.IREROCK 
N'AVATO 
CASINO 
ir.d.~· 
""""'" 

NAVAJO 

NAVAJO 
NAVAfO 
NAVAJO 

NAVAJO 

llif: 
SporL~wcar; nnmely, slaob, shorts, skir1s andjeaos. 
Clothing~ namely, tops, vests, shirts, sport ~l\orts, polo 
sliirts, ~>If shirts,~ Jackets, .,.. T-shirts 1,md sweat shirts. 
Towels, wosh cloths, oath linens, fobric bl.Ith mats> bed 
sl1eets, pillow c.Ases and hed linens. 
Footwear; namely, shoes and boots; beaehwC$1', blouses, 
overalls, rain wear, sweoter&, jac1<e1s, col!ts, ,qlci we!ll'> caps, 
\>isors, berets and hats. 
Online retail store services~ namely) on-liue ordering 
semccs 1n th~ fi~ld ofclothrng~e-cifically, men's and 
women•s sportswcer, namely,jcans; tops,; i;hirts, sport 
shom. polo 1,hirts, golf shuts, T-shirts and sweat$hirts. 
Clothing; namely, sbirts, sw~atshirts and jacktts; hcadwelll. 

Tobacco µouolles manufactured by the Navajo Naticm or its 
individual members i\nd sold witliiu the Navaj<1 Nation tbrough 
Nl'Vajo Nation ret.1il-0utlets. 
Paintings and dmv.;ngs. 
Haod-sptm yarn for textile use. 
Neckties and leather belts of plain leathCr, and ofleatlter 
orruimented v/ith silver, and of leather ornament.eel with 
silver and turquoise or other trimmings, for personal wear. 
Hand-woven blankets, nnmcly woolen blankets, bed 
blnnl::.cts> children's blankets, blanket throws. 

You.r c-0ryoration.'!l use oftlte Navajo name and trademnrks falsely 1ouggests 8.\loru1ect1011 with the 
Nation as an institution. The Nation is a fcdcraUy~cknowlcdged Indian ttibe, which is an mslitution us 
definod in S~tion 2(o.) of the Trademark Act. "!he term ''N,wajo" p01nts uniquely and unmistakably to 
the Navujo N~tion. Tltc fame ot reputation ot'~he Nation is such tbat when a corl,)Oration uses "Ni*vajc,,•• 
with its goods ot servioes. a connection Vvith the Nnt1on is falsely presumed. 

1S-2 

'I 
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Mr. Glen T. Senk 
RE: Ceasil 11.nd Des~t 'M':\rketiug Product.~ Using "Navajo" 
June 30, 20ll 
Page) 

Although your corporetiou's uso of the;1 Navajo name arid lmdeimirk falsely suggests a connection 
with the Na'Vajo Netion, your corporation is not ~ormected with the Nation's goods or serViees. Your 
corpora1ton',; use of "Nilvajo" is identica1 in ap~ce, meaning, and commercial impression to the 
Nation's name and trndemark:s. Th.us, this falsely suggests a cormeclion with the Nation in violation <>f 

the Trademark A~t. 

Your corporation11, u~ of Navajo will as.use oonfusioo in t'he market and society concerning the 
soUtce or origin of your C'orporation's products. Consumers will incorrectly bel1cve that the Nation hlls 
}i1;;(;J)Seo, approved, or authorized your corporatxon's use of the N~vaJo name and trademarks for its 
products - when the N.illon has uot - or that your totporation's use of Navajo is an cl'.tension of the 
Nation's family ofundcmark.~. which it i~ nQt. 'l'his is bound to cause confusion, mistake, or dectplion 
with r~p«;t to the source or origin of your goods. 111is undcrmin~~ the chara<ller and W1iqueness of the 
Nation's long-standing distinctive Navajo name and trademarks, which-because of its false connection 
with the Nation-dilutes and tarnishei~ the name and triufomarks. Accordingly. pleftSC immediately ceas.e 
~nd des.1st using the Navajo. name am! trademark with your prodocts. 

As a Nation with a distingu!sl\ed legacy and un?"i,;•.-k;iNe contemporaiy presence, the Nation is 
~oinmiltod fO ret.ainiut thl~ distmctlon and pre-ventin~ i:t:": : ..• : ·• .nd confusion in society and 1he market. 
The Nation must maintain d1stmctiveness and c .... ,. ,... , ·,: association with 1\s government, its 
Jnstiiutions, Ii& entities, its people, and their produ"e:. ,u Llvtnmerce. When an entity attempts to falsely 
a$S()(;ial¢ its products with the Nahon and its produch,, the Nation docs not regard 1his as berugn or trivial. 
'!ha Nation 1·emains fkmly comnutted to the cancelli1tion of alt marks th.al sttempt to falsely associate 
with the institution, its entities, its people or its producl_s. Accordinzly, immediately cea$e and desist usmg 
Navajo with your producm. 

HT/242 

Respectfully yours, 

NAVAJO ~ATIONDEl'w- OF JUSTICE 

an son Tsosie, AttQ;~ 
Of/foe of1h~ Attomey Genenil 

\ 
t 
i 
i 

:l 
i ·: 

' I ,. 
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Exhibit C 



Free People Clothing Boutique > navajo hnp://www.frcepcoplc.com/index.cfin?fuseaction=search.results&searchS ... 

Case 1:12-cv-00195-LH-LFG Document 54-2 Filed 04/04/13 Page 6 of 33 155 

1 of2 

)'Our !'.E'ar<.h: navajo - 23 1nt1tcht:S 

narrow results 

c3tcgorfos 

• wh.:it 's new (I) 

., <:lothcs 

.f Vintage Loves (7) 

+ enctlfl:s~ summ~r 

t ,atalog 

• sale. 

• leaw,·e~ 

price 

Undc, $S0.00 (I) 

Und••· $7S.OO (3) 

unoe, $100.00 (5) 

Und•' $150.00 (11) 

Under $200.00 ( 1 J) 

Un~•r $2SO.OO ( lJ) 

OvN' \250.00 {10) 

color 

9f<V Pl 
ton()) 

brown (2) 

lnlJIU (2) 

hlu~ (L) 

ydlaw (I) 

gre•n (I) 

bla<k (I) 

p-hlk/p, . .H Die: ( l) 

reel (J} 

SIZ8 

XS/0·2 12) 

~/1·~ (4) 

MiS•IO (S) 

l/12 C•J 

7 • 7.S (I) 

A. a.s cil 
1- 9.5 (2) 

10 • II (I) 

lJe:;r.!o:- t Y.n ii: 
f,...,~.~1-.l~:!:: H,C'lrtr~ 

iJ-t8,00 

?cathcr Clip 

$S8.00 

~r.,u t l~···"·t:~ r. ~J(·:·m 
fJ~.tf. le Rel{) 

S l 2U.OO 

}":::1rg5l:.1t.:o S~K .. ~:ts 

1>.~8.00 

Striped Boxv 
l'l11l\'1ver 

$106.00 

,,rizcn3 Blanket 
li;ti}(-1 

$~8.00 $·19.9S 

~~?!)e.~ ~ C r~3 ~bvdy 
•., ... ur .. ,I, 
$~8.00 

Kor.a. f'cintc.i le 
Po),l;l,o 

$146.00 

P8.o0 

'T'y:- :1ye t.c :h,·· Mt"!.s 
Dr~:-;o 

S 168.00 

::r. tht' \i ·..:~.-c,::hc~L 
'J'ur,l c 

R•::h".',·:::a ;:~~ t~l~ 
1.,~:::.t::•Jp M,).:'~ ):;,).;'~I·. 

$136.00 

~cdo".Ji r Lt;athc.:r 
;-;,.,g 

$5-- $3'9.9S 

,.br~J i n F'.cj ngf.'! B,1g 

$Jsa.oo 

I 1/8/201 l 4:54 PM 
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One oJ • Kind 
Needlepoint Hobo 

$698.00 

Vintage Navajo 
Squnsh Ne.;klaca 

$698.00 

Vintage Hando,~de 
Navajo Necklaco 

$]28,00 

Vintage Navajo 
Handmade Cuff 
$1<8.00 

"'''"' "'''··· 

n-,10- ,. ,~,.•v 
"l,f'rrl ,r,.,,,, 
''""Kim • 

(;t(lt• ~;t;,~lU 

;;qc,:t1;:,11 

t'!t('C,C":f.10"1!'(•'.,t'llfl\l:)rt 

:•;!\l•h~.'\~Y1:~t19,-:\ 

•.f"'f uL""'.oM II JI , ,•'· 

" 

Vintage Navajo 
Squash Neckl11ee 

$398.00 

Vintage Navajo 
i;uff 

$298.0D 

... ,011< «~!:, 
1\'hD\ot.UIIE: 

urr,.ot~ 

(!,l(,,b.,.,..: 

Vinta.<Je N~vajo 
Hanclmade Necklace 
$328.00 

th1., ;n<i• ~ 
~h(1JI C;Malo.11 

wi!:.~lt 

4.::lk~f>(.in:i; 

1)c..•Mrt.-;<11n;t1~, 

... ~. ;.Y:(,,A:!'!:~,! 'ti 

Vintage Navajo 
Cuff 
$298.00 

r rcl! 1"111111~ • , " Free People .. , Facffll<A< 

~Ulre 375,~0 

foUow w lien, roo .•. 

.,. ,......,. ,.. .. ,, •• <pit O ~ Et 

2 of2 11/8/2011 4:54 PM 
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Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) Page 1 of 1 
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~ United States Patent and Trademark Office 

~ Hom<t I Site Index I S~arch I FAQ I Gloss11ry I Guld.,.• I Conl;,r.ts I <>Busine•~ I "Biz alerts I News I H-,lp 

Trademarks > Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) 

TESS was last updated on Mon Feb 27 04:35:45 EST 2012 

(lUfiit·#d INUM fiuiH,'hfrl lMM O!UoMtirMI til'Ut:Ul·II H+tr:·111 WiialM 

Logout I Please logout when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

•WiHfl@A I MM/ii@@ - If Giifidlifi ( Use the "Back" button of the Internet Browser to return to TESS) 

NAVAJO 

Word Mark NAVAJO 

Goods and Services IC 01S. US 001002003 022 041. G & S: backpacks. baby backpacks, book bags, shoulder bags. and tote bags. FIRST USE: 
20100105. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20100105 

Standard Characters 
Clalmed 
Mark Drawing Code (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

Trademark Search 
Faclllty Classification SHAPES-MISC Miscellaneous shaped designs 
Code 

Serial Number 

FIiing Date 

76660667 

May 31, 2006 

1A Current Filing Basis 

Original Flllng Basis 1B 

Publis hed for 
Opposition 

Registration Number 

Registration Date 

May 1, 2007 

3793381 

May25,2010 

Owner 
Assignment 
Recorded 

(REGISTRANT) NAVAJO BRANDS HOLDING, INC. CORPORATION TEXAS 119 LONGWOOD AVENUE AUSTIN TEXAS 78734 

Attorney of Record 
Prior Registrations 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Live/Dead Indicator 

ASSIGNMENT RECORDED 

Jeff A. McDanlel 

2061748;2237848;2573986;2573967;2976666;3151212:AND OTHERS 

TRADEMARK 
PRINCIPAL 

LIVE 

;,1+11H'9 ISM1ffil lfo1i9at1M+I IW4iffi hiit·ihli#I ti@Hdli·@NHM +nuw 
!,HOME I !SITE INDEX! SEARCH I •BUSINESS I HEI.P I PRIVACY POLICY 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4009:fmed.2.1 2/27/2012 
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IF?\ United States Patent and Trademark Office 

~ H.ome I Sit" lode>< I Search I FAQ I Gloss,iry I Guide., ( Contacts I eBuslness I e8i2 alf:tts I N1>ws I 1ielp 

Trademarks > Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) 

TESS was last updated on Mon Feb 27 04:35:45 EST 2012 

i,4JI@ lffl'M fiiliii5t11h+J IMM fiit\i#bd'§I M@MIC·I1 N+l,r#I Mif,f M 

Logo1,1I I Please logoul when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

IHl¥6Mtl 14Miii66M - i•Nifi@IM < USE lHE "BACK" BUTlON Of THE INTERNEI BROWSER JO RElURN m TESS) 

NAVAJO ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD 

Word Mark NAVA.JO ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD 
Goods and Services IC 008. US 023 028 044. G & S: Tableware sold only withln the tenitory of the Navajo Nation, namely. k11ives. forks and spoons 

made of .silver. or of silver combined with turquoise or petrified wood settings; O.itware made of silver, or of silver combined wilh 
turquoise or petrified wood settings. FIRST USE: 19430501. l'JRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19430501 

Standard Characters 
Claimed 

IC 014. US 002 027 028 050. G & S: Decorative bells. decoratlve boxes. bracelets, cuff links, cups. earrings. lavaliere pendants, 
mugs. necklaces. pins. rings be!ngJewehy. napkin rings. salt holders and trays. all made of silver, or of silver combined with 
turquoise or petrifietl wood settings. FIRST USE: 19430501. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19430501 

Mark Drawing Code (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

ra~t:,"~1k ;e:,rcl~-
0 

NOTATION-SYMBOLS Notation Symbols such as Non-Latin charac.lers,punctuation antl mathematical slgns.:,:odlac 
C~~~ J a si ica I n sig11s.prescript1011 mark.5 

Serial Number 

Filing Date 
Current Filing Basis 
Original Filing Basis 
Published for 
Opposition 
Registration Number 
Registration Date 
Owner 

Attorney of Record 
Disclaimer 
Type of Mark 
Register 
live/Dead Indicator 

78863416 
April 18. 2006 
lA 
18 

September 30. 2008 

3829700 
August 3. 20 I 0 
(REGISTRANT) NavajO Arts & Crafls Enterplise FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRJBE UNITED STATES Highway 26,t and 
Route 12 Window Rock NEW MEXICO 86515 

Benjamin Allison 
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN 

TRADEMARK 
PRINCIPAL 
LIVE 

l,4ii§§ 1·$1i1U fihN,,11/ii·I Miffiffi fr H4$1il91 @!;tHHIC·Ii NBM WiM1M 

l,HOMf. f ~llE INDF.XI SfARCH I t8USIN£SS I HElP I PRIVACVPOllCY 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f= doc&state=4009:fmed.3.1 2/27/2012 
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Logout I Please logout when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

liJMMQ/4 hfiM/tifflbl - liQlfi§i\iW ( UsE me; "BACK" aunoN m THE INtERNEI BROWSER 10 REIURN ,o TESS) 

NAVAJO 
Word Mark 
Goods and 
Services 

Standard 
Characters 
Claimed 
Mark Drawing 
Code 
Serial Number 
Filing Date 
Current Filing 
Basis 
Original Filing 
Basis 
Published for 
Opposition 
Registration 
Number 

NAVI\JO 
IC 008. US 023 028 044. G & S: Tableware solcl only wilhin the territory of the Navnjo Na1Jo11, namely, knives. rorks aml spoons 111..ide of 
sliver, or of silver combined with turquoise Of petrlOed wood settings; Oatwarc 111ade of sliver. or of silver combtned wilh turt1uolsc or 
petrified wood se1Ungs. FIRST USE: 19430501. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19430501 

ICOl4. US002 027 028 050. G & S: Decorative bells. decorative boxes. bracelets. cu!Tlinks. cups. earrings, lavaliere pendants. mugs. 
neckla<:es, pins, rings being jewelry, napkin rings. sail holders and trays. all made of silver. or of sliver combined with turquoise or petrlOed 
wood scWngs. FIRST USE: 19430501. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 19430501 

(4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

78883232 
May 15. 2006 

IA 

IB 

October 7. 2008 

38466S1 

Registration Date September 7. 2010 
Owner (REGISTRAN1} Navajo Aris & Crans Enterprlse TRIBAL ENTERPRISE OF THE NAVAJO NATION. A FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED 

INDIAN TRIBE UNITED STATES Highway 264 and Roule 12 Window Rock ARIZONA 86515 
Attomeyof 
Record 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Live/Dead 
Indicator 

Benjamin Allison 

TRADEMARK 
PRINCIPAL 

LIVE 

ltifiUMS IUMfM ~i@M,'lhW li4NM l·MH1161 M34;§0C·@ NHN MUUM 

l,IICIM[. I SlTf. lNOEXI Sf.ARCH I <RUSlNESS I Hf.IP I PRIVI\CV POLICV 

http:/ /tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f =doc&state=4009:fmed.4.1 2/27/2012 
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Logout j Please logout when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

IWit#MI CW1Mih66/M - ifbnf1MHM c USE TIIE. "BACK" BUHON Of lHE INTERNEl BROWSER TO P.ETU~N JO TESS) 

NAVAJO ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD 

Word Mark NAVAJO ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD 
Goods and Services IC 025. US 022 039. G & S: Neck!les and leather bells of plain leather, and of leather ornamented wllh silver, and of leather 

ornamented with silver and turquoise. or other trimmings for personal wear. FIRST USE: I 9430501. FIRST USF.. IN COMMERCE: 
19430501 

Standard Characters 
Claimed 
Mark Drawing Code (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

J~~?ift;~t;!~~~ion ~ 0TA1'l0N-.S~MB0LS Notation Symbols sur.h as Non-Lalin charactcrs,punctuation and mathematical signs.zodiac 
Code s1cns,pl'escnp11on marks 

Serial Number 
Filing Date 

78863419 
April IK, 2006 

IA Current Filing Basis 
Original Filing Basis I B 
Published for 
Opposition 
Registration Number 
Registration Date 

Pebruaiy 23, 2010 

3787515 
May 11, 2010 

Owner lREGISTRANn Navajo Arts & Crafts Ente.rprise Tnbal Enterprise of lhe Navajo Nation, a Federally Recognl7.ed lndlan Tribe UNITED 
STATES Highway 264 and Route 12 Wtndow Rock ARIZONA 1!6515 

Attomey of Record 
Disclaimer 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Live/Dead Indicator 

Benjamin Allison 
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO TIIE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS & CRAFTS GUILD" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN 
TRADEMARK 
PRINCIPAL 
LIVE 

;,tiilfMli 1&41b•ii HM1Gl-'i,b·I lii1•4M .t+1@9·#i@?d3lltli Mi· M +us14 

j .liOt.11; I SlfE INOEXI SEARCH I t&UStlESS l H€LP I PRIIIACV l>OLICV 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f = doc&state=4009:f med.5.1 2/27/2012 
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Log_out J Please logout when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

H%Mbiili AHMlWI-IINiEMhii ( USE IHE "BACK" BUHON OF lHE IN1E/INET BROWSER JO REWRN JO TESS} 

NAVAJO 
Word Marte NAVAJO 
Goods and Services IC 025. US 022 039. G & S: Neck lies and leather belts of plalu leather, and of leather omame,111ed wilh silver, and oflealher 

ormuncnted with silver and turquulse or other trimmings. ror personal wear. FIRST USE: 1943050 I . flmST USE IN COMMERCE: 
19430501 

Standard 
Characters Claimed 
Mark Drawing Code (4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

Serial Number 78883241 
Filing Date May 15, 2006 
Current Filing Basis IA 
Original Filing Basis lB 
Published for 
Opposition 

Registration 
Number 

February 23, 2010 

3787518 

May 11, 2010 Registration Date 
Owner (REGISTRANT) Navajo Aris & c,arts Emerprtse Trtbal Enterprise of the Navajo Natlon. a Federally Recognized Indian Tribe UNITED 

STATES Highway 264 and Route 12 Window Roel< ARIZONA 86515 
Attorney of Record 

Type of Mark 
Register 
Live/Dead Indicator 

Benjamin Allison 
TRADEMARK 
PRJNCIPAL 
LIVE 

1,·¥1U8M 18ffi1M hhl'l,,'hR•I liitNM ihiH &1#1 M311!JB1C·ll Mi· M NUQIM 

J.itot.4E I SllE INDEXI SEARCH I <BUSINESS I HELP I PRIVACYPOLICV 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4009:fmed.6.1 2/27/2012 
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Record 1 out of 1 

TAM Sutus ( USE THE "BACK" BUTION OF THE INTERNET 

BROWSER TO RETURN TO TESS) 

Typed Drawing 

Word Mark 
Goods and 
Services 

Mark Drawing 
Code 

Serial Number 
Filing Date 
Current Filing 
Basis 
Original Filing 
Basis 
Published for 
Opposition 
Change In 
Registration 
Registration 
Number 

NAVAJO 
IC 025. US 022 039. G & S: clothing. namely. tops, vests, shirts, sport shorts. polo shirts, golf 
shirts,* jackets,* T-shirts, sweat shirts. FIRST USE: 19950901. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 
19950901 

(1} TYPED DRAWING 

75977971 

December 19, 1996 

IA 

lB 

February 10, 1998 

CHANGE IN REGISTRATION HAS OCCURRED 

2237848 

Registration Date April 6, 1999 
Owner (REGISTRANT) Navajo Jeans, Inc. CORPORATION TEXAS 119 Longwood Ave. Austin TEXAS 

78734 

Assignment 
Recorded 
Attorney of 
Record 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Affidavit Text 

(LAST LISTED OWNER) DINE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION CORPORATION ARIZONA 
P.O. BOX 307 WINDOW ROCK ARIZONA 86515 

ASSIGNMENT RECORDED 

Stella Saunders 

TRADEMARK 

PRINCIPAL 

SECT 15. SECT 8 (6-YR). SECTION 8(10-YR) 20090422. 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4009:fmed. 7 .1 2/27/2012 
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Renewal 
Live/Dead 
Indicator 

1ST RENEWAL 20090422 

LIVE 

ul{-di·iild IUIUhi Mild 1¥144¥,Mt) Hi@N II'@ Mt41@1C-1I 

l,t!OME I SITE INOEXI SEARCH J EBUSINESS I HELP I PRIVACY POLICY 
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Logout· l Please logout when you are done to release system resources allocated for you. 

Record 1 out of 1 

•E\;¥i!MM f4.i\l@Hfiff - •HH@iih { USE lHE "BACK" eunor.i Of THE INtERNEl BROWSER m RErURN ro TESS) 

Typed Drawing 

Word Mark NAVAJO 
Goods and Services IC 018. US 001002003 022 041. G & S: LUGGAGE. SUITCASES. OVERNIGHT BAGS, AND CARRY-ON BAGS. FIRST USE: 

20010331. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 200!0331 
Mark Drawing Code 
Serial Number 
Filing Date 

(I) TYPUD DRAWING 
75217546 
December 19. 1996 

IA 
JB 

Current Filing Basis 
Original Filing Basis 
Published for 
Opposition February 10, 1998 

Registration Number 2573986 
Registration Date May 28, 2002 
Owner (REGISTRANT) Na~ve American Products. Inc. CORPORATION TEXAS 119 Longwood Ave. AusNn TEXAS 78734 

(LAST LISTED OWNER) DINE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION CORPORATION ARIZONA P.O. BOX 307 WINDOW ROCK 
/\RIZONA 86515 

Assignment 
Recorded 
Attorney of Record 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Affidavit Text 
Live/Dead Indicator 

ASSIGNMENT RECORDED 

Stella Saunders 
TRADEMARK 

PRINCIPAL 
SECT 15. SECT 8 (6-YR). 
LIVE 

iR+iifM l:i¥41ffi510,&MPl44·1 fMM HlTofUi-1&1 tiftiJtdlltll MPH NIG1M 

l,!IOMf: I SIH INl>tXI SEAACH I ,BUSINESS I HElP I PRIVACY POLICY 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f =doc&state=4009:fmed.8.1 2/27/2012 
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Record 1 out of 1 

•@nAi@N Afi@QH\9-fif4,fifuii!F ( Usr. Uff "BACK" eunoN or THE lmeRNEl BROWSER 10 REIURN TO TESS) 

Typed Drawing 

Word Mark NAVAJO 
Goods and 
Services 

IC 025. US 022 039. C & S: Footwear. i shoes. J boots. beachwear, blouses, overalls. rain wear. sweaters.jackets, coals, ski wear, 
caps. (visors.berets. I hats. FIRST USE: 200S02J8. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20050218 

Mart Drawing 
Code 
Serial Number 
Filing Date 
Current filing 
Basis 
Original Filing 
Basis 
Published for 
Opposition 
Registration 
Number 
Registration Date 
Owner 

(1) TYPED ORA WING 

76253718 
May 7. 2001 

IA 

IB 

December 11, 200 I 

2976666 

July 26. 2005 
(REGISTRAN1) Navajo Jeans. Inc. CORPORATION TEXAS 119 Longwood Ave. Austin TEXAS 78734 

(LAST LISTED OWNER) DINE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION CORPORATION ARIZONA P.O. BOX 307 WINDOW ROCK 
ARIZONA 86515 

Assignment 
Recorded ASSIGNMENT RECORDED 

Attorney of Record SteUa Saunders 
Type of Mark TRADEMARK 
Register PRINCIPAL 
Affidavit Text SECT 15. SECT 8 (6-YRJ. 
live/Dead Indicator LIVE 

114+Hf·M IMfN li81'i21foi!·I liii#iiffi#i iA!i·t##idi M94US;c·I1 MMM Mh:J1M 

J.HOME I SITE ~D~XI SE'IRCH I <BUSINESS I HELP J PRIIIACY POUCY 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4009:fmed.9.1 2/27/2012 
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Record 1 out of 1 

( USE THE "BACK" BUITON OF THE INTERNET 

BROWSER IO RETURN TO TESS) 

Word Mark 

Goods and 
Services 

Standard 
Characters 
Claimed 

Mark Drawing 
Code 
Serial Number 

Filing Date 
Current Filing 
Basis 

NAVAJO 
NAVAJO 

IC 035. US JOO 101 102. G & S: Online retail store services, namely. on-line ordering services, In 
the field of clothing, namely. men's, and women's sportswear, namely, jeans, tops. shlrts, sport 
shorts, polo shirts, golf shirts, T-shirts, and sweatshirts. FIRST USE: 20050920. FIRST USE IN 
COMMERCE: 20050920 

(4) STANDARD CHARACTER MARK 

76646510 

September 9. 2005 

lA 

Original Filing 18 Basis 
Published for 
Opposition 
Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date 
Owner 

May 8, 2007 

3602907 

April 7, 2009 

(REGfSTRANT) NAVAJO BRANDS HOLDING, INC. CORPORATION TEXAS 119 LONGWOOD 
A VENUE AUSTIN TEXAS 78734 

(LAST LISTED OWNER) DINE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NAVAJO NATION 
CORPORATION ARfZONA P.O. BOX 307 WINDOW ROCK ARIZONA 86515 

http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4009:fmed.10.1 2/27/2012 
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Assignment 
Recorded 
Attorney of 
Record 
Prior 
Registrations 
Type of Mark 
Register 
Live/Dead 
Indicator 

ASSIGNMENT RECORDED 

Stella Saunders 

20617 48;2237848;2573986;2573987;2976666;3151212:AND OTHERS 

SERVICE MARK 

PRINCIPAL 

LIVE 

041-iiMiS itil1t1'ii Huh&,!ifrj 14MH·Mf.11%18-N WtmtiiH1-NM•·+ 

f.HOME I SITE INOEXI SEARCH I EBUSINESS I HELP I PRIVACY POLICY 
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Vintage Woven Bag at Free People Clothing Boutique 
Case 1:12-cv-00195-LH-LFG Document 54-2 Filed 04/04/13 

my stull stiopp/r,g basket: 
o Items checkout 

Page I of 2 
Page 21 of 33 170 

~e-br~n~w a 1n,prnved) '. _ _._ -·-

: lndlan · j ~ o ! 

Ore'v'iOVS Item neo:x, Item need ~elp7 1.800.309,1500 email u• ! return polt<V ' shipping Info 

"""" l•clp? ~"U.llto,nttr acn,tcc 

call 800·309· 1500 help 

or conta,t u~ ordt-r scaws 

s;ze tl\art. 
shlppfr19 ;nforrn;,\·ion 

~ 
,etur-ns & c":"Xt.f11oges 

shop your country lnttrl"\Jllon:%1 ordC1'$ 

Vintage Woven Bag 
Sl)llc: >3111991.'i 

Vinl.t.gr. Nati.vr.Amtrictm lndbu1 \\'O'Yen bttg with yarn 
to~ls 01 all cornera. ~,•P closure with butto~. Inside 

lined 1111th flot41 p1,ntcd fabric. One outside ripper 
pocl<,t. 

PJIICllt $ 228,00 

dl~uas1on about this produ~t: 

SMdne at 5:04 1,M on o:u:i.2012 

"could you by •nychancc plaise """\ me phot<>&oflhe 

inside of tJ,is hatt? would Kre.,t~ •ppreci•te It." 

Vh1taicc Lovu at ,:i, PM on o:t.L4.201:. 

"l l•no, thl< item i• pa,*""ed !or •hipping in wr 
w~reho~e ¥l thi.1$ time, ,u <.>U1' photo a\udio c:.«nnot 
tai<,, new in1ag..s. How.Ver. I ci,n cont!t,,1 tb•t the 

lining i• Oo,al and plaid. Hope thi< bclps! • 

SUBMIT 

contpouy "xplor" 
our S\~rv ttn<t a $U)re 

wo11,; atfp shop <atalog 

WhOJl!!$~,e wlshll.st~ 
Mf111;,t·es ,;olle<::l!Or1S 

~it.P. tnlll(> popular se(lrches 
vlstt mob!le site » 

I enter yo~, email address ... 

) ,. 
> 

wlor: multi 

si-ze: one .size 

quantity: 1 

sizln11: 

,..,,,j!th: 11" 

Widlb:12" 

Ocµth:1" 

OR. THL A rRT~NO 

S1tap 1-,ng1h: 31 •n• 

condition: 

amdltion details: 

11,,~ thrt"..ading around 2ipJ)t'r is loo.st'. 

Shm\l~ MnH.! \'r't:u. fo 1'.;(')0tl t"Ondlt.fon 

O\"('rall. 

How,~,: rn~ ooru)i.1 ion 

http://www.freepeople.com/vintage-woven-bag/ _/searchString/indian/QUERYID/4f454a8 ... 2/22/2012 
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wa,,t IU r'eNiVU 
our catalo9s? 

SWl,!/1'1?/Rr,. 

gift~·,m!s& 
c·gifl Gttrds 

SllQl'• 

follow us hore loo ... 

http://www.freepeople.com/vintage-wovenMbag/_/searchString/indian/QUERYID/4f454a8... 2122/2012' 
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cteni1Jl and I;,,·,:, 

)l4!(~d IMlp? 

<.all 800-309-l 500 
or contact us 

~ shop yo~, count,y 

want to 1·eceive 
our cutafog.~? 

IW1JliCR/HF. • 

cU;tl<Un4!r Sctt·oic..·~ 

,u~lp 

ot der statu!; 

Sl%1! l!!H~rt 

stor.()•"4:i i1,forr.,i'ltiC"n 

rt.turn~ & e,xcha••acs 
i~tc1 r,a(h:,nal 01 c1et-S 

!lift curd,& 
e•gi}t carils 

l;/1(11'» 

my stuff sllopplng &11sl<et: 
o items checkottt 

$f;)~~ & fnwJoyed~ 
i Indian -- .. ][<.101 

previous Item ne:xt lt&m need help7 L.800.309.1.SOO em.,11 us , return poflcy shlppingi lf\fO 

\ 1N.T/iC:JE L(JV S 
~ ) 

) 

Vintage Heishi Bead 
Earrings 
S~yJr: 2-153C'jnt, 

Vint:lJle p:,ir nl Hei.shi bead earri,~ 11>1tb hnol<s. 

Hei,:hi are ~1naJl di~cs or tube, .~"\pcd haids 1nude of 
orgo.11lc.: $hl!ll,. or grou1td futd JJOltsl1<'0 stoJh~ 11u-:·y 

mi~in~h! fr..m11.hC' Santo Otm1C11go Por.blu lndi:.1\~ in 
N,o:wMt".xit•o. 

osk a question: 
Name.: 

SUBMIT 

c.·on1pon11 cxr,lorv 

nur ""°'Y nnr.1 as.tor!.: 
wort al (p shopntalo9 
-1,h<,les.111?: w1sh11sts 

c'lffll1:tl.P.~ collt~tOnf. 

~i\t ,nap P!lr..ilar ~~s.-d.1e~ 

vas.1tmo!)III';! !.lt111: ... 

I enter your email addres~ ... 

oolor: in,Jti 

11jz,:: one siz.e 

quantity: 1 

OR l[l.l t. flUtNO 

sizing: 

'fot"l l.eni;tn: 2 1/2" 

ccndltlon: 

condition detail~: 

ln mint rondition. 

follow us her·• loo ... 

http://www.freepeople.com/vintage-heishi-bead-earrings/ _lsearchString/indian/QUERYID ... 2/22/2012 
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my stuff shopping basl<et1 
o items checkout 

Page 1 of 2 
Page 24 of 33 173 

uarch ~ew &. lmPfOY~---~ 

! native amerlcan j [GO] 

vint.u~e lov4!S l>f't\tiOUS ltern ; nt)(l Item need helo? t.800.J09,ISOQ tm•l1 us I return policy ; $hipping Info 

"""d hdp;> cu1rto11u!r sert•icct 

Gill 800·309·1SOO h•IP 

or c.:c,ntc4d us order $tat1>s 
5i:u! d101t 

shlppln1J lnfor1\'1Dllon 

~ 
returns & exc:h.anges 

shc,p YOVI' CQUO!r"v lnternatlonal orders 

Vintage Woven Bag 
Sr)•Jt.; 1;,lhVS>t.:) 

Vinta&c Nalive Amerka.n [ndlisn W<1Vc:n. big with )'RM 

to.ssels llt all comers. Phip clos:o\'e with button. lnsM~ 
linocl ,,sth floro1 printed l,ibric. On• outside zipper 
fl<)<:l:et. 

,HS(';'lt8siun ,shout thl~ pl"Otluct: 

ShMuc at s:04 PM 011 <».12.2012 

"ooul<l you by •nych•ncc plcasucnd me photo• of the 
iMlde of this bal\? wuuld greatly Qppr-eciote it.· 

Vintage Lovea at 2:11 PM on 02.14.~01i 

"Hello. this it«111 i• padoiged for shi1>ping in onr 
,r.·3.J"UIOU&e al· tlti.s l·ime. ao our phutu ~l1.1dio c:annot 
take new inu1g~. Howeveot. I t;.1TI confinll th,1t the 

lining ts floral and ~~id. Hope this help.,!" 

a.~I< D quHtl<ut: 
Ni:1mt": l!.m1i1; 

SU!IMIT 

c<>t11pan11 ""'pfor" 
our ~tory tlnd a stor<! 

work a\ rp sMp eatalog 
whof~!.afe wlstlll.s.t's 

aff1Hlt1N:$ ,;olltctlons 

<Site rn;iip oonular S~(ll"'Chet> 

vls(t mobiie site ., 

I entu your emall address ... 

)' ) 

> 

color: ntulti 

size: one size 

quantity: 1 

OR T~LL A. fRl~ND 

slzlng: 

1..ength: ,1" 

Wldtb:12" 

l)c1>th: t" 

Sir•P lr.ngth: :\I >1>" 

condition: 

condition detalla: 

'!'he thns,dinx around 2ipv,1 is Joo. ... 
Show~ Mf'IU! 'W<f3r. rn gooJ \'.C\l\tlitlon 
owru.11. 

How we fflll.' l'Ondition 

• 

http://www.freepeople.com/vintage-woven-bag/_/searchString/native%20american/QUER... 2/22/2012 
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want lo f't.'l'tivc 
our catolngs? 

SCJ/JSCRJB/1 ~ 

gj/t('<lrds& 
e-glf! cards 

SllOP • 

.follow us here too .•. 

http://www.freepeople.com/vintage-woven-bag/_lsearchString/native%20american/QUER... 2/22/2012 
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price (USO) 

GO 

$ 148 $ 228 

"native american" we found 2 results. 

relevance 

Vintag~ Beaded 
Belt Buckle 

$148.00 

.,, 

Vintage Woven Bag 
$228.00 

http://www.freep'eople.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=search.results&searchString=native+am... 2/22/2012 
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need hel11? 

call 800-309-1500 

or contact us 

~ shop your country 

want to receive 
our catalogs? 

S UBSCRIBE» 

customer seruicc 
help 

or(1er status 

size ch.irt 

shipping information 

returns & exchanges 

International orders 

gfft cards & 
e-gift cards 

SJIOP» 

company eqlore 
our story find a store 

worK at fp shop catalog 

wholesale wishllsts 

afflllates collections 

site rnap popular searches 

visit mobile site » 

I enter your email address •.. 

2012 FreePeople.com, LLC. All Rights Reserved. terms of use 

http://www.freepeople.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=search.results&searchString=native+am... 2/22/2012 
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URBAN OUTFITIE.RS 
o~eaee Topo Teeo ¥ Knit Tope (:'.a.n,ia &. Tanks Sh.irt.e & Blous('e oraphlcs Sweaters Sweatshirts J•ckete & Bla.:z.ers Ja.eket.e Blaze:rs & Vest& 
Bottom,, Jean1J Panto Shorts S"kltto ~ere Color Lounge lntimateo eras • Undlee Slips • Bodyeui<e Tights " Scx:ko 
swim shoes Sandals Heele & W&dgea tlats Soot:s Sneakers 
Aeeeeoorie,;, saga JtWelry Hats aearv~a Belts wallets Q "Keyehaina Hair A.cceseorles Sunglasses &. Reader;o Beauty sale 

177 

Collections New Arrival& Online EKchaoivee Internacional Branda Studio Jewelry The March catalog Trends The St. Patrick's Day Shop Vintage CU.at.om T~~ 
Shop 
Tope Graphics Tees " TAnko Shitt• Hoodieo ~ sweatahirto cardigano ~ sweaters Henleye I< Polos 
JAekl!t8 it Blazers Jaekets Blazers & \rests Bot.tom.a Jeans Pants short.a Color 
Shoes Casual Dress Sneaken Boote Slipper .. ft Sandals 
Aceeoooriee ea.go & Wall.,ts ll&te Scarves &. Ties Socks I< ondenear Belts Jewel,:y & Watche• SW!.glaoeee &. Reader.ll Sale 
Collections New Arrival" Online Exduoives l"eatured Bran<llil The Mar<:h Catalog Trends The St. Patrick•• Day Shop Top Rated Vintage custom Tee St\op 
rurniture Sofa .. Chairs Tables Storage Headboards Bedding Duvats " Quilt• Blanl<eto ft Tape1Jtrie,, Pillowcases & Shame 
Decorative Aeceooorieo Shelving ft Storage C\lrt1>1no R1190 !!all Art Room Pecor candles & Candle Holders Pillows Lighting Jewel,:y Storage Hard\olare 
K1teben & Bar l<itehen Bar Bath Showsr curtain.a Acceeaoriee & Mate Books & Stationery Books Statione,:y Full I< OM>ee 
C'amerH &. film Cameras Film M\leic " Bleetronics Vinyl & 'IUrnUbleo Headphones & Speakers Instru1Mnt8 Acceuorieo Sale 
Collections Hew Arrivalr, Online E:xdusiveo Shop t,y Room The Mar<:h catalog Trende Dec:orate for Under $SO '!'ha St. Patrick•• Cay Shop Music Sbop Build Your 
Own Bike Pd nt Shop 
P"vorit<!l Gifts For lier Por Hiru Gifta Undor $50 For lier Por llim 
stocking st11tter.1J care cardll Gifts t>y Type 
women•• Sala Dr~aeea Tops Jackets &c Blazers Bottoms Intimat.es Shoes A<:ceaao~iea 
Men'" Sale Tops Jac:keto & Blazers Bot tome Shoes Aeceesode1J 
l\part111ent eale 

X 

SBARCB RBSUlll'S 1"0.R '.N:A'l'.t'VS AMS'RICAN' 

l produce., fow,d 

Printed Bracelet - 2 Pack 
$8.00 

!low $6 

2/28/201211:12 AM 
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D 

01::TAILS & SHO~PING 

Palmedo Blanket Bag 
Sly~: 234(1fi044 

Overall Rating 

***" 3 ~(ft',.' I \Wife 8 (f},j.('J\V 

Oeautlful blanl<"el l\ap ha9 wiU1 leather fringe and 
tf'im. Adjustable leather buckle- clos.urc. Strap Is a 

"intage leathc1 be.It. 

•ev McF~dln 
.. Wo1)I, ~ather Tri111 

• Pl.&de In the USA 

•U" lor1g, 14" wlc1e, 37 1/2" tong :1h6ulder stfllP 

«9 l/2" fringe length 

mysh.1fl shopping basket: 
u it.?-m.~ ,,.,4'<.'kout 

'S.5.IH,11 IL~W 11 Uilp_!P•S::UL_ 

1:olar K'f!•/ \~OHl!t ~ $tylE N ; GG 

nc<"d hcln7 L,800.JCl9,1 snn ~n1<11' <.li '~"'"" e>ullcv shiupil"IQ U'lfo 

color; r~d 

Sitt: one size 

l0ne.s1i.al 

quantl\y: 

IVl!Ub!IU)' 
('web&s1oreie} 

you may also be 
interested in one of 
these ... 

ShBre tMs item with vovr friends and the- Free People c:omm1.mftv: 

15 7 38 2 0 17 

palmedo bl .. nket bag iB included in 15 collections including .... 

Collection no. 1 
f'.,1J3nt)t 

Navajo Beauty 

CtNte d & days. ago 
hyrraon1i.1.c1.1t 

l persc>n Yl.'al'lt$ ""1$ 
J w,1~t ~t 

nccdhdp? 

o,11 &00·)09-ISOO 

or c.:<irat~c\ "~' 

sh<>~ your couhtry 

u.:u11ft11,"-..,ict: 
ow·ooralogs'.' 

-~l'R\'(:/1/11/i • 

Turquoise 

~ C~at,d 27 days ago -.a byl'NM 

tu.-:tomt.•' &#ruice 
hefp 

o~crst.,tos 

size chart 

shJlpl09 iiformnUon 

l'<'tunis &. udi.,n~,s 

nlt-•ti•tiof\.)1 l)n1cr. 

gj/!<urdsl> 
r.-yift.('(11-d.'( 

.t;IIVP • 

4:0111p1mv 
our stof'y 

work at fp 

whole.sale 

afflat~s 
sil.e 1n.lp 

For Nobody Esle But 
You 

C.: r~ted 111 days. ag4'1 
b)'d~or.e• 

4!.kJJlol"<!' 

fhd a store 

shop catabg 

wis.hlls.ts 

colcctions 

popu\ar searches 

v~it. mobile sit.!!• 

Want It 
I '!itnl l: 

our~d :N days ago 
b)'MINl.eu 

F,eo People on•·•«>'><" 
Lil<.t S09,S82 

2/28/2012 9:45 AM 



Mcfadin Palmedo Blanket Bag at Free People Clothing Boutique 
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DET/\ILS g, SHOPPING 

Palmedo Blanket Bag 
Slyl~: 2340604• 

Overall Rating 

***1 3 r~ev.g I 'Mita a 1.-.iew 

&autll\JI blanket nap hag with leather fringe and 
trim. AdJustablt leather buckle dosure. Strap is a 
,1n1~ge l~ather bell, 

.. 8y M(Fadln 
•Wool, Lealhc-r ll'i,n 
•Ha:de in the USA 
"1.4" long, t4" wtde, :17 112·• 1009 tth(lUlder strap 
•9 1/2" fringe tengtt\ 

SHOP ALL! l\J1J'- t Yf~,l:\\ 

/n}' swfl 

(olor: turquoi,.e 

s,re; one ,-11e 

I.one SizcJ 

quantity: 

Sh~re this item with vovr fHe,l'\dS ~r•d the- Fr~e l>e.ople comn,unlty: 

15 T 38 2 0 

sl,upp/119 basket: 
u 1(1!/fls- chcr;kotJt 

evellab!tlry 
('Web&elOre&) 

17 

F-~argl(,\~ n mtt,ruv".ft.__ _ 

enter Kcywordn OI' Stvte .o. 1GO 

you may also be 
interested in one of 
these ... 

p.alm~do blanket. bag is included ln 15 collections including . . . . •. 

Collection no. 1 
JWP.r.tlt 

Cf"Nted 6 c..lllV"' 119n 
by Ft.-iklaCu~ 

'1_ 

Navajo Beauty 
l per$(Jl'I ~a!'lts ti* 
I V.:.l~ll fl 

nc,.d hrlp? 

r.all BOO<J09·1SOO 

sh<>I> vcur c:ountry 

u;uut fo f'tt&.;u..: 

o,w ,x,tolc.os? 

!l\t~11....::1·.su",.~. 

Turquoise 
IW;.nt Zl 

l(J:ffl Created 21 days. .lgo 
~ bymanl1 

,c1,stomer .~f'rui~e compai1y ··~ 1».ar st<>rv 
orderstatvs \IIIOrlc: at fp 

sl?e <hlll"l whotesst.t 
sh\)l)ln9 Wounatloo ,srf~tes 
returns&. exchanges ~Ile. map 

.-.tematc>nal orders 

For Nobody Esle But 
You 
jl,\'IJllt~ 

Crt"tl"d :N c1ays. ag,, 
byda.r\hore.e• 

~xptnrr. 
l'lnd a stote 

shop catalog 

\'llti.hls.1;5. 

colcctlons 

pooullr se.-r<hts 

vis.It mobie site• 

enter yot1r ~m~II addr~s.s ... 

.ttfllcurtls& 
r.-gift<TM('t 

.'itlOP• 

l'f 

Want It 
••. .,~;,tit 

C.l'\"-'ted 19 days ago 
byM!uLeu 

New friends (Jet Utt shipping on first Oftler! 

Free People.,, l'ueoo°" 

Like · S09,SS2 

/n/kuu '"'~ l~r,e mo . 

2/28/2012 9:44 AM 
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Saddle Blanket Bag 
!i.lv\e , ... ~l)(f16 

Ov•rall Retlng 

WRITE A REVIEW 

S<1<IOI~ t,lallkt":~ ~(-;lnel tla9 with lf:;ttl1<t1 trl0\Cfll'lg1 

slfap, .ind trinye, FrinQo hes bcM d.el~iin(I, F1iP h.1\ 
btj<I ind tooth <ha1 ms: 

·~v ro1t:1n 
• iOfl-',it \fli,,,J~ Le..,lf,cr-

• !2" wide. 11 •c,e,cp 
"'24 Vi"' ~t,•p 1Jro1) 

•7' ('1n9,t l~~gth • 

saddle blanket ba9 Ls Lncluded in 2 collection~ .includil"9' ... 

A a 
I • \, 

a 

' INOIAN SUMMER BohoOreams 
,w •. ," t·,Ya,,:l': 

,rtated 7 3 d")S _.00 .,,..,. 

Hl:t'.•f ".,.(JJ'! 

t.::11 ~C()•ll'l~~JSM 

IJ sl,op vout ccuntry 

l~(lllt /<17'1':t1!it\~ 

,.,,r«'l(,J,,IJ.<' 
.'<(.'tJ..W:JtlJII-.·-

-Qrdcrllll'-'v::; 

SlltCNIR 

~nto,_)too,. 
tdW'l'ISl.t'\1("'4111',)ts 

lnlN'nMDNI onkl'Y 

()\1'(1t1WB
.-gift,·11H.& 

.-.110,• • 

._.O'UtJ)O'n~ ~Jtf'(Ot'~ 
C\lr,ftl(\I' ftlldasll\t't' 

wo11tUtp ssi.,o.:ai1<11ti,o 
wl\olc:wlc .. ,b1'111ts 

.tl'rJbtt:t ookct19N 
~<"m•p pop,Atr st.,l'CIIC 

'MtR'IOO~ iJ:•• 

0 

rll<>ppln11 ba$ltcl: 
.mat (17?..A m'IJl:.Ulf.'--

Er.tel '<IO'W91<1'4 ut S"l)'l'I' • GO 

$.Ill: Ollif :91.z.~ 

joi,11 StZ11I 

only .S l•ft In ,to~kl 

0 

Oitt-l'f'IJ1 a:t,:ko«.:c 

FtttP~p.ft::..,lt'mi»,lit 

1,~, S07,)J9 

you may also be 
lctterested in one of 
t.heae ~ • • 

lr:i/'Jt11111,, tn•1Y t,M-

2/27/2012 l:37 PM 
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OtTAll S & Sl10PPJ,'iG 

Vintage Cherokee Backpack 
'Sly~: 2HK1~60 

Overall Rating 

WRITE A REVIEW 

Be<1utiruJ p;,tterned woven drc"1wstnn9 bcackpack with 

dis.tressed reattier tr(mming. Adjustable st.raps. Fully 

llncd with ~r,vas. 2'1pptr pocket inside. Buckle 
dosu"e. Wove11 par1. l$ m"dt tro,n .;inc-of-a-kind 

blankets, so each back.pack: will vary. 

•ayTotem 

•14" deep, 11 1..1 .. wide. 7 ~"' Lh,ck on the sMc 

mvslul( -shoppin9 lJrasJiatJ 
u ,c .. -m.1 ,·ht.'i:Jct-,u, 

,~er, (Pav r;. tnprrnvcll): ....... , ... . 

I Efl l't.1 Keywurd !1 eir Style "' ·c:m 

nc~d help? L 800,309.t SOO cmall 11:; '''"'" r.u~y $.liiL!Jllng rlo 

cotor: tan 

size: one size 

quantity: 

eve!kbl!lty 
(1vtt.o&6!«8'. 

you may also be. 
int~r~sti:t:d in one of 
these ... 

Share this item with your friends arid th~ FrP..e P@-opl~ CC)Mmunlty: 

9 4 20 0 

vintage (:herokee bacltpack ia included 1n 9 collections including ... 

Gypsy Love the world traveler Stuff 
l\:,.lant Jo: 

C'ruted SZ dclys i>~o 
by.Z..,1 c.:,eat4!d 63 d,ws •gn 

by&!tl4NY,U 

mJttdh.«-Jp? 

<.oll 800-309·1~00 
or C'onta<.:\ •.1<; 

$hop your country 

lC.:llftflr>,\"Wl1;(: 

<ltt1"1.v.ttt1fo!JS? 

SUR-.:c1<tkr.~, 

.r.u&tomc,. se,•ofc~ 
help 

ottlasut~ 
sire ch.)rt 

shO(llng i'1tonnt1tlon 

tcturns & tJ<(haooes 
t1tem:.1,ofta4 4'1rder.t 

fll.//ca,'f#& 
,..yijl ,:1u~l-t 

.~no,,. 

CR~l<"d tlU d/JVS ::t~o 
by$aU\8nl• 

com1,w1y 
ovrst.>,Y 
work :»t tp 

wholcsak-

btNlaccs 

~Ile m3JJ 

iWM:lJt 

Ifill Crel'lted 9L days a90 
~ bychfl~roM 

.:-x,,)<>t'<' 
rind a ,tore 

it.or., (~tblo9 

'NIShl~U 

Co~Sol"S 

"opub, $Ure.nit!'. 

vhit mob,e s.lte • 

1 entu vour email address ... 

32 

big bags 
lWMtl\ 

Created llA Clays iOO 
bV-'l&.l1\iWltl6U 

Nt-w {flt.Ms. 9et free shtpplng on (JtSt nnfe1.r 

Frw People on'"'·'*'»< 
liko S06,%1 

2/27/2012 11:26 AM 
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Magical Feather Bag 
Slv~: ;.~s·,; . .:::71 

Overall Rallng 

WRITEAREVIEW 

Can\'ct~ <:.atchel bc19 with l<!<1tlu:r ftl')p ;;,ntt sl\1c1ch;d 

trimming around h ont ot bag and on leather. Hcmd 

r,aintP.d tcalher on front flap~ Adju:slable leatller 

buc.1<1.:- strap. Canvas. and leather strap is made from 

30 \'c;,,, old vi1,t;iy~ tn3tc.rial. Ty.,ist clasp closu1 e. 
l11sid+> ts fully 1·111 .. (.) ....,;111 1,pr,c, coulpa,,mr:.nt'. 8ac.k of 

bi>9 hcls 1ar1e r,n.;,,-ket. t-htt:11 Nativi.i >\m~~ric.·lo 1,Jcnd~nt 

hanging on leather chord neat slriJp. 

:.i:,,/ Ouk~~ 
.,Lr.t1thc1~ C11n,,ar. 
•10 1/2" deep, j4'° lo~Q ;Jrro.,;s Iron\, J 3/'4" t>,ic.k 011 

tJo11om 
• Ap,,rox. 1~"" ~,l.r.ilJ LlroD rc.<'l!I I.Jc.• bd.1ur.tcd fO ti(' Sh1..lt\\:r 

01 lor.ge1) 

3 0 0 

111y S(u(t 

color: olive 

,hop1iln9 bas~et; 
() i t.i:m:iK: d WckoUt 

A\t.ilbbOlty 
fwebf. , 10,.,) 

only a rf!lw left in ,Mckl 

quantity: 

0 

s tw(h (,1"'·"'"':11i,;;rov-.::1;: 

' nollvo 

you inay also hiR 
inter~flt.~d in one of 
theflP., .. 

Go 

Tw ... 

Bt! th~ firs.tr 

m.agical fer1.ther bag ie inclvded in 3 collectionf.l including • . • 

summer bliss 
J\•.;;-'11 h 

"-~ 1 
Muse 

) 
I 

TJ 
Buck 

.. t.:, catcd ~ days ag~ rw: bylolo\M .,.. Crcl'1ml 81 d,ws ~?·> 
'f'~ IJf KlltU• 

un•d h,·1,,~ 
, .• JI 830-30~-, 500 

shop yolJf country 

u;w1l l<J tN,,;1:1: 
<>1u·a,U1t11ns? 

. ...:tf1:.~cu,u1:·,. 

c:uslomt:•· Sf<t·uh•c 

l1c-lr. 

\>ttl~r 1t.,tu:,; 

s•.((" ch;::,rl 

!>ht)P'"? ;1fo1tni'il10n 

rcturM ~ cli:<:J•~n-Jcs 
••tt:,oar;(),,.\l l)t(lc,ii. 

ru.,imrd.,;.h• 
;::gij~m,·,1;; 

l'C.1/)t,V(O'lfJ 

uu'" story 
wuti.: .,ttp 

wholcs;::,I•: 
tiffoliol.l'S 

S.llitlTl,jl,I 

(.'.(J)lot·l~ 

f~1(1 c1 ~turl• 

~hop C.G1l'lhg 

"'''-'~l!. 
W~C(ll)n$ 

l•(•()Ular S('G1C.hC!: 

\'115,lt rnobk s••~ .. 

I enter vour emc1it adrlress •.• 

freq People ,:n Fat:~·~,ox 

Lik'-= 506,908 

tOlloui If.( l1u(' tno ... 

2/27/2012 11: 12 AM 



POSTMORTEM 
RIGHTS OF PUBLICITY 



NY Civ Rights L § 50 (2014) 
§ 50. Right of privacy. A person, firm or corporation that uses for advertising purposes, or for 
the pmposes of trade, the name, portrait or picture of any living person without having first 
obtained the written consent of such person, or if a minor of his or her parent or guardian, is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 

NY Civ Rights L § 51 (2014) 
§ 51. Action for injunction and for damages. Any person whose name, portrait, picture or voice 
is used within this state for advertising purposes or for the purposes of trade without the 
written consent first obtained as above provided may maintain an equitable action in the 
supreme court of this state against the person, firm or corporation so using his name, po1trait, 
picture or voice, to prevent and restrain the use thereof; and may also sue and recover 
damages for any injuries sustained by reason of such use and if the defendant shall have 
knowingly used such person's name, portrait, picture or voice in such manner as is forbidden or 
declared to be unlawful by section fifty of this article, the jury, in its discretion, may award 
exemplary damages. But nothing contained in this article shall be so construed as to prevent 
any person, firm or corporation from selling or otherwise transferring any material containing 
such name, portrait, picture or voice in whatever medium to any user of such name, portrait, 
picture or voice, or to any third party for sale or transfer directly or indirectly to such a user, for 
use in a manner lawful under this article; nothing contained in this article shall be so 
construed as to prevent any person, firm or corporation, practicing the profession of 
photography, from exhibiting in or about his or its establishment specimens of the work of 
such establishment, unless the same is continued by such person, film or corporation after 
written notice objecting thereto has been given by the person portrayed; and nothing 
contained in this article shall be so construed as to prevent any person, firm or corporation from 
using the name, portrait, picture or voice of any manufacturer or dealer in connection with the 
goods, wares and merchandise manufactured, produced or dealt in by him which he has sold 
or disposed of with such name, portrait, picture or voice used in connection therewith; or from 
using the name, portrait, picture or voice of any author, composer or artist in connection with 
his literary, musical or artistic productions which he has sold or disposed of with such name, 
portrait, picture or voice used in connection therewith. Nothing contained in this section shall 
be construed to prohibit the copyright owner of a sound recording from disposing of, dealing in, 
licensing or selling that sound recording to any party, if the right to dispose of, deal in, license or 
sell such sound recording has been conferred by contract or other written document by such 
living person or the holder of such right. Nothing contained in the foregoing sentence shall be 
deemed to abrogate or otherwise limit any rights or remedies otherwise con~rred by federal 
law or state law. 
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California Code, Civil Code-CIV § 3344 

(a) Any person who knowingly uses another's name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, in 
any manner, on or in products, merchandise, or goods, or for purposes of adve1tising or selling, 
or soliciting purchases of,products, merchandise, goods or services, without such person's prior 
consent, or, in the case of a minor, the prior consent of his parent or legal guardian, shall be 
liable for any damages sustained by the person or persons injured as a result thereof. In 
addition, in any action brought under this section, the person who violated the section shall be 
liable to the injured party or parties in an amount equal to the greater of 
sevenhundred fifty dollars ($750) or the actual damages suffered by him or her as a result of the 
unauthorized use, and any profits from the unauthorized use that are attributable to the use and 
are not taken into account in computing the actual damages. In establishing such profits, the 
injured party or parties are required to present proof only of the gross revenue attributable to 
such use, and the person who violated this section is required to prove his or her deductible 
expenses. Punitive damages may also be awarded to the injured party or parties. The 
prevailing party in any action under this section shall also be entitled to attorney's fees and costs. 
(b) As used in this section, "photograph" means any photograph or photographic reproduction, 
still or moving, or any videotape or live television transmission, of any person, such that the 
person is readily identifiable. 
( 1) A person shall be deemed to be readily identifiable from a photograph when one who views 
the photograph with the naked eye can reasonably determine that the person depicted in the 
photograph is the same person who is complaining of its unauthorized use. 

(2) If the photograph includes more than one person so identifiable, then the person or persons 
complaining of the use shall be represented as individuals rather than solely as members of a 
definable group represented in the photograph. A definable group includes, but is not limited to, 
the following examples: a crowd at any sporting event, a crowd in any street or public building, 
the audience at any theatrical or stage production, a glee club, or a baseball team. 

(3) A person or persons shall be considered to be represented as members of a definable group if 
they are represented in the photograph solely as a result of being present at the time the 
photograph was taken and have not been singled out as individuals in any manner. 

( c) Where a photograph or likeness of an employee of the person using the photograph or 
likeness appearing in the adve1tisement or other publication prepared by or in behalf of the user 
is only incidental, and not essential, to the purpose of the publication in which it appears, there 
shall arise a rebuttable presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence that the failure to 
obtain the consent of the employee was not a knowing use of the employee's photograph or 
likeness. 

( d) For purposes of this section, a use of a name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness in 
connection with any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account, or any political 
campaign, shall not constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision (a). 
(e) The use of a name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness in a commercial medium shall 
not constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision (a) solely because the 
material containing such use is commercially sponsored or contains paid advertising. Rather it 
shall be a question of fact whether or not the use of the person's name, voice, 
signature, photograph, or likeness was so directly connected with the commercial sponsorship or 
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with the paid advertising as to constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision 
(a). 
(f) Nothing in this section shall apply to the owners or employees of any medium used for 
advertising, including, but not limited to, newspapers, magazines, radio and television networks 
and stations, cable television systems, billboards, and transit ads, by whom any advertisement or 
solicitation in violation of this section is published or disseminated, unless it is established that 
such owners or employees had knowledge of the unauthorized use of the person's name, voice, 
signature, photograph, or likeness as prohibited by this section. 
(g) The remedies provided for in this section are cumulative and shall be in addition to any 
others provided for by law. 

California Code, Civil Code-CIV § 3344.1 

(a)(l) Any person who uses a deceased personality's name, voice, signature, photograph, or 
likeness, in any manner, on or in products, merchandise, or goods, or for purposes of advertising 
or selling, or soliciting purchases of, products, merchandise, goods, or services, without prior 
consent from the person or persons specified in subdivision (c), shall be liable for any damages 
sustained by the person or persons injured as a result thereof. In addition, in any action brought 
under this section, the person who violated the section shall be liable to the injured party or 
parties in an amount equal to the greater of seven hundred fifty dollars ($750) or the actual 
damages suffered by the injured party or parties, as a result of the unauthorized use, and any 
profits from the unauthorized use that are attributable to the use and are not taken into account in 
computing the actual damages. In establishing these profits, the injured party or parties shall be 
required to present proof only of the gross revenue attributable to the use, and the person who 
violated the section is required to prove his or her deductible expenses. Punitive damages may 
also be awarded to the injured party or parties. The prevailing party or parties in any action 
under this section shall also be entitled to attorney's fees and costs. 

(2) For purposes of this subdivision, a play, book, magazine, newspaper, musical composition, 
audiovisual work, radio or television program, single and original work of art, work of political 
or newsw01thy value, or an advertisement or commercial announcement for any of these works, 
shall not be considered a product, article of merchandise, good, or service ifit is fictional or 
nonfictional entertainment, or a dramatic, literary, or musical work. 

(3) If a work that is protected under paragraph (2) includes within it a use in connection with a 
product, article of merchandise, good, or service, this use shall not be exempt under this 
subdivision, notwithstanding the unprotected use's inclusion in a work otherwise exempt under 
this subdivision, if the claimant proves that this use is so directly connected with a product, 
article of merchandise, good, or service as to constitute an act of advertising, selling, or soliciting 
purchases of that product, article of merchandise, good, or service by the deceased personality 
without prior consent from the person or persons specified in subdivision ( c ). 

(b) The rights recognized under this section are property rights, freely transferable or 
descendible, in whole or in part, by contract or by means of any trust or any other testamentary 
instrument, executed before or after January I, 1985. The rights recognized rn1der this section 
shall be deemed to have existed at the time of death of any deceased personality who died prior 
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to January 1, 1985, and, except as provided in subdivision (o ), shall vest in the persons entitled to 
these property rights under the testamentary instrument of the deceased personality effective as 
of the date of his or her death. In the absence of an express transfer in a testamentary instrument 
of the deceased personality's rights in his or her name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, 
a provision in the testamentary instrument that provides for the disposition of the residue of the 
deceased personality's assets shall be effective to transfer the rights recognized under thjs section 
in accordance with the tenns of that provision. The rights established by this section shall also 
be freely transferable or descendible by contract, trust, or any other testamentary instrument by 
any subsequent owner of the deceased personality's rights as recognized by this section. 
Nothing in this section shall be construed to render invalid or unenforceable any contract entered 
into by a deceased personality during his or her lifetime by which the deceased personality 
assigned the rights, in whole or in part, to use his or her name, voice, signature, photograph, or 
likeness, regardless of whether the contract was entered into before or after January 1, 1985. 
( c) The consent required by this section shall be exercisable by the person or persons to whom 
the right of consent, or portion thereof, has been transferred in accordance with subdivision (b ), 
or if no transfer has occurred, then by the person or persons to whom the right of consent, or 
portion thereof, has passed in accordance with subdivision ( d). 

( d) Subject to subdivisions (b) and ( c ), after the death of any person, the rights under this section 
shall belong to the following person or persons and may be exercised, on behalf of and for the 
benefit of all of those persons, by those persons who, in the aggregate, are entitled to more than a 
one-half interest in the rights: 

(I) The entire interest in those rights belongs to the surviving spouse of the deceased personality 
unless there are any surviving children or grandchildren of the deceased personality, in which 
case one-half of the entire interest in those rights belongs to the surviving spouse. 
(2) The entire interest in those rights belongs to the surviving children of the deceased 
personality and to the surviving children of any dead child of the deceased personality unless the 
deceased personality has a surviving spouse, in which case the ownership of a one-half interest in 
rights is divided among the surviving children and grandchildren. 
(3) If there is no surviving spouse, and no surviving children or grandchildren, then the entire 
interest in those rights belongs to the surviving parent or parents of the deceased personality. 
(4) The rights of the deceased personality's children and grandchildren are in all cases divided 
among them and exercisable in the manner provided in Section 240 of the Probate 
Code according to the number of the deceased personality's children represented. The share of 
the children of a dead child of a deceased personality can be exercised only by the action of a 
majority of them. 
( e) If any deceased personality does not transfer his or her rights under this section by contract, 
or by means of a trust or testamentary instrument, and there are no surviving persons as 
described in subdivision (d), then the rights set forth in subdivision (a) shall tenninate. 

(f)(l) A successor in interest to the rights of a deceased personality under this section or a 
licensee thereof shall not recover damages for a use prohibited by this section that occurs before 
the successor in interest or licensee registers a claim of the rights under paragraph (2). 
(2) Any person claiming to be a successor in interest to the rights of a deceased personality 
under this section or a licensee thereof may register that claim with the Secretary of State on a 
form prescribed by the Secretary of State and upon payment of a fee as set forth in subdivision 
(d) of Section 12195 of the Government Code. The fonn shall be verified and shall include the 
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name and date of death of the deceased personality, the name and address of the claimant, the 
basis of the claim, and the rights claimed. 
(3) Upon receipt and after filing of any document under this section, the Secretary of State shall 
post the document along with the entire registry of persons claiming to be a successor in interest 
to the rights of a deceased personality or a registered licensee under this section upon the 
Secretary of State's Internet Web site. The Secretary of State may microfilm or reproduce by 
other techniques any of the filings or documents and destroy the original filing or document. 
The microfilm or other reproduction of any document under this section shall be admissible in 
any court of law. The microfilm or other reproduction of any document may be destroyed by 
the Secretary of State 70 years after the death of the personality named therein. 
( 4) Claims registered under this subdivision shall be public records. 

(g) An action shall not be brought under this section by reason of any use of a deceased 
personality's name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness occurring after the expiration of 70 
years after the death of the deceased personality. 

(h) As used in this section, "deceased personality" means any natural person whose name, voice, 
signature, photograph, or likeness has commercial value at the time of his or her death, or 
because of his or her death, whether or not during the lifetime of that natural person the person 
used his or her name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness on or in products, merchandise, or 
goods, or for purposes of advertising or selling, or solicitation of purchase ot: products, 
merchandise, goods, or services. A "deceased personality" shall include, without limitation, any 
such natural person who has died within 70 years prior to January l, 1985. 
(i) As used in this section, "photograph" means any photograph or photographic reproduction, 
still or moving, or any videotape or live television transmission, of any person, such that the 
deceased personality is readily identifiable. A deceased personality shall be deemed to be 
readily identifiable from a photograph if one who views the photograph with the naked eye can 
reasonably determine who the person depicted in the photograph is. 
(j) For purposes of this section, the use of a name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness in 
connection with any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account, or any political 
campaign, shall not constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision (a). 

(k) The use of a name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness in a commercial medium shall 
not constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision (a) solely because the 
material containing the use is commercially sponsored or contains paid advertising. Rather, it 
shall be a question of fact whether or not the use of the deceased personality's name, voice, 
signature, photograph, or likeness was so directly connected with the commercial sponsorship or 
with the paid advertising as to constitute a use for which consent is required under subdivision 
(a). 

({) Nothing in this section shall apply to the owners or employees of any medium used for 
advertising, including, but not limited to, newspapers, magazines, radio and television networks 
and stations, cable television systems, billboards, and transit advertisements, by whom any 
advertisement or solicitation in violation of this section is published or disseminated, unless it is 
established that the owners or employees had knowledge of the unauthorized use of the deceased 
personality's name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness as prohibited by this section. 
(rn) The remedies provided for in this section are cumulative and shall be in addition to any 
others provided for by law. 
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(n) This section shall apply to the adjudicatjon of liability and the imposition of any damages or 
other remedies in cases in which the liability, damages, and other remedies arise from acts 
occurring directly in this state. For purposes of this section, acts giving rise to liability shall be 
limited to the use, on or in products, merchandise, goods, or services, or the advertising or 
selling, or soliciting purchases of, products, merchandise, goods, or services prohibited by this 
section. 

(o) Notwithstanding any provision of this section to the contrary, if an action was taken prior to 
May 1, 2007, to exercise rights recognized under this section relating to a deceased personality 
who died prior to January 1, 1985, by a person described in subdivision (d), other than a person 
who was disinherited by the deceased personality in a testamentary instrument, and the exercise 
of those rights was not challenged successfully in a court action by a person described in 
subdivision (b ), that exercise shall not be affected by subdivision (b ). In that case, the rights that 
would otherwise vest in one or more persons described in subdivision (b) shall vest solely in the 
person or persons described in subdivision (d), other than a person disinherited by the deceased 
personality in a testamentary instrument, for all future purposes. 
(p) The rights recognized by this section are expressly made retroactive, including to those 
deceased personalities who died before January 1, 1985. 
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63.60.010. Property right--Use of name, voice, signature, ... , WA ST 63.60.010 

!West's Revised Code of Washinrton Annotated 
!Title 63. Personal Prooerty {Refs & Almos) 

!Chapter 63.60. Personality Rights (Refs & Annos) 

RCWA 63.60.010 

63.60.010. Property right--Use of name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness 

Effective: June 12, 2008 

CurrenU\~ss 
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Every individual or personality has a property right in the use of his or her name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness. 
Such right exists in the name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness of individuals or personalities deceased before, on, or 
after June 11, 1998. This right shall be freely transferable, assignable, and licensable, in whole or in pa11, by any otherwise 
pennissible form of inter vivos or testamentary transfer, including without limitation a will or other testamentary instrnment, 
trust, contract, community property agreement, or cotcnancy with survivorship provisions or payable-on-death provisions, 
whether the will or other testamentary instrument, trust, contract, community property agreement, or cotenancy document is 
entered into or executed before, on, or after June 11, 1998, by the deceased individual or personality or by any subsequent 
owner of the deceased individual's or personality's rights as recognized by this chapter; or, if none is applicable, then the 
owner of the rights shall be determined under the laws of intestate succession applicable to interests in intangible personal 
property. The property right does not expire upon the death of the individual or personality, regardless of whether the law of 
the domicile, residence, or citizenship of the individual or personality at the time of death or otherwise recognizes a similar or 
identical property right. The right exists whether or not it was commercially exploited by the individual or the personality 
during the individual's or the personality's lifetime. The rights recognized under this chapter shall be deemed to have existed 
before June 11, 1998, and at the time of death of any deceased individual or personality or subsequent successor of their 
rights for the purpose of determining the person or persons entitled to these property rights as provided in RCW 63.60.030. 
This chapter is intended to apply to all individuals and personalities, living and deceased, regardless of place of domicile or 
place of domicile at time of death. 

Credits 

[2008 c 62 § I, eff. June 12, 2008; 1998 c 274 § I.) 

Notes of Decisions (6) 

West's RCWA 63.60.010, WA ST 63.60.010 
The statutes are current through the 2017 Third Special Session of the Washington legislature. 



ONASSIS v. CHRISTIAN DIOR I 122 Misc.2d 603 (1984) I sc2d6031609 I Leagle.com 

Home f Browst• Prcisions f ~ 122 Misc.2cl i n2 Misc.id 603 (1984) 

ONASSIS v. CHRISTIAN DIOR 

View Case Cited Cases Ci1ing CasP. 

12.2 Misc.2d 601 (1984) 

}a,queli11c> K. Ona . .,.sis, f'liJirHiff, v. Christian Dior - New York, Inc., et al., Defendants. 

Supreme Court, Special Term, New York County. 

January 11, 1984 

Altomey(s) appeatiflg for the Case 
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Milb,wl<, Tw1,•i•d. Jfadley & McC/oy for plai11tiff Wincld.~. Mi!l'X. T>i!vfr•s & lws for Christia1: Dior - New YorJ;; Inc., cfofond,mt. Urf"c,•d, llhbott .~ 
,'1-1org,m for Limsdovn1t• /ull"ecti,ing, fnc., d1:JL,11d,mt. f'ro.~k,wcr, /lose>, Got'tz & Mendel.m.hn for Rid1ard Jlv1.•i:Jon, ddendant. !.owe11 & Afnll (Charil·:> C. 

Abut of ,:ow1sd). f<•r Run Smil/r 0:/1.'1,ril;,:' Lvol<-Alik,~s. ddendant. 

EDWARD J. GREENFIELD, J. 

This case poses for judicial resolution the question of whether the use for commercial purposes of a "lookalike" of a well-known personality violates 
the right of privacy legislatively granted by enactment of sections 50 and 51 of the Civil Rights Law. Put another way, can one person enjoin the use 
of someone else's face? Th~ questions appear not to have hecn definitively answered before. 

Plaintiff, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, former First l,ady of the United States, widow of President John F. Kennedy, one of the world's most powerful 
men, and of Aristotle Onassis, one of the world's wealthiest men, but a well-known personality in her own dght, moves for a 

(122 M!llc.24 6o41 
preliminary injunction under the Civil Rights Law to restrain defendants, all of whom were associated with an advertising campaign to promote the 
products and the image of Christian Dior - New York, Inc., from using ot distributing ;i certain advertisement, and for associated relief. She alleges 
simply in her complaint that defendants have knowingly caused the preparation and publication of an advertisement for Dior products which 
includes her likeness in the form of a pholograph of lookalike Barbara Reynolds; that Reynolds' picLun· ca\lses her to be identified with the ad to 
which she has nol given her consent; lhat this was a violation of her rights of privacy and that it caus~·d her irreparable injury. 

Defendant, Christian Dior - New York, Inc., is the corporate entity which controls advertising and publicily for the 3S United States licensees who 
sell varied lines of merchandise under. the coveted Dior label. The use of a well-known designer name in marketing goods is to render the product 
distinctive and desirable, to impart to the product a certain cachet, and to cr<:aLc in the puhlic a mindset or over-all impression so that the designer 
names are readily :issociated and become synonymous with a certain statu~ ,md dass of qw1l\ties. 

So it was that J. Walter Thompson's Lansdowne Division, in conjunction with noted photographer Richard Avedon, hit upon the idea of 3 running 
series of ads featuring a trio known as the Diors (one female and two males), who were characterized by an article in Newsweel, magazine as idle 
rich, suggestively decadent, and aggressively chic. Indeed, it was sugg<tstcd that this menage a trois, putatively inspired by the characters portrayed 
by Noel Coward, Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in Coward's 1933 play "Design for Living", would become the most notorious personae in 
advertising since Brooke Shields refused to let anything come bel:\veen her and her Calvins (for the uninitiated, blue jeans advertised under designer 
Calvin Klein's label). 'l'o emphasize the impression of the unconventiomd, Lhe copy for one ad had read, "When the Diors got away from it all, they 
brought with them nothing except 'The Decline of the West' and one toolhbrnsh." Evidently, to stir comment, the relationship portrayed in the ad 
campaign 

(tt:1.~605] 

was rnc;int to he ambiguous, "rn specify nothing but suggest everything." The 16 sequential ads would depict this steadfast trio in varying situations 
leading to the marriage of two (but not the exclusion of the third), birth of a baby, and their ascent to Heaven (subject to resurrection on demand). 

Thus, the Diors, and by association their products, would be perceived as chic, sophisticated, elite, unconventional, quirky, audacious, elegant, and 
unorthodox. The advertisement for the wedding, which is the one challenged here, is headed "Christian Dior: Sportswear for Women and Clothing 
.fr,...• l\llon ,1 P"l"'l'1"")04A ii,, 1l'\,.. .,,..t , .. o tho h~vu,,, n;~"" t ... i,,.. -,ti-o.,...Aorl 'hu t-1,oi"' .... rtonrihlo i..-,tim'>t-oc -,)1 o,•ct"'ltil"'.,lh, ho<>mi"IT - r..ono ~h~lit tho tolo,,;t";l"\n 
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pi:rson;ility, model Shari Bclafonte, actress Ruth Gordon, and Barhilra Reynolds, a secretary who bears a remarkable resemblance to plaintiff 
Jacqueline Onassis. The copy, in keeping with the desired attitude of good taste and unconventionality, reads; "The we(lding of the Diors was 
everything a wedding should be: no lears, no rice, no in-laws, no smarmy toasts, for once no Mendelssohn. Just a legendary private affair." Of 
course, what stamps it as "lcgcnrlacy" is the presence of this eclectic group, a frothy miic, the most legendary of which would clearly be Jacqueline 
l<ennedy Onassis, shown discreetly behind Gordon and Sha lit, obviously delighted to be in attendance at this "event". 

That the person behind Gordon and Shalit bore a stdking resemblance to the plaintiff was no mere happenstance. Defendants knew there was little 
or no likelihood that Mrs. Onassis would ever consent to be depicted in this kind of advertising campaign for Dior. She has asserced in her affidavit, 
and it is well known, that she has never permitted her name or picture to be used in connection with the promotion of commercial products. Her 
name has been used sparingly only in connection with certain public services, civic, art and educational projects which she has supported. 
Accordingly, l,ansdnwnc and /\vcdon, once the content of the picture amt the makeup of the wedding party had been determined, contacted 
defendant Ron Smith Celebrity Look-Alikcs to provide someone who could pass for Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. That agency, which specializes 

Cu:U!ilc..id 606) 
in locating and providing persons who bear a close resemblance to well-known personalities on request (and for a fee), came up with defendant 
Barbara Reynolds, regularly an appointments secretary to a Congressman, who, with approp1iate coiffure and appointments, looks remarkably like 
Mrs. Onassis, and has made this resemblance an adjunct to her career. 

The ad was run in September and October of 1983 in several upscale publications including Esquire, Harper's Bazaar, the New Yorker, and the New 
l'ork Times Magazine. It received widespread circulation, and apparently was the subject of considerable comment, as was the entire series. Dior 
reportedly committed $2.5 million to the campaign, and boasted that as a result, sales went through the roof. In opposition to the application for an 
injunction, defendants urge, among other things, that it is unnecessary because the ad has already appeared, and it is not scheduled for 
republication. However, they declined to enter inlO any formal sLipulalion to that effect, and trade papers are abuzz with speculation about the 
resurrection and reincarnation of the campaign, with possible television showings to reach an even wider audience. Moreover, the case presents an 
important question under the privacy law, and it is appropriate that it be judicially resolved. (Matter of Baumann & Son Ruses v Board of Educ., !.Q 

~.V.2d 111(!!, 1063; Le Drugstore Etats U11is v New York State Bd. of Pharmacy, nr!:J'.4d -~~-• 301.) 

Section so of the New York Civil Rights Law provides: "A person, firm or corporation that uses for advertising purposes, or for the purposes of trade, 
the name, portrait or picture of any living person without having first obtained the written consent of such person* * * is guilty of a misdemeanor.'' 

Having defined the offense, and declaring it to be criminal, section 51 of the Civil Rights Law goes on to provide civil remcdi!!S for violation as well, 
including injunction and damages. "Any person whose name, portrait or picture is used within this state for advertising purposes or for the purposes 
of trade without th~ written consent first obtained as above provided may maintain an equitable action in the supreme court of this state against the 
person, firm 

[U2 Mllc.2'1. 607] 

or corporation so using his name, portrait or picture, to prevent and restrain the use thereof; and may also sue and recover damages for any injuries 
sustained by reason of such use and if the defendant shall have knowingly used such person's name, portrait or picture in S\\Ch manner as is 
forbidden or declared to be unlawful by section lifty of this article, the jury, in its discretion, may award exemplary damages". 

Once the violation is established, the plaintiff may have an absolute right to injunction, regardless of the relative damage to the parties. (Blumenthal 
v Picture Classics, 235 App Div 570, affd 261 N.Y. 504; Loftus v Greenwic/J Litlwgraphillg Co., 192 App Div 251; Durgom v Columbia Broadcasting 
Systems, 29 Misc.2d 19(,, 395.) 

Is there a violation? Defendants, urging a strict and literal compliance with the statute, say that there is not. Plaintiff, arguing for a broader 
interpretation, insists that there is. As a general proposition, sections so and 51 of the Civil Rights Law, which created a new statutory right, heing in 
derogation of common law, receive a strict, if not necessarily a literal construction. (Shields v Gross, r,8 N.Y,2d 318, 345; Arrington v New York Times 
Co., 5r, N.Y.2cl 1,33, 439.) However, "'(s)ince its purpose "is remedial * :1: * to grant recognition to the newly expounded right of an individual to be 
immune from commercial exploitation" (Flores v Mosler Safe Co., ? N.V.?.d 2.76, 280-281; see Lahiri v Daily Mirror, 162 Misc. 776, 779), section 51 of 
the Civil Rights Law has been liberally construed over the ensuing years.'" (Stephano v News Group P11b., !1.S._A.0.2d 287, 295.) 

Plaintiff's name appears nowhere in the advertisement. Nevertheless, the picture of a well-known personality, used in an ad and instantly 
recognizable, will still serve as a badge of approval for that commercial product. It is designed to "catch the eye and focus it on the advertisement". 
(Negri v Schering Corp., 333 p.smw, .rn1, 105.) That is why the use of a person's "portrait or picture" without consent is also proscribed. Just what is 
comprehended by t.he term "portrait or picture"? 

In Negri v Schedng Corp. (supra), plaintiff, the well-known movie actress of the 19201s, Pola Negri, objected to the publication of an advertisement 
in 1969 showing a 

[J.U.M.IIC.ld 608] 

scene from one of her early movies with words issuing from her mouth in the balloon caption suggesting the use of the antihistamine drug 
Polaramine. To defendant's contention that the picture did not really show plaintiff as she was then, the Southern District Court, applying New York 
law, held (p 105) that as long as the ad portrayed a recognizable likeness, it was actionable, declaring, "If a picture so used is a clear and identifiable 
likeness of a living person, he or she is entitled to recover damages suffered by reason of s\\ch use". 

In Ali v Playgirl, Inc. (t.1,2 F,Supp. n3), the portrait or picture was not an actual photo, but a composite photodrawing depicting a naked black man 
in a boxing ring, with the recognizable facial features of the former world's heavyweight champion. The Southern District Court, again applying New 
York law, held that the phrase "portrait or picture" as used in section 51 of the Civil Rights Law is not restricted to actual photographs, but comprises 
any representations which are recognizable as likenesses of the complaining individual. In that case, the picture represented something short of 
actuality - somewhere between representational art and a carloon. 

In Loftus v Greenwich Lithograplling Co. (192 App Div 2511 supra), the objection again v.ras not to an actual picture of the plaintiff, but to an 
advertising poster for a movie called "Shame" which showed a sketch of a female figure in a costume plaintiff had popularized in a Ziegfeld 
production. The court rejected defendant's contention that the poster was not an actual depiction of plaintiff. Despite changes that were made as 
belwl!cn plaintiff's aclual picture and defendant's drav-,ing, the court found it evident that the drawing took plaintiff's appearance as its starting . . . . .. . -
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192 point, anel <lecJared that slight changes or deviations would not thwart lhC appli,;alion ot Cl!e wholesome provisions ot the Civil Rights Law. 

In Young v G,·eneker Studios (175 Misc. 1027), this court extended the literal definition of portrait or picture to include a manikin or sculpture for 
which plaintiff was the model. The words "portrait or picture" were construed to be broad enough to cover any likeness or representation of the 
plaintiff, whether two or three dimensional. On the other 

[12.l M.lcc.2d 609] 

hand, conveying the likeness of a person, not graphically, but through sound, by means of the imitation of. a distinctive voice, does not come within 
the prohibition of the statute (possibly an oversight, since the possibility of reproducing and disseminating the sound of a voice was not 
contemplated in 1903 when sections 50 and 51 of the Civil Rights Law were first enacted). (See Lahr v 11,lcll Chem. Co., 300 F:2.d 256, 258.) 'l'his is not 
because the portrayal of plaintiff's distinctive vocal delivery was by an imitator, but because a voice was not construed as the equivalent of a name or 
picture, and the picture used was that of a duck. 

The Court of Appeals, 70 years ago, in Binns v Vitagraph Co. (2\0 N.i'. 51), 1leall with the question of whether the use of the picture of another person 
suggestive of the plaintiff is a prohibited use of a plaintiff's portrait or picture. The plaintiff was a wireless operator on a sinking ship, whose radioed 
distress signal, "COD", resulted in the rescue of hundreds of passengers, and made him a hero. DeCcndant, attempting to capitali.;c on the 
widespread public interest in the story, did a photoplay based on the event (what we would today call a "docudrama"). A professional actor was 
employed to portray the plaintiff, and was photographed playing the part. The court declared (p 57), "A picture within the meaning of the statute is 
not necessarily a photograph of the living person, but includes any representation of such person. 'l'he picture * * * was intt!nded to be, and it was, a 
representation of the plaintiff." The court expressly rejected ()) 57) the contention of the defendant that all it used "was an actual picture of a person 
made up to look like and impersonate the plaintiff." While we might take a different view today as to whether a depiction of a newsworthy event (see 
Murray v New York Mag. Co., 27 N.Y.7.Jl..li.ill!) or a dramatized re-enactment or even a satirical portrayal is a commercial statement or protected 
comment (University of Notre Dame v Twe11tieth Century-Fox Film Corp., 22 A D.2d t.52, affd l'i N.Y.2d 940), the court was clear that the 
photographic portrayal by one person to simulate another without consent was forbidden by the statute. 

Defendants urge as controlling Lombardo v Doyle, Da11e & Bernbach (58 A.0.2d 620), in which there was a dismissal 
(122 :Mf«.:14 610) 

of an invasion of privacy action (by a vote of three to two) against a television conimercial which showed an actor conducting a band at a New Year's 
Eve party playing "Auld Lang Syne" similar to the way plaintiff bandleadcr had done for decades. and with which he was associated in the public 
mind. However, there the majority of court was refusing to equate a person's style or characteristics or musical arrangements with a "name, portrait 
or picture" where plaintiff's name was not mentioned and the actor did not physically resemble the plaintiff. Similarly, in Sliaw v Time-Life Records 
(38 N.Y.2d 201) , plaintiff bandleader was denied the right to make claim under sections 50 and 51 of the Civil Rights Law against defendant for 
simulating the "sound" and style of arrangements of his .swing eta band. And in Toscani v Hersey (271 App Div 445), where the plaintiff was 
portrayed in the book and play "A Bell for Adano", but under a different and fictionalized name, the court held that a work inspired by the acts, 
events and experiences of a living person is not an unauthorized use of his '"name., portrait or picture". 

The principle to be distilled from a study of the statute and of the cases construing it is that all persons, of whatewr station in life, from the 
relatively unknown to the world famous, are to be secured against rapacious commercial exploitation. While the statute may not, by its terms, cover 
voice or movement, characteristics or style, it is intended to protect the essence of the person, his or her identity or persona from being unwillingly 
or unknowingly misappropriated for the profit of another. Shakespeare may not have been .iw"re of advertising techniques, media hard-sell, or 
personal indotscmcnts for producl promotion, hut the words he put in Iago's mouth were right on target: 

"Good n,m1c in mall or wom.in, dear my lord, Is the immediate jewel of their souls; Who steals my purse steals tta~h; tis soml.'lhing, nothing; 'Twas 
mine, '(is his, and h,is been ~lilW: to r.housands; But he that fikhes from me my good name Robs me of that which not l!nrichcs him, And makes me 
poor indeed." 

{u:.l Mllc.2d 611) 

In those days, as the touchstone of recognition, name was all, conveyed in writing or by word of mouth. 'J'oday, the visual have superseded the verbal 
arts, and news photography, television, and motion pictures can accord instant .world-wide recognition to a face. For some people, even without 
their American Express cards, the face is total identification, more than a signature or a coat of arms. (Cf. Orsini v Eastern Wine Corp., 190 !\Ilise. 235, 
affd 273 App Div 947.) 'l'he unauthorized use of a person's signature would not pass muster under the statute because it was claimed merely to be a 
facsimile. Is a picture or portrait intended to look lilte someone not that person's picture if it is similarly a facsimile or a simulation? 

The dictionary defines a "picture" as: 111. An image or likeness of an object, person or scene produced on a flat surface, especially by painting, 
drawing, or photography. 2. a printed reproduction of any of these. 3. anything closely reseinbling or strikingly typifying something else; perfect 
likeness; image" (Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary I unabridged, 2d edl). 

A "portrait" is defined as: 111. A painting, photograph or other likeness of a person, especially one showing the face. 2. A verbal picture or description, 
especially of a person. 3. Any close likeness of one thing to another." (American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (new college ed, 1976).) 

The statute is in the disjunctive. There need not be, as defendants suggest, a coupling of name and picture. The essence of what is prohibited, as the 
statute, the cases, and the dictionary definitions make clear, is the exploitation of one's identity as that is conveyed verbally or graphically. A 
photograph may be a depiction only of the person before the lens, but a "portrait or picture" gives wider scope, to encompass a represent.:ition which 
conveys the essence and likeness of an individual, 11ot only actuality, but the close and purposeful resemblance to reality. That is how it was defined 
in Binn.<; v Vi~grapl1 Co. (supra) as any representation, including the picture of another, which was intended to be, and did, in fact, convey the idea 
that it was the plaintiff. 

[In MlK.2d 6U) 

We are dealing here with actuality and appearance, where illusion often heightens reality and all is not quite what it seems. Is the illusionist to be 
free to step aside, having reaped the benefits of his creation, and be permitted to disclaim the very impression he sought to create? II we were to 
permit it, we would be sanctioning an obvious loophole to evade the statute. Jt a person is unwilling to give his or her indorsement to help sell a 
produd, either at an offered price or at any price, no matter - hire a double and the same effect is achieved. The essential purpose of the statute 
must be carried out by giving it a commonsense reading which bars easy evasion. If we truly value the right of privacy in a world of exploitation, 
where every mark o( distinctiveness becomes grist for the mills of publicity, then we must give it more than lip service and grudging recognition. Let 
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lhe wortl go forth - there is no free ride. 'l'he commercial hitchhiker seeking to travel on thr. fame of another will have to learn to pay the fare or 
stand on his own two feet. 

There are many aspects of identity. A person may be known not only by objective indicia - name, face, and Social Security number - but by other 
characteristics as well - voice, movement, style, coiffure, typical phrases, as well as by his or her history and accomplishments. Thus far, the 
Legislature has accorded protection only to those aspects of identity embodied in name and face. Imitators are free to simulate voice or hairdo, or 
characteristic clothing or accessories, and writers to comment on and actors to re-enact events. No one is free to trade on another's name or 
appearance and claim immunity because what he is using is similar to but not identical with the original. 

Defendant, Barbara Reynolds, protests that she cannot be prevented from using her own [acc. Where, however, that use Is done in ~uch a way as to 
be deceptive or promote confusion, that use can be enjoined. The use of one's own name can be restrained. (See Sul/iva11 v S111Jiva11 Radio & T. V., l 
/\.D_zd f>09; David B. Findlay, Inc. v Findlay, 18 N.V.2d IJ.1 cert den 385 U.S. 930; Higgins Co. v J[jl{gins Soap Co., 14/, N.Y. 462; Harvey M.ai:h. Co. v 
Harvey Aluminum Cotp., 9 Misc.;td JQ?8.) Even variant~ of a name can be enjoined where confusion may ensue. (Sullivan v Sullivan Radio & '.I'. V., 
s11pta, p 61t; 

cw. .Mllc.2.d 6l3) 

Astor v Williams, J Misr.2d 102.c,, affd 272 App Div 1052; Albm Metal Prods. Co1p. v /llper, 28t App Div 68.) Similarly, it appears to me, the use of 
one's own picture can be limited if it is contrived to convey the appearance of someone else - someone much better known. Barbara Reynolds was 
an unknown secretary. Her appearance at the "wedding" of the Dinrs would not have made it "legendary". Provide her, however, with the 
appropriate makeup, hairdo, accessories and ci,.-prcssion and hehold - she is the very image of one of the rnos.t instantly recognizable and most 
respected women in the world - a legend in her own time. Norman Mailer, writing in the December, 1983 issue of Esquire magazine on "Fifty Who 
Made the Difference", so characterized plaintiff: "Jackie Kennedy Onassis is not merely a celebrity, but a legend. Not a legend, but a myth. No, more 
than a myth. she is now an historic archetype, virtually a demiurge." (P 186.) It is the apparent presence of the Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis figure 
which makes the event "legendary", and endows it with the qualities of charisma, sophistication, elegance, trend-setting and uniqueness which the 
advertising campaign seeks to convey. The juxtaposition of the counterfeit figure just hehind the real-life figures of a veteran actress, a teh:vision 
personality, and a well-known modi:-! lends to the whole ensemble an air of verisimil\tude and accentuates the grievance, for it imparts an aura ol 
authenticity to the trumped-up tableau. 

Some of the contentions raised by the defendants are palpably feeble, for example, that there is a recognized exception for artistic as distinguished 
from commercial endeavors, and that def~ndant Barbara Reynolds is somehow going to be impeded in her artistic career. While some imitators may 
emplt)y artistry in the use of voice, gesture and facial expression, a mere similarity of features is no more artistry than the mimicry of the Monarch 
butterfly by its lookalike, the Viceroy butterfly. To paint a portrait of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis is to create a work of art; to look like Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis is not. Miss Reynolds may capitalize on the striking resemblance of facial features at parties, television appearances, and dramatic 
works, but not in commercial advertisements. Similarly, 

(Ill M1ac.l4 614] 

defendant Ron Smith Celebrity Look-Alikes can market its clients for fun and profit in various areas, but may not capitalize on natural resemblance 
to a well-known person for trade or advertisement. No one has an inherent or constitutional right to pass himself off for what he is not. 

Thi? fact that even as between people who resemble one another there are variances and points of dissimilarity is of no moment. It is the over-all 
impression being made that counts. The statute necessarily contemplates that a depiction rnay not be precise, for the words "portrait or picture" 
comprehend a sketch, a cartoon, or a caricature which selectively omits some features and accentuates others. There are lhcn points of resemblance 
and points of difference and distortion, but if done well there Is instant (C!cognition. What difference if a sketch is used instead of a lookalike model 
in connection with a commercial promotion? The end tesult is the same - trading on the name or features of another and the unwarranted 
commercial exploitation of a person who has nut consented to be commercially exploited. 

Little more heed need be given to the contention that somehow this advertisement is privileged as a protected form of free speech. It deals with the 
sale of goods, and not with the promulgation ot ideas. "The factual reporting of newsworthy per.sons and events is in the public interest and is 
protected. The fictitious is not." (Spahn v Julian Messner, Inc., 18 M,Y.2<1 324, 328.) 

Similarly, the notion that having Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis attend the wedding of the Diors is "no more than a touch of humor" wholly incidental 
to the commercial message and therefore permissible. (Reference is also made in this regard to the presence of a model resembling the late General 
de Gaulle as part of the "romp", but only part of his nose and chin are visible at the cropped left edge of the picture, and he is not readily 
recognizable.) The fact that plaintiff is a public figure permits comment or photography concerning her, or even cartoon!I or caricatures. She may be 
shown as a character in re-enactments of the recent past, favorably or unsympathetically. But, as a public figure she has not forfeited her right of 
privacy anrl does not become a subject for commercial exploitation. (Reilly v Rapperswill Corp., su A.D.2d 3/,2.) 

Whether she is an appropriate figure for social satire is an open question. (See U1iiversity of Notre Dame v Twentieth Century-Fox ~~~#,,6~ 
A.D.?.d 1,52, supra.) As this court had occasion to say in Salomone v Macmilla11 Pub. Co. (97 Mi$c,:.1.d 31,6, 349-3~0. revd on other grounds 72 A.D.2d 
'.,Ill), iiumor is a protected form of free speech, just as much to be given full scope, under appropriate circumstances, as the political speech, the 
fm!tnalistic expose, or the religious tract." However, "the mere assertion that a statement was meant to be funny does not automatically absolve the 
utterer. Humor is intensely subjective. Blank looks or even active loathing may be engendered by a statement or cartoon that evokes howls of 
laughter from another. What is amusing or funny in the eyes of one per.son may be cruel and tasteless to someone else. There is always a thin line 
between laughter a11d tears. Risibility a1td sensitivity must go hand in hand." (Supra, p 350.) The question ot whether a matter is harmless humor or 
cruel and vicious derision may be for the trier of facts, but where, as here, the humor allegedly employed is solely in connection with promoting the 
sale of goods (some of our best commercials are tongue in cheel<), no issue of fact is presented as to a privileged use. 

It is somewhat ironic that the principal defendant, Christian Dior - New York, Inc., should be advocating the permissibility of passing off the 
counterfeit as a legitimate marketing device, when it (or its predecessor) has itself vigorously policed the market to prevent persons by fraud and 
deception obtaining the fruits of another's labors and using them commercially. (Dior v Milcon, '> Misc.2d k2'j , affd i. A.D.2d 87S.) 1'here plaintiff 
complain!!d bitterly (and effectively) that there had hC!en a misappropriation of its name and reputation. Now lhe shoe is 011 the other foot. 

In essence, this court find.s on the undisputed facL~. that plaintiff's identity was impermissibly misappropriated for the purposes of trade and 
advertising, and that it makes no difference if the picture used to establish that identity was genuine or counterfeit. The violation being clear, 
plaintiff is entitled to preliminary injunctive relief, but not in as broad a form as she seeks. The advertisement having been published, it is not 
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plaintiff is entitled to preliminary injunctive relief, but not in as broad a fonn as she seeks. The adverliscment having been published, it is not 
subject to recall. (Albert v New York Tel. Co., U3..Mjsc.2d WfL, a!fd 11 A.0.2d 656.) [ruMlac.2d6t6) 

Plaintiff is to be reassured against any further publication. but she is not entitled to obtain possession of all the prints, plates, and negatives used in 
preparing the ad. Miss Reynolds may be enjoined only from appearing in commercial advertisements masquerading as the plaintiff. If plaintiff 
claims she has been damaged by the publication of the advertisement, she can pursue those claims when the matter is set dov.m for trial. 

In view of the fact that tlle court has found ample basis for the granting of injunctive relief under the right of privacy laws, it is unnecessary at this 
time to reach the question proffered as to violation of her rights of publicity. While there would appear to be serious doubts as to whether such a 
right is recognized by the State courts in the common law of New York (iee Brinkley v Casablancas, So A.D.2d 428, 435; Wojtowicz v Delacorte Press, 
iu..J.\I.Y.2.d f!'i8, 860; Frosch v Grosset & Dunlap, 75 A.TJ.7.d 768)1 the question ot the scope and applicability of such a claimed right to the facts 
presented here need not be here resolved. Plaintiff's statutory right to privacy has been trampled upon, and that Is all that need be shown. The 
motion ts granted; the cross motion is denied. 
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Background: Heirs of Ethiopian Olympic marathoner brought action against running shoe company, alleging company 
trademarked name of marathoner without requesting or receiving heirs' permission, in violation of Lanham Act, 
Washington's Personality Rights Act (WPRA), and Washington Consumer Protection Act (WCPA), and seeking injunction 
preventing company from using name and restitution under law of unjust enrichment. Company moved for summary 
judgment. 

Holdings: The District Cout1, Ronald B. Leighton, J., held that: 

Pl company did not deliberately infringe rights of heirs, and thus unclean hands doctrine did not preclude company from 
asserting laches as defense to Lanham Act claim; 

[lJ five-year delay in filing Lanham Act claim by heirs was unreasonable and prejudiced company, and thus claim was barred 
by )aches; and 

[
3l cause of action for unjust enrichment under Washington law and violation of WPRA and WCPA accrued, and limitations 

periods began to run, when heirs knew that company was marketing shoe. 

Motion granted. 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

* 1208 Troy G. Sexton, Alexander C. Trauman, Motschenbacher & Blattner, Portland, OR, for Plaintiff. 

Jeffrey Charles Johnson, Joanne M. Hepburn, Kendra Nickel-Nguy, K & L Gates LLP, Seattle, WA, for Defendants. 
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Bikila v. Vibram USA Inc., 218 F.Supp.3d 1206 (2016) --------------------------

Ronald B. Leighton, United States District Judge 

THIS MATTER is before the Court on defendants' motion for summary judgment [0kt. # 49]. This case involves a running 
shoe Vibram named after Abebc Bikila, the late Ethiopian Olympic marathoner. Vibram trademarked the name without 
requesting or receiving his heirs' permission. Bikila's heirs claim Vibram violated the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. § I 125(a)), 
Washington's Personality Rights Act (RCW 63.60 et seq.), and the Washington Consumer Protection Act (RCW 19.86.020). 
They also assert a state law unjust enrichment claim. 

Vibram seeks summary judgment on the Lanham Act claim, arguing that it is barred by lachcs. It seeks summary judgment 
on the state law claims, arguing they arc time-barred. It also argues the plaintiffs lack standing to assert Lanham Act, 
Washington Consumer Protection Act, or unjust enrichment claims'. 

Bikila's widow and his three surviving children are his sole heirs and the plaintiffs in this case. Yewebdar W. Giorgese, his 
widow, is an Ethiopian citizen residing in Ethiopia. Yetnayet Abebe Bikila and Tsige Abebe, his son and daughter, also 
reside in Ethiopia and are German and American citizens, respectively. Teferi Abcbe Bikila, another son, is an American 
citizen residing in Oregon. Vibram disputes that Ethiopian law permits heirs to inherit publicity rights, but it does not dispute 
that the named plaintiffs-the Bikilas-are Abebe Bikila's heirs to the extent the law permits. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Abebe Blkila 
Running barefoot after sponsors could not find him shoes that fit, Ethiopian runner Abebe Bikila achieved instant fame when 
he won marathon gold at the 1960 Rome Olympic Games. Bikila cemented his legendary status when he won the 1964 
Olympic marathon in Tokyo (this time with shoes) and seemed poised to achieve even greater success, though a last-minute 
injury forced him to sit out the 1968 games. Tragedy struck in 1969 when a car crash left him paralyzed. Bikila died from 
complications four years later, leaving behind his wife and four children. 

Although tragedy cut short his career, Bikila is remembered as one of the great runners of the twentieth century and probably 
the most famous barefoot runner. A stadium in Addis Ababa is named for him. A 2009 Ethiopian biopic, Atletu (The Athlete 
), traces Bikila's running career- *1209 though the filmmakers did not seek the family's permission, and the family 
unsuccessfully sought to block its release. Outside Ethiopia, Bikila has been honored as the namesake of numerous 
marathons, including one in Washington, D.C., and the New York Road Runners have presented the Abebe Bikila A ward 
annually to Jong-distance runners since 1978. Comedian Robin Williams referenced Bikila in a 2010 stand-up routine, and 
family members twice met Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in connection with the 50th anniversary of the Tokyo 
Olympics. 

The Bikilas have attempted to safeguard and profit from Bikila's legacy. From 1980 to 2001, they operated a sporting goods 
store bearing his name in Ethiopia, and they have helped sponsor Ethiopia's Abebc Bikila International Marathon since 1985. 
With the family's permission, the Ethiopian government has also issued stamps and lottery tickets bearing Bikila's image. 
Tsige Abcbe wrote a book about her father and claims to have sold copies in Atlanta during the 1996 Olympics (though she 
has not provided documentary evidence to support this claim}. Members of the family started monitoring the Internet for 
unauthorized uses of Bikila's likeness in 2003, and by 2009 conducted biweekly Web searches for his name. In 2007, 
Japanese beverage company Suntory paid the family €200,000 to use Bikila's name and image in a television advertisement. 
The Bikilas argue they entertained (and denied) 2007 and 2008 requests from Nike, Visa, and Coca-Cola, among others, for 
permission to use Bikila's likeness in TV advertising, though they have lost access to the email accounts they used for these 
negotiations. Since 2010, they have maintained a website devoted to telling Bikila's story. 
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B. Vibram FiveFingers Bikila 
Defendant Vibram (through its subsidiary, defendant Vibram FiveFingers) introduced the FiveFingers shoe line in 2006. 
FiveFingers shoes are unique in that they have individual toe compartments, much like gloves for the feet. They arc designed 
to mimic the experience of being barefoot. The shoes grew popular with "barefoot running" adherents who sought minimalist 
shoes, and in 2009 VFF sought to capitalize on this popularity by designing a model specifically for runners. 

Tony Post, then VFF's CEO, knew about Abebe Bikila's barefoot running legacy and identified "Bikila" as a potential name 
for the new shoe. He contacted outside counsel, Curt Krechevsky of Cantor Colburn LLP, to explore whether VFF could 
trademark the Bikila name for use in connection with footwear, clothing, and headwear, among other uses. Krechcvsky 
conducted a trademark search and concluded the "Bikila" mark was available with reasonable risk, "subject to any potential 
claims based on publicity rights from heirs, assignees, or licensees of the deceased individual Abebe Bikila." Hepburn Deel., 
Dkt. # 52, Ex. D. There is no evidence that Post or anyone else at VFF investigated further. 

VFF applied to register the Bikila trademark with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) on May 19, 2009. The PTO 
published the trademark for opposition in its Official Gazette on September 29, 2009. VFF released the Bikila running shoes 
in April 2010. Three months later {July 20), after receiving no opposition, the PTO registered the Bikila trademark. 

The Bikilas actually knew about the VFF Bikila no later than January 10,201 l, when Yetnayet Bikila emailed Teferi Bikila 
requesting him to seek advice on the family's rights from a U.S. lawyer. Teferi and Tsige Bikila contacted three attorneys to 
discuss suing Vibram but did not retain any of them. From 2012 to 2014, the Bikilas continued to discuss legal action *1210 
against Vibram but did not contact other attorneys, and they did not attempt to inform Vibram of their objections to its use of 
the Bikila name. 

While the Bikilas considered their options, Vibram continued marketing the VFF Bikila. It sponsored a showing of the A tletu 
documentary al the St Louis Film Festival in 2011, and it posted at least one reference to Abebe Bikila on Twitter. VFF also 
introduced several other shoe models using the Bikila name: the Bikila LS in spring 2011, the Bikila EVO in spring 2014, 
and the Bikila EVO WP in fall 2014. Vibram and its parent company, Italy's Vibram S.p.A., registered the "Bikila" 
trademark in other countries, and numerous personnel left VFF during this time-including CEO Tony Post. 

C. 2015 Lawsuit 
The Bikilas sued in 2015. They seek damages, an injunction preventing Vibram from using the Bikila name, and attorneys' 
fees. They claim Vibram violated the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § I 125(a), by creating a false designation of origin likely to 
confuse and deceive the consuming public. The Bikilas also claim Vibram infringed on Abebe Bikila's personality rights, 
which they inherited, in violation of the Washington Personality Rights Act (WPRA), RCW 63.60 et seq. They claim 
Vibram's actions arc unfair or deceptive acts that violate the Washington Consumer Protection Act {WCPA), RCW § 
19.86.020. Finally, they seek restitution under the common law of unjust enrichment. 

Vibram moves for summary judgment on each claim. It argues the plaintiffs unreasonably delayed in filing their Lanham Act 
claim, subjecting Vibram to evidentiary and economic prejudice, and accordingly that their federal claim is barred by )aches. 
The plaintiffs argue that Vibram's unclean hands and willful infringement preclude a laches defense. Vibram claims it relied 
in good faith on the advice of counsel. The Bikilas also argue that a jury could find their delay in filing reasonable under the 
circumstances, and that their delay in filing has not prejudiced Vibram. 

Vibram argues that the Bikilas' state law claims are time-barred and that there is no basis to apply a "continuing wrong" 
theory to circumvent this defense. The Bikilas argue that a jury should evaluate whether they should have discovered the 
basis for a state cause of action before the applicable limitations periods expired. 

Vibram also argues that the Bikilas do not have standing to assert Lanham Act, WCPA, or unjust enrichment claims. The 
plaintiffs seek summary judgment on their standing to assert Lanham Act claims, or under Ethiopian law, claiming they have 
a commercial interest in Abebe Bikila's name and likeness. 
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II. DISCUSSION 

A. Summary Judgment Standard 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, the discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show that 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 56(c). In determining whether an issue of fact exists, the Court views all evidence in the light most favorable to the 
nonmoving party and draws all reasonable inferences in that party's favor. Anderson v. Liberty lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 
248-50, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986); Bagdadi v. Nazar, 84 F.3d 1194, 1197 (9th Cir. 1996). 

A genuine issue of material fact exists where there is sufficient evidence for a reasonable fact-finder to find for the 
nonmoving party. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248, 106 S.Ct. 2505. The inquiry is "whether the evidence presents a sufficient 
disagreement *1211 to require submission to a jury or whether it is so one-sided that one party must prevail as a matter of 
law." id. at 251-52, 106 S.Ct. 2505. The moving party bears the initial burden of showing that there is no evidence which 
supports an element essential to the no1U11ovant's claim. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91 
L.Ed.2d 265 (1986). Once the movant has met this burden, the nonmoving party then must show that there is a genuine issue 
for trial. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 250, I 06 S.Ct. 2505. If the non moving party fails to establish the existence of a genuine issue 
of material fact, "the moving party is entitled to judgment as a mat(er of law." Celotex, 477 U.S. at 323-24, 106 S.Ct. 2548. 

B. Lachcs as a Defense to a Lanham Act Claim. 
Vibram claims that the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim is barred as a matter of law by their unreasonable delay in bringing it, 
causing it prejudice. The Bikilas claim that !aches cannot apply because Vibram's infringement was willful. 

Ill 1z1 l3lLaches "embodies the principle that a plaintiff cannot sit on the knowledge that another company is using its 
trademark, and then later come forward and seek to enforce its rights." It is available as an equitable defense to trademark 
claims. Internet Specialties W., Inc. v. Milon-DiGiorgio Enterprises. inc., 559 F.3d 985, 989-90 (9th Cir. 2009). To establish 
a !aches defense, a defendant must prove both (I) unreasonable delay and (2) resulting prejudice. See Danjaq LLC v. Sony 
Corp., 263 F.3d 942,951 (9th Cir. 2001). However, a party with unclean hands may not assert lachcs. }arrow Formulas, Inc. 
v. Nutrition Now, Inc., 304 F.3d 829, 841 (9th Cir. 2002). A plaintiff may demonstrate the defendant has unclean hands by 
showing he or she willfully infringed on the plaintiffs mark. See Danjaq, 263 F.3d at 956-57. 

I. Deliberate Infringement 
l4IThe Bikilas argue that Vibram willfully infringed on their rights and thus has unclean hands, precluding it from asserting 
the equitable defense of !aches. Specifically, they argue that Vibram did not rely in good faith on the advice of counsel: 
Vibrnm's attorneys specifically told it that going forward would be subject to "any potential claims based on publicity rights 
from heirs, assignees, or licensees of the deceased individual Adebe Bikila." They point to similar internal discussions which, 
they claim, find support a jury's finding that Vibram knew there were other potential rights. 

15'The deliberate infringement bar to laches derives fi:om the unclean hands doctrine, which "closes the doors of a court of 
equity to one tainted with inequitableness or bad faith relative to the matter in which he seeks relief." Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 841 
(quoting Precision Instrument Mfg. Co. v. Auto. Maint. Mach. Co., 324 U.S. 806, 814, 65 S.Ct. 993, 89 L.Ed. 1381 (1945)). 
In the copyright context, the Ninth Circuit has adopted a willful infringement standard to determine unclean hands-creating 
a laches exception when conduct occurs "with knowledge that the defendant's conduct constitutes copyright infringement.'' 
Danjaq, 263 F.3d at 957 (quoting Columbia Pictures Television v. Krypton Broad., 106 F.3d 284, 293 (9th Cir. 1997)). 
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Similar principles apply to trademark, as other districts in this circuit have concluded. See, e.g., FL!R Sys., Inc. v. Sierra 
Media, Inc., 965 F.Supp.2d l 184, 1210 (D. Or. 2013); accord Fitbug Ltd. v. Fitbit, Inc., 78 F.Supp.3d 1180, 1195 (N.D. Cal. 
2015). Thus, to assert an unclean hands defense on the basis of willful infringement, the Bikila Family must show Vibram 
knew its "'1212 conduct constituted trademark infringement. 

A California District court inferred willfulness from evidence showing a defendant acted with "an aura of indifference" to a 
plaintiffs trademark rights, or with willful blindness to facts she had cause to suspect would put her on notice that she was 
infringing another's trademarks. Philip Morris USA Inc. v. Liu, 489 F.Supp.2d 1119, 1123 (C.D. Cal. 2007); see also Louis 
Vuitton S.A. v. Lee, 875 F.2d 584, 590 (7th Cir. 1989) (''[l]t is enough ... that the defendant failed to inquire ... because he was 
afraid of what the inquiry would yield."). 

The Bikilas claim that Vibram and its attorneys knew that they had claims and that it acted in conscience disregard of them. 
Vibram argues that it relied in good faith on the advice of counsel, as a matter of law, and that reliance is a defense to the 
claim it acted willfully. 

This is a close question. 

Vibram obtained a certificate of registration from the PTO for the Bikila trademark. The Bikilas did not object. In doing so, it 
sought, obtained, and relied on the infonned advice of its attorney, Curt Krechevsky. It is tnte that Krechevsky did not advise 
it that there were not and could not be impediments to their efforts to obtain trademark protection in the Bikila name. But 
competent attorneys rarely give those sorts of blanket blessings-instead, Krechevsky, armed with Vibram's full disclosure 
of facts, correctly advised that here were no current competing marks, but there could be a publicity rights claim. It is 
undisputed that Krechevsky did a "full search" to dctennine whether the term Bikila was available to trademark. 

Vibram correctly points out that while this may be factual support for their publicity rights claim, it does not support their 
Lanham Act claim, which is based instead on ''confusion to the consuming public." It claims that to establish the willfulness 
required to defeat Vibrnm's laches defense, the Bikilas must show "fraudulent intent with respect to its registration and use of 
the Bikila trademark. Citing Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 841--42. It argues that laches applies unless the Bikilas can demonstrate that 
it had knowledge that its conduct cons/fluted trademark infringement-not that it might violate the Bikilas publicity rights. 

Krechevsky's advice was not erroneous, and Vibram did not ignore it. See State Indus. Inc. v. Mor-Flo Indus. Inc., 948 F.2d 
1573 (Fed. Cir. 1991}. Vibram relied on its attorneys' advice, in good faith. There is no evidence from which a jury could 
find that Vibrnm acted in anything short of good faith. 

Vibram's assertion oflaches as a defense to the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim is not barred by its own conduct. 

2. Delay 
161Two factors determine whether the plaintiffs' delay in bringing suit supports a laches defense. First is "the length of delay, 
which is measured from the time the plaintiff knew or should have known about its potential cause of action." Jarrow 
Formulas, Inc. v. Nutrition Now. Inc., 304 F.3d 829, 838 (9th Cir. 2002). Second, the Comt must "decide whether the 
plaintiffs delay was unreasonable." Id. 

a. Length 
1' 1 181The Bikilas knew or should have known about their potential Lanham Act claim for more than five years before they 
filed suit. The limitations period begins to run from the time a plaintiff knew or should have known about his or her claim. Id. 
at 837. A court may consider actual or constructive knowledge in making this determination. Grupo Gigante Sa De CV v. 
Da/lo & Co., Inc., 391 F.3d 1088, 1102 (9th Cir. 2004) (emphasis omitted). 
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*1213 Registration of a trademark on the principal register constitutes constructive notice of a registrant's claim. 15 U.S.C. § 
1072. The Bikilas had constructive notice ofVibram's claim on July 20, 2010, when the PTO registered the Bikila mark on 
the principal register. 

The Bikilas had actual knowledge of the potential infringement of their rights no later than January I 0, 2011 when one of 
them sent an email to another, including a link to Vibram's "Bikila" website2 and discussing exploring the legal options 
triggered by it. 

b. Reasonableness · 
191 1ro1To determine whether a delay is unreasonable, court looks to the limitations period for an analogous action at law. See 
Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 838. Where a plaintiff files suit outside an analogous statutory limitations period, there is a rebuttable 
presumption that both elements of a !aches defense arc satisfied. Id. at 837. The analogous limitations period in Washington 
is three years, for trade name infringement. See RCW 4.16.080(2). 

The Bikilas did not file their claim within this period. They ask the Court to apply the £-Systems six part balancing test to 
evaluate the reasonableness of its delay in filing suit. See £-Systems. Inc. v. Monitek, Inc., 720 F.2d 604 (9th Cir. 1983): (1) 
the strength and value of the trademark rights asserted; (2) the plaintiffs diligence in enforcing the mark; (3) harm to the 
senior user if relief is denied; ( 4) good faith ignorance by the junior user; (5) competition between the senior and junior users; 
and (6) the extent of harm suffered by the junior user because of the senior user's delay. They claim the applicable factors 
support a jury question as to the reasonableness of their delay, particularly as to their diligence and Vibram 's good faith. 

Vibram disagrees that this specific test applies here, and argues that it is not materially different than the traditional 
evaluation of unreasonable delay and prejudice. See Ormsby v. Barrett, Cause No. 07-cv-5305RBL (2008 WL 53119) (W.D. 
Wash. 2008). It also argues that even if the factors are used, the Bikilas' mark (if they have one) is weak because the Bikilas 
have never used it in commerce; they were not diligent as evidenced by the four year delay; and have no evidence of harm. It 
reiterates that it did not act willfully and it is prejudiced by the Bikilas delay. 

Vibram's good faith is addressed above. The Bikilas' diligence is really a question of when they knew there was an 
infringement. The Bikilas claim they have been diligent, given limited resources, and they claim that they later discovered 
additional information about the scope of Vibram 's use. But this does not change the undeniable fact that they were aware of 
the use more than four years prior to filing suit. Under either test, their delay in filing their Lanham Act claim was 
unreasonable as a matter of law. 

3. Prejudice to Vibram 
llllyibram argues that it was prejudiced by the Bikilas' unreasonable delay, in two relevant ways. First, it claims it has 
suffered evidentiary prejudice as the result of the delay. The Bikilas concede that they have lost or destroyed evidence 
(primarily email accounts and evidence related to film licensing) that would be relevant to their claim and Vibram's defense 
of it. Vibram argues without serious opposition that key witnesses on its own side are no longer *1214 employed or no 
longer have detailed recollections. 

Second, and more measurably, Vibram claims that it has suffered economic or expectations-based prejudice from the delay in 
the form of its continued financial investment in the Bikila shoe, which it has used since 20 I 0. 

The Bikilas argue that Vibram 's claims of evidentiary prejudice present jury questions, claiming that they have good faith 
excuses for the lost evidence, and that some of the evidence could be obtained through discovery to third parties. They claim 
Vibram 's Jack of access to its own witnesses and their recollections are largely due to their witnesses lack of preparation. 

They argue that Vibram's claim of economic prejudice fails because Post admitted that they did not "build a brand" around 
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the Bikila shoe and that its claim that it incurred marketing expenses is insufficient. Vibram points out that the claim it did 
not suffer expectations-based prejudice based on Post's testimony is flatly inconsistent with their simultaneous claim that 
"Vibram made tens of millions of dollars selling shoes at the expense of their deceased patriarch." Vibram invested in its 
trademark, and exploited it. And as they point out, the presumption is that they were prejudiced because the claim was filed 
outside the limitations period. 

Vibram has established the requisite prejudice as a matter of law. 

C. The Bikilas' State Law Claims are Time-Barred. 
1121Vibram argues that the Bikilas' state law Personality Rights, CPA, and unjust enrichment are barred by the applicable 
limitations periods. See RCW 4.16.080 (three years for Personality Rights and unjust enrichment claims) and RCW 
19.86.120 (four years for CPA claim). These arguments are based on the same accrual date as the Lanham Act/laches claim, 
discussed above. 

The Bikilas claim the discovery rule applies, and that they are entitled to have a jury determine as a factual matter whether 
they "knew or should have known" the essential clements of their (state law) causes of action. Citing Green v. A.P.C., 136 
Wash.2d 87, 960 P.2d 912 (1998). 

But they provide no evidence from which a jury could determine that they did not know that Vibram was seeking to exploit 
the Bikila name by January 2011, or that they did not know of the essential elements of any of their state law claims until 
some later date. While the accmal date may be a factual question on disputed facts, it is not a jury question where there is no 
factual dispute. There is no material question of fact about when the Bikilas knew that Vibram was marketing the Bikila shoe. 
Each of their state law claims is untimely as a matter of law. 

D. Standing 
Because )aches bars the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim, and the applicable limitations periods bar their state law claims, it need 
not and therefore does not reach the question ofwhter they have standing to assert them. 

III. CONCLUSION 

.Vibram did not deliberately infringe on the Bikilas' trademark and may thus invoke laches. The Bikilas unreasonably 
delayed in seeking to enforce their rights, and this unreasonable delay prejudiced Vibram. Vibram's motion for summary 
judgment the Bikilas Lanham Act claims is GRANTED and those claims are DISMISSED with prejudice. 

The Bikilas' state law claims are barred by the applicable limitations periods. Vibram's motion for summary judgment on 
*1215 those claims is GRANTED, and they are DISMISSED with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

All Citations 

218 F.Supp.3d 1206 

Footnotes 
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Vibram has since filed a second, "substantive" motion for summary judgment [Dkt. # 77]. Given the resolution of this "procedural" 
Motion, that Motion is DENIED as moot. 

Vibram points out that the Bikilas initially denied this earlier knowledge, and claimed instead they did not have actual notice of 
Vibram's mark until October 2014. The email demonstrating prior la1owledge surfaced in discovery. 
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l. Plaintiff Brando Enterprises> L.P. ("Brando Enterprises" or "Plaintiff') owns all 

23 of the intellectual property rights, including all publicity rights, of and associated with the 

24 legendary late actor Marlon Brando, whose name and identity have tremendous commercial 

25 value. Among other things> Plaintiff recently has entered into licensing agreements with such 

26 leading companies as MasterCard, Dolce & Gabbana and Triumph Motorcycle, as well as a 

27 multi-year, multi-million dollar licensing agreement in connection with a hotel and resort on the 

28 French Polynesian atoll of Tetiaroa called "The Brando." 
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2. Defendant Joe's Jeans Inc. has used the name and mark 'The Brando" in 

marketing and promotional materials for Defendant's line ofhigh-end apparel products, namely 

a line of leather jackets called "The Brando." (Copies of representative samples of these 

marketing and promotional materials are attached hereto as Exhibit "A."). 

3. Defendant Joe's Jeans Inc., a publicly traded company that describes itself as one 

of the most-recognized premium denim brands in the world, and which each year licenses its 

own intellectual property to third parties for millions of dollars, used the Marlon Brando name, 

identity and persona for conunercial purposes without seeking or obtaining the approval of 

Brando Enterprises, and without paying any compensation to Brando Enterprises for the use of 

such rights, let alone compensation commensurate with the substantial commercial value of 

such rights. Brando Enterprises therefore seeks monetary damages, statutory damages, punitive 

damages and a preliminary and permanent injunction to stop all future uses of the Marlon 

Brando publicity rights. 

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

The Parties 

4. Plaintiff Brando Enterprises is a Delaware limited partnership organized and 

existing under the Jaws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located in 

the County of Los Angeles, State of California. 

5. Plaintiff is infom1ed and believes and based thereon alleges that defendant Joe's 

Jeans Inc. ("Joe's Jeans" or ' 'Defendant") is, and at all times relevant hereto was, a corporation 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and doing business in the 

County of Los Angeles, State of California. 

6. Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that the fictitiously-

24 named Defendants sued herein as Does 1 through 20, and each of them, are in some manner 

25 responsible or legally liable for the actions, events, transactions and circumstances alleged 

26 herein. The true names and capacities of such fictitiously-named Defendants, whether 

27 individual, corporate, associate or otherwise, are presently unknown to Plaintiff, and Plaintiff 

28 will seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint to assert the true names and capacities of such 

~2- . 
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fictitiously-named Defendants when the same have been ascertained. For convenience, each 

reference to a named Defendant herein shall also refer to Does 1 through 20. All defendants, 

including both the named defendants and those referred to herein as Does 1 through 20, are 

sometimes collectively referred to herein as "Defendants." 

7. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and based thereon allege that Defendants, and 

each of them, were and are the agents, employees, partners, joint-venturers, co-conspirators, 

owners, principals and employers of the remaining Defendants, and each of them are, and at all 

times herein mentioned were, acting within the course and scope of that agency, pru.tnership, 

employment, conspiracy, ownership or joint venture. Plaintiff further is informed and believes 

and based thereon alleges that the acts and conduct herein alleged of each of the Defendants 

were known to, authorized by and/or ratified by the other Defendants, and each of them. 

Marlon Brando InteJlectual Property Rights 

8. On July I, 2004, Marlon Brando died in Los Angeles, California. 

9. Upon his death, all of Mr. Brando's intellectual property rights, including his rights 

of publicity ( cQllectively, the "Brando IP Assets"), were first transferred to Mr. Brando's estate 

and then to a trust, and were subsequently transferred to plaintiff Brando Enterprises, which 

owns and controls the Brando IP Assets. 

10. The nan1e, identity and persona of Marlon Brando are instantly recognized by the 

public and have substantial commercial value. 

11. Plaintiff exercises careful consideration before pennitting the commercial use of 

the Marlon Brando publicity rights to ensure that they are associated with high quality products, 

entertainment, services and/or companies, and to ensure that the value of the name, mark and 

publicity rights are not diminished, either by association with products, entertainment, services 

and/or companies that Plaintiff does no.t desire to support, and/or by over-saturation of the 

name, mark and publicity rights. Plaintiff will not voluntarily allow the name, mark or publicity 

rights of Marlon Brando to be used for commercial purposes unless Plaintiff carefully selects 

the product or service, and unless the compensation paid for such use is both commensurate 

with the value of the exploitation of the name, mark and publicity rights, and sufficient to 
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I compensate Plaintiff for any potential diminution in value resulting from the commercial use of 

2 the name, mark and publicity rights. 

3 12. The name, image, identity and persona of Marlon Brando are highly valuable. 

4 Marlon Brando is regarded as one of the greatest actors of all time by film critics, motion 

5 picture trade associations, major media organizations, and the public. Marlon Brando won 

6 numerous acting awards throughout his long and successful acting career including, among 

7 many others, two Academy Awards for Best Actor in a Leading Role in 1955 for his portrayal 

8 of "Terry Malloy" in On the Waterfront, and in 1973 for his portrayal of"Don Vito Corleone'' 

9 in The Godfather. The following is a list of films starring Marlon Brando during his 50 year 

10 career: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

The Score (2001) 
Free Money (1998) 
The Brave (1997) · 
The Island o/Dr. Moreau (1996) 
Don Juan DeMarco (1994) 
Christopher Columbus: 
The Discovery ( 1992) 
The Freshman (1990) · 
A D1y White Season (1989) 
The Formula (1980) 
Apocalypse Now (1979) 
Superman ( 197 8) 
Tfie Missouri Breaks (1976) 
Last Ta,!o in Paris (1972) 
The Godather (1972) 
The Ni& tcomers (1971) 
Burn! (196£6 
The Night o the Following Day ( 1968) 
Good Grie It's Candy (1968) 
Refiections in a Golde;1 Eye (1967) 
Woman Times Seven (1967) 

The Countess From Hong Kong (1967) 
The Appaloosa ( 1966) 
The <;:lia:se ( 1966) 
Morituri (1965) 
Bedtime Story (1964) 
The Ugly American (1963) 
Mutiny on the Bounty (1962) 
One-Eyed Jacks (1961) 
The Fugitive Kind (1960) 
The Young Lions (1958) 
Sayonara (1957) 
The Teahouse of the August Moon 
(195(?) 
Guys and Dolls (1955) 
Desb·ee (1954) 
On the Waterfront (1954) 
The Wild One ~1953) 
Julius Caesar 1953) 
Viva Zapata! ( 952) 
A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) 
The Men (1950) 

13. Among many other honors and awards, Marlon Brando received a Star on the 

24 "Hollywood Walk of Fame" located at 1777 Vine Street. Mr. Brando aj.so was awarded the 

25 Golden Globe awards for World Film Favorite, Male, for 1955, 1972 and 1973, respectively. 

26 14. The American Film Institute ("AFI") periodically surveys 1,800 leaders throughout 

27 the film industry to determine their collective opinion regarding the greatest acting legends of all 

28 time, and also the greatest motion pictures of all time. According to its latest surveys, Marlon 
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1 Brando ranks fourth ( 4th) on the AFI list of the All-Time Greatest Male Acting Legends. 

2 Moreover, four of the films in which Mr. Brando starred rank within AFI's Top 100 of all-time 

3 greatest motion pictures: The Godfather ( #2), On the Waterfront (#19), Apocalypse Now (#30) 

4 and A Streetcar Named Desire (No. 47). Quotes from three (3) ofMr. Brando's films are ranked 

5 within AFJ> s Top l 00 Movie Quotes of all time, including: 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

Film Rank Quo~ 

The God/ at her 2 '{I'm going to make him an off er he can't refuse." 

On The Waterfront 3 "You don't understand! I coulda had class. I could.a 

been a contender. I could've been somebody, 

instead of a bum, which is what I am." 

Streetcar Named Desire 45 "Stella! Hey, Stella!'' 

15. On June 14, 1999, Time magazine listed.Marlon Brando as one of the "Time 100 

13 Persons of the Century." 

14 16. Marlon Brando and the successors of the Brando IP Assets, including Brando 

15 Enterprises, have, on limited occasions, agreed to license certain of Mr. Brando's publicity 

16 rights for commercial purposes after careful evaluation of the product or service that would be 

17 advertised, and only when the monetary compensation and other benefits were sufficient for the 

18 rights being exploited, and only when the use fit within an overall publicity strategy for the 

19 commercialization of Marlon Brando's name, image, identity, persona and legacy. 

20 17. Among other commercial uses, Plaintiff recently has entered into licensing 

21 agreements with such companies as MasterCard, Dolce & Gabbaua and Triumph Motorcycles, 

22 and has licensed certain of the Brando IP Assets for use in conjunction with a hotel and resort 

23 on the French Polynesian atoll ofTetiaroa called "The Brando," which will result in millions of 

24 dollars being paid to Plaintiff once the hotel and resort, which are currently under construction, 

25 open for business in 2012. 

26 Defendants' Wrongful Conduct 

27 18. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that basis alleges that defendant Joe's 

28 Jeans is a company publicly traded on NASDAQ which designs, sources and distributes high-

~s. 
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1 end branded apparel products sold through over 1,200 retail outlets in the United States and 

2 throughout the world. 

3 19. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and on that basis alleges that Defendants 

4 intentionally and prominently used the name, identity and persona of Marlon Brando, and the 

5 mark "THE BRANDO," in advertisements, marketing and promotional materials (collectively, 

6 "Advertisements") for high-end leather jackets (the "Infringing Product") offered for sale by 

7 Defendants. The Advertisements consistently and repeatedly use the name and mark "The 

8 Brando." One of the Advertisements, an e-newsletter, expressly referred to "The Wild One," 

9 one of Mr. Brando's most famous motion pictures, and featured a shoe called the "Stella,,, the 

10 · leading female character in "Streetcar Named Desire" and the subject of Mr. Brando's famous 

11 quote - "Stella. Hey, Stella!'' - recognized by AFI as one of the most famous movie quotes of all 

12 time. Defendants used the Brando name, identity and persona for the purpose of attracting 

13 attention to the Infringing Product, and enhancing the advertising and marketing thereof, as it is 

14 irrefutable that Defendants' use of the name and mark "Brando" was intended to refer to actor 

IS Marlon Brando, and not to any other person or thing. 

16 20. At no time did Plaintiff ever give permission to Defendants t_o use the name and 

17 mark "Brando" or HThe Brando/' or the identity or persona of Marlon Brando, in the 

18 Advertisements, or in association with the Infringing Product, nor has Plaintiff ever received any 

19 compensation for such unauthorized commercial use o.f the Brando publicity rights. 

20 21. Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that Defendants 

21 intentionally, negligently and/or knowingly used the Marlon Brando name~ identity and persona 

22 in the Advertisements for the purpose of advertising and promoting the Infringing Product. 

23 22. Plaintiff has developed and cultivated the name, identity and persona of Marlon 

24 Brando to create celebrity and universal recognition and Defendants have, without any right, title 

25 or authorization, misappropriated Plaintiffs valuable rights and the resulting success and 

26 popularity of Marlon Brando by unlawfully using his name, identity and persona for the 

27 aforesaid commercial purposes. 

28 
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4 23. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION . 

(Misappropriation of Right of Publicity - California Civil Code §3344. l 

Against All Defenda11:ts. including Does 1 through 20) 

210 

Plaintiff repeats, re~alleges, adopts and incorporates each and every allegation 

5 contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

6 24. The conduct of Defendants, as alleged hereinabove, constitutes a violation of 

7 Section 3344.1 of the C!llifornia Civil Code due to the knowing and unauthorized use of Marlon 

8 Brando's name, identity and persona for commercial purposes, which have substantial 

9 commercial value. 

10 · 25. As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts of Defendants, 

11 Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount that is not yet fully ascertainable, but which exceeds the 

12 jurisdictional minimum of this Court. When Plaintiff has ascertained the full amount of its 

13 damages, it will seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint accordingly. 

14 26. As a direct and· proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts ofDefendants, 

15 Plaintiff has incurred, and will conti~ue to incur, substantial attorneys' fees and costs. Plaintiff 

16 is entitled to an award of its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with this action 

17 pursuant to Section 3344. l(a)(l) of the California Civil Code. 

18 27. By reason oftbe aforesaid wrongful acts of Defendants, in addition to the relief 

19 sought hereinabove, Plaintiff is entitled to an accounting of all of Defendants' revenues and 

20 profits associated with the unauthorized use of Marlon Brando's name, identity and persona, and 

21 to an award of all such swns. By reason of Defendants' v.rrongful acts as alleged hereinabove, 

22 Defendants are involuntary trustees holding all such sums in their possession under a 

23 constructive trust for the benefit of Plaintiff with a duty to transfer the same to Plaintiff 

24 forthwith. 

25 28. Plaintiff is informed and believes, ·and based thereon alleges, that Defendants, in 

26 doing the things herein alleged, acted willfully, maliciously and oppressively, and with full 

27 lmowledge of the adverse effect of their actions on Plaintiff and with willful and deliberate 

28 disregard for the consequences to Plaintiff. By reason thereof, Plaintiff is entitled to recover 

~7-
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1 punitive and exemplary damages from Defendants in an amount to be determined at the time of 

2 trial. 

3 29. Plaintiff also seeks a preliminary and pennanent injunction to prohibit Defendants 

4 from any further commercial use of Plaintiffs publicity rights, including Mr. Brando ls name, 

5 photograph, likeness, image, voice, sound~alike voice, signature, identity and persona. 

6 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

7 (For Unjust Enrichment Against 

8 All Defendants, including Does 1 through 20) 

9 30. Plaintiffs repeat, re-allege, adopt and incorporate each and every allegation 

10 contained in.Paragraphs I through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

11 31. As a result of the wrongful acts of Defendants, and each of them, as hereinabove 

12 alleged, Defendants, and each of them, have been unjustly enriched and benefited. Such unjust 

13 enrichment and benefits include, but are not limited to: (1) the value of the use of Marlon 

14 Bran do' s name, identity and persona for the conunercial purposes made thereof by Defendants; 

15 and (2) the amount of Defendants' revenues and profits attributable to the use of Marlon 

16 Brando's name, identity and persona as alleged herein. 

17 32. Defendants, and each of them, are under an obligation to pay Plaintiff, forthwith, 

18 the entire amount by which they have been unjustly enriched, and Plaintiff is entitled to the 

19 imposition of a constructive tmst, such that Defendants, and each of them, are invo1untary 

20 trustees holding all such sums in their possession for the benefit of Plaintiff with a duty to 

21 transfer the same to Plaintiff forthwith. 

22 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants,jointly and severally, 

23 as follows: 

24 AS TO THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: 

25 l. General and special damages in accordance with proof at trial, together with 

26 interest thereon at the legal rate; 

27 2. An award of the revenues and profits received by Defendants as a result of the 

28 unauthorized use of Marlon Brando's name, identity and persona and/or other publicity rights; 

-8~ 
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Exemplary and punitive damages in an amount according to proof at the time of 

An award of Plaintiffs attorneys' fees; 

Preliminary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants and their affiliated 

5 companies from any further use of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

6 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, ·or signature) without Plaintiff's express written 

7 pennission in advance. 

8 AS TO THE SECOND CA USE OF ACTION: 

9 6. General and special damages in an amount according to proof at trial, together with 

10 interest thereon at the legal rate; 

11 7. Imposition of a constructive trust on all monies and sums received by Defendants 

12 as a result of their misappropriation of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

13 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, or signature), with interest thereon at the legal 

14 rate; 

15 8. Preliminary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants and their affiliated 

16 companies from any further use of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

17 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, or signature) without Plaintiffs ·express written 

18 permission in advance. 

19 AS TO ALL CAUSES·OF ACTION: 

20 

21-

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

9. 

10. 

For all costs of suit incurred herein; and 

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem to be just and proper. 

Dated: May 4, 2010 WOLF, RJFKIN, SHAPIRO, 
SCHULMAN & RABKIN, LLP 

Attorn r Plaintiff 
BRANDO ENTERPRISES, L.P. 
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DEMAND l<'OR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff Brando Enterprises, L.P. hereby demands a trial by jury. 

Dated: May 4, 2010 WOLF, RIFKIN, SHAPIRO, 
SCHIB.,MAN & RABKIN, LLP 
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Background: Heirs of Ethiopian Olympic marathoner brought action against running shoe company, alleging company 
trademarked name of marathoner without requesting or receiving heirs' permission, in violation of Lanham Act, 
Washington's Personality Rights Act (WPRA), and Washington Consumer Protection Act (WCPA), and seeking injunction 
preventing company from using name and restitution under law of unjust enrichment. Company moved for summary 
judgment. 

Holdings: The District Cout1, Ronald B. Leighton, J., held that: 

Pl company did not deliberately infringe rights of heirs, and thus unclean hands doctrine did not preclude company from 
asserting laches as defense to Lanham Act claim; 

[lJ five-year delay in filing Lanham Act claim by heirs was unreasonable and prejudiced company, and thus claim was barred 
by )aches; and 

[
3l cause of action for unjust enrichment under Washington law and violation of WPRA and WCPA accrued, and limitations 

periods began to run, when heirs knew that company was marketing shoe. 

Motion granted. 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

* 1208 Troy G. Sexton, Alexander C. Trauman, Motschenbacher & Blattner, Portland, OR, for Plaintiff. 

Jeffrey Charles Johnson, Joanne M. Hepburn, Kendra Nickel-Nguy, K & L Gates LLP, Seattle, WA, for Defendants. 

ORDER 
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Ronald B. Leighton, United States District Judge 

THIS MATTER is before the Court on defendants' motion for summary judgment [0kt. # 49]. This case involves a running 
shoe Vibram named after Abebc Bikila, the late Ethiopian Olympic marathoner. Vibram trademarked the name without 
requesting or receiving his heirs' permission. Bikila's heirs claim Vibram violated the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. § I 125(a)), 
Washington's Personality Rights Act (RCW 63.60 et seq.), and the Washington Consumer Protection Act (RCW 19.86.020). 
They also assert a state law unjust enrichment claim. 

Vibram seeks summary judgment on the Lanham Act claim, arguing that it is barred by lachcs. It seeks summary judgment 
on the state law claims, arguing they arc time-barred. It also argues the plaintiffs lack standing to assert Lanham Act, 
Washington Consumer Protection Act, or unjust enrichment claims'. 

Bikila's widow and his three surviving children are his sole heirs and the plaintiffs in this case. Yewebdar W. Giorgese, his 
widow, is an Ethiopian citizen residing in Ethiopia. Yetnayet Abebe Bikila and Tsige Abebe, his son and daughter, also 
reside in Ethiopia and are German and American citizens, respectively. Teferi Abcbe Bikila, another son, is an American 
citizen residing in Oregon. Vibram disputes that Ethiopian law permits heirs to inherit publicity rights, but it does not dispute 
that the named plaintiffs-the Bikilas-are Abebe Bikila's heirs to the extent the law permits. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Abebe Blkila 
Running barefoot after sponsors could not find him shoes that fit, Ethiopian runner Abebe Bikila achieved instant fame when 
he won marathon gold at the 1960 Rome Olympic Games. Bikila cemented his legendary status when he won the 1964 
Olympic marathon in Tokyo (this time with shoes) and seemed poised to achieve even greater success, though a last-minute 
injury forced him to sit out the 1968 games. Tragedy struck in 1969 when a car crash left him paralyzed. Bikila died from 
complications four years later, leaving behind his wife and four children. 

Although tragedy cut short his career, Bikila is remembered as one of the great runners of the twentieth century and probably 
the most famous barefoot runner. A stadium in Addis Ababa is named for him. A 2009 Ethiopian biopic, Atletu (The Athlete 
), traces Bikila's running career- *1209 though the filmmakers did not seek the family's permission, and the family 
unsuccessfully sought to block its release. Outside Ethiopia, Bikila has been honored as the namesake of numerous 
marathons, including one in Washington, D.C., and the New York Road Runners have presented the Abebe Bikila A ward 
annually to Jong-distance runners since 1978. Comedian Robin Williams referenced Bikila in a 2010 stand-up routine, and 
family members twice met Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in connection with the 50th anniversary of the Tokyo 
Olympics. 

The Bikilas have attempted to safeguard and profit from Bikila's legacy. From 1980 to 2001, they operated a sporting goods 
store bearing his name in Ethiopia, and they have helped sponsor Ethiopia's Abebc Bikila International Marathon since 1985. 
With the family's permission, the Ethiopian government has also issued stamps and lottery tickets bearing Bikila's image. 
Tsige Abcbe wrote a book about her father and claims to have sold copies in Atlanta during the 1996 Olympics (though she 
has not provided documentary evidence to support this claim}. Members of the family started monitoring the Internet for 
unauthorized uses of Bikila's likeness in 2003, and by 2009 conducted biweekly Web searches for his name. In 2007, 
Japanese beverage company Suntory paid the family €200,000 to use Bikila's name and image in a television advertisement. 
The Bikilas argue they entertained (and denied) 2007 and 2008 requests from Nike, Visa, and Coca-Cola, among others, for 
permission to use Bikila's likeness in TV advertising, though they have lost access to the email accounts they used for these 
negotiations. Since 2010, they have maintained a website devoted to telling Bikila's story. 
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B. Vibram FiveFingers Bikila 
Defendant Vibram (through its subsidiary, defendant Vibram FiveFingers) introduced the FiveFingers shoe line in 2006. 
FiveFingers shoes are unique in that they have individual toe compartments, much like gloves for the feet. They arc designed 
to mimic the experience of being barefoot. The shoes grew popular with "barefoot running" adherents who sought minimalist 
shoes, and in 2009 VFF sought to capitalize on this popularity by designing a model specifically for runners. 

Tony Post, then VFF's CEO, knew about Abebe Bikila's barefoot running legacy and identified "Bikila" as a potential name 
for the new shoe. He contacted outside counsel, Curt Krechevsky of Cantor Colburn LLP, to explore whether VFF could 
trademark the Bikila name for use in connection with footwear, clothing, and headwear, among other uses. Krechcvsky 
conducted a trademark search and concluded the "Bikila" mark was available with reasonable risk, "subject to any potential 
claims based on publicity rights from heirs, assignees, or licensees of the deceased individual Abebe Bikila." Hepburn Deel., 
Dkt. # 52, Ex. D. There is no evidence that Post or anyone else at VFF investigated further. 

VFF applied to register the Bikila trademark with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) on May 19, 2009. The PTO 
published the trademark for opposition in its Official Gazette on September 29, 2009. VFF released the Bikila running shoes 
in April 2010. Three months later {July 20), after receiving no opposition, the PTO registered the Bikila trademark. 

The Bikilas actually knew about the VFF Bikila no later than January 10,201 l, when Yetnayet Bikila emailed Teferi Bikila 
requesting him to seek advice on the family's rights from a U.S. lawyer. Teferi and Tsige Bikila contacted three attorneys to 
discuss suing Vibram but did not retain any of them. From 2012 to 2014, the Bikilas continued to discuss legal action *1210 
against Vibram but did not contact other attorneys, and they did not attempt to inform Vibram of their objections to its use of 
the Bikila name. 

While the Bikilas considered their options, Vibram continued marketing the VFF Bikila. It sponsored a showing of the A tletu 
documentary al the St Louis Film Festival in 2011, and it posted at least one reference to Abebe Bikila on Twitter. VFF also 
introduced several other shoe models using the Bikila name: the Bikila LS in spring 2011, the Bikila EVO in spring 2014, 
and the Bikila EVO WP in fall 2014. Vibram and its parent company, Italy's Vibram S.p.A., registered the "Bikila" 
trademark in other countries, and numerous personnel left VFF during this time-including CEO Tony Post. 

C. 2015 Lawsuit 
The Bikilas sued in 2015. They seek damages, an injunction preventing Vibram from using the Bikila name, and attorneys' 
fees. They claim Vibram violated the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § I 125(a), by creating a false designation of origin likely to 
confuse and deceive the consuming public. The Bikilas also claim Vibram infringed on Abebe Bikila's personality rights, 
which they inherited, in violation of the Washington Personality Rights Act (WPRA), RCW 63.60 et seq. They claim 
Vibram's actions arc unfair or deceptive acts that violate the Washington Consumer Protection Act {WCPA), RCW § 
19.86.020. Finally, they seek restitution under the common law of unjust enrichment. 

Vibram moves for summary judgment on each claim. It argues the plaintiffs unreasonably delayed in filing their Lanham Act 
claim, subjecting Vibram to evidentiary and economic prejudice, and accordingly that their federal claim is barred by )aches. 
The plaintiffs argue that Vibram's unclean hands and willful infringement preclude a laches defense. Vibram claims it relied 
in good faith on the advice of counsel. The Bikilas also argue that a jury could find their delay in filing reasonable under the 
circumstances, and that their delay in filing has not prejudiced Vibram. 

Vibram argues that the Bikilas' state law claims are time-barred and that there is no basis to apply a "continuing wrong" 
theory to circumvent this defense. The Bikilas argue that a jury should evaluate whether they should have discovered the 
basis for a state cause of action before the applicable limitations periods expired. 

Vibram also argues that the Bikilas do not have standing to assert Lanham Act, WCPA, or unjust enrichment claims. The 
plaintiffs seek summary judgment on their standing to assert Lanham Act claims, or under Ethiopian law, claiming they have 
a commercial interest in Abebe Bikila's name and likeness. 
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II. DISCUSSION 

A. Summary Judgment Standard 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, the discovery and disclosure materials on file, and any affidavits show that 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 56(c). In determining whether an issue of fact exists, the Court views all evidence in the light most favorable to the 
nonmoving party and draws all reasonable inferences in that party's favor. Anderson v. Liberty lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 
248-50, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986); Bagdadi v. Nazar, 84 F.3d 1194, 1197 (9th Cir. 1996). 

A genuine issue of material fact exists where there is sufficient evidence for a reasonable fact-finder to find for the 
nonmoving party. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248, 106 S.Ct. 2505. The inquiry is "whether the evidence presents a sufficient 
disagreement *1211 to require submission to a jury or whether it is so one-sided that one party must prevail as a matter of 
law." id. at 251-52, 106 S.Ct. 2505. The moving party bears the initial burden of showing that there is no evidence which 
supports an element essential to the no1U11ovant's claim. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91 
L.Ed.2d 265 (1986). Once the movant has met this burden, the nonmoving party then must show that there is a genuine issue 
for trial. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 250, I 06 S.Ct. 2505. If the non moving party fails to establish the existence of a genuine issue 
of material fact, "the moving party is entitled to judgment as a mat(er of law." Celotex, 477 U.S. at 323-24, 106 S.Ct. 2548. 

B. Lachcs as a Defense to a Lanham Act Claim. 
Vibram claims that the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim is barred as a matter of law by their unreasonable delay in bringing it, 
causing it prejudice. The Bikilas claim that !aches cannot apply because Vibram's infringement was willful. 

Ill 1z1 l3lLaches "embodies the principle that a plaintiff cannot sit on the knowledge that another company is using its 
trademark, and then later come forward and seek to enforce its rights." It is available as an equitable defense to trademark 
claims. Internet Specialties W., Inc. v. Milon-DiGiorgio Enterprises. inc., 559 F.3d 985, 989-90 (9th Cir. 2009). To establish 
a !aches defense, a defendant must prove both (I) unreasonable delay and (2) resulting prejudice. See Danjaq LLC v. Sony 
Corp., 263 F.3d 942,951 (9th Cir. 2001). However, a party with unclean hands may not assert lachcs. }arrow Formulas, Inc. 
v. Nutrition Now, Inc., 304 F.3d 829, 841 (9th Cir. 2002). A plaintiff may demonstrate the defendant has unclean hands by 
showing he or she willfully infringed on the plaintiffs mark. See Danjaq, 263 F.3d at 956-57. 

I. Deliberate Infringement 
l4IThe Bikilas argue that Vibram willfully infringed on their rights and thus has unclean hands, precluding it from asserting 
the equitable defense of !aches. Specifically, they argue that Vibram did not rely in good faith on the advice of counsel: 
Vibrnm's attorneys specifically told it that going forward would be subject to "any potential claims based on publicity rights 
from heirs, assignees, or licensees of the deceased individual Adebe Bikila." They point to similar internal discussions which, 
they claim, find support a jury's finding that Vibram knew there were other potential rights. 

15'The deliberate infringement bar to laches derives fi:om the unclean hands doctrine, which "closes the doors of a court of 
equity to one tainted with inequitableness or bad faith relative to the matter in which he seeks relief." Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 841 
(quoting Precision Instrument Mfg. Co. v. Auto. Maint. Mach. Co., 324 U.S. 806, 814, 65 S.Ct. 993, 89 L.Ed. 1381 (1945)). 
In the copyright context, the Ninth Circuit has adopted a willful infringement standard to determine unclean hands-creating 
a laches exception when conduct occurs "with knowledge that the defendant's conduct constitutes copyright infringement.'' 
Danjaq, 263 F.3d at 957 (quoting Columbia Pictures Television v. Krypton Broad., 106 F.3d 284, 293 (9th Cir. 1997)). 
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Similar principles apply to trademark, as other districts in this circuit have concluded. See, e.g., FL!R Sys., Inc. v. Sierra 
Media, Inc., 965 F.Supp.2d l 184, 1210 (D. Or. 2013); accord Fitbug Ltd. v. Fitbit, Inc., 78 F.Supp.3d 1180, 1195 (N.D. Cal. 
2015). Thus, to assert an unclean hands defense on the basis of willful infringement, the Bikila Family must show Vibram 
knew its "'1212 conduct constituted trademark infringement. 

A California District court inferred willfulness from evidence showing a defendant acted with "an aura of indifference" to a 
plaintiffs trademark rights, or with willful blindness to facts she had cause to suspect would put her on notice that she was 
infringing another's trademarks. Philip Morris USA Inc. v. Liu, 489 F.Supp.2d 1119, 1123 (C.D. Cal. 2007); see also Louis 
Vuitton S.A. v. Lee, 875 F.2d 584, 590 (7th Cir. 1989) (''[l]t is enough ... that the defendant failed to inquire ... because he was 
afraid of what the inquiry would yield."). 

The Bikilas claim that Vibram and its attorneys knew that they had claims and that it acted in conscience disregard of them. 
Vibram argues that it relied in good faith on the advice of counsel, as a matter of law, and that reliance is a defense to the 
claim it acted willfully. 

This is a close question. 

Vibram obtained a certificate of registration from the PTO for the Bikila trademark. The Bikilas did not object. In doing so, it 
sought, obtained, and relied on the infonned advice of its attorney, Curt Krechevsky. It is tnte that Krechevsky did not advise 
it that there were not and could not be impediments to their efforts to obtain trademark protection in the Bikila name. But 
competent attorneys rarely give those sorts of blanket blessings-instead, Krechevsky, armed with Vibram's full disclosure 
of facts, correctly advised that here were no current competing marks, but there could be a publicity rights claim. It is 
undisputed that Krechevsky did a "full search" to dctennine whether the term Bikila was available to trademark. 

Vibram correctly points out that while this may be factual support for their publicity rights claim, it does not support their 
Lanham Act claim, which is based instead on ''confusion to the consuming public." It claims that to establish the willfulness 
required to defeat Vibrnm's laches defense, the Bikilas must show "fraudulent intent with respect to its registration and use of 
the Bikila trademark. Citing Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 841--42. It argues that laches applies unless the Bikilas can demonstrate that 
it had knowledge that its conduct cons/fluted trademark infringement-not that it might violate the Bikilas publicity rights. 

Krechevsky's advice was not erroneous, and Vibram did not ignore it. See State Indus. Inc. v. Mor-Flo Indus. Inc., 948 F.2d 
1573 (Fed. Cir. 1991}. Vibram relied on its attorneys' advice, in good faith. There is no evidence from which a jury could 
find that Vibrnm acted in anything short of good faith. 

Vibram's assertion oflaches as a defense to the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim is not barred by its own conduct. 

2. Delay 
161Two factors determine whether the plaintiffs' delay in bringing suit supports a laches defense. First is "the length of delay, 
which is measured from the time the plaintiff knew or should have known about its potential cause of action." Jarrow 
Formulas, Inc. v. Nutrition Now. Inc., 304 F.3d 829, 838 (9th Cir. 2002). Second, the Comt must "decide whether the 
plaintiffs delay was unreasonable." Id. 

a. Length 
1' 1 181The Bikilas knew or should have known about their potential Lanham Act claim for more than five years before they 
filed suit. The limitations period begins to run from the time a plaintiff knew or should have known about his or her claim. Id. 
at 837. A court may consider actual or constructive knowledge in making this determination. Grupo Gigante Sa De CV v. 
Da/lo & Co., Inc., 391 F.3d 1088, 1102 (9th Cir. 2004) (emphasis omitted). 
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*1213 Registration of a trademark on the principal register constitutes constructive notice of a registrant's claim. 15 U.S.C. § 
1072. The Bikilas had constructive notice ofVibram's claim on July 20, 2010, when the PTO registered the Bikila mark on 
the principal register. 

The Bikilas had actual knowledge of the potential infringement of their rights no later than January I 0, 2011 when one of 
them sent an email to another, including a link to Vibram's "Bikila" website2 and discussing exploring the legal options 
triggered by it. 

b. Reasonableness · 
191 1ro1To determine whether a delay is unreasonable, court looks to the limitations period for an analogous action at law. See 
Jarrow, 304 F.3d at 838. Where a plaintiff files suit outside an analogous statutory limitations period, there is a rebuttable 
presumption that both elements of a !aches defense arc satisfied. Id. at 837. The analogous limitations period in Washington 
is three years, for trade name infringement. See RCW 4.16.080(2). 

The Bikilas did not file their claim within this period. They ask the Court to apply the £-Systems six part balancing test to 
evaluate the reasonableness of its delay in filing suit. See £-Systems. Inc. v. Monitek, Inc., 720 F.2d 604 (9th Cir. 1983): (1) 
the strength and value of the trademark rights asserted; (2) the plaintiffs diligence in enforcing the mark; (3) harm to the 
senior user if relief is denied; ( 4) good faith ignorance by the junior user; (5) competition between the senior and junior users; 
and (6) the extent of harm suffered by the junior user because of the senior user's delay. They claim the applicable factors 
support a jury question as to the reasonableness of their delay, particularly as to their diligence and Vibram 's good faith. 

Vibram disagrees that this specific test applies here, and argues that it is not materially different than the traditional 
evaluation of unreasonable delay and prejudice. See Ormsby v. Barrett, Cause No. 07-cv-5305RBL (2008 WL 53119) (W.D. 
Wash. 2008). It also argues that even if the factors are used, the Bikilas' mark (if they have one) is weak because the Bikilas 
have never used it in commerce; they were not diligent as evidenced by the four year delay; and have no evidence of harm. It 
reiterates that it did not act willfully and it is prejudiced by the Bikilas delay. 

Vibram's good faith is addressed above. The Bikilas' diligence is really a question of when they knew there was an 
infringement. The Bikilas claim they have been diligent, given limited resources, and they claim that they later discovered 
additional information about the scope of Vibram 's use. But this does not change the undeniable fact that they were aware of 
the use more than four years prior to filing suit. Under either test, their delay in filing their Lanham Act claim was 
unreasonable as a matter of law. 

3. Prejudice to Vibram 
llllyibram argues that it was prejudiced by the Bikilas' unreasonable delay, in two relevant ways. First, it claims it has 
suffered evidentiary prejudice as the result of the delay. The Bikilas concede that they have lost or destroyed evidence 
(primarily email accounts and evidence related to film licensing) that would be relevant to their claim and Vibram's defense 
of it. Vibram argues without serious opposition that key witnesses on its own side are no longer *1214 employed or no 
longer have detailed recollections. 

Second, and more measurably, Vibram claims that it has suffered economic or expectations-based prejudice from the delay in 
the form of its continued financial investment in the Bikila shoe, which it has used since 20 I 0. 

The Bikilas argue that Vibram 's claims of evidentiary prejudice present jury questions, claiming that they have good faith 
excuses for the lost evidence, and that some of the evidence could be obtained through discovery to third parties. They claim 
Vibram 's Jack of access to its own witnesses and their recollections are largely due to their witnesses lack of preparation. 

They argue that Vibram's claim of economic prejudice fails because Post admitted that they did not "build a brand" around 
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the Bikila shoe and that its claim that it incurred marketing expenses is insufficient. Vibram points out that the claim it did 
not suffer expectations-based prejudice based on Post's testimony is flatly inconsistent with their simultaneous claim that 
"Vibram made tens of millions of dollars selling shoes at the expense of their deceased patriarch." Vibram invested in its 
trademark, and exploited it. And as they point out, the presumption is that they were prejudiced because the claim was filed 
outside the limitations period. 

Vibram has established the requisite prejudice as a matter of law. 

C. The Bikilas' State Law Claims are Time-Barred. 
1121Vibram argues that the Bikilas' state law Personality Rights, CPA, and unjust enrichment are barred by the applicable 
limitations periods. See RCW 4.16.080 (three years for Personality Rights and unjust enrichment claims) and RCW 
19.86.120 (four years for CPA claim). These arguments are based on the same accrual date as the Lanham Act/laches claim, 
discussed above. 

The Bikilas claim the discovery rule applies, and that they are entitled to have a jury determine as a factual matter whether 
they "knew or should have known" the essential clements of their (state law) causes of action. Citing Green v. A.P.C., 136 
Wash.2d 87, 960 P.2d 912 (1998). 

But they provide no evidence from which a jury could determine that they did not know that Vibram was seeking to exploit 
the Bikila name by January 2011, or that they did not know of the essential elements of any of their state law claims until 
some later date. While the accmal date may be a factual question on disputed facts, it is not a jury question where there is no 
factual dispute. There is no material question of fact about when the Bikilas knew that Vibram was marketing the Bikila shoe. 
Each of their state law claims is untimely as a matter of law. 

D. Standing 
Because )aches bars the Bikilas' Lanham Act claim, and the applicable limitations periods bar their state law claims, it need 
not and therefore does not reach the question ofwhter they have standing to assert them. 

III. CONCLUSION 

.Vibram did not deliberately infringe on the Bikilas' trademark and may thus invoke laches. The Bikilas unreasonably 
delayed in seeking to enforce their rights, and this unreasonable delay prejudiced Vibram. Vibram's motion for summary 
judgment the Bikilas Lanham Act claims is GRANTED and those claims are DISMISSED with prejudice. 

The Bikilas' state law claims are barred by the applicable limitations periods. Vibram's motion for summary judgment on 
*1215 those claims is GRANTED, and they are DISMISSED with prejudice. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

All Citations 

218 F.Supp.3d 1206 

Footnotes 
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Vibram has since filed a second, "substantive" motion for summary judgment [Dkt. # 77]. Given the resolution of this "procedural" 
Motion, that Motion is DENIED as moot. 

Vibram points out that the Bikilas initially denied this earlier knowledge, and claimed instead they did not have actual notice of 
Vibram's mark until October 2014. The email demonstrating prior la1owledge surfaced in discovery. 
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l. Plaintiff Brando Enterprises> L.P. ("Brando Enterprises" or "Plaintiff') owns all 

23 of the intellectual property rights, including all publicity rights, of and associated with the 

24 legendary late actor Marlon Brando, whose name and identity have tremendous commercial 

25 value. Among other things> Plaintiff recently has entered into licensing agreements with such 

26 leading companies as MasterCard, Dolce & Gabbana and Triumph Motorcycle, as well as a 

27 multi-year, multi-million dollar licensing agreement in connection with a hotel and resort on the 

28 French Polynesian atoll of Tetiaroa called "The Brando." 
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2. Defendant Joe's Jeans Inc. has used the name and mark 'The Brando" in 

marketing and promotional materials for Defendant's line ofhigh-end apparel products, namely 

a line of leather jackets called "The Brando." (Copies of representative samples of these 

marketing and promotional materials are attached hereto as Exhibit "A."). 

3. Defendant Joe's Jeans Inc., a publicly traded company that describes itself as one 

of the most-recognized premium denim brands in the world, and which each year licenses its 

own intellectual property to third parties for millions of dollars, used the Marlon Brando name, 

identity and persona for conunercial purposes without seeking or obtaining the approval of 

Brando Enterprises, and without paying any compensation to Brando Enterprises for the use of 

such rights, let alone compensation commensurate with the substantial commercial value of 

such rights. Brando Enterprises therefore seeks monetary damages, statutory damages, punitive 

damages and a preliminary and permanent injunction to stop all future uses of the Marlon 

Brando publicity rights. 

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

The Parties 

4. Plaintiff Brando Enterprises is a Delaware limited partnership organized and 

existing under the Jaws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located in 

the County of Los Angeles, State of California. 

5. Plaintiff is infom1ed and believes and based thereon alleges that defendant Joe's 

Jeans Inc. ("Joe's Jeans" or ' 'Defendant") is, and at all times relevant hereto was, a corporation 

organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and doing business in the 

County of Los Angeles, State of California. 

6. Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that the fictitiously-

24 named Defendants sued herein as Does 1 through 20, and each of them, are in some manner 

25 responsible or legally liable for the actions, events, transactions and circumstances alleged 

26 herein. The true names and capacities of such fictitiously-named Defendants, whether 

27 individual, corporate, associate or otherwise, are presently unknown to Plaintiff, and Plaintiff 

28 will seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint to assert the true names and capacities of such 
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fictitiously-named Defendants when the same have been ascertained. For convenience, each 

reference to a named Defendant herein shall also refer to Does 1 through 20. All defendants, 

including both the named defendants and those referred to herein as Does 1 through 20, are 

sometimes collectively referred to herein as "Defendants." 

7. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and based thereon allege that Defendants, and 

each of them, were and are the agents, employees, partners, joint-venturers, co-conspirators, 

owners, principals and employers of the remaining Defendants, and each of them are, and at all 

times herein mentioned were, acting within the course and scope of that agency, pru.tnership, 

employment, conspiracy, ownership or joint venture. Plaintiff further is informed and believes 

and based thereon alleges that the acts and conduct herein alleged of each of the Defendants 

were known to, authorized by and/or ratified by the other Defendants, and each of them. 

Marlon Brando InteJlectual Property Rights 

8. On July I, 2004, Marlon Brando died in Los Angeles, California. 

9. Upon his death, all of Mr. Brando's intellectual property rights, including his rights 

of publicity ( cQllectively, the "Brando IP Assets"), were first transferred to Mr. Brando's estate 

and then to a trust, and were subsequently transferred to plaintiff Brando Enterprises, which 

owns and controls the Brando IP Assets. 

10. The nan1e, identity and persona of Marlon Brando are instantly recognized by the 

public and have substantial commercial value. 

11. Plaintiff exercises careful consideration before pennitting the commercial use of 

the Marlon Brando publicity rights to ensure that they are associated with high quality products, 

entertainment, services and/or companies, and to ensure that the value of the name, mark and 

publicity rights are not diminished, either by association with products, entertainment, services 

and/or companies that Plaintiff does no.t desire to support, and/or by over-saturation of the 

name, mark and publicity rights. Plaintiff will not voluntarily allow the name, mark or publicity 

rights of Marlon Brando to be used for commercial purposes unless Plaintiff carefully selects 

the product or service, and unless the compensation paid for such use is both commensurate 

with the value of the exploitation of the name, mark and publicity rights, and sufficient to 

-3-
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I compensate Plaintiff for any potential diminution in value resulting from the commercial use of 

2 the name, mark and publicity rights. 

3 12. The name, image, identity and persona of Marlon Brando are highly valuable. 

4 Marlon Brando is regarded as one of the greatest actors of all time by film critics, motion 

5 picture trade associations, major media organizations, and the public. Marlon Brando won 

6 numerous acting awards throughout his long and successful acting career including, among 

7 many others, two Academy Awards for Best Actor in a Leading Role in 1955 for his portrayal 

8 of "Terry Malloy" in On the Waterfront, and in 1973 for his portrayal of"Don Vito Corleone'' 

9 in The Godfather. The following is a list of films starring Marlon Brando during his 50 year 

10 career: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

The Score (2001) 
Free Money (1998) 
The Brave (1997) · 
The Island o/Dr. Moreau (1996) 
Don Juan DeMarco (1994) 
Christopher Columbus: 
The Discovery ( 1992) 
The Freshman (1990) · 
A D1y White Season (1989) 
The Formula (1980) 
Apocalypse Now (1979) 
Superman ( 197 8) 
Tfie Missouri Breaks (1976) 
Last Ta,!o in Paris (1972) 
The Godather (1972) 
The Ni& tcomers (1971) 
Burn! (196£6 
The Night o the Following Day ( 1968) 
Good Grie It's Candy (1968) 
Refiections in a Golde;1 Eye (1967) 
Woman Times Seven (1967) 

The Countess From Hong Kong (1967) 
The Appaloosa ( 1966) 
The <;:lia:se ( 1966) 
Morituri (1965) 
Bedtime Story (1964) 
The Ugly American (1963) 
Mutiny on the Bounty (1962) 
One-Eyed Jacks (1961) 
The Fugitive Kind (1960) 
The Young Lions (1958) 
Sayonara (1957) 
The Teahouse of the August Moon 
(195(?) 
Guys and Dolls (1955) 
Desb·ee (1954) 
On the Waterfront (1954) 
The Wild One ~1953) 
Julius Caesar 1953) 
Viva Zapata! ( 952) 
A Streetcar Named Desire (1951) 
The Men (1950) 

13. Among many other honors and awards, Marlon Brando received a Star on the 

24 "Hollywood Walk of Fame" located at 1777 Vine Street. Mr. Brando aj.so was awarded the 

25 Golden Globe awards for World Film Favorite, Male, for 1955, 1972 and 1973, respectively. 

26 14. The American Film Institute ("AFI") periodically surveys 1,800 leaders throughout 

27 the film industry to determine their collective opinion regarding the greatest acting legends of all 

28 time, and also the greatest motion pictures of all time. According to its latest surveys, Marlon 
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1 Brando ranks fourth ( 4th) on the AFI list of the All-Time Greatest Male Acting Legends. 

2 Moreover, four of the films in which Mr. Brando starred rank within AFI's Top 100 of all-time 

3 greatest motion pictures: The Godfather ( #2), On the Waterfront (#19), Apocalypse Now (#30) 

4 and A Streetcar Named Desire (No. 47). Quotes from three (3) ofMr. Brando's films are ranked 

5 within AFJ> s Top l 00 Movie Quotes of all time, including: 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

12 

Film Rank Quo~ 

The God/ at her 2 '{I'm going to make him an off er he can't refuse." 

On The Waterfront 3 "You don't understand! I coulda had class. I could.a 

been a contender. I could've been somebody, 

instead of a bum, which is what I am." 

Streetcar Named Desire 45 "Stella! Hey, Stella!'' 

15. On June 14, 1999, Time magazine listed.Marlon Brando as one of the "Time 100 

13 Persons of the Century." 

14 16. Marlon Brando and the successors of the Brando IP Assets, including Brando 

15 Enterprises, have, on limited occasions, agreed to license certain of Mr. Brando's publicity 

16 rights for commercial purposes after careful evaluation of the product or service that would be 

17 advertised, and only when the monetary compensation and other benefits were sufficient for the 

18 rights being exploited, and only when the use fit within an overall publicity strategy for the 

19 commercialization of Marlon Brando's name, image, identity, persona and legacy. 

20 17. Among other commercial uses, Plaintiff recently has entered into licensing 

21 agreements with such companies as MasterCard, Dolce & Gabbaua and Triumph Motorcycles, 

22 and has licensed certain of the Brando IP Assets for use in conjunction with a hotel and resort 

23 on the French Polynesian atoll ofTetiaroa called "The Brando," which will result in millions of 

24 dollars being paid to Plaintiff once the hotel and resort, which are currently under construction, 

25 open for business in 2012. 

26 Defendants' Wrongful Conduct 

27 18. Plaintiff is informed and believes and on that basis alleges that defendant Joe's 

28 Jeans is a company publicly traded on NASDAQ which designs, sources and distributes high-

~s. 
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1 end branded apparel products sold through over 1,200 retail outlets in the United States and 

2 throughout the world. 

3 19. Plaintiff is infonned and believes and on that basis alleges that Defendants 

4 intentionally and prominently used the name, identity and persona of Marlon Brando, and the 

5 mark "THE BRANDO," in advertisements, marketing and promotional materials (collectively, 

6 "Advertisements") for high-end leather jackets (the "Infringing Product") offered for sale by 

7 Defendants. The Advertisements consistently and repeatedly use the name and mark "The 

8 Brando." One of the Advertisements, an e-newsletter, expressly referred to "The Wild One," 

9 one of Mr. Brando's most famous motion pictures, and featured a shoe called the "Stella,,, the 

10 · leading female character in "Streetcar Named Desire" and the subject of Mr. Brando's famous 

11 quote - "Stella. Hey, Stella!'' - recognized by AFI as one of the most famous movie quotes of all 

12 time. Defendants used the Brando name, identity and persona for the purpose of attracting 

13 attention to the Infringing Product, and enhancing the advertising and marketing thereof, as it is 

14 irrefutable that Defendants' use of the name and mark "Brando" was intended to refer to actor 

IS Marlon Brando, and not to any other person or thing. 

16 20. At no time did Plaintiff ever give permission to Defendants t_o use the name and 

17 mark "Brando" or HThe Brando/' or the identity or persona of Marlon Brando, in the 

18 Advertisements, or in association with the Infringing Product, nor has Plaintiff ever received any 

19 compensation for such unauthorized commercial use o.f the Brando publicity rights. 

20 21. Plaintiff is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that Defendants 

21 intentionally, negligently and/or knowingly used the Marlon Brando name~ identity and persona 

22 in the Advertisements for the purpose of advertising and promoting the Infringing Product. 

23 22. Plaintiff has developed and cultivated the name, identity and persona of Marlon 

24 Brando to create celebrity and universal recognition and Defendants have, without any right, title 

25 or authorization, misappropriated Plaintiffs valuable rights and the resulting success and 

26 popularity of Marlon Brando by unlawfully using his name, identity and persona for the 

27 aforesaid commercial purposes. 

28 
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4 23. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION . 

(Misappropriation of Right of Publicity - California Civil Code §3344. l 

Against All Defenda11:ts. including Does 1 through 20) 

210 

Plaintiff repeats, re~alleges, adopts and incorporates each and every allegation 

5 contained in Paragraphs 1 through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

6 24. The conduct of Defendants, as alleged hereinabove, constitutes a violation of 

7 Section 3344.1 of the C!llifornia Civil Code due to the knowing and unauthorized use of Marlon 

8 Brando's name, identity and persona for commercial purposes, which have substantial 

9 commercial value. 

10 · 25. As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts of Defendants, 

11 Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount that is not yet fully ascertainable, but which exceeds the 

12 jurisdictional minimum of this Court. When Plaintiff has ascertained the full amount of its 

13 damages, it will seek leave of Court to amend this Complaint accordingly. 

14 26. As a direct and· proximate result of the aforesaid wrongful acts ofDefendants, 

15 Plaintiff has incurred, and will conti~ue to incur, substantial attorneys' fees and costs. Plaintiff 

16 is entitled to an award of its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with this action 

17 pursuant to Section 3344. l(a)(l) of the California Civil Code. 

18 27. By reason oftbe aforesaid wrongful acts of Defendants, in addition to the relief 

19 sought hereinabove, Plaintiff is entitled to an accounting of all of Defendants' revenues and 

20 profits associated with the unauthorized use of Marlon Brando's name, identity and persona, and 

21 to an award of all such swns. By reason of Defendants' v.rrongful acts as alleged hereinabove, 

22 Defendants are involuntary trustees holding all such sums in their possession under a 

23 constructive trust for the benefit of Plaintiff with a duty to transfer the same to Plaintiff 

24 forthwith. 

25 28. Plaintiff is informed and believes, ·and based thereon alleges, that Defendants, in 

26 doing the things herein alleged, acted willfully, maliciously and oppressively, and with full 

27 lmowledge of the adverse effect of their actions on Plaintiff and with willful and deliberate 

28 disregard for the consequences to Plaintiff. By reason thereof, Plaintiff is entitled to recover 

~7-
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1 punitive and exemplary damages from Defendants in an amount to be determined at the time of 

2 trial. 

3 29. Plaintiff also seeks a preliminary and pennanent injunction to prohibit Defendants 

4 from any further commercial use of Plaintiffs publicity rights, including Mr. Brando ls name, 

5 photograph, likeness, image, voice, sound~alike voice, signature, identity and persona. 

6 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

7 (For Unjust Enrichment Against 

8 All Defendants, including Does 1 through 20) 

9 30. Plaintiffs repeat, re-allege, adopt and incorporate each and every allegation 

10 contained in.Paragraphs I through 22, inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

11 31. As a result of the wrongful acts of Defendants, and each of them, as hereinabove 

12 alleged, Defendants, and each of them, have been unjustly enriched and benefited. Such unjust 

13 enrichment and benefits include, but are not limited to: (1) the value of the use of Marlon 

14 Bran do' s name, identity and persona for the conunercial purposes made thereof by Defendants; 

15 and (2) the amount of Defendants' revenues and profits attributable to the use of Marlon 

16 Brando's name, identity and persona as alleged herein. 

17 32. Defendants, and each of them, are under an obligation to pay Plaintiff, forthwith, 

18 the entire amount by which they have been unjustly enriched, and Plaintiff is entitled to the 

19 imposition of a constructive tmst, such that Defendants, and each of them, are invo1untary 

20 trustees holding all such sums in their possession for the benefit of Plaintiff with a duty to 

21 transfer the same to Plaintiff forthwith. 

22 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants,jointly and severally, 

23 as follows: 

24 AS TO THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: 

25 l. General and special damages in accordance with proof at trial, together with 

26 interest thereon at the legal rate; 

27 2. An award of the revenues and profits received by Defendants as a result of the 

28 unauthorized use of Marlon Brando's name, identity and persona and/or other publicity rights; 

-8~ 
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5. 
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Exemplary and punitive damages in an amount according to proof at the time of 

An award of Plaintiffs attorneys' fees; 

Preliminary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants and their affiliated 

5 companies from any further use of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

6 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, ·or signature) without Plaintiff's express written 

7 pennission in advance. 

8 AS TO THE SECOND CA USE OF ACTION: 

9 6. General and special damages in an amount according to proof at trial, together with 

10 interest thereon at the legal rate; 

11 7. Imposition of a constructive trust on all monies and sums received by Defendants 

12 as a result of their misappropriation of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

13 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, or signature), with interest thereon at the legal 

14 rate; 

15 8. Preliminary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants and their affiliated 

16 companies from any further use of the Marlon Brando publicity rights (including without 

17 limitation name, image, identity, persona, voice, or signature) without Plaintiffs ·express written 

18 permission in advance. 

19 AS TO ALL CAUSES·OF ACTION: 

20 

21-

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

9. 

10. 

For all costs of suit incurred herein; and 

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem to be just and proper. 

Dated: May 4, 2010 WOLF, RJFKIN, SHAPIRO, 
SCHULMAN & RABKIN, LLP 

Attorn r Plaintiff 
BRANDO ENTERPRISES, L.P. 
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DEMAND l<'OR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff Brando Enterprises, L.P. hereby demands a trial by jury. 

Dated: May 4, 2010 WOLF, RIFKIN, SHAPIRO, 
SCHIB.,MAN & RABKIN, LLP 
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ATIORNEY OR. PAR'IY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name, S,. ,or 1111ml>e 

Jeffrey 1. Abrams (SBN 162735) 
Wolf, Rifkin, Shapiro, ·schulman & 
11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 900 

Los Angeles, CA 90064 

Rabkin, LLP 

TELEPHONtcNO.: (310) 478-4100 FAXNO.: (310) 479-1422 
ATIORNeYFORName : Plaintif.f Brando Enter rises L . J?. 
SUPERIOR C,OURT OF CALlf!ORNIA, COUNTY OF Lo$ Angeles 

STREET ADDRESS: 1 7 2 5 Main St . 
MAILIN<l AOORESS: . 

CtTYANDZIPcoce:Santa Monica, CA 90401 
SRANCHNAME:WEST DISTRICT 

CASE NAME: BRANDO ENTERPRISES, LP., a Delaware limited partnership v. JOE'S 
JEANS Il-lC. a Delaware co oration and DOES l -10 inclusive 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET Complex Case Designation CASE NUM8'5C 
[xJ Unlimited D Limited D Counter D Joinder 

(Amount (Amount F'I d 'th Ii t · b d e d t JUDGE. aernanded oemanded Is ( e WI rs appearance y a,eo an : LINDA I( LE~owr"2""'l>" 
ex.ceeds $25,000 $25 000 or Jess (Cal. Rules of Court.-rule 3.402) DEPT: · J • .1-r\ 1 H &. 1./\. 

Items 1-6 below must be completed (see .instructions on ps e 2 . 
1. Check one box below for the case type that best describes this case: 

Auto Tort Contract , 
D Auto (22) D Breach of contract/warranty (06) 
D Uninsured motorist (:16) D Rule 3.740 collectlons (09) 
Other Pl/PD/WO (Personal Injury/Property D Other collections (09) 
Damagetwrongful Death) Tort D Insurance coverage (18) 

D Asbestos (04) D Other contract (37) 
0 Product liabllily (24) Real Property 
D Medlcal malpractlce (45) D Eminent domain/Inverse 
D Other Pl!PD/WO (23) oondamnallon (14) 
Non-PI/PD/WD (Other) Tort D Wrongful eviction (33) 

D Business tort/unfair business practice (07) D Other real property (26) 

I -, Civil rights (OS) Unlawful Detainer 

D Defamation (13) D Commercial (31) 
D Fraud (16) D Resldenli~I (32) 

W Intellectual property (19) D Drugs (38) 
D Professional negllgence (26) Judicial Review 
D Other non.Pl/PD/WO tort (36) D Asset forfeiture (05) 
Employment D Petition re: arbitration award (11) 
D Wrongful termination (36) D Writ of mandate (02) 

D Other employment (15) 0 Other judlclal review (39) 

Prov\slonally Complex CMI Litigation 
(Cal. Rules of Court, rules 3.400·3.403} 

D Antltrustrrrade regulation (03) 

D Construction defect (10) 

D Mass tort(40) 
D Securities litigation (28) 

D EnvlronmentalfTo><lc tort (30) 
D Insurance coverage clalms arising from the 

above listed provlslonally complex case 
types (41) 

Enforcement of Judgment 
D Enforcement of Judgment (20) 
Mlsc:&llaneous Clvll Complaint 

0 RIC0(27) 

D Other complaint (not specified abov&) {42) 

Miscellaneous Civil Petition 
D Partnership and corporate governance (21) 
D Other petition (not specified above) (43) 

2. This case D ls [iJ is not complex under rule 3,400 of the Californla Rules of Court. If the case Is complex, mark the 
factors requiring exceptional judlcial management: 
a. D Large number of separately represented parties d. o · large number of witnesses 
b. D Extensive motion practice raising difficult or novel e. D Coordination with related actions pending in one or more courts 

Issues that wlll be time-consuming to resolve in other counties, states, or countries, or in a federal court 
c. D Substantial amount of documentary evidence f. D Substantial postJudgment judicial supervision 

3. Remedies sought (check all that apply): a. W monetary b. LJLl nonmonetary; declaratory or lnJunctive relief c. [xJ punitive 

4. Numberofcausesofactlon(specify): Two (Right of Publicity & Unjust Enrichment) 
5. This case D is OD is not a class action suit. 
6. If there are any known related cases. flle and serve a notice of related case. (You may u e form CM-015.) 
Date: May 4, 2010 <::;?-' 
J e ffrey I. Abrams (SBN 162735) C 
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NOTICE 
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under the Probate Code, Famlly Code, or Welfare and Institutions Code). (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.220.) Fallure to file may result 
in sanctions. 

• FIie this cover sheet in addition to any cover sheet required by local court rule. 
• If this case Is complex under rule 3.400 et seq. of the California Rules of Co\Jrt, you must serve a copy of this cover sheet on all 
· other parties to the action or proceedlog. 
• Unless this is a collectlons case under rule 3.740 or a complex case, this cover sheet will be used for statlstical purposes only. 
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INSTRU' DNS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE C01 l SHEET CM-010 

To Plaintiffs and Others Fl!Ing First Papers. If you are filing a first paper (for example, a compiaint) in a civil case, you must 
complete and file, along with your first paper, the Civil Case Cover Sheet contained on page 1. This Information will be used to compile 
statistics about the types and numbers of cases filed. You must complete Items 1 through 6 on the sheet In item 1, you must check 
one box for the case type that best describes the case. If the case fits both a general and a more specific type of case llsted in Item 1, 
check the more specific one. If the case has multlple causes of action, check the box that best indicates the primary cause of action. 
To assist you in completlng the sheet, examples of the cases that belong under each case type In item 1 are provided below. A cover 
sheet must be filed only with your Initial paper. Failure to file a cover sheet with the first paper filed in a civil case may subject a party, its 
counsel, or both to sanctions under rules 2.30 and 3.220 of the Callfomla Rules of Court. 
To Parties In Rule 3.740 Collections Cases. A "collections case" under rule 3.740 is defined as an action for recovery of money owed 
in a sum stated to be certain that is not more than $25,000, exclusive of Interest and attorney's fees, arising from a transaction in which 
property, services, or money was acquired on credit. A collections case does not lnclude 'an action seeking the following: (1) tort 
damages, (2) punitive damages, (3) recovery of real property, (4} recovery of personal property, or (5) a prejudgment writ of attachment. 
The identification of a case as a rule 3.740 collections case on this form means that it will be exempt from the general time-for-service 
requirements and case management rules, un!ess a defendant flies a responsive pleading. A rule 3.740 collections case will be subject 
to the requirements for service and obtaining a Judgment In rule 3.740. 
To Parties in Complex Cases. In complex cases only, parties must also use the Civil Case Cover Sheet to designate whether the 
case is complex. If a plaintiff believes the case Is complex under rule 3.400 of the California Rules of Court, this must be Indicated by 
completing the appropriate boxes in items 1 and 2. If a plaintiff designates a case as complex. the cover sheet must be served with the 
complaint on all parties to the action. A defendant may file and serve no later than the time of Its first appearance a joinder In the 
plaintiffs designation, a counter-designation that the case Is not complex. or, if the plaintiff has made no designation, a designation that 
the case Is complex. CASE TYPES ANO EXAMPLES 

Auto Tort 
Aulo (22)-Personal Injury/Property 

Damage/Wrongful Death 
Uninsured Motorist (46) (If the 

case Involves an uninsured 
motorist clafm subject to 
arbitration, check this /fem 
Instead of Auto) 

Other PIIPDIWD (Personal Injury/ 
Property Damage/Wrongful Death} 
Tort 

Asbestos (04) 
Asbestos Property Damage 
Asbestos Personal Injury/ 

Wrongful Death 
Product Llablllty (not asbestos or 

toxJr;/envlronmental) (24) 
Medical Malpractice (45) 

Medical Malpractlce
Physlclans & Surgeons 

Other Professlooal Health Care 
Malpracllee 

Othar Pl/PD/WO (23) 
Premises Llabllity (e.g., slip 

and fall) 
Intentional Bo~lly lnJury/PD/WD 

(e.g., assault, vandalism} 
lntenllonal Infliction of 

Emotional Distress 
Negligent Infliction of 

Emotlonal Distress 
Other Pl/PD/WO 

Non-Pl/PO/WO (Other) Tort 
Business Tort/Unfair Business 

Practice (07) 
Civil Rights (e.g., dlscrlmlnatlon, 

false arrest) (not civil 
harassment) (08) 

Defamation (e.g .. slander, libel) 
{13). 

Fraud (16) 
Intellectual Property (19) 
Professional Negllgence (25) 

Legal Malpracllce 
Other Professlonal Malpractice 

(not medical or legal) 
Other Non-PI/PD/WD Tort (35) 

Employment 
Wrongful Termination (36) 
Other Employment (15) 

CM.()10 (Rev. Jvly 1, 2007) 

Contract 
Breach of ContracWv'arranty (06) 

Breach of Rental/Lease 
Contract (not vnfawful detainer 

or wrongful eviction) 
ContracVWarranty Breach-Seller 

Plaintiff (not fraud or negligence) 
Negligent Breach of ContracV 

Warranty 
Other Breach of ContracVWarranty 

Collections (e.g., money owed, open 
book accounts} (09) 
Collectlon Case-Seller Plaintiff 
Other Promissory Note/Collections 

Case 
Insurance Coverage (not provlslonally 

complex) (18) 
Auto Subrogation 
Other Coverage 

Other Contract (37) 
Contractual Fraud 
Other Contract Dispute 

Real Property 
Eminent Domain/Inverse 

Condemnation (14) 
Wrong!ul Eviction (33) 
Other Real Property (e.g., quiet title) (26) 

Writ of Possession of Real Property 
Mortgage Foreclosure 
Quiet TIiie 
Other Real Property (not eminent 
domain, landlord/tenant. or 
foreclosure) 

Unlawful Detainer 
Commarelal (31) 
R.esldenlial (32) 
Drugs (38) (if the case involves Illegal 

drugs, cllecf< this Item; otherwise, 
reporl as Commercial or Resldential) 

Judicial Review 
Asset Forfeiture (05) 
Petition Re: Arbitration Award (11) 
Writ of Mandate (02) 

Writ-Administrative Mandamus 
Writ-Mandamus on Limited Court 

Case Matter 
Writ-Other Llmlted Court Case 

Review 
Other Judicial Review (39) 

Review of Health Officer Order 
Notice of Appeal-Labor 

Commissioner Appeals 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET 

Provisionally Complex Civil Litigation (Cal. 
Rules of Court Rules 3.400-3.403) 

Antitrust/Trade Regulation (03) 
Construction Defect (10) 
Clafms Involving Mass Tort (40) 
Securities LIUgaUon (28) 
Environment.al/Toxic Tort (30) 
Insurance Coverage Claims 

(arising from provisionelly complex 
case type listed above) (41) 

Enforcement of Judgment 
Enforcement of Judgment (20) 

Abstract of Judgment (Oul of 
County) 

Confession of Judgment (non
domestJo relations) 

Sister State Judgment 
Administrative Agency Award 

(not unpaid taxes) 
Petltlon/Certiflcalion of Entry of 

Judgment on Unpaid Taices 
Other Enforcement of Judgment 

Case 
Miscellaneous Civil Complaint 

RICO (27) . 
Other Complalnt (not specified 

above) (42) 
Declaratory Relief Only 
lnJunctlve Relief Only (non. 

harassment) 
Mechanics Lien 
Other Commerclal Complaint 

Case (110n-tortlnon-complex) 
Other Civll Complaint 

(non..fortlnon•complex) 
Miscellaneous Civll Petition 

Partnership and Corporate 
Governance (21} 

Other Petition (not spec:lfl&d 
above) (43) 
Civil Harassment 
Workplace Violence 
!:Ider/Dependent Adult 

Abuse 
Election Contest 
Petition for Name Change 
Petllion for Relief from Late 

Clalm 
Other Civil Petition 
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crv1L CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

(CERTIFICATE OF GROUNDS FOR ASSIGNMENT TO COURTHOUSE LOCATION) 

This form ls required pursuant to LASC Local Rule 2.0 In all new civil case filings in the Los Angeles Superior Court. 

Item I. Check the types of hearing and flll,in the estimated length of hearing expected for this case: 
JURY TRIAL? []O YES CLASS ACTION? 0 YES LIMITED CASE? 0 YES TIME ESTIMATED FOR TRIAL 5 0 HOURS/ iJ[] DAYS 

Item II. Select the correct district and courthouse location ( 4 steps - lf you checked "Limited Case", skip to Item Ill, Pg. 4 ): 
Step 1: After first completing the Civil Case Cover Sheet Form, find the main civll case cover sheet heading for your case in 
the left margin below, and, to the right in Column A, the Clvil Case Cover Sheet case type you selected. 
Step 2: Check Q!!!. Superior Court type of action in Column B below which best describes the nature of this case. 
Step 3: In Column c. circle the reason for the court location choice that applies to the type of action you have checked. 
For any exception to the court locatlon, see Los Angeles Superior Court Local Rule 2.0. 

Applicable Reasons for Choosing Courthouse Location (See Column C below) 

1. Class Actions must be filed In the Ce>unty Courthouse, Central Olstrlcl. 6. Location of property or permanently garaged vehicle. 
2. May be flied In Central (Other oounty, or no Bodily Injury/Property Damage). 7. Location where petitioner resides. 
3. Location where cause of action arose. 8. Locatlon wherein defendant/respondent functions wholly. 
4. Lo.cation where bodily injury, dealh

0

or damage occurred. 9. Location where one or more of the parties reside. 
5. Location where performance required or defandant resides. 10. Location of Labor Commissioner Office. 

Step 4; Fill in the information requested on page 4 in Item Ill; complete Item IV. Sign the declaration. 

A 
Clvll Case Cover Sheet 

Category No. 

Auto (22) 

Uninsured Motorist (46) 

Asbestos (04) 

Product Llablllty (24) 

Medical Malpracti~ 
(45) 

Other 
Personal Injury 

Property Damage 
Wrongful Death 

(23) 

Business Tort (07) 

CiVil Rights (08) 

Defamation (13) 

Fraud (16) 

LACIV 109 (Rev. 01/07) 
LASC Approved 03-04 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

[x] 

D 

D 

D 

B 
Type of Action 

(Check only one) 

A7100 Motor Vehicle - Personal Injury/Property Damage/Wsongful Death 

A7110 Personal Injury/Property Damage/Wrongful Death - Uninsured Motorist 

A6070 Asbestos Property Damage 

A7221 Asbestos· Personal Injury/Wrongful Death 

A7260 Product Liability (not asbestos or toxlcfenvlronmental) 

A7210 Medical Malpractice • Physicians & Surgeons 

A7240 Other Professional Health Care Malpractice 

A7250 Premises Uab!llty (e.g., slip and fall) 

A7230 Intentional Bodlly Injury/Property Damage/Wrongful Death (e.g., 

assault, vandalism, etc.) 

A7270 Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 

A7220 Other Personal Injury/Property Damage/Wrongful Death 

A6029 Olher Commerclal/Business Tort (not fraud/breach of contract) 

A6005 Clvil Rlghts/Dlscrlmlnatlon 

A6010 Defamation (slander/llbel) 

A6013 Fraud (no contract) 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

C 
Applicable Reasons : 

See Step 3 Above 

1 .. 2., 4 . 

1., 2 .. 4. 

2. 

2. 

1., 2., 3., 4., 8. 

1 .. 2 ., 4 . 

1 .• 2., 4. 

1., 2 .• 4. 

1 .. 2., 4. 

1., 2 .. 3. 

1 .. 2 .. 4. 

1., 2.(3) . 

1., 2., 3. 

1 .. 2 .• 3. 

1 .. 2., 3. 

LASC, rule 2.0 
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SHORT TITLE: Brando Enterprises, Inc. v. Joe's Jeans CASE NUMBER 

Inc. 

A 
Civil Case Cover 

Sheet Category No. 

Professional 
Negllgence 

(25) 

Other (35) 

Wrongful Temilnatlon 
(36) 

Other Employment 
(15) 

Breach of ContracV 
Warranty 

(06} 
(not insurance) 

Collections 
(09} 

Insurance Coverage 
(18) 

other Contract 
(37) 

Eminent 
Domain/Inverse 

Condemnation (14) 

Wrongful Eviction 
(33) 

Other Real Property 
(25} 

Unlawful Detainer • 
Commercial (31) 

Unlawful Detainer -
Resldenllal (32) 

Unlawful Detainer • 
Drugs (38) 

Asset Forfeiture (05) 

Petltion re Arbitration (11) 

1.ACIV 109 (Rev. 01/07) 
1.ASC Approved 0~4 
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D 
D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

8 
Type of Action 

(Check only one) 

A6017 Legal Malpractlce 

A6050 Other Professional Malpractice (not medical or legal} 

A6025 Other Non•Personal ln}ury/Property Damage tort 

A6037 Wrongful Termination 

AS024 Other Employment Complaint Case 

A6109 Labor Commissioner Appeals 

A6004 Breach of RentaVLease Contract (not Unlawful Detainer or wrongful 
eviction) 

A6008 Contract/Warranty Breach -Seller Plaintiff (no fraud/negligence) 

A6019 Negl!gentllreach of Contract/Warranty (no fraud) 

A6028 Other Breach of Contract/Warranty (not fraud or negligence) 

· A6002 Collections Case-Seller Plaintiff 

AS012 Other Promissory Note/Collections Case 

A6015 Insurance coverage (not complex) 

A6009 Contractual Fraud 

A6031 Tortlous Interference 

A6027 Other Contract Dispute(not breach/Insurance/fraud/negligence) 

A7300 Eminent Domain/Condemnation Number of parcels ___ 

A6023 Wrongful Eviction Case 

A6018 Mortgage Forec1osul'$ 

A6032 QuletTltle 

A6060 Other Real Property (not eminent domain, landlord/tenant, foreclosure) 

A6021 Unlawful Detainer-Commercial (not drugs or wrongful eviction) 

AS020 Unlawful Detainer.Residential {not drugs or wrongful eviction) 

A6022 U.nlawful Detainer-Drugs 

A6108 Asset Forfeiture Case 

A:6115 Petition to Compel/ConfirmNacale Arbitration 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
ANO STATEMENT OF LOCATION 
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C 
Applicable Reasons 
• See ·step 3 Above 

1 .• 2., 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

2., 3, 

1., 2 .. 3. 

1., 2., 3. 

10. 

2., 5. 
2., 5, 

1., 2., 5. 

1., 2 .. 5. 

2., 5., 6. 

2., 5. 

1., 2., 5., 8. 

1., 2., 3., 5. 

1., 2., 3., 5. 

1., 2., 3., 8. 

2. 

2., 6. 

2.,6. 

2. ,6. 

2.,6. 

2.,6. 

2., 6 . 

2., 6. 

2.,6. 

2 ., 5. 

LASC, rule 2.0 
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SHORTTITLE; Brando Enterpr ... ses, Inc. v. Joe's Jeans 
Inc. 

CASE N.UMBER 

A 
Clvll Case Cover Sheet 

Category No. 

Writ of Mandate 

(02) 

Other Judicial Review 
(39) 

AntltrusVTrade 
Regulation (03) 

Construction Defect (1 O) 

Claims Involving Mass 
Tort (40) 

Securities Litigation (28) 

Toxic Tort 
Environmental (30) 

Insurance Coverage 
Claims from Complex 

Case (41) 

Enforcement 
of Judgment 

(20) 

RICO (27) 

Other Complaints 
(Not Specified Above) 

(42) 

Partnership Corporation 
Governance (21) 

Other Petitions 

(Not Specified Above) 

(43) 

LACIV 109 (Rev. 01/07) 
LASC Approved 03·04 
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B 
Type of Action 

(Check only one) 

A6151 Writ - Administrative Mandamus 

A6152 Writ ~ Mandamus on limited Court Case Matter 

A6153 Writ- Other Limited Court Case Review 

A6150 Other Wrll / Judicial R.eview 

A6003 Ant!trusVTrade Regulation 

A6007 Construction defect 

A6006 Claims Involving Mass Tort 

A6035 Securities Litigation Case 

A6036 Toxic Tort/Environmental 

A6014 Insurance Coverage/Subrogation (complex case only) 

A6141 Sister State Judgment 

A6160 Abstract of Judgment 

A6107 Confession of Judgment (non-domestic relatlons) 

AEl140 Administrative Agency Award (not unpaid taxes) 

A6114 Petition/Certificate for Entry of Judgment on Unpaid Tax 

A6112 Other Enforcement of Judgment Case 

A6033 Racketeering (RICO) Case 

A6030 Declaratory Relief Only 

A6040 lnjunotive R.ellef Only {not domestic/harassment) 

A6011 Other Commercial Complaint Case {non-tort/non-complex) 

A6000 Other Civil Complaint (non-tort/non-complex) 

A6113 Partnership and Corporate Governance Case 

A6i21 Civil Harassment 

A6123 Workplace Harassment 

A6124 Elder/Dependent Adult Abuse Case 

M190 Election Contest 

A6110 Petition for Change of Name 

A6170 Petition for Rellef from Late Claim Law 

A6100 Other Clvll Petition 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
ANO STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

C 
Applicable Reasons -

See Step 3 Above 

2 .. 8. 

2. 

2. 

2., 8. 

1., 2., 6. 

1 .. 2., 3 . 

1., 2., 8. 

1., 2 .. a. 

1., 2., 3., 8. 

1., 2., 5., 8 . 

2., 9 . 

2., 6. 

2., 9 . 

2., 8. 

2., 8. 

2., 8., 9. 

1., 2 .• 8. 

1., 2 .• 8. 

2., 8. 

1., 2., 8 . 

1., 2., 8 . 

2., 8. 

2.,3.,9. 

2., 3., 9. 

2 .• 3., 9. 

2. 

2., 7. 

2., 3.,4., 8. 

2 .• 9. 
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sH0Rn1ne: Brando Enterprises, Inc. v. Joe's Jeans 
Inc. 

224 
CASE NUMBER. 

Item Ill. Statement of Location: Enter the address of the accident, party's residence or place of business, performance, or 
other circumstance indicated in Item JI., Step 3 on Page 1, as the proper reason for filing in the court location you selected. 

REASON: CHECK THE NUMBER UNDER COLUMN C WHICH APPLIES IN THIS CASE AOt>RESS: 

01. 02. IX)3. 04, 05. 06. 07. os. 09. 010. 10390 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 360 

CITY: STATE: ZIPCOOE: 

Los Angeles CA 90025 

Item IV. Declaration of Assignment I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct and that the above-entitled matter Is properly filed for assignment to the Santa Monica 

courthouse in the West District of the Los Angeles Superior Court 
fGeC:!e-Giv. Proc.,§ 392 et seq., and LASC Local Rule 2.0, subds. {b}, (c) and (d)). 

Da~d: May 4, 2010 
NATIJl'U: OF ATIORNEV/FILING PARTY} 

Abrams (SBN 162735) 

PLEASE HAVE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS COMPLETED AND READY TO BE FILED IN ORDER TO 
PROPERLY COMMENCE YOUR NEW COURT CASE: 

1. Original Complaint or Petition. 

2. If filing a Complaint, a completed Summons form for Issuance by the Clerk. 

3. Civil Case Cover Sheet form CM·010. 

4. Complete Addendum to CiVII Case Cover Sheet form LACIV 109 (Rev 01 /07), LASC Approved 03-04. 

5. Payment In full of the filing fee, unless fees have been waived. 

6. Signed order appointing the Guardian ad Litem, JC form FL-935, if the plaintiff or petitioner is a minor 
under 18 years of age, or If required by Court. 

7. A9ditional co'ples of documents to be conformed by the Clerk. Copies of the cover sheet and this addendum 
must be served along with the summons and complaint, or other initiating pleading in the case. 

LACIV 109 (Rev. 01/07) 
LASC Approved 03-04 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 
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SC107840 
CASE NO. ______ ____ _ 

N011CE OF CASE A$$IGNMENT TO INDIVIDUAL CALENDAR COURT 

TO PLAINTIFFS AND PLAINTIFFS' ATTORNEYS OF RECORD or PLAINTIFFS 
IN PROPER: 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that this action shall 
be assigned to a Judge for all purposes, including trial, as follows: 

.IJNOA K L.!;FKownz Department: _\'Yl __ __,_ _ _ 

Santa Monica Courthouse 
1725 Main Street 
Sant.a Monica, CA 90401 

0 Judge Richard A. Stone 
Beverly Hills Courthouse 
Department WE-X 
9355 Burton Way 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT PLAINTIFF OR COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFF 
SHALL GIVE NOTICE OF TIDS ALL-PURPOSE CASE ASSIGNMENT by serving a copy 
of this Notice on all parties to this action at the time the Summons and Complaint are served, or, if 
not a served party, then when such party (including any cross-defendant or complainant-in
intervention) appears in the action. 

CASE MANAGEMENT REVIEW AND CONFERENCE: Upon the filing of the 
Complaint, a Case Management Review and Conference will be calendared for hearing in the Court 
to which the case is assigned. The hearing date will be stamped upon the face of the Complaint. 
Plaintiff shall give notice of the Case Management Review and Conference to all named parties in 
conjunction with service of the Summons and Complaint and include any later appearing party such 
as a cross-defendant or complainant-in-intervention served within this time period. Proof of service 
must be brought to the hearing if not previously filed. Failure to timely file proof of service of 
Summons and Complaint within 60 days after filing the Complaint (CRC 3 .110) may result in an 
Order to Show Cause re sanctions being issued. (CRC 3.11 O(t).) 

If a case is assigned to Department X, located in the Beverly Hills Courthouse, all 
documents, pleadings, motions, and papers filed subsequent to the original Complaint shall be filed 
directly in the courtroom stamped upon the Complaint. 

-1-



TIME STANDARDS: Cases will be subject to processing under the following time 
standards: 

COMPLAINTS: All Complaints sbal1 be served on all named defendants and proof of 
service filed within 60 days after the filing of the Complaint. The Court may set an OSC re failure 
to file proof of service of Summons and Complaint if not timely filed. (CRC 3.1 lO(b).) 

CROSS-COMPLAINTS: No Cross-Complaint may be filed.by any party after its answer 
is filed without first obtaining leave of court. Cross-Complaints shall be served and proof of service 
filed within 30 days of the filing date, unless a party has appeared in the action. (CRC 3.1 lO(c).) 

APPLICABLE RULES: Counsel as well as self-represented parties are directed to 
familiarize themselves with the Local Rules for the County of Los Angeles, particularly Chapter 7 
(Trial Court Delay Reduction), Chapter 8 (Civil Trial Procedure), Chapter 9 (Civil Law and 
Motion), and California Rules of Court relating to civil case management. These Rules apply to all 
general civil cases and sha1l have priority over ail other Local Rules to the extent the others are 
inconsistent. 

CHALLENGE TO ASSIGNED JUDGE: A challenge under Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 170.6 must be made within 15 days after notice of assignment of the Judge~ or if a party has 
not yet appeared, within 15 days of the first appearance of that party. (Government Code 
Section 68616, subdivision (i); Local Rule 7.5.) 

PREPARATION AND PROCEDURES FOR CASE l\.'.IANAGEMENT REVIEW AND 
CONFERENCE: Pursuant to CRC 3. 724, no later than 30 calendar days before the date set for the 
Case Management Conference, the parties must meet and confer, in person or by telephone, to 
consider each of the issues identified in Rule 3.727 and, in addition, to consider the following: 

(1) Resolving any discovery disputes and setting a discovery schedule; 

(2) Identifying and, if possiblet infonnally resolving any anticipated motions; 

(3) Identifying the facts and issues in the case that are uncontested and may be the 
subject of stipulation; 

(4) Identifying the facts and issues in the case that are in dispute; 

(5) Determining whether the issues in the case can be narrowed by eliminating any 
claims or defenses by means of a motion or otherwise; 

(6) Determining whether settlement is possible; 

(7) Identifyjng the dates on which all parties and their attorneys are available or not 
available for trial, including the reasons for unavailability; and 

(8) Other relevant matters. 

-2-
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Pursuant to CRC 3. 725. no later than 15 calendar days before the date set for the Case 
Management Conference or Review, each party must file a Case Management Statement and serve 
it on all other parties in the case. In lieu of each party•s filing a separate Case Management 
Statement, any two or more parties may file a joint Statement. 

The subjects to be considered at the Case Management Conference shalJ include the 
following (CRC Rule 3.727): 

(1) Whether there are any related cases; 

(2) Whether all parties named in the Complaint or Cross-Complaint have been served, 
have appeared, or have been dismissed; 

(3) Whether any adc;litional parties may be added or the pleadings may be amended; 

( 4) Whether, if the case is a limited civil case, the economic litigation procedures under 
Code of Civil Procedure Section 90 et seq. will apply to it or the party intends to 
bring a motion to exempt t~e case from these procedures; 

(5) Whether any other matters (e.g., the bankruptcy of a party) may affect the Court's 
jurisdiction or processing of the case; 

(6) Whether the parties have stipulated to, or the case should be referred to, judicial 
arbitration in courts having a judicial arbitration program or to any other fonn of 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process and, if so, the date by which the judicial 
arbitration or other ADR process must be completed; 

(7) Whether an early settlement conference should be scheduled and, if so, on what date; 

(8) Whether discovery has been completed and, if not, the date by which it will be 
. completed; 

(9) What discovery issues are anticipated; 

(10) Whether the case should be bifurcated or a hearing should be set for a motion to 
bifurcate under Code of Civil Procedure Section 598; 

(11) Whether there are any Cross-Complaints that are not ready to be set for trial and, if 
so, whether they should be severed; 

(12) Whether the case is entitled to any statutory preference and, if so, the statute granting 
the preference; 

(13) Whether a jury trial is demanded and, if so, the identity of each party requesting a 
jury trial; 

.3. 
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(14) lftbe trial date has not been previously set, the date by which the case will be ready 
for trial and the available trial dates; 

(15) The estimated length of trial; 

(16) The nature of the injuries; 

(17) The amount of damages, including any special or punitive damages; 

(18) Any additional relief sought; 

(19) Whether there are any insurance coverage issues that may affect the resolution of the 
case; and 

(20) Any other matters that should be considered by the Court or addressed in its Case 
Management Order. 

SANCTIONS: The Court has authority to impose appropriate sanctions for the failure or 
refusal to comply with provisions of the California Rules of Court and Local Rules governing time 
standards and case management conference requirements or deadlines. Such sanctions may be 
imposed upon counsel, a party, or both, as pennitted by rule, statute, or law. 

This ls not a complete representation of the applicable Local Rules or California Rules of 
Court, and adherence only to the above provisions is therefore not a guarantee against the 
imposition of sanctions under the Trial Court Delay Reduction Rules. Careful reading and 
compliance with the Local Rules and California Rules of Court are absolutely imperative. 

ADMIN/LM -1211/09 
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]jAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER . FILE STAMP 
t)F ATTORNEYS . . .. 

Attomey(s) for. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUN1Y OF LOS ANGELES 

J>LAINTIFF(S). 

vs. 

DEfcNDANT(S). 

CASE NUMBER 

STIPULATION AND ORDER 
RE BINDING AR'BITR.A TION 

Status Conference Date: 
A a.m. in Departmen.._ __ _ 

THE PARTIES SHOULD COHSIDER BINDING AR&ITRATION. BINDING ARSITRATIOH PROVIDES FINAUlY AHO EUMIHATES 
COURT APPEARANCES. THE ARBITRATION 1$ PROVIDED AT HO COST TO THE PAR.TIES. IF THIS STIPULATION IS SIGHED AND 
f'll[I) DlRECTl y IN THE ABOVE OEPARTMf:tfr. FIVE COURT DAYS PRIOR TO THE OATI srr FOR THE SlATUS COHFERENCt, 
NO APPfARAHCE IS REQUIRED AT THE STATUS CONFERENCE. 

' 

The parties and thei: attorneys, hereby stipulate as follows: 

1. The matter shall be submitted to binding arbitration and the.parties waive their right to a trial de novo as 
provided in California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1141.20, 

2. , a member of The Superior Court Arbitration panel, shall serve as arbitrator. 

3. All cross complaints have been filed. 

4. All fictitious and nam~d defendants/aoss-defendanls who have nol filed an answer are. dismissed. 

S. The court Telains jurisdiction over motions to enforce the a:rbitration awa,-d and other post-arbitration 
motions. 

Executed thi.1.-:1·s'---- day o,.,_f __ _ , 2Q_ . 

Attorney for Plaintiff£ 

Defendant Attorney for Defendant 
ORDER 

It is so ordered: 

DATE~:-'-·-----------
JUDGE _________________ _ 



SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR} INFORMATION PACKAGE 

[CRC 3.221 Information about Alternative Dispute Resolution) 
For additional ADR information and forms visil the Court ADR web application at www.lasuperiorcourt.org (click on ADR). 

The plaintiff shall serve a copy or this Information Package on each defendant along with the complaint (Civil only). 

What ls ADR: 

230 

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is the term used to describe all the other options available for settling a dispute which once had to 
be settled in court. ADR processes, such as arbitration, mediation, neutral evaluation (NE), and settlement conferences, are less formal 
than a court process and provide opportunities for parties to reach an agreemenl using a problem-solving approach. 

There are many different kinds of AOR. AU of 1hem utilize a "neull'al", an impartial person, to decide the case or help the parties reach an 
agreement. 

Mediation: 
In mediation. a neutral person called a "mediator" helps the parties try to reach a mutually acceptable resolution of the dispute. The 
mediator does not decide the dispute but helps the parties communicate so they can try to settle the dispute themselves. Mediation 
leaves ccntrol of the outcome with the parties. 

Cases for Which Mediation May Be Appropriate 
Mediation may be particularly useful when parties have a dispute between or among family members, neighbors, or business 
partners. Mediation is also effective when emotions are gelling in the way of resolution. An effective mediator can hear the 
parties out and help lhem communicate with each other in an effective and nondestructive manner. 

Cases for Which Mediation May .tw.1 Be Appropriate 
Mediation may not be effective if one of the parties is unwilling to cooperate or compromise. Mediation also may not be effective If 
one of the parties has a significant advantage ln power over the other. Therefore, it may not be a good choice if the parties have 
a history of abuse or victimization. 

Arbitration: 
In arbitration, a neutral person called an "arbitrator" hears arguments and evidence from each side and then decides the outcome of the 
dispute. Arbitration is less formal than a trial. and the rules of evidence are often relaxed. Arbitration may be either "binding" or 
"nonbinding." Binding arbitration means that the parties waive their right to a trial and agree to accept the arbitrator's decision as final. 
Nonbinding arbitration means that the parties are free to request a trial If they do not accept the arbitrator's decision. 

Cases for Which Arbltr~tlon May Be Appropriate 
Arbitration is best ror cases where the parties want another person to decide the outcome of their dispute for them but would like 
to avoid the formality. time, and expense of a trial. It may also be appropriate for complex matters where the parties want a 
decision-maker who has training or experience in the subject matter of the dispute. 

Cases for Which Arbitration May Nm Be Appropriate 
If parties want to retain control over how their dispute is resolved. arbitration, particularly binding arbitration, is not appropriate. In 
binding arbitration, the parties generally cannot appeal the arbitrator's award, even If It is not supported by the evidence or the 
1aw. Even In nonbinding arbitration, if a party requests a 1rial and does not receive a more favorable result at trial than in 
arbitration, there may be penalties. 

Neutral Evaluation: 
In neutral evaluation, each party gets a chance to present the case to a neutral person called an "evaluator." The evaluator then gives an 
opinion on the strengths and weaknesses or each party's evidence and arguments and about how the dispute could be resolved. The 

· evaluator is often an expert in the subject matter of the dispute. Although the evaluator's opinion is not binding, the parties typically use ii 
as a basis for trying to negotiate a resolution of the dispute. 

Cases for Which Neutral Evaluation May Be Appropriate 
Neulral evaluation may be most appropriate in cases in which there are technical issues that require special expertise to resolve 
or the only significant issue in the case is lhe amount of damages. 

Cases for Which Neutral Evaluation May NQt Be Appropriate 
Neutral evaluation may not be appropriate when there are significant personal or emotional barriers to resolving the dispute. 

Settlement Conferences: 
Settlement conferences may be either mandatory or voluntary. In both types of settlement conferences, the parties and their attcrneys 
meet with a judge or a neutral person called a "settlement officer" lo discuss possible settlement of their dispute. The judge or settlement 
officer does not make a decision in the case but assists lhe parties in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the case and in 
negotiating a settlement. Setllement conferences are appropriate in any case where settlement is an option. Mandatory settlement 
conferences are often held clcse to the date a case Is set for trial. 

LAADR OOS (05--09) 
LASC Approved Page 1012 



LOS ANGELES SUPERIOR COURT ADR PROGRAMS 
CIVIL; 

231 

• Civil Action Mediation (Govemed by Code of Clvil Procedure (CCP) sections 1775-1775.15, California Rules of Court, rules 3.850-3.868 and 
3.670-3.878. Evidence Code sections 1115·112B, and Los Angeles Superior Court Rules. chapter 12.) · 

• Retired Judge Settlement Conference 

• Neutral Evaluation (Governed by Los Angeles Superior Court Rules. chapter 12.) · 
• Judicial Arbitration (Governed by Code or Civil ProcecMe sections 1141.10-1141.31, California Rules of Court, rules 3.810-3.830, and Los 

Angeles Superlor Court Rules. chapter 12.) · 

• Eminent Domain Mediation (Governed by Code of CMI Procedure section 1250.420.) 

• Civil Harassment Mediation 
• Smarr Clalms Mediation 

FAMJl Y LAW (non-custody): 
• Mediation 
• Forensic Certified Public Accountant (CPA) Settlement Conference 
• Settlement Conference 

• NonbToding Arbitration (Governed by Fam~y Code section 2554.) 

PROBATE: 
• Mediation 

• Settlement Conference 

NEUTRAL SELECTION 

Parties may select a mediator, neutral evaluator. or arbitrator from the Court Party Select Panel or may hire someone privately, at their 
discretion. If the parties utlllze 1he Random Select Mediation or Arbitration Panel. the parties will be assigned on a random basis the 
name of one neutral who meets the case criteria entered on the court's website. 

COURT APR PANELS 

Party Select The Party Select Panel consists of mediators, neutral evaluators, and arbitrators who have achieved a specified level 
Panel Qf experience In court-oonnected cases. The parties (collectively) may be charged $150.00 per hour for the first three 

he>urs of hearing time. Thereafter. the parties may be charged for additional hearing time on an hourly basis at rates 
established by the neutral If the parties consent in writing. 

Random Select The Random Select Panel consists of trained mediators, neutral evaluators. and arbitrators who have not yet gained 
Panel the experience to quallfy for the Party Select Panel, as well as experienced neutrals who make themselves available 

pro bono as a way of supporting the judicial system. It is the policy of the Court that all Random Select panel volunteer 
mediators. neutral evaluators, and arbitrators provide three hours hearing lime per case. Thereafter, the parties may 
be charged for additional hearing time on an hourly basis at rates established by the neutral if the parties consent in 
writing. 

Private Neutral The market rate for private neutrals can range from $300·$.1,000 per hour. 

ADR ASSISTANCE 
For assistance regarding ADR, please contact the ADR clerk at the courthouse In which your case was flied. 

COURTHOUSE ADDRESS ROOM CITY PHONE FAX 
Antonovich 42011 4th St. West None Lancaster, CA 93534 (661)974-7275 {661)974. 7060 
Chatsworth 9425 Penfield Ave. 1200 Chatsworth, CA 91311 (816)576-6565 (818)576-8687 
Compton 200 W. Compton Blvd. 1002 Compton, CA 90220 (310)603-3072 (310)223-0337 
Glendale 600 E. Broadway 273 Glendale, CA 91206 (818)500-3160 (818)548-5470 
Long Beach 415 W. Ocean Blvcl. 316 Long Beach, CA 90802 (562)491-5272 (562)437-3802 
Norwalk 12720 Norwalk Blvd. 306 Notwatk, CA 90650 (562)807-7243 (562)462-9019 
Pasadena 300 E. Walnut St. 109 Pasadena, CA 91101 (626)355-5685 (626)666-1774 
Pomona 400 Civic Center Plaza 106 Pomona, CA 91766 {909)620-3183 (909)629-6283 
San Pedro 505 s. Centre 209 San Pedro. CA 90731 (310)519-6151 (310)514-0314 
Santa Monica 1725 Main St. 203 Santa Monica, CA 90401 (310)260-1829 (310)319-6130 
Stanley Mosk 111N.Hi11St. 113 Los Angeles, CA 90012 (213)974-5425 (213)633-5115 
Torrance 825 Maple Ave. 100 Torrance, CA 90503 (310)222~1701 (310)782•7326 
Van Nuys 6230 Sylmar Ave. 418 Van Nuys, CA 91401 (818)374-2337 (818)902-2440 

Partially Funded by the Los Angeles County Dispute Resolution Program . 
A complete list of the County Dispute Resolution Programs is available online and upon request In the Clerk's Office. 

LMOR 005 (OS-09) 
LASCApproved 
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UNITED STATES DISTRlCT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 3491 
BURBERRY LIMITED and 
BURBERRY GROUP PLC 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

BOGART,LLC 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT OF 
TRADEMARK NON-INFRINGEMENT, TRADEMARK NON-DILUTION 

AND FOR NON-INFR1NGEMENT OF ANY RIGHT OF PUBLICITY 

Plaintiffs Burberry Group PLC and Burberry Limited (hereinafter "Plaintiffs" or 

"Burberry"), by and through their attorneys of record, complaining of defendant Bogart, LLC 

("Bogart" or "Defendant"), allege as follows: 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

1. Plaintiffs bring this action for a judgment declaring that their use of or reference 

to Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness, voice, celebrity identity and trademarks related to 

the late Humphrey Bogart in connection with Plaintiffs' heritage and history on various social 

media platfonns do not infringe Defendant's trademark rights and/or rights of publicity. This 

action arises out of repeated allegations by the Defendant that Plaintiffs infringe one or more of 

Defendant's trademarks and Defendant's ownership of publicity rights related to the late 

Humphrey Bogart. 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. This is an action for, inter alia, declaratory relief under the Lanham Act, 

15 U.S.C. § 1051 et seq., and the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201 et seq. This 

Court has subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' declaratory judgment claim pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1338(a), 2201 and 2202, and pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1121. This Court has 

supplemental jurisdiction for Plaintiffs' claims for non-infringement of right of publicity, no 

unjust enrichment and no quantum meruit pursuant to 28 U.S.C. I 367(a) because these claims is 

so related to the federal claims brought herein as to fonn part of the same case or controversy. 

3. Upon information and belief, this Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant 

because it regularly conducts business within the state of New York and this judicial district. 

4. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391. 

THE PARTIES 

5. Plaintiff Burberry Group, PLC is a corporation duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the United Kingdom with an office and principal place of business at Horseferry 

House, Horseferry Road, London SWI P 2A W, United Kingdom. 

6. Plaintiff Burberry Limited is a New York corporation with an office and principal 

place of business at 444 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022. 

7. Upon information and belief, defendant Bogart, LLC is a limited liability 

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place 

of business located in Pasadena, California. 

8. Upon infonnatio_n and belief, Defendant is aware that Plaintiff Burberry Limited 

is located in this judicial district and pUiposefully directed its conduct at issue in this case at 

Plaintiffs in this judicial district. 
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FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 

9. Burberry is a global luxury brand with a distinctive British sensibility and strong 

international recognition. The Company designs and sources apparel and accessories distributed 

through a diversified network of retail, wholesale and licensing channels worldwide. Burberry's 

corporate heritage is rooted in Hampshire, United Kingdom, where its predecessor in interest, 

Mr. Thomas Burberry, first opened an outfitters shop in 1856. While Burben-y was first famous 

for its iconic outerwear heritage and world famous Burberry Check trademark, since its 

founding, Burberry has been synonymous with quality, innovation and style and has become the 

leading British luxury brand globally. 

10. In early 2012, Burberry launched a historical timeline depicting the evolution of 

Burberry's culture, products and people. This historical timeline was made available by 

Burberry on the Facebook social networking platfonn. Images and portions of Burberry's history 

found in the historical time!ine were also distributed by Burberry through various social media 

sites, including Twitter and lnstagram. 

1 l. Burberry's timeline provides an interesting and historical summary of its 

evolution begi1ming with an image of the first Burberry store in 1856. Visitors to the timeline 

are able to view pieces of Burberry's history such as "The Burberry Plane" landing in 1937 and 

images of pilots from the 191 Os wearing Burberry aviator suits. 

12. Burberry's timeline included an image of Humphrey Bogart from l 942 wearing a 

Burberry trench coat from the final scene of the motion picture, "Casablanca." In connection 

with this image, Burbeny included the following description: Humphrey Bogart wearing a 

Burberry trench coat in the final scene of Casablanca ( 1942). 

13. Burberry licensed this image of Humphrey Bogart from Corbis for editorial use. 
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14. Burberry's use of this photo and description were intended to reflect on the long 

history, significance and influence of Burberry fashion in society. 

15. Burberry's use of the image of Humphrey Bogart from "Casablanca" within its 

historical timeline was not directly connected to the sale of any merchandise, but rather was a 

historical positioning of the image within an educational project along with numerous other 

photographs of people wearing Burberry apparel over the last century. 

16. On April 10, 2012, Defendant Bogart, LLC contacted Burberry indicating that it 

exclusively owns and controls the name, image, likeness, voice and celebrity identity of the late 

Humphrey Bogart (the "Bogart Publicity Rights") and numerous federal, international and 

common law trademarks related to the late Humphrey Bogart, including the name and 

trademarks "HUMPHREY BOGART" and "BOGART" (the "Bogart Trademarks"). Defendant 

also indicated that Burberry's use of the Bogart Publicity Rights and the Bogart Trademarks 

implies an endorsement by or affiliation with Humphrey Bogart and Defendant, and constitutes 

misappropriation, false association and dilution of Defendant's intellectual property rights. 

Defendant also demanded, among other things, that Burberry cease and desist from all 

commercial uses of the name, image, likeness and celebrity identity of the late Humphrey 

Bogart. 

17. Thereafter, Defendant contacted Plaintiffs on at least two additional occasions 

regarding the same rights and demands and made a significant monetary demand. 

18. Defendant's repeated assertion of its alleged rights against Burberry, its repeated 

assertions that Burberry's historical timeline exposes Burberry to liability for trademark 

infringement, trademark dilution, violation of Defendant's right of publicity, unjust enrichment 

and quantum meruit, and its repeated monetary demands have created an actual, substantial and 
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justiciable controversy between Burberry and Defendant within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. §§ 

1331, 1338, 2201 and 2202, concerning Defendants' purported rights in the Bogart Trademarks 

and the Bogart Publicity Rights. 

19. This Court's determination of the issues presented by the actual controversy 

between Plaintiffs and Defendant will afford relief from the uncertainty, insecurity and 

controversy with respect to the rights, status and legal relations between the parties. A 

declaration of the parties' respective rights will settle the conflicting and disputed claims of the 

parties and will afford them the security of knowing precisely the respective rights that each 

possess. Declaratory relief is equitable, necessary and proper under the circumstances presented 

by this case. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment of Non-Infringement) 

[15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)J 

20. Burberry incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth fully herein. 

21. Defendant has repeatedly claimed that it possesses protectable trademark rights in 

the Bogart Trademarks and that P.laintiffs' use of the Bogart Trademarks in cormection with 

Burbe11y's historical timeline implies an endorsement or affiliation with Humphrey Bogart or 

Defendant. 

22. Burberry asserts that its use of Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness, 

celebrity identity and the Bogart Trademarks is a lawful use that is not infringing Defendant's 

claimed rights in any way, is not an infringing use of Defendant's purported right in the Bogart 

Trademarks, and is squarely protected under the First Amendment to the United States 

Cons ti tuti on. 
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23. Defendant is attempting to exert and assert against Burberry rights which it does 

not possess and rights that are beyond the bounds of its rights in the Bogart Trademarks in a 

manner that violates the basic rights of Burberry to tell the history of its brand through its 

historical timeline. 

24. No representations as to Humphrey Bogart's or Defendant's endorsement, 

affiliation, connection, association, participation, sponsorship or approval of Burberry's 

historical timeline have been made by Burberry to the public. 

25. No sufficient and adequate alternative means to the use of the Bogart Trademarks 

in Plaintiffs' historical timeline exist. 

26. By reason of the existence of an actual and justiciable controversy, Burberry is 

entitled to a declaratory judgment that its use of the Bogart Trademarks does not infringe 

Defendant's claimed federal, international or common Law rights in the Bogart Trademarks and 

do not violate Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § l 125(a). 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment of Non-Dilution) 

[15 U.S.C. § 1125(c)J 

27. Burberry incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth fully herein. 

28. Defendant has claimed that Burberry's use of the Bogart Trademarks has caused 

and will continue to cause dilution of the distinctive quality of the Bogart Trademarks by 

lessening and diluting their capacity to identify and distinguish the products and services 

associated with Defendant and/or Humphrey Bogart. 

29. Burberry asserts that its use of Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness, 

celebrity identity and the Bogart Trademarks is a Jawful use that is not infringing nor does it blur 

6 
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or tarnish in any way Defendant's claimed rights in, among other things, the Bogart Trademarks 

and is squarely protected under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

30. Defendant is attempting to exert and assert against Burberry, through its 

allegations of blurring or tamishment, rights which it does not possess and rights that are beyond 

the bounds of its rights in the Trademarks in a manner that violates the basic rights of Burberry 

to tell the history of its brand through its historical timeline. 

31. No representations as to Humphrey Bogart's or Defendant's endorsement, 

affiliation, connection, association, participation, sponsorship or approval of Burberry's 

historical timeline have been made by Burberry to the public. 

32. No sufficient and adequate alternative means to the use of the Bogart Trademarks 

in Plaintiffs' historicaJ timeline exist. 

33. By reason of the existence ofan actual and justiciable controversy, Burberry is 

entitled to a declaratory judgment that its use of the Bogart Trademarks do not violate Section 

43(c) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § l 125(c). 

THIRD CLAIM FOR REL(EF 
(Dec)aratory Judgment for Non-Infringement of Defendant's Right of Publicity) 

34. Burberry incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth fully herein. 

35. Defendant has claimed that Burberry's alleged use of Humphrey Bogart's name, 

identity and persona constitutes a willful and intentional infringement of the Bogart Publicity 

Rights. 

36. Burberry has not made any representation to the public as to Humphrey Bogart's 

endorsement, affiliation, connection, association, participation, sponsorship or approval of 

Burberry. Instead, any reference to Hwnphrey Bogart by Burberry has been purely factual and 

7 
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historical in connection with a historical timeline and no sufficient and adequate alternative 

means to reference Humphrey Bogart exists. 

37. Burberry asserts that it makes no use of Humphrey Bogart's name, image, 

persona, likeness and/or celebrity identity that infringes any of Defendant's claimed rights in any 

way, including Defendant's statutory right of publicity under New York Civil Rights Law§ 51, 

California Civil Code § 3344.1, or any other Jaw of a state in the United States. 

38. Any reference to Humphrey Bogart by Burberry is squarely protected under the 

First Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

39. By reason of the existence of an actual or justiciable controversy, Burberry is 

entitled to a declaratory judgment that its use of or reference to Humphrey Bogart's name, 

image, likeness and/or celebrity identity in connection with its historical timeline do not violate 

Defendant's statutory right of publicity provided by New York Civil Rights Law§ 5 I, California 

Civil Code§ 3344.1, or any other law of a state in the United States. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment of No Unjust Enrichment) 

40. Burberry incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth fully herein. 

41. Defendant has claimed the Burberry has unjustly enriched by the acts as described 

above. 

42. Burberry asserts that Burberry has not been unjustly enriched by the actions 

described above. 

43. By reason of the existence of an actual or justiciable controversy, Burberry is 

entitled to a declaratory judgment that it has not been unjustly enriched by the use of or reference 

to Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness and/or celebrity identity in cormection with its 
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historical timeline under the common law of New York, or any other law of a state in the United 

States. 

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELI EF 
(Declaratory Judgment of No Quantum Meruit) 

44. Burberry incorporates all prior allegations as if set forth fully herein. 

45. Defendant has claimed that Burberry is entitled to monetary compensation by 

Burberry for the acts as described above. 

46. Burberry asserts that Burberry lawfully referenced Humphrey Bogart's name, 

image, likeness and/or celebrity identity in connection with its historical time line and is thus not 

obligated to pay Defendant any fees or compensation in connection therewith. 

47. By reason of the existence of an actual or justiciable controversy, Burberry is 

entitled to a declaratory judgment that it is not liable on a quantum merui t basis by the use of or 

reference to Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness and/or celebrity identity in connection 

with its historical timeline under the common law of New York, or any other law of a state in the 

United States. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Burberry requests judgment against the Defendant as follows: 

A. Declaring that Burberry's use of or reference to Humphrey Bogart's name, image, 

likeness, voice, celebrity identity and trademarks related to the late Humphrey Bogart, including 

the name and trademarks "HUMPHREY BOGART" and "BOGART," in connection with its 

historical timeline do not: 

(I) Infringe Defendant's registered or unregistered Trademarks; 

(2) Violate any provision in Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S .C. § l 125(a); 

9 
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(3) Violate any provision of Section 43(c) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § l 125(c); 

(4) Violate any provision in New York Civil Rights Law§ 51. 

(5) Violate any provision in California Civil Code§ 3344.1. 

(6) Violate any other federa l or state law. 

B. Declaring that Burberry has the right to proceed with the use of or reference to 

Humphrey Bogart's name, image, likeness, voice, celebrity identity and trademarks related to the 

late Humphrey Bogart in connection with Plaintiffs' historical timeline through any and all social 

media platforms; 

C. Awarding damages, including treble damages, in an amount to be determined at 

trial; 

D. Awarding costs of suit herein and reasonable attorneys' fees; and 

E. Awarding to Burberry such other and further relief as the Court may deem just 

and proper, together with the costs and disbursements which Burberry has incurred in connection 

with this action. 

10 
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JURY DEMAND 

Burberry demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

Of Counsel 

Anthony M. Keats 
David K. Caplan 
Tara D. Rose 
KEATS MCFARLAND & WILSON LLP 
9720 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, California 90212 
(310) 248-3830 

Dated: May 2, 2012 

11 

STEPTOE & JOHNSON LLP 

By: 
Michael J .7Aiian 
Evan Glassman 
l 114 A venue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036 
(212) 506-3900 

Attorneys for Burberry Limited and 
Burberry Group PLC 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

KIM KARDASHIAN, an 
lndlvldual, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

THE GAP', INC~ a Delaware 
Corsorati,oi OLD NAVY~LC, 
a De aware intited Liab Com/ARE OLD NA VY 
(AP L£ LLC a California 

Jm.ited Lila W[ Com~any; 
GAP (APl•ARE ) LL 1 a 
C alifomia Li.mitea Liabili~ 
Company; and DOES 1 • I 

Defendants. 

JJ.£:i,}N!.· 5 9 6 0
1

DSF(M~Nx~ 

COMPLAINT FOR: 
I 

1. VIOLATIONOFTHE~ 
AC'f2,1S U.S.C. § 1125(a)I (UNFAIR 
COm.rETIDON) 

2. VIOLATION OF THE Cl• JFORNIA 
COMMON LAW RIGlflfOF 
PUBLICITY j 

3. VIOLATION OF THE.CALIFORNIA 
STATUTORY RIGHT OF 
PUBLICITY; OVIL CODE § 3344 

I 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRiAL 
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Plaintiff, Kim Kardashian, by and through her attorneys The He~ker Law 

Group. hereby alleges as follows: 

THE PARTIES 
I 

1. Plaintiff, Kim Kardashian, is an individual and a resident of Los Angeles, 

CaU fornia. 

2. Defendant, The Gap, Inc. ("The Gap"), is a Delaware corporation with its 
I 

principal place of business located at 2 Folsom Street, San Francisco, ~alifornia 

94105. 

3. 
l 
I 

Defendant, Old Navy, LLC ("Old Navy"), is a Delaware Limited 
I 

Liability Company and a subsidiary of The Gap, with its principal place of business 
l 

located at 2 Folsom Street, San Francisco, California 94105. j 

4. Defendant, Old Navy (Apparel), LLC ("Old Navy Apparel"), is a 
I 

California Limited Liability Company and a subsidiary of The Gap, with its principal 

place of business located at 2 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CaliforniJ 94105. 

5. Defendant, Gap (Apparel), LLC ("Gap Apparel") is a cJlifomia Limited 
I 
I 

Liability Company and a subsidiary of The Gap, with its principal P:lace of business 

located at 2 Folsom Street, San Francisco, California 94105. 
I 

6. Plaintiff is currently unaware of the true names and capac;ities of DOES 1 

through 20, inclusive, and therefore sues them by those fictitious names. Plaintiff will 
I 

amend this Complaint to allege their true names and capacities when they are 

ascertained. 

7. Defendants, and each of them, are, and at all tenns heremjwere, the alter~ 
t 

ego, principal, agent, employee, employer, joint venturer, customer, ~d/or otherwise 
I 

affiliated with one another so as to be liable in such capacity for the acr alleged 

herein. 

JURISDICTION & VENUE 

8. This is an action for, inter a/ia, violation of 15 U.S.C. § Ij125(a) and 
1 

violation of the California common law and statutory right of publicit)f. 
! 
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2 pursuant tc, 28 U .S.C. § 13 31. This Court has jurisdiction over the statb law claims 
I 

3 pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). : 
~ .. .,, _____ ,. _____ , __________ -- --·· - ·"----~- ... ·-·--·-- ------- -

4 10. Venue for this action is proper in this judicial district pu~t to 28 
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U.S.C. §§ 139I(b) and (c) in that the acts alleged against Plaintiff occuµed in this 

judicial district. 

~J-LE(iATIONS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS FOR R$LIEF 
KIM KARDASHlAN-

11. Kim Kardashian ("Plaintiff') is an internationally !mown ~elebrity, 

model. tele:vision personality, actress, entrepreneur and pop culture icon. 
I 

12. Plaintiff has attained an extraordinary level of popularity ~d fame in the 

United States and around the world, and is the subject of pervasive pu~lic interest and 
I 

attention in contemporary mainstream media, including television, we~-based media 

and print media. She is highly sought after to endorse commercial pro~ucts and 

services using her name, likeness, identity and persona. . 

13. Plaintiff is widely recognized as the star of the hit televisi~n series 
' 

"Keeping Up with the Kardashians", the most watched television serie~ in the history 

of E! Entertainment Television. 

14. Plaintiff is among the top celebrities who drive the most cionswner traffic 
! 

to brand advertisers' websites, according to the celebrity endorsement ~ebsite Ad.ly. 
' 

Plaintiffs 1~fficial website, k.imkardashlan.com, receives tens ofmimors of page 

views per month and is ranked among the highest of any celebrity. : 
' 

15. Plaintiff has more than eight million followers on TwitterJ more than five 

million "likes" on F acebook, and is among the top personalities search~d on the 

Internet. h1icrosoft has reported that the term "Kirn Kardashianu was tille most 

frequently searched term on Microsoft's Bing Search engine in 2010, Jxceeding all 
I 

other searched terms by 20%. j 

16. Plaintiff has been featured on the covers of dozens of popular and widely 
I 

-3-
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circulated magazines, including Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Allure, HarpJrs Bazaar,246 
People, W, and Shape. and is well known for her distinctive and eonsi~ent look, 

3 fashion and style. I 
- - - - - - • j -- - . .... - --.,-... -

-4- - - - .. 17. - · Plaintiffnas· appeared -as a guest on numerous television shows, including 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

I 
The Today Show, Regis and Kelly, The View, The Rachel Ray Show, iThe Tyra 

! 

Banlcs Show, America•s Next Top Model, Piers Motgan Tonight, The 1-,arry King 
I 

Show, Late: Night With David Letterman, The Tonight Show with Jay t-,eno> Jimmy 
I 

Kintmel Live!, Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, and many others. She iso baa been 

featured in widely viewed musical performances, including as a celebrjty contestant 
I 

on the hit television series "Dancing with the Stars" and in music vide~ productions. 

18. Plaintiff has selectively endorsed, and continues to selecti~ely endorse, a 

variety of products and services, including clothing, shoes, fashion acc~ssories, 
I 
I 

athletic wear,jewelry1 perfume, skin care products and fashion stylingjservices. 
I 

19. Plaintiff is the co-owner, chief fashion stylist and celebrity endorser of 
I 

ShoeDazzle®, a fashion apparel and stylist service company. She is the co-owner and 

a celebrity endorser of the DASH designer boutiques which sell fashioi clothing and 
I 

accessories. She is a co~creator and celebrity endorser of the Kardash(an Kollection 
I 

for Sears, which includes apparel, accessories, handbags, lingerie, shoes, jewelry and 
I 

shoes, as well as for the brand K-Dash by Kardashian for QVC. F~, she has 

produced, ]Promoted and endorsed a popular fitness series, "Fit in You~ Jeans by 
I 

Friday", wlb.ich has held the number one spot on the popular merchandjse website 
I 

Amazon.com. 

20. Plaintiff has invested substantial time, energy, finances ~d 
' 

entrepreneurial effort in developing her considerable professional and bonunercial 
I 

achievements and success, as well as in developing her popularity, fante, and 

prominence in the pubJic eye. 
1 
I 

21. Plaintiffs name, likeness, identity and persona have com~ to be 

associated in the minds of the consuming public with products and seri'ices she 
I 
I 

- 4 - : 
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endorses, including apparel products and entertainment services. 

22. Plaintiff's name, likeness, identity and persona have becorpe widely 
I 

247 

:. :::::&; ~:::::~:;::~~~=~:=:te~s::::t~~z;::~--. 
5 and the level of quality associated with Plaintiff's products, services -~d entertainment 

6 performances, and the goodwill that is associated with them. . 

7 23. Plaintiff regularly receives substantial financial offers reqiesting 

8 permission for., and 3eeking the use ot her name, likenesa, identity aJ persona for 
! 

9 licensing, t'Ildorsing, marketing and promoting products, services and *erfonnances. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

I 

24. Plaintiff maintains strict control over the manner in which her name, 
I 
I 

likeness, identity and persona are used. Plaintiff exercises careful consideration in 

selecting alr.\d approving products, services or performances that she will permit to 
I 

license or use her name, likeness, identity or persona. Plaintiff restrictj; such use and 
I 

licensing to products, services and performances that are of acceptabl~ high quality to 

15 Plaintiff, and for which compensation is commensurate with the exploitation and 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

I 
I 

value there-of. 

DEFENDANTS' WRONGFUL CONDUCT . 
I 

25. In February 2011, Defendants launched a multimedia advrrtising 

campaign to sell their products, including apparel and fashion accessories, using the 
I 

likeness, identity and persona of Plaintiff for commercial purposes without her 

consent. 
I 
I 

26. Defendants broadcast, displayed and otherwise publicized advertisements 

for Defendants' products, including apparel and fashion accessories, ubing, centered 
I 
I 

around, and focused on, the likeness, identity, and persona of Plaintiff!("The 
I 

Infringing Ads"). 

27. Defendants used Plaintiff's likeness in the form of a celel:hity "look-

aliken in the Infringing Ads. : 
I 

28. Defendants incorporated and used qualities~ attributes an4 traits 
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associated with Plaintiff's likenesst identity, and persona in the Infring~g Ads to 248 
further evoke Plaintiff's likeness, identity and persona. . 

I 
29. Defendants incorporated a storyline associated with the Plaintiffs 

lix.eriess," identify and.persona in the infring1ng Ads .to further evoke Pf~intiff's -- . 
I 

likeness, identity and persona. , 

30. Defendants' Infringing Ads immediately received substantial attention 

and interest from the media and the consuming public as a direct and *oximate result 

of Defendants' unlawful use and misappropriation of Plaintiffs liken~~s, identity and. 

persona. 

31. The Infringing Ads are likely to cause confusion, and havb caused actual 

confusion, in the minds of the consuming public as to an association of Kim 

Kardashian with Defendants' products and services. , 
I 

32. Following the release of the Infringing Ads, Defendants ~owingly and 

intentionally took steps to exacerbate and perpetuate the likelihood of ~onfusion and 
I 

actual confusion in the minds of the consuming public, and to perpe~te their 

unlawful exploitation of Kim Kardashian1s likeness, identity and persdna for 
I 

Defendants' commercial gain, including by Defendantst unlawful use of Kim 

K.ardashia11's name. 

33. Toe Infringing Ads were repeatedly broadcast and promi~ently displayed 

and distributed in various media, including on cable and broadcast television, on the 

World Wide Web, on mobile devices, and in Defendants' retail stores.; 
i 

34. The Infringing Ads continue to be broadcast, shown and ~ublicly 

displayed by Defendants. 

35. The Infringing Ads falsely represent that Kim Kardashian sponsors, 
I 

endorses, or is associated with, Defendants. 

36. Plaintiff did not authorize Defendants, or any of them, to µse her name, 

likeness> identity or persona in connection with the Infringing Ads, or ~therwise. 
I 

3 7. Plaintiff was not contacted by Defendants to seek or to o,tain her 
I 
I 

- 6 - : 
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i 249 1 permission, nor was she compensated by Defendants, for the use ofhe~ name, 

2 likeness, identity or persona. . 
I 

3 38. The use of Plaintiff's name, likeness, identity and perso~ by Defendants 

4· ··was~-arid·is·. ·m consdous disregard-of Plaintiff's right of privacy and p*blidty, and of 

5 her exclusive right to control the use and exploitation of her name, lik~ess, identity 

6 and persona. 
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39. The aforementioned misappropriation and use of Kim K8*dashian's 
i 

name, likeness, identity and persona by Defendants was intentional. tjefendants' 

misappropriation was purposefully designed and intended to confuse, ~ cause 
I 

mistake, and to deceive the public into believing that Plaintiff was app~aring in the 
I 

Infringing Ads, and/or that Plaintiff sponsored, endorsed or was assoc~ted with 

Defendants' products, services and perfonnances. 1 

40. Defendants have created a likelihood of confusion in the minds of the 
I 

consuming public as to the source, sponsorship, endorsement, or asso9ation of Kim 

Kardashian with Defendants, and with their goods, services and perfoxrances. 

41. Defendants have profited, and will continue to profit, froril their unlawful 
• 

and intentional misappropriation and use of Kim Ka.rdashian's name, i~entity, likeness 

and persona. 

EJRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF I 

(Violation of the Lanham Act 15 USC § 1 l25(a); Unfair Competition) 
' 42. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of par~phs 1 
I 

through 41 as though ful]y s~t forth herein. 
I 

43. In doing the acts alleged herein, Defendants have engage~ in commercial 
I 

activity that is likely to cause confusion and/or mislead consumers inte believing that 
I 

Plaintiff has endorsed, sponsored, or othetwise approved of their prodµcts, services 

and performances when in fact she has not. 
! 

44. Defendants, acts as set forth herein have, in fact, misled and confused 

consumers, and continue to mislead and confuse consumers. ! 
I 
I 
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45. Defendants' conduct constitutes a willful violation of 15 J.s.c. § 250 
• 

1125(a). 

46. As a result of Defendants' actions, Plaintiff has suffered, ~d will 
- -- -- -- - - - - ___ .__ ------ - - ··- - --- - --·-. -- -- 1 - - -· -

continue to· suffer, damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 

SEC01SD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Violation of the California Common Law Right of Publ~citrl 

4 7. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations of p~aphs l 
I 

through41 as though fully set forth herein, ' 

48. In doing the acts alleged herein, Defendants have used fo~ commercial 

purposes Plaintiff's name, likeness, identity and persona without her c~nsent. 
I 

49. The commercial use and misappropriation of Plaintiff's nrme, likeness, 

identity and persona is a violation of the California common law right pf privacy, 

which includes the right of publicity. 
I 

50. As a proximate result of Defendants' acts alleged herein, Plaintiff has 
i 

suffered and will continue to suffer damages in an amount to be provtji at trial. 
I 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
I 

(Violation of the California Statutory Right of Publicity; Civil {;ode § 3344) 
I 

51. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 41 as though 

fully set forth herein. 
I 

52. In doing the acts alleged herein, Defendants have knowingly, willfully, 
I 

and lllllawfully used and misappropriated Plaintiff's name and likeness in connection 

with the Infringing Ads for their own commercial purposes. 

53. Defendants, misappropriation of Plaintifrs name and lik~ess for their 
I 

own commercial purposes is a violation of California Civil Code§ 3344. 

54. As a result of Defendants' actions, Plaintiff has suffered> bd will 

continue to suffer, damages in an amount to be proven at triaJ. 

- 8 -
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 251 

WHJiREFORE, Plaintiff requests entry of judgment against Defendantsf and 

each of them, as follows: 

--- l ~ - A preliminary and permanent inJuiictlon requmng Deren&.bts anallieif - ... 

agents, servants, and employees, and all other persons with whom they ~e acting in 

concert to refrain from using Kim Kardashian' s name, likeness, identit)/', or persona in 

any promotion, advertising, or marketing activities; 
I 

2. Compensatory damages, consequential damages, lost pr'>$&, and/or 
I 

disgorgement of Defendants' profits; I 

3. An award of attorney's fees and costs; 

4. Enhanced damages; 

5. Punitive damages; and 

6. Any other relief that is just and proper under the law. 

Respectfully submitted, . 

16 DATED: July 20, 2011 

17 

I 
THE BECKER LAW GROUP! 
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l 
Pu~uant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff hereby 

pEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 252 

----~ --------------- . - -···· -!.--
Respectfully submitted, · 

1 

2 

3 demands ajurytrial. 
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DATED: July 20, 2011 THE HECKER AW GROUP! 
I 

. Hecker., Esq. : 
es M. Slommski,.~qi i 

HECKER LAw GROUP 
192S CenwrY Park East, Suite 2300 
Los Angeles, California 90067 
Telephone: (310) 286-0317 
Facsunile: (310) 286-04~8 

Attorneys [or Plaintiff i 
KIM KARDASHIAN 
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FIRST AMENDED SUMM 

(CJTA.CION: ,JUf)/CI 
NOTIG! ·ro tlSFENPAf\l'r: 
(A \OSO AL f)E.MANl}AD.O)~ · 
MAAl~E11'lt-lGABV~N:rAG.8$ IN'ff.9"{NAnoNAL1 11110,, 11-CaU,or~ll!, :orporation: AU.co MAI, an 
lndMduaJj,SEAR$ f!OLD)NGlS ~l'fAGEMEti110·0RPOAA'rlQl91 Oala.wara,o ra o ·, E . 
B~NOS, t..Le. an llllno}11 ll~ilted~loblOtytompc1nS';,L.N1'·ACQIJISI · , , aware a 

l'OJ( co"nT OSI; Pt/I.¥ 
/pOl,O,ffARA. V!!II olfl:A COIITE) 

JUL 1 5 1.01~· 

SUM-10.0 

Jlnl>IUIY o~ppny.; RE-B!!CeA 13LAo~N. IHi ln'dlvlt1Cle1: mEMVARA lf!O,, a Delaware corpol\llTWfll 
LAUJReQ CORPORA)lOtil,.A'Wycmlng-corl;)orilllon\ OY~i'Otl(;SJLVl:R LLP, !.\ M~ryl11nd llmtted , 
lla.bllllv.1>1artnerall~): MIOHAEl ~OSE.Rt OOO~E. 811 lnlJMdual) SKYE A$S001A:r'Es', U.Oi lill'Mlllyliind 
llrntte<Ha.bllllY qom11Mv: ,C~TERE!ROOI~ SAL~~" LL!v, a Conn&ctfc1:1tllmltetf llElbllllY.,001"\POh~i 
RA YN!O~ GALEOT(I, an fht!Jvld-UAI, .MOTIi" ENTERPrl($E ll.C, a Flcrl,da Umlted liability oompnny; 
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John A, Clacko, E&er,u(ive Officet/Clerk 
M. 'Vtu1de-nuio 

'fOU ARE, BEING SUEO BY PL.AtNTtt:F: 
(LO ~TA, D1SMAN'1>AND0 EL IJJSMANOANTEJ~ 
REESEWITMERSPO<:»i, an lndlvldual 

BY~--~--~~~~~--

Nor1ce1,yisu !l«vo b8'11 sued. The ca11.rt 1m1y ilao!d(t. a11atns\ )'QU ltl!UloQtyoLtT being heard unlall$ ya1m1apood: w11hin 30 days. ~eail th&:Jltforrnauon 
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may ha tel<en w\lba\lt ~l\!lr WOmlt)Q fro111 die ~urt 

Theta n.ra, o1lial'~llgal retiukements. You tnay wMI ta oall ·an allemey rfglit away, I< yc,u o not llnow·an,rattorney, Y.OU may wat1l lo·pall an attorney 
rnferru1 ~rvl0$. Ir YIW Otll\not affi,ird ein ~ttornr,y, ymtmay·be e!Jglb!o for tree le.{ltil ottMce frd1i, a nonp1'fif(I legal tervl~s pr-0g1t1m. You Oall lO~fe, 
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COPY 
l CHARLES J~ HAJID'ER (State Bar No. 184593) 

IBFFRBY I. ABRAMS (State Baf Ne. 162735). 
2 HAlwERMlREJ.;t & AaRe.MS .LLF 

3 1&01 Aveime.of th~ Stam. Suit~ 1.120 
Los Angeles,, California::9Mp7 

4 1·etephone: (424). 203-1600 

5 
Faesimile: (:424) A03-l 601 

6 
Attorneys for_Pl$.ti.f.( . 
. lIBBSE WITHER~FDON 

7· 

JUL '1 51013 
Jobn~ Clar~. mecu(lve Ofiieo1i0Ierk 

M. V.andoma-11 
BY~~~~~~~----

8 

9 

10 

SU'PBlUOR, CO'Cip$ Of 1,11:E .ST,ATlt OF CALlFO~ 
I 

FORTHECOUNTYOFLOS.ANfELES -WESTDISTlUCl 

11 R.BE8E WitaE~Sl'OON~ an individual) 

12 Plaimi~ 

13 v. 

14 MAR!{ETJNG ADVANTAGES 
IN'J'ERNATIONAL, INC.~ a California ) 

15. corp0ratir.m; AU-CO lvfA4 an individual; ~ 
l(i SEARS lIOLDJNO,S MANkG:llMENT l 

CO'RFOR.ATIQNt a Dela.ware <:orpo1·ation; 
17 S:RAl~ BJtANDS, L.L,C.., an Illinois Utnited 

liability-c6lnparty; LNT ACQUISITION, LLC, 
18. a.Delawm~ litnitec;l lia"bUi~ co~.vany; l 

REB;ECCA BLADBN, an 1nd'ivrdual; 
19· ffi3MVA.M INC,, a :OetaWai'e cOJ.l>Oration; 

LAUTREC CORPORATION, a W.~c.>m.ii~ ) 
:lO co1po1'ation:; OVERSTOCK SIL VER UP,. a ) 
21 Marrt~d.limit~d lfabiHty patmet·!)sbf p;. . • l 

MlCHAEL R.QBRR'f COOKE* an mGhvidual, · 
22 SK.YE.AS'SOQIA.TBS• LLC> ~.Mw:ylabd 
<l-:t 1:l$ited .liability c-o:m.patiy; CEN'l'ERB'ROOK l 
~ SALES, LLC, a Coilnecticut llin:l:ted Iumility 
,..4 company; ltA "YMOND GALEO'.l'TI., an 
;.;. ~drvid\'lal, MOT.IF. EN!EIWlUSB LLC, a l 
25 FlQtida'. limited liability CQmpany} 

POLYVOR.E, INC., a:Detaware e.otpomtion 
26 with it111:rrl:ttc.iplc,~.lace ofl.lusibess located in 

. M0)1.t1tain \r.iew, tali.tbmia; FRAGRANCE . 
2.7 HUTt a/kh °Fragi:auc.eHut.com,·" an entity of ~ 
.28 unknown f 0ttt1 and origin; ~ 

1 

' 
C :se No.,: SC120883' 

iS'.C AME.Nl)ED. .CQMPL..t\mT FOR: 

1, VIOLAT[ON·OF.COMMONLAW 
R GltT OF fTJBL'.[.('..T:.l'Y 

.i. VIOLATION .OF COMMON LAW 
R· Gm'QF PlUV,(\,CY 

3, COMMONL&W TRADEMAlUt / 
· . . ® N,AM:JlrJNm.UNGFiM)r,t{T. 

S. COMMON LAW SLOGAN 
JTJUN(mM.ENl' 

U'.EMAND '.F.OH. JURY TIUAL. 
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1 GEOROB LAFFLtN. an in.d:iv.idual; 
THE.BEST LIFESTYLES, a/k/a 

1 •"'I'Jre.l3estUJ:es.tyi~s;conf, a~ en,tfty Qf 

3 
~~lro,c:,wn fqm ~d ~i.tgin; W.AMBUI 
OimtRE.MBUR.U~ ·an iirdivfdualt nnd 

.4 DOES. 1-JOO, inclusive, 

5 P!i!f~od~its. 

(j 

) 

5 

1 

8 

P'laii1tiff'Reese Witlie.i·spoon alleges as. foHo·~js: 

TR :oudrroN 

9 1.. Reese Withetapoon is a world-wide. t11 tion picture star and celebrity., and her name, 

10 {~g~ ideuJl.ty .an,d p.erson1i bJ\ve t1:ein1m4omi corrun l.'Cia'l valu~. Defend&nw :u.sed M~ .. 

11 Witlie~peon•s name and irna,g.e. without her pertl1iss 011,t in advertising and marlc~tingjewelry 

l.2- products, includin& am.011gothers, aso-o.atled. "R.~s Withet,spoon!' branded engagement ring. 

13 Def-end.ants. did not seek or obtain Ms. Witherspoon• '.apptoval befoi'e using her rtame and ·lmage 

14 in oonnec:ti&n with the adv81tis.ing) m.a1·ketin_g and sa,J $, at issl.)e, nor did Defepdants pay Ms. 

1S Witherspoon ai1y compensation fur such unanlhorlze use, let alone compensation commensurate 

I d' wtlli the BUbstimttai" conun~ro1afvatue of tlleiuse ilh -·. ni,me ·aud ·1-riia.s~ ror in.ch C'aituiiei'oi~l 

17 purposes. Defendants? actions cnnstitute a-violation f .Ms. With:et'S_poon•s common law right of 

18' publicl,ty, -as wen 38 .a vlo1adon (ff' her 1iglrt of priva0 .~ and ulfringemen:t-of her c-ommon fa,w 

19 trirdemark;. trade cJres~ and ·slogan,. th'ereby·entitUng I 1· to:an awat'd.ofsubst.anfial .m()n.etary 

ZO daii)agt,& ~d (i- l)eti:J.la-n~f1t ·ui.junctfon pi:ohibiting Pe oda.nts n·o.m any fol:thc,· use of her name or 

2J ima~ fol' o.Qmmel.'cia1 pmpo'$es. 

ALLEGA IONS COMMO TO 1,L ,CAUSES·OF ACTI . 22 

23 

24 2. 

THEPAR'. IES 

Plijiut{ff RBESE WITHERSPOON ia o individual and. do~foilfary of tb.e State of 

2-5- Callforoia* County of Los Ange:l~s-. 

26 3. Plaintiff.i's itiforrne-d and belteves and. ased thereon alleges that defe11da11t 

27 MARKETING ADVANTAGES, INTERNATION INC. is, and at all drnes relevant her.eto 

28 wast a corporation orga'nized .an.d exiBt-ing under the l s of the State of Ca:lifornia, with its 

Pllls:r AMEND~O ~Ml'LAJNT 
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t principal place of b0$h:l~.$S located· In th~ Sta~ o:(' CaHfu.mia1 .Countf of Sari. Di~gQ, ~(l d,aing 

2; t;uslness :in. the County oi LoR ArtgeJ-e_q, among od1er counties fa. the S l'at-e of Califomia. 

3 4. Plaind.ff ~~ ihfU1.med: ~d believes and based ther~n alleges ~t defendant 

4 A.U-CO. MAI i~ an individ\Jal. a:ud a do:nifoiHary of the State of Califonila • 

. 5 S. Plaintlff.is.infor1ned aud'bt>lieves and basedth'el'epn aUeg~s that.defend~t 

6 SEARS HOLDINGS MANAGEMENT CORPORATION is,. and -at aU times ·re-1ev!Ult l.tei·eto was, 

7' a 90.cpo1:atiQn organized and exfating 11utforthe taws of th~ St.ate of Pelawarc. with ·its p1incipal 

s:. plaoe.ofb1.1siness located in Hoffu1an Estates, Illino:if, and doing busin~ In the County of Los 
I 

9 Ange:le~i Stat~ of Califcm1i.a. i 
' 

10 6. '.Plaintiffls·infonned and believes and based th.ereon alleges that defendant 

U · SPARS ~RANDS, L.L.C. ia., and at all times i-,:levru t het~ w.u>-a ltqii~d 1iabjlity <;(lmp~ny 

l2 organized .and. existilig under the laws. of'the State . I11iru::.is, with its principal plaee· of business 

13 lo-oated. iti Hoft'tnan BstateB, Ifl.ip,ois, and doing busi ess in ·~he-. Couoty af Lls .Angeles, SMt,. o.f 

14 . California. 

1.5 7. Pla.intiff is infonne:d and b<'ilitwes vnd ba-sed th~~om alleges.that de.fen.eant 

iti . ·tNtACQUISITibN, ttc'is, and :iif: ati. time·a refov tit.hereto was~ a ·1imiied Habiluy ·compauj, 

17 Q:l'..gl\~e'd ®d. existing .under tb.~ la.ws' of~ State o Delaware, with ·its p1':in.cipal p.l.aoe of business 

18 looated in Ncll'tbbmok, IIHnols, and. doing business 11 the County of Los Angeles. State. of 

19 · ~lifomia. 

20 8. Piaint'iffis info1med. and believes and based thereon a:Ueges that <lefondant 

21 RE.BECCA BLADEN is afi individual, A domioiliar afthe State Qf Illinois. and doing bushtess in 

22 the County of Les.Angeles> State Qf Califumia.. 

23 9. Plaintiffis informed and beJleves and asetl thereort alleges that .defendant 

24 GEMVARA, INC. is> and at au time~ r~levant her.e. was, a coiporati°Qn oi·ganized and exlsting 

25 Julder the laws of the: State· of DJ"laware, with its pl'ln ~al '])lac:e· of businees located i:n.Lezji.1gton, 

26 Massachusetts, and doing business ill. the County of .Q~ Angeles, State o:f·Catifornia. 

27 10. Pla.i:ntiff is informed and believes and rased t11ereon all~es the:t defettdaut 

28 LA UT.REC COltPOR.A TION, doing business as "J)ir nondNe~u:3_.co:m•t is-, ~nd at all times 

. 3 I 
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1 r~levant hereto w~, a co1p9ratlon organfied and e}.!:isting under .the laws of the State Qf Wyo min~ 

2 'with ·its principal place ofhusfoe.ss located. in Franklin. Whconsi11; and doing business in the 

3 ;C!oW)ty .ofl..os Angeles, Stat~ of Caliro.niia-. 

4 I I. Plaintiff i$ inror.m.ed and believes an:d based thereon .alleges that·d~fe11dan:t 

S O'VER$1'0CK $"II., VER LL~, <lQing b~iness as ·0 overstoclc$ilver.c.om~ fa, and at all times 

6 r.elevant lieret-0 was, a limit~ liability padnersbip organized and existing tUtder the laws of the 

7 .St~te ofMai:y.la,od~ with itB principal pli:lce.ofbusioess located in Cocbysvme, Maryl.~d> imd 

'8 · doirtg business in t11e County .o'f'Los Angeles. State ot California. 

12. .. Plaintiff .is :info\·~ed· and ~~Ueves and ~~s~d thereon allege.s that. def~nd~nt . 

10 MICHAEL ROBERT COOKE 1san indtvidbal~ a dotfieiliacy oftheState ofM1a1ylnnd, and.dotng 

11 bu$i11ess in the Cot{tlty 6.f'L0.s ~geles, Staie,of Call · · 1i1ia. 

12 13.. Plafrrt'iffis 111fcilmied and beHeves:and .ased thel'Mt1 alleges.that defendant 

13 SKY.B A~SOCIATBS:, LLC, dob1g·bu~foes1t,as "F'.ant ~yJe.weuJBox,oon1" is~ aJ1d at al( times 

14 re.levant hel'eto was .. a Mru:ylaud limite~ .Habiti? ·co~ntatiy with its pr~cipal 'Place of busifiess 

lS lo,eated in Bethesda, Marylan~, and doing ,b'1#im~& l l the County oftos An-gc~les. State of 

1, ·~~Hro1·11ia ... , .. · · .. ·· 1 ., - · , 

17 14. P laintlff is infollfie'4 and believes :and ased the1·eQ11 al1egis. that de.fen:dant 

18 .CENTER.BROOK SALBS,. LLC~ doing business as " vesAddiotlon.cotn'11s,. and at alt tim83 

19 J'.¢1:ev~t hereto wa.s, a limited liability comp.any 0rga i.z.ed and .e"1sting. u.nd.e1· the laws ·Of the State 

20 of O:m:nectieut, wJtl1 its principal. place of business .l'o .ated in Deep Rivet, Connectio04 and doing 

21 b:asfn.es.s in the C.ounty IYf Los .Ang~le$, State of Cali 1:nla 

22· IS. Plaintiff is .inton:ned and believes and used thereon alleges that defendant 

23 ·RAYMOND <JALEOT'r.l is an :lndi'Viaual, a dct.tni'O:ili · :y of the State ·of Cono:eciicut, and doing 

24 business ln the Co1mty,ofLosAngeles,State ofO · mta. 

25 1.6, PlaintifftS. irtfofmed mu:t belie'.V'.e$ ~n!l ased th~reon alleges that defe:iida11t MOTIF 

26 ENTBRP.RISE.1,LCs doing business us "Am.bei'Desir , .coin" is. and at aU times relevant hereto 

27 was, a Ji1)1jted lial:iili'ty company organized :afid ©dsti:J ·g under the .laws of the State ofF'lorida, wl.th 

28' its p.rinclpal place of businegs located in .Cooper City, Flgrida, an:d doing b.usin<'S'fi in the CQm1ty of 

4 
n'.llS'f .AWThlDElJ cpMPt.AlNT 

i 
I 
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' i Lo.s Angeles~ State ef"Cti.1ifornia. 

z , 7:, -Plaintiff is infonned and believes and based thereon alleges that defeµdant. 

:3 ·J?OLYVORE, I.NC.1 dojng business as 0 Pt,lyvwe;com'' is, and at:all times Tele\l'ant ltereto was, a 

4 -eorpQration.o1'gan~ed fµld existing under the 1awt> of the State. o.f Delawa1•e, with Jts PJ:.incipal place 

5 of business located.in the State of Califo1nia, County of Santa Clara~ and doing business in the 

6 .County of l.os Angeleii. St«te ofCaU:furnia. , 

7 1-8. Plaintiff is iiiftmned and.belle~es and ~aaed tlte.i-eon ·alleges that defendaut 

8 FRAGRA'hlCB.HUT a/Wa 'cpµagi:anceH:ut.<iom'' is, a . d. at,all times telev~nt her(}to w~s, an entity 

, of un.ktiow.n form ·a11tl origin wtth. its pt1inoipaJ ·place f business located ·in Vineland, New Jersey, 

10 and doi11g busin~s fo t11.e Col:ltlty ~f Los Angeles). S tc of Califo.mla, 

11 19. 'Plaintiff.is-informed and be1ieYes and ased thei'tOti alleges that defendant 

1'2 0,EOR,O.E· LAFFLJN; is~ individual~. a domfoilimy · f th~ Sbite p:fN1;1w Jersey, and doing business 

13 hr tbe C01111tyof Los Angefcs., State of·Ca-1:ii'ci.roia. 

14 20. Pfa.j)itiff is hrfo.tmed ~nd. believes at).d ased the~9n af'l~es that defendant THE 

15 BEST LIFESTYLES a/k/a i'TheBe~tLifestyles.com'r ·s, .artd at aH times.releva.t:tt hereto was, an 

16 entity ohnl<"tts:>Wll fOl'm and origin with its pdnclpai lace ofbusines·e located in ·the ·state of New 

17 Y~ and doing busmess bithe Coun:ty ofLos Ahge ·es, StateofCalifofflia. 

18- 21. PfaJ.ntiff is info1med iind ·b~ll@v.es and a&ed tbei:ePn alleges that defend.ant 

19- WAMBUl OITHIRE-MllURl) .is an indb1,idual1 a do ictliary of the State of New York. and doing 

1.0 bt'l#lm.~s. in t11.e Coimty of Los Augelell, State of 0. ·: .tnia. 

21 22. Pfain-liltfJs inf.oimed ancf believes and. ased thm-eon allege~ that the fict1liou-11ly-

22 u~ed I)~e,1dants· sue<,} herein o.s.D<:>ea 1 thrnugb 1D i and ~ach of them, at~ in some tnannet 

23 respoirsib-le or teia!ly liable.for. the actions, events, tr 11sacti0ns and circmnstam:.,.~, atl~ge<l h~rein. 

24 The tl'U.e names and ·ea_paeit'i.es- o-t·aucll fi-ctttiol,lsir-.1) . ed Defendt\nts, whetl1e.1.· i:ndiv.idual1 

2S emp01'8.t~, ass-ociate or otherwise~ -a.1:e,preseritly unkn. w.n to Plaintiff, and Plaintiff will seek. leave 

26. of Coutt to amend this Complaint to ossfil't the tt,ue fl ro.cs and capacitie~ of such fictitiously-

27 uame:d De.J:ertdants when the same have been as.certai 1ed. Foroonvenienco, eaoh t~fer~nceto a 

28 named Defendant.herein shall ahm r.efei-to Does 1 "tt\' <lugh 100.. Alt defet1da1,ls, inoludittg both flie 

s 
l7IR$T AME1"{DBD OWLA'INT 
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1 named d~fendtm.ts and those refetn::a to herein as Does 1 tbrough 100_. al'e sometimes colloctively 

2 \!efet:.!'ed to lterein as. ~ efendan~.n 

3 2.3, P.la.intiff.i$ info11u9,d. and believe,5 attd based thereon allegtj tbat D«fehdantso and 

4 each ofth6in> weve and at'e the ngents1 employees,.pattneFs,joint-ventut·~rs, co•conspir.a.to.rs, 

5 ow~er~,.pti.ncip~ts. \31\d-employe.rs 9fth~tem.a:ining Defendants, and e.aeb of them are.$ and at.all 

(i times herein mentioned: wett:,. ttcting within the. course and scope of that agency, partn.ei.:ship, 

7 employn'lellt, COf)_spltacy~ t>WlttSrsh.tr, orjointve.nto11el Ptafntlff is futther infot-n.1ed and believes 

8 o.nd ·based thel'.eon ·a:1leges that the acts and oondu.ct herein afleged of ea-ch sttch Defend~nt w.oi;e 

9 known t~ authorized. by an¢1011 ratified by the othei· Defendants, and eaoh of them. 

lO 

11 24. 

I 
REESlll w T . ·nsr.ooN 

Plaintiff Rees~ Withel'$poon is a woi:l wide mot.ion pic.ttu:e·stat' and celebrity who 
' 

ll has stm:redin and 1:ceeived critfoaJ .acclaim for her p~fo11oances in motion pkl,°lU'es that have been 
I 

13 viewed by millfons of people· tlu'Ough011t th¢ Uoited ~ta.~s and the wol'ld. Ms. Withetspoon has 
' 14 stetted inmm·e tha11 twei1ty...flve (25) motion pictu.rei incl~tding,.among oth~1:s: M\.\d (2012)~ This 

15 Means Wat-{201.2)~ Watet for Elephants. {2.011). R o Do You Kn~w (2010), Moasooi'S vs. Alfons 

16 '(1o69J, FQur Christmases (2008.), Rin<Jition (2006)~ ust tike Heaven (:20051-:Walk theLfne --

17 ~005), Vanity Fair(2004),. Legalls, Bloi1de. 2; Red, · tie & Blonde (2003),. Sweet Home 

18 Alabam~ (2002). Th~ 1mpottlltlce ~fBeing Eatlle&t ( QQ2), Legally BlomJ.e·.(200 l)i The Xrnm.p.et 

1~ <}fthe Swan (2001 ), Litt.le Nicley (2000)> Atnerican ~y.ob.o (2000). Best Laid Plans (1999),. 

20 llleeti~n (l %)9), Cru~ Intentions '(1999).,.Plensantvi,lle (1998)1 Overnight P~Hveqr(\998)1 

ll lwili,gbt (1998), Feai; (1996), Freew.ay,(199.6), S .. F.~. (1994), Jack the-Beru-('1993), A Far Off 

21 ftace (1993)~ and The Man fo..the Moon (1991). ! 
23 25. Ms. Withe1~poon.has 1,eceh,ed nii"b'ler us hon01·s., awartls artd recognitions for her 

24 wodc. Amo.ng many others, she recc..i:v~Gi the. 2006 A. ·a:de1ny A. w~rd' ·Osca,1· for Beitt Aettess, the 

25 200.6 Golden Globe, Award fot Best Actress-.in a Mo on Picture, and tb6 .S.creen Actors Guild 

2.6. Awartf for Best Actress. fot·ht%· peifornw.nce s:s June Ontter iu Walle.the u,,e (200S}. 

27' II I 

28 /fl 
i 

6 . 
FIRST AMHNDED 1·.+::0:--:-M-PLA~ l.,.,..Ncc-,T----- -----

1 



1 26. As a testament to her substantial and enduring populatity and commereia.1 value 

2 over the CQU1'8e ofthe past 16 years, Ms. Witherspoon has rec~ved tlle following People's Choice 

3 A:w:.ufds and noo1mations: 

4. 2.005 People,s Cholc~ Award nontlne~ for '<favorite Female Movi.e-Star0 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

l'O 

11 

12 

13 · 

14, 

15 · 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

27'. 

othe1~ 

28. 

2-006 .People's Choice Awattl winner for '''.Fa:vorite Leading Ladt' 

2008 People's Choice Award w.inn~r for "F.a.vorlte .Female Movil') Stat' 

2009 People~s· Choice Award w.lnneiifor "Fe:v.orit.e Fi;male Movie Star'& 

201.2 PeQp1~>s .C.hofoe A \vEwd. nomineb for "Favori.te Movie AcU:ess" 

2013 People1s Chnioe Award nomine fur "Fa:vorlte Comedfu Movie Actress~' 

M$.. Wj:tJ.1er&pQon haa 1:~eeive.d the fol owir)g ~dditio1ta:l awards) arn@g many 

c. 

d. 

Blockbuster Ente1".twnmont A 

.atitjsh Aeadeiny of Film and elev.isie.o Atts A w.:~·d 

Two ·(4) National Society o£ 1 Critics Awards 

e. ~ Three C.3) ·reen cfroieo A\wara includin,g iit,;Exi~ao1!dit1ary· Achieve1ne11tt" 

Award; and 

!.. Four·(4) MTV Movie Awards fto,1n 2001 tlu~ougb 2011 i'ticluding th.e 

MTV Generatfon Award. 

Ms, Withetsp.oon also was honored · a star on the "HellywMd Wallt of Fame" 

Z1 in Deeemb~t· 2010, J~at.ed at 6262 Hollywood Bolil · ard in Hollywood> California. 

22 29, P!a,i;Q.tift''.s, name, image, identity, @nd- ersona are1·e.cognizec;t instantly by.the pt,blic 

2'3 a.nd.lw.v~~Qbl.ltautial ~ommercial value. She extwcl.ll s careful oonsideratiQll prlor'to pennitdng the 

24. c01nn1e.t'cral use of her l'l4tlle, tntage; .identity oepe1'S na, to ensure that they a,:t ·ass·ooiate.d with 

25 pr.oducts, cutel.'tftinment, .servloe:s and/or .Qomp~ule1d which she believes ~nd to ensure that the 

.26· value of her na:t11e. ill1~ge, identH:y. and pol's0:na is uo diminished, either by association w.ith 

27 pmducts. ent'el'tah:u:nent, ~ervfces IU).d/or compauiQS hich she does nnt peraonatly desire. to 

28 m,ipport ·and1ot by. O\ter'"satur.e:tion of het uame and ir · age. Ms. Withei-spoon will not volnntad1y 
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1 wpear in print or..othe.r media-for a ~mpany or produottu.ll~a,g she ciu:e.ttliy $ele~tS. a.na b~Ueves 

.2 frt ~ ·~.0111pa.ny and product, und unless· the eompeus-a.tfo11 she Jecei,;,.es i& both e.otnmeJ:1Slttate with 

.3 'the' w.lue of the ,~ploitatlpn ofhel' ~tn,e,. hnage? identity and p~s~ma, and·-suftioi~11t to 

4 com.pe11Sa'te her fot ally pot'etttial oi~~inution in value i-esultil1g from the commeixiial use of her 

·S pubJlcity rights, i'l1-tellectual property-rights and privacy lights. 

6 DEFENDANTS' WRONGFUL CONDlfC;r 

7 30, Pl~i11tiff i~ tnfu1meq-an:d beli.ev.es and Qn· ~hat b.a.iils al.le.g¢s· th~t Defendants a1-:e> and 

:8 a.tall ti111~ relevant liereto. were, p1inwily·engag~ in .tl1e buainess of tnru:Jufuc.'tu11ing, di:strlhutin-g, 
I 

,9 mark.edng a1rdf.or aeli:ing jewelry and 9th~ prnducts, · nd adverttsin& nl81:keting and selling their 

1 O /p.r.udttc.ts in. the State of.California, and thtou_gho.ut tl1 United States ·and the: wodd. 

11 31. Defe11clant8 intentfot.a.i1y ~ r,romine tly'USe<t'M.s·: Witb.a1~poo1ts name, 

12 }llloto~ilph, likenes!tJ ldentlty and state-~on law Tadel.'llatk; ttade·nam~,. trade dress and 

13 slogan (collectiv~ty ller~hi "Pl-a:i:'l)tiff'a R\ghl$") in .p.d~e1tisln_gJ madr:~t~J'l.g at1<l/01•11ron:toti<m. 
• 

14 (ooMeetively. the~·Adverdseimnts") .to·seUjewdJ.y. ,,,d other products (collectively. the 
I 

15 "A.dve.rtised Prodl;:icts»). ' 

l& 3.2. . within certain of the Advel'tise1nents, laintlrfl s. Rights were usecf immediately 

17 aqjooe11t m· in close pl'o:X:imity to the Advertieed P1:e ots, 0th.el' p1·oduct& for sale, and particular 

18 De-C-eudants' company names. logos, tt•ademarke, trad names, :tr.a.de dress and slogans. so. as to 

19 c.r.eate·an unauth,Qrized and false .nssocia.tion with Phi fltift; and jnfi'iugcm.~1\t of Pla.lt\tiff·s Rights. 

20 3i. M no timedfd ~fa inti ff ev.erglve her ·ermrssion to i>efendants~ orn.u.y of them, to 

21 u.se Plaintiff's R.i_gbts in tb.e Adve11ise1nents, or to ad •ertise,. market, pmlllOte. or sell the 

zz Adverti:soo.Products, . .or in any other manner) nor has any Plarntlf'fl;i.een CQmpensat~d. fur su.ch 

23 unauthorized c.ommetQial use.o.fhtl'publicity dghts l'p.tivac.yl'ights. 

24 34. :Plaintiff·is fofo1med and believes and ased thereon afleges that Defendant~ 

25: intentl.onallyt negligentty aiid/or lcnowhlgly ea.used P au1tiff'·s Rights to-avpea:i: in the 

26 Adve1tisements for the purpose of advertising. and pr mo'ting Defendants and their products, 

27 

23 

inoludlng the Advedised Products. 

It/ I 
I 

FIRST AMllND~+MPLAINT 

l 
,• 
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1 3S. Plaintiff has developed :and cultivated· her name, image, identity and persona to 

.2 cr~-~te· ceiebrity and un:iversal reOQgnition, and Defen4anfs have1 witho~t any l'ight, title. or 

3 aufhotlzatia11; misfWprop1~ated Pla:intiff's R{ghts inoluding her valuable tlgh.t of.p:ublioity and the 

4 . as-soclate4 succ~s and populadty of Plaintiff, by un1awfu11y usfn_g her nam~~ photograph; im.age, 

5 .identl~y and pe1:sona. for the aforesaid eortnrte1·9lal purposes. 

6 

7 

FIRS1' CAUSE OF ACTION. 

(Fot Violatton <if Corulno11 Law Right of. Publicity. Against All Defendants) 
• I 

8. 3·6, P~~indff.repeats·, re-a.lleges. adopts ru¥ {neQtptlrates each and eve1y a:llegation 

9 contained in Paragraphs L thtf}uth 35 inclusive~ as ~ough 'fully .set forth herein. 
I 

10 37. _eased.on herhard.wod~ and use-of h 'r. talents in the entel't.al.nm.ent fiekt'j Plaintiff's 

11 1tame, phetagt"a_p1'\) u:n,age, identity .and persona have b¢coll'.le, and are,. 'Ve1'Y va:h!able w~tldwide 

12 end. ar~ u;i.vest«i ·with su.bstaut1al.. goot1wil1 \n tbe eye -of the publie. Accordingly, Piaintiff has a 

13 valmtbfo.right.ofpublicity., i1 ri'gbt with substantial c n'.Il11ere.ia.1 value, whieh sho ha~ not ajy:eed to 

14 license or tt'ftnsfer,. in whole or hi part, to Dofendau.t 01: any of them, fo.r any nwpose·wbatsqever. 

15 3-8. Thewrmgful acts ofDefend'ail.ts,. and each ofthent, as alleged htreinabove, . 
• ·• • .-... ,r • . ' . • ..... ' '\ i.. • •1• ·- .•.. .,. .., ,. '"* '" 

16 <:Qttatitute a ¥i:olat,io~ and. roisappuu>xiat.ion. o.f:P.lafoli s- rfghts. ofpublie1ty beGause.Defe11d~tS· 

17 :hav.e :misi\~p·ro»tiated. Plaintiff' .s natna, J;)hotograph. i · e.ge, id~ntity ·and persona, and used them, 

18 without:f>~missio.f.l>. for. De~l)<ftm~' :aclll.antage iJ1~;lu ing, without limitation, to adv.ertise and 

19 pl'01P0te Defendants' businesses in general> .and pt·or ate-andaelt their pro:ducts and,. in particular, 

2:0. the Adverli~d rtodue.ts, 

21 39. As a direct and proximate 1~sttlt oftb, afbresaid wrongrul acts of Defendants., 

22 Plaintiffl1as lte.~ damage4 in.au amo'Wl.t th~t-exceed "tl1e.Jurfadicticmal minimum ofth-is Court, w 

23 be determined· at the ·time of tl'iat. 

24 40. Plain.tiff is 1nfoJ!me.d.aud beli<:;ves> an~ based thereon alleg.e.s-, that P.efendant&, ·and 

2S eaoh. of them, in doing'thetnings herein alleged, note~ willfully. ·maliciously and oppressively, and 

26 with full knowledge of the adv.erse effect of th.eit ac~ons on Plain'tllf and with willful and 

27 delibeiiate .disregal'd for the cohs.iquences to 'Plainti~ By teason thereot :Plaintiff is entitled to 

28' feoove1· 1roniti\reand ex~~pl~t·y da,mag.~.:ftom De'fe1dauts, and each. of theni, in an amount to be 

9 1 
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1 determined at the .tlme of h'lal. 

2' 

3 

4 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

(lfor vtoJ:aft9n ()t Cam.:~1on Law R:ightot Privacy Agatn~t Ail Defendants). 

41. PlruntiffrepeatsJ l'tHdlegetj udopra and i11.Co1po-ratos each and every allegation. 

-5 ~oJ.!.t:a.in~-in Pa1'/lgtap11s I fhr.o~li 40 inclusive, as thou~h fhl~yset forth hetei:n. 

6 42'. Defendafiuf wi'Ongful aets, aa alleged heteih4bov~ oonstl:tute a violation of 

1 Plajntiff'.; conu11<m. law-1ight of privaey because D.efl ndants-, without Plaintif.rs pennission., used 

8 Pl.ailltifrs n.ame an.dpltotogt;.i:ph to 1:1dv~tttse and pro , ote Defendants' oompmties and.product&. 

9 43. ·oetend(lnts hav~ infringed Plaintiff's igbt to be left alone and her dght to. control 

10 the use of hei· image, identity and pers~ma.; in dfrect iolat1011. of applicable. privacy laws. 

11 44, As.« <ilveo1 and·proxi~ r~1.11t of th afo1·esaid wrong{wl acts o.f'Defen:dants, 

11.- Plaintiff bas been dama.ged in an amolUlt that ex Med thl:) juri:Sdieti.o.nal tnln1murn of this Co.urt, to 

13 bo,determfoe4 et the time, of trial, 

14 4S. P.lainti:ff ls info1"1~1ed.and believes',. m1i · · b11Sed thetteon alleges., that Defendattts, in 

15 doing the things b.er.ein itleged~ a~ted w1il.,f1.lUy, ma:l:i io1.15ly a11d oppro$sivQly., and with full 
... ·' . ' . ... .. " " . .. .. 

16- knowledge ofthe.a'dverse effect of its aotions on Pla ntiff.and with wmn11 artd-&liberate disregard 

17 for the eons~quenc.e:s to.. Pbdntiff. By 1•c::ajon. ther~of, Plain tiff is <;ntitt~ tp recoverJ>Ullitiv.e and 

18: exemplary damilges from Defendants in an amount t be qetermined at the time of trial. 

19-

20· (For Con1mon. Law Tl'ademark I Tr-a:de. N a1t1 Infi·in~ement Against All Defendants) 

21 46. P~µJtiffrepeatsi re,.a:Ue_g_e.s, adnpts M. i:ncoxpo:1:0.tes o.aeh-and ~very al1eg-c1tion 

:22' contained in P.al'Agfaphs 1 tfi:L'o·u-gii 4 51 in.cltisive,. as: ' o.ugh Mly set fotdt :bet-eiu. 

23 

24- constitutes, a common law'trade name, all of which .a ·e owned hf Plain:tif:R~ have-been 

25 extensiv~y advertis~d an.d_ptomo~d througbaut th~ ol'ld fur moue than. twenty·('20) years. As a 

26 result-of this adve.rtising and promotion, Plafotifi"-s ci 111mon Jaw fl'adell'lru.:Jcs ancl tt'ttde name are 

27 1ooow,ize4 througl1o~t:wcrldwide tradiag.a1:e,lls ~<Ii annels oftl'ade as fatn(:}U,S and di$tin.cti-vet 

z~. and are. i.dentffled by the purehasi.n;g publi.c witn Plt\it tiff. Plaintiff's conunon la:.w tt'adeinar1<$ and 

10 
FIR.ST At\'IBNDHP · 0MPLA[NT 
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1 tmde narrte. are fatnoos and d1sthwtive within the meaning of appli:ea'ble corumon law. 

2 4S. Notwiths~andi,)g P.JaitJ.tifr ~ 1:igbts~ D~f~1id;1~tsi ·with.out ,Pl arntiff s autl)S)rjzati:on, 

3 advercis.e~ distdbuted, offered ta selt and sold produe.ts and·sei1"11ces that wd-awfully-utiHze 

4 Plaintiff's common Jaw trademarl~ and trade name, 

s 49. Defendants' use, and continuing useJ. of P1aintiff':s common. law tradematics and 

.6 trade.name.in eonnecth;:,n with Defendants' companies, products and set'Vi®s consti(u~s a 

7 violation.of ap-plic.able com.moli law in that it creates- a false association between Plaintiff and her 

3 -eom~on. law tl'Bdernadc& l:!.nd trad~-natne, (>ll the ~ne ~and, and P~fend:Jnts' oompani¢~} p1~ducts 

9: artd a-ervice~ Ort the other hand, and a :&lsede5ignatiqn of ol'i:tpn as to the goods ·and s.endces 

10 advertised, rnarl<eted. promoted, distJ:ibuted:; offered for sule and-sold b-y Detet14ants, D'efond~l1ts' 

11 use-of})lai11ti-ffls common fuw trademad.cs and trade 1ame is likely to confuse, mislead and/or 

11. tfocelv.e the. consuming public and wade by <treatiflg tlp.e: f'al-se, imp1:esslon that Defendants' . 
13 companies, prQd~s and.ser.vices are or were appl'ovtd, a1)thodzed, sponsored, enclo1,ed, 

14 gual'l:tnteed by and/01~ ru·e ln some way a.f:fiHated or ase(iciated with Plaitttift: 

1S SO, Dl;l'funda.nts'- use,.and continuing use_, c}fthe P1a{nt1ffs comtn.Q:n law tr:ademai·k~ e.nd 

lo . trade' mttne 'in ·ootrne0tion with Dcffeuooirts-' cortipanie'st products; ruld'5e1'Vide, also· oonstil:btes a 
I 

17 ml~e w mtsteading d,e~riptk,n ot representation in viplatio.n Qf ~pplfo.able common law. 

18 51. As a direct and j.StoxhnakH-esutt of oereirdants, wrongful co11duct OOS01'.i'l)ed herein, 

19 P.lffl:111iff'.is entitled tQ tll~ 1·eaQve1-y. o.t: (1) ~1y .and aUj.dan1.t\ges sustained by Plaintiff as. a t~sul.t of 

20 Defendants• conduot; (2) Defendauts.• profits Msocia*.d with the use of Plai11tifr·s corhmon Jaw 
! 

21 trade11)a1·b and tn~de name; and (3) Plaintiffts-costs cJf sult. 

2:2 52. Plaintiff is infurm.ed and .believe~, .an.d!based tbereon alleg<:s, that D.efeadanfs, in 

23 d9mg the things fo~1·ein aUegeC:f, a.cted :w'i11t;uily) m~1140\lsly attd oppresslvelY> and with full 

24 knowledge of-the advcrseeffectoftheil"aotions onP1~intiffand with wi!lful and deliberate 
• I 

:25 dis.regard for th~ consequences hJ. P-laintiff. B:y reasom th.ei·eof, Plaintiff is .entitled to recover 
I 

26 punitive and e,r.eu1.platy datn:ages fh11n Defoodaots in Jan 1ltnomjt to. be det~i:mined at the :t1m.e of 

27 tdat, 

18 Ill 

11 j 
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1 53. Plaitttiff:alao s~ks a prelunlnary· and pcwmanent injunction to pro'hibi,: Defendants 

2 from a~y further C).O.~pt~rda1 ~~ of Pl~Sntif('s C9t:mUQD 16w trademark~· and trad~ n~~, or any 

3 .irei:ations thereof. 

4 

5 

·6 

FOURTH CA'.TJSE OF ACTION 

(For Co:m:tnon Law Trad'e-Dr.ess. Infr.fugenient Ag«fnst All.Defendants) 

54. ·pfaintiftrep.eats-, re.alleges, adopts and. inGorporates eaqh and evet'Y·alfe.ga:tion. 

7 ,00nt11iuediiiPa1'agraphs, t ·thraugh 53,. inclusive.. as t'flough fully. set forth hel'eiil. 
I 

:3 5S, D0fetrdanJ&,. without: Plainti:ff :l a\ltl\Q~i;atjon, advertised~ 4i.sttibuted, offered to selli 

9 '81'id s0Id.p1'<lducts.that unl.«Wfully utilizePlainti:frs -cpmm.on law trade dress, namely, her name, 

1'0 h:oase l\u.d. identity ~, yse4 fo conmteJ'ce. f~l' more th1ll twenty (2()-) y~rs. 

11 56: Defendants use, and eontinui11g use, qf'Plaintiff's conu11on. law trade dress~ in. 

11. ~nnection with Defendants' companies·1 prod~1cts ~d ~ewvices con.stitu.~. ~ violation pf 

l3 applicable conunon law in that it ci·.ee.tes a false ass.o 'ation between Plaintiff, on tlie one hand, and 

14 De:&!.ndants• ~omp.at,je$>.PtQdU~ts {Uld$~rvfo~s, (1,11 th _.ofhe1: hand~ and~ Ms.e desigrr~i9n ofoligin 

15 as- to th~ go~ds afld s-ervfoes ad~ettised, ma11ceted,, pr. moted, distributed> offered for sale~.and sold 

t 6 oy DefMcfa1~ts. "D'¢fenc4tnt.s'··us-e'of .P.Jatntffrs oo · . n taw trade <ltess 'is- 'Jifaely to cdtifuse; 

17 m.i&fead and/or· deceive the consuming public ·and tta o by creatmg the false impresiJion that 

18 DeThndants' comp-anies~ pr0.d1tcts and te1'vi:ces· are o.r wei·e 4Ppl:<.>ved, authorized, sponsored, 

19 endorsed, guaranteed by and/or are in so.me way affi lated or associated with .Plaintiff. 

20 57.. Defendants' use, and eG.ntlnuil:\g use, f Flam.tiffs oomnton law trede-dress in 

21 connection with Defendantst c0n1p_anies, :prm:lucts '4d services also constitut~ a false 01· 

22 misleading desct!ptiQn or i·epresentalion ht violation f appl.i¢able common Iiw. 

23 58. As a direct andproxbnate resuit ofb :e11dantsi wrcmgfuJ:coru.$uot describ~d hereln, 

:24 Plafr.Uiff iB entitled to the tecovery t>f:. (1) e.ny and. al datnagds sustained by Plaintiff as a result of 

25 Defendatits' conduct; (.i) Defendants1 vr.ofits associn: 'edwith the use of Plaintiff's common law 

26 trade dress; ·and. (3) Plaintiff's oosts-of suit. ! 

27 59. Plaintiff ts informed and believes..-an4 hased thei:eon alleg~ tb;at D.efendants, in 
I 

28' doifi.g·the. things ltereln 11Ile.ged, aoted wi'llfuHy~ ·mali~iously and oppt:essively) .and w:lth fuU 

12 I 
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l knowledge of'the ad.ve1·se ~ffeot of tt~ actions on P.la::inti.ff ~n4 w,t1.h wlllinl and. delfbei:11.te dis'l'egatd 

2 fortbe.<iGMemtences. to Plaintiff. By reas011 thereof. Plafotiffls entitled Wtecover puoiti:ve aad 

3 e~eo,plat·,rda1n~cs:fro.1l11'~fend~nts ill au mn.oullt to be Gleteru.1ined at tb;e time o{MaL 

4 ·60. P.(aintj!f also seeks a: p1'eliminary: an,.i' pexmttrtent injur1<1tior1 to prohibit DefetldAuts 

.5 :Q'Qm any fur.Ul.(~1' comm..ercial use pf Plaintiff's eprumi:5n 1aw tiiade dress . 

6 

1 

. lITF~H CAUSE .OF ACTION 

·C,or CQ.l'omonLa.w S(Qgnt1 Infl'l .. gQJ1IcutJ,..gutn$tAll Defcn(1.1,l.nts) 

8 61. Plaihfif.t' tepeal~, re-alleges, adopts and inoorfi().1:.ate$ each and eve.rr allegatiQn 

..9 oonta.itled]A Pa111grn,phs 1 through 60,. Jnch1sive~ ~s-iliougb fuJ ly s.et forth hei:ein .. 
1 

10. 62. Uefe.ndau:t~. witbowt P1:ainti:ff'.s a,ttlto~itltiou .. adv~rtised, disuihut-ed, offui:ed to sell, 

11 rutd ~tilcl·pi:Qdu~ts tl1~t 'll1dawfu1ly util-l~ Pla.intiff's o~l'nrno.p ·taw slogan, nru:,:1ely, liel' nam~ ''R~ese 
l 

12 Willie~spMn/5 ·which .Platndffbas used in co1tJmc1·.c1 fur mm·o tl~ tvvent7 (20) yeats. 
I 

l~ 63. D.efendants • uije,, ~nd e()'JJtinuittg l.1Se> rf P)ain.ti:ff'.s ~oa1trl.on 'law sfogan, in 

14 -conne-ctio11,withDefendants1 companies,pi:oducts ntjd services constitutes a •vfolaticn of 

15 ap1:>lica.bl~ .0om1no11 law ht that it cren.res a fldse assotiatton between Plaintiff; on 'the one hat'ldi a11.c1 
I 

16 Defenifonts" co1n.Parrtes, pr~ti:i.rots-~Jr<f..sell\ll<fe.t;, o'fi thp ·o.thcf'bar.nl, -a11d.a fats~·clciSigt1atlon of'oi'I~n 

17 as' to fhe go'Ods· a'tld service'S adv~rJised1 ntarketed, prpm~te.d~ .disti'lbutcd. ·Offel'ed fo.t• sale,, ~nd sold . 
18' by D.e1oodants. D9:fen~antsl 'USQ· of Plaintifr'~ commpnlaw slogan Is Hk~ly tQ confuse,., mial.ead 

19 andlor aeeeive tlle oottsumingpublic af1d ti·.ade by6'£~alittg the f:a1sdmpressien thatDefet1danrs• 

2(i . compru.li~;.Products and set'VilJes. ate-01· wei:e ·jl.pprovf<i.. aU;thorizedi sponsored, endGivsed, 

21 gu«i~teed ~SI anti/Qt ai<e in ·$ome way affiH'nts,t or a~ooiated wjth ;P.lau1t1 ff. 
I 

22 '64. Defim~.~~'ts' ·use,. aud con.tinm~~ use, ~f J.11$titrs con,m~en la.w~l.oga.Q. in 

23. oo:nneotlen with ·mefendants' co111pru1tea1, pt·odt1et1s ai1!;1 s~tykes also aot'!Stltqtes a false o1' 

24- misle&ding Qesctlptio.tH>r t~}?rese.nt/.J,tion i11 vi9lation~f ap~licabl~ common la."V.'. , 

25 
I 

6S, As a-0tt:ect nnd·proxinaate 11esi.ilt ofDqfen.'Clantl wro11~ft)I c.on4ue.t described het-eiu, 

26 Plafntiff ls e;'l)ltitlecl to tho 1~covet.y of: < I) any .and nl1 0.0:tl!lages ·suslained. by i>Iafotif.f.a~ a. restdt Qf 
I 

2'i/ l)efendmits,• ~.ondtJ:et; (2) De.f'endabw,' profits assoeia.ted With the-tlBe of Plaintiffs conul'lon U\W 

28 sle.gat:li agd (3} '.Pl air.Hiff1 r; co~ of siitt, 

13 
NRST.AMENDBDtjOMPLATNT 

' 
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I 66~ l~laintlff is.info11ncd ruid belie-ves. :and based the.i•eon alleges) that Defendan~. in 

2 doing the tl1ingS.· b~r~i11 altege.dt-11~t.ed wHifully,. ma.licl()O.sly and ·oppt~ssively.6 and with full 

3 .knowledge of'ihe -adve1'Se: effect qf its actions on Plaintiff and. with wlllftj{ .and 9e.1iberote d.isl'~gard 

4 fQt·the oons:equenoes to Plaintiff. By:reason thereot Plaintiff is entitled to recover punitive and 

S .exemplary damages ft:om: Defendants in an amount to be determined at the time of trial. 

6 ~. Plaintiff .aJs0. see1ts a pr~lhninaiy and pennanent injunctio11. to prohibit Defendants 

7 from any furtber commercial. use (>f Pll(Jnt.!trs ~oruttton law slogan, namely,. bet· n~m~ '~e~e 

8 . Withe:t<sp0(jn;• 01· any ite1'ation thereof, 

9 WHEREFORE, -Plaintiff.prays fQr judgment against De(endants,jofotly and severally,~ 

10: f'QJ,J:Qws: 

11 1,. Oenerai an.ct -~p~i6l damag.e& in an anwunt not Iese than Fifteen Ml11Jon Dollars 

12 ($. l .S:,000,000) in..aijc.oi'dat1ce w.ith pro.Qf at. ttta.1,. togehl1e1· With.interest thereoli at the legal 1'at~ 

13 2. Ex-empJa1:y and punitive· damiges Jn an amt>unt a~rdiag to proof at the time of 

14- tda{~ 

15 3. l>reliroi~t'Y ~md p~anent it}.j\motjo~ prqhib.iting Daf~dant-$ .and'. titei.r affiliated 

16 ·®mpanios ftooi any futtheruse-of P.lainti:ff s Rigt1t~,i it1eim:if111rwithout Utnit:sHon her 11ame1· 

17 ph,otograph, likeness; im.a:ge, iclent\~) persona~ voice~ scnmd-alike voice Q.t' eigt)~f;ure in a mamier 

18 that viotate.q her c.o.mrnon law pu'blfoify tigltts, tt;adeniarksl tr.ade name, trade cltess and/cw slogan 
! 

19· dghts4 and also prohibiting Defortd$lts and tJ;tefr affil~afe.Q companit:~ fi:o.m any further v-iolatioua 

20· of P.latnfiff s. privacy tight&; 

21 4. F9r.1l;1I casts <lf:suit.irwurred'ftete111; 31\d 

22 /It 

23 I{ I 

14 Ill 

25 /fl 

16 Ill 

27 NI 

28 //./ 

14 
FIRS1' A.MENDED ·CpMeLAINT 

' 
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l 5.. Fo1· such otheuncl fotther i:elief as the Cout't may dccrh . .:propct. 

2 

3 D.ated: July 15, 2013 flARDER:MiF.BLL&.ABR.A.Ms LLP, 

4 

5 

6. 
7 

8, 

9-

10 

11 

12 

. . ' 

By· . , . . .· . -~ 
· ,~ 

Attemeys for Ple:h.itiffREESE WIT'HERSPOON 

llEMAND_FOR JUI& TJUAL 

Plaintlfl'her~by demands a b:ltrt b,y.fw:y. 

13 Dated·! July 1,. 2013 

14 

1S 

1.6' 

17 

18 
19 

20 

21 

22 

13 
24· : 

25 

26 
21· 

28 



Michael Jackson Tops Forbes' 2016 Top-Earning Dead Celebrities Lisi I Billboard 

Michael Jackson Tops Forbes' 2016 Top
Earning Dead Celebrities List 

Terry Lott/Sony Music Archive/Getty Images 

Michael Jackson accepts a gold disc for "Thriller" in London in 1983. 

269 

Although it's been nine years since his passing, the King of Pop's lucrative empire only continues 

to grow, as fvikh,1c1I jdckson earns another No. 1 spot, this time on Forbes' 2016 Top-Earning 

Dead Celebrities k>t. 
http://www.billboard.com/artic1es/news/7541068/michael-jackson-forbes-2016·lop-earning·dead·celebrilies-list 



9/26/2017 Michael Jackson Tops Forbes' 2016 Top-Earning Dead Celebrities List I Billboard 270 
Sony paid the singer $115 million for a 50/50 partnership for Sony/ATV Publishing after Jackson 

initially bought the Sony/ATV publishing company for $47 million back in 1985 (the equivalent to 

$160 million today). Earlier this year, Sony bought Jackson's half for $750 million, giving the pop 
legend his highest payout to date. 

I !fr/,!; 1/, , Wi: 

Michael Jackson's Top 50 Billboard Hits 

Cartoonist Charles Schulz -- known best for his iconic Peanuts franchise -- bows in at No. 2 with 

$48 million. The 2015 Peanuts' reboot The Peanuts Movie pulled in $45 million during it's 

weekend debut. Golf veteran Arnold Palmer, who passed away just last month, claims the No. 3 

spot with $40 million. 

Music legends Clvi'.; f'r eslcy and !'1·Jr:cc close out the top 5, racking in $27 million and $25 million. 

Prince's Paisley Park recently opened it's doors to the public, and patrons paid anywhere from 

$38.50 to $100 to tour the recording studio, according to lntcrn.:~tionc1I Businr!s':: fi rnr:s. 

Check out the top ten of Forbes' highest-paid dead celebrities list here. 

10. Bettie Page - $11 million 

9. Albert Einstein - $11.5 million 

8.John Lennon - $12 million 

7. Theador Geiel "Dr. Seuss" - $20 million 

6. Bob Marley- $21 million 

5. Prince - $25 million 

4. Elvis Presley - $27 million 

3. Arnold Palmer - $40 million 

2. Charles Schulz - $48 million 

1. Michael Jackson - $825 million 

http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/7541068/michael-jackson-forbes-2016-top-earning-dead-celebrities-list 
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Bill Text: NY A08155 I 2017-2018 I General Assembly I Amended 
New York Assembly Bill 8155 

=======m::m:::-.1,:::,:==-~--

Bill Title: Establishes the right of publicity for both living and deceased individuals; provides that an individual's name, voice, 
signature and likeness is the personal property of the individual and is freely transferable and descendible; provides for the registration 
with the department of state of such rights of a deceased individual; and establishes a 1 year statute of limitations for commencing a 
cause of action for the violation of such right. 

Spectrum: Partisan Bill (Democrat 4·0) 

Status: (Introduced) 2017·06·20 • ordered to third reading rules cal.564 [A08155 Detail] 

Download: New_York-2017-AOSlSS·Amended.html 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

8155--A 
2017-2018 Regular Sessions 

IN ASSEMBLY 
May 31, 2017 

Introduced by M. of A. MORELLE, WEINSTEIN -- read once and referred to 
the Committee on Judiciary -- reported and referred to the Committee 
on Ways and Means committee discharged, bill amended, ordered 
reprinted as amended and recommitted to said committee 

AN ACT to amend the civil rights law, in relation to the right of 
publicity; and to amend the civil practice law and rules, in relation 
to the timeliness of commencement of an action for violation of the 
right of publicity 
The PeoP-le of th~ . ..s .. ~_o f Naw York. rep..:,;:§!sented i n Senate and Assem-

];?.!y._ ,do_~ a.Q.t .. ~.§ foJJ,Q.W.S.; 
1 Section 1. Section 50 of the civil rights law is renumbered section 
2 50-f and a new section 50 is added to read as follows: 
3 L .... ~o. Defini tism.JL....._.J?.fU::~..Rlu:'..ru;>Ses .Q~ ty-f, fift:y-g, 
4 fifty-h. fifty-i and fifty-one of this article, the fol l owing terms 
5 shall have the following meo.nings: 
6 i. " Cbaracter~.stic" l'll&.ans a <;Ii stinc t i ve appearance, g esture or mannar-
7 i s m recogn ized as an iden t i f y i n g att:ribut..,. of an indiv idual.. 
8 2. "Deceased i ndiyidu1~l." means any ind.iyidual, including his or her 
9 name. voice, signature or likeness, regardless of the individual ' s place 

10 of domicile, residence or citizenship at. the time of death or otherwise, 
11 who has diep . 
12 3. "Secre tary" means the secretary of state. 
13 4 . "Fund-raising" means an organized activity to solicit donation~ 
14 mon e.:x': .. _ .. _p:c o t her aood!\.__Q,J'.: s erv ;i,,Qg.§.JJ:~e r s wl.S or en t.i,,!;,t,es by an orqa n -
15 _i_z_a,t.j.,~~ny or p~l.ic entit.~. 
16 lL "Individual" means a natu;i;-al. person. livi,ng or deq,Q, 
1 7 ~Likeness" means an image. di.gi tal replica, photograph. painting, 
18 _§k,etch_.i,_ns.,._ .~ l..L......dligr..~ ,.--~·9.~h.e;r._ r~q..9gn~~ .!.~-J;~§sill-~ .. -~ _a_IJ, 
19 indivi.dual 's face or body, and ir1cludes a characteristic, A digi.t.a.l 
20 ~eplica is a computer-generated or electronic , photo-realistic reprod-
21 uction of an i.ndiyidual's likeness, whether animated or static. 

EXPLANATION--Matter in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets 
[- ] is old law to be omitted. 

LBDll 384-04-7 
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1 7. "Name" means the a ctual or assumed name, or nickname. of a living 
2 ~ggased individua;i,,~t,~ identifies that individu~;L .. , ... 
3 8. " Person" mes1ns any natµral per~.Q.tl ..• fi:;m. association ,_nartoership, 
4 moration. company. syndicate. rece·ivei;. common J.aw trust, oonserva-
5 tor, statutory t-rust. or any other entity by whatever name known O!;" 

6 however organi2ed, formed or created, and includes not-for-profit corpo-
7 rations. assoc-1ations. educational and religiouSc institutions, political 
8 parti.gs. and community. civic or other organizations. 
9 9, "J?hotograph" means any photoaraP-h or pb.9.!;.Qg.raphic reproduction. 

10 still or. moving. or any videotape, gnline or live television tran.s-
11 mission. 0£ any individual . i.n which the individual is readil-y idepti,fi-
12 ~ 
13 JQ, __ '':R~~~on tQ establish .a_.claim oL.;rJ,sih.t'.~-~~Lg,___~~.tx,1!_t~MID 
14 J:;,_y. _jl _p~;i;son ~-.. t9 .. _Qs)_.J'&....JiiUCC8SSOr -~- int~i;:fil!LlJl_thst_J,;.i.9:.!l.t __ Qt', 
15 publicity of a deceased individual with the department of state. 
16 11. "Right of publicity" includes th.e right of privacy, and means an 
17 inclividµa,.l...'.JL . ..DJ;Y!!~.,. voice '----~-k.9Jle~.t:_tL_i.\M likeness.,__:.;,p..fi.;i. vid.ual~o.4 
18 collectively known as his or her right of publa~ 
19 12 "Signature" means a handwritten or otherwise legally binding fortn 
20 of an i.ndiv;i.dual's name, written or authorized by that ind,l.yidual, that 
21 ~tingu.ishes the individual from all other. indiviguals. 
22 § 2. Section 50-f of the civil rights law, as renumbered by section 
23 one of this act, is amended to read as follows: 
24 § 50-f. Right of [privee~J ru,1blicity for living artd deceased individ-
25 .~. [A-~seft,-tti!'lll~-eorpo~n-·tlta1!:-tt~-or--ecve-rti~~o~, 
2 6 o~-r e:he p'tl:r poses of' i:r.ed.e, the nll.ftle, t,01:'t.~e:1; t. or piewre of 1n'ly 
27 li,ing p~r:!lon ui-t:'l,ottt hauing fl:rst: ebteeil'led ~e writt:eii eon.sent ~f s,,,h 
28 person, or 1.£ e 11tZnor of h:u, en: h~rent: o:r 9ttt!.rdi!!tn, l:~ 9"ilt:y o~ 
29 ~t!!ntet'l~c) l\ __ .l,,tyJ,ng. or decgM~d __ j,_g_<;,!j., v ;i.duaJ._•,.§ ... Jlg_~J;t, . . _V.Q.,ic.e..., .. ...... ~,i.9.fill,.tl'1,U. 
30 and likeness. individually and coll ectively known as his or her right of 
31 publicity, is personal ~roperty, freely transferable o~ descendible. in 
32 whole 9~ __ :!,n part. by __ cont:r~i;; .. l;, __ g,;;:.~ means Qf. ... 9.ml-. ...t.~_ftL .. J;;g,~ ts!llii.nt,;u;y 
3 3 i n strumen.t;.,_ ___ whether such cqntract. ........ ~l.'.'!;1$1;;_ .or .. ~ ameo..t.e.n_ instrl,l.!!.l.00'1~§. 
34 entered into or executed before or after the effective date of the chap-
35 ter of the laws of two thousand seventeen which amended this section. 
3 6 Such right of publicity shall not be used w.Hhout obtaining the wd tt:~n 
37 consent of the i.ndi_v.:idual, his or her successors or assigns as provides!, 
38 for in the provisions of this article pertaining to tha right of public-
39 ity or, in the ca5e of a minor . of his or her parent or guardian . 
40 § 3. The civil rights law is amended by adding three new sections 
41 50-g, 50-h and 50-i to read as follows : 
42 § 50-g . Duration of an indivi dual' s right of publicity, Eyery individ-
43 11al's q .ght of_rutblicit;.y sJ:;tg,U .. contin:u~ ... t.Q __ exJ.st ,for fortv ~h°L ...... stite.~ 
44 his or her ~., ... .s!.ri.s:1..._go_es n9t, expi;:e....J.ll'?s:in the ·death of~_.;i,ndj,vj,,fiµ a.1.,.. 
45 regarciless of whether the law of the domicile. residence or citJ.zenship 
46 2f......the individual at the time of death or otherwise recognizes a similar 
4 7 or identj,ggl_._2~~erty right. 
48 § 50-h... Methods of transfe.r aru;:! convey~.U.Q....~_,. 1- The rights recognizeg 
49 under the provisions of this article pertaining to the right cf oublic-
50 ity are frealy transferable and descendihle, in whole or in part. bv the 
s1 following; 
52 <al contracJ:u._ 
53 (bl license; 
54 (cl gift; 
55 (di trust; 
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1 Je) testamentary documP-nt. The rights shall vest in th~ persons ent.i-
2 ~ ..... t .. \i?. .... J;,.M ... ....±.MJh t; of pub.l}...~icy unde,i:;:, .... J;,.b..~.- i;.~§.!:..@.\e.1,;1_t,~.--i.nstrmnent of the 
3 ~ased individual ef.f'ect.iye as o£ the date of thgt individual's death .. 
4 In the absence of an express transfer :i.n a testamentary inst:rument of 
5 the d-ac:eased individual• s right 0£ publicity, a p,1;ovis.1.on .in th.a testa-
6 m~o tacy .i.ns t,;ument that p.J;ov:i,g.5l.!!._ for the dis:!2.Qlil.t...:i..9.!:LQ.t:. the residue gJ 
7 the deceased individual's assets shall be effective to transfer the 
8 rights recogpized under this article in accordan{:e wi t:.h t.he terms of 
9 that proyision; and 

10 J.il_intestate _succession,_ 'Xhe right to publicity of an irtdlvidual 
11 dy1..t1g intestat.e shal,l be d,!stributed under the lak!'.$ of intestate 
12 succession. and the rights and .remedies of Ud.s article may be ex.erCl.sed 
13 ilruL_ .!iUl.f:~ ... ,.Ql!:.---A __ p...fil:;;;9.n.-2.J; .. .J?.~~!llL~~~ .. ~t .. ~j\.laL.f! __ f_i.f~n!:! 
14 ~-~~lt_ int..ru::~& 1: _Qf. __ J;..be _ i..ug;!.._y idu9.,:!,_'._.£ right____Qf._pYl:)U ~-i_ty.,. ___ ~Y&h_ , _ _pe::::$ 90§ 
15 shall make a proportional accounting to. and shall act at all times in 
16 good faith with respect to. ahy other person in whon, the rights being 
17 smf.9 __ r;~';;\\d .. ~.Y.:..~.~ .... 
18 2. The rights established b~ the proyis1ons of ~us articie pertaining 
19 to the r~ght of publichtY shall al.so be freely transferable or descendi-
20 ble by any subsequent owner of the deceased individual's .right tq 
21 R.."1.P.;licity as recognized by this articl@. Nothing in the pr~.ision,s o'.[ 
22 this article pertaining to the right of publicity shall be construed to 
23 render invalid or unenforceable any contract entered int.a by a deceased 
24 i.ndiyidual during his or her lifetime by which the deceased j_ndividual 
25 assigned the r1ght.s. in whole.or in part.. to use his .. or her right of 
26 publicity as defined in this article. 
27 3. If any deceased individual does not transfer his or her rights 
2 8 un~J.;: this -R-~~.tioo J;uu~2.n..tx..§.~LJ.icense. _ gift, . ...t,;;..i;t_tl,.... __ 9..~ _ .t.wit.{!m~n.tiS!t:i. 
2 9 AQ.~y,01en.t.s. __ ;:m.L_tJ:\sU;:~~- D.Q_.§.ID::Y.:iY.ing:,_1?~~1>.QI.H\.-.s!.~--descrj,i2fil.l J,Jl. . .P...iil;J;:gg~~ 
30 if) o£ subdivision one of this section. then the property rights associ-
31 ated with the deceased individuai•s rj_ght of publicity shaJJ terminate. 
32 _4__, Any person . clail!l_ing J;:.Q .... be .. ii! succe~.,;..ru;.. j,n_ :i, n l:e.t:fil.ll .. to the __ ,;J,9.ht ___ 9~ 
33 .ru.i..W.c,i,~Y....QL!l.. dec';!l;;i,~ed .i.n.di vi.dual ... J.1.D.~.Lth.is --~;rtiql,,g__gr a liceps~_1;;_of .J:I. 
34 deceased individual. ' s right of publicity s hall register that cla,im with 
35 the secretary on a form prescribed by the secretary and upon payment of 
36 ~e of fifty dollars. The_~.shal1 ino1ude the name and date of 
37 deatb of the deceased indiyiduai, th...l[! name and address Qf the clailX\fill1,_,_ 
38 the basis of the claim, and a sworn affidavLt under penelty of perjury 
39 as to the rights claim~. Claims registered ~nde.r tbis registry and 
40 information. reaarding such successors in int1zr:esi- tg the deceased ind,i-
41 ~al's right of publj,city shall be public re.cords.. 
42 5. Upon receipt ~nd after filing of any document pursuant to th1s 
43 .2~.t.:i&n.,.._ the s~~ ... _.~U-~o~.t ... J;:ruL,c;iQoument i;l,.long with the eo.t,i~ 
44 ~.i.§!;J;:y_-2f.-~~.o.r.uL ... o:;.lai.ming ___ .tQ. ... Q.~ __ .. Ji~ssors _in ___ .i.n.t:.~;;_e§.t.____t.2, ______ t;_~ 
45 deceased individual's right of publicity or a registered licensee under 
46 this section upon an internet website developed by the secretary for 
4 7 .sue_})_ -Pl-!~..4;;e. The~c.1:etary:,_~ rep.rody,~.J;>,Y.~ .. ~..;r._,...9...thru:.:...J!!~~~---·2.ns 
48 of !;;~gs or doq.umentg ii!,tl.P, desuoy the orig_~~.il..ing or document, 
4 9 6. The secretary is authorized to oromulqate such reg;µlations as he or 
50 she shall deem necessary to implement the provisions of .subdivision-a 
51 four and five of this section. 
52 7 No action shall. be brought under the provisions of this artJ,cle 
53 pertain1ng to the right of publicity by reason of any use of a deceased 
54 ,tndiyidua.l' s right of pnhlicit.y occurring after the e:x:piraUon. of the 
55 duration of the right. of publicity as provided in sect.ion .. fif'ty-g _ of 
56 this article. Furthermore. no action may be brought under the proyjsions 
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1 of lhis article. pert:a1rdng to the right of publl.c.:i.t~,r £or a violation of 
2 a deceased individual's rioht of oublici.ty unl.,e$.,S the ~~ .. iiil,}.,Jl\ is reais-
3 ~ed and posted on the secretary's oublic int:e.rnet; websj,te wi.th1.n forty 
4 years of such individual's death. 
5 8. If there is a right of publici~y registrati.op for a deceased iQdi-
6 vidual. any person seeking to license right of pubLicity for the indi-
7 v;i.dual shall have the J;:ight; ta rely upon s:uch regJ.stration and posting 
8 and Lhereby presume that Lhe person who has registe.red and posted nis or 
9 her claim on the secretary's public internet website has the ri.ght to 

l O assis.!L .. !21;; •. _ lioens~.- th,~-_g~eased individual 's .right of publici t.y. The 
11 registration and posting of a oerson ' a claLm to a deceased individual's 
12 nght of publicity on the secretar:y....'...£...P-ublic internet website shall 
13 99.rul..ti~~L .. a.. _q_~f!ilD.~~~ ... ;t.l,'L.2:.~l.9Jl...Q.~Ql!ght _JJD,9.~X' . ....tchg___pr;:9.:,,is.,i,9..f.!.~ __ . .Qf ____ t.Ju..:i 
14 ~.;t;:ticle pertaining to ~ right of~.lici~ 
15 9. Any person who knowingly makes a false or frauQulent reg~esentation 
16 io connec~~on with a regi...stration with the secretary to establish a 
17 ~+..filJ!LJ;Q .. iLg~_g,eas.sig __ j,ndivj,duaI :.?-. right o~_~,'.!,~.t..t,y_ pursuant t;g __ J,;,.his 
18 section shall be liable for any damages sustained as a result of the 
19 false or fraudulent reg1stration as determined by a court of competent 
20 Jnr::i.sdiction. 
21 10 . Any doc:ument fil~4.wi~!;L secretary, whether such document is a 
22 ;reproduction or an original., may be destroyed by the secretary £orty-
23 seven years after the death of the ind1,vidual whose right of publicity 
24 has been registeJ;ed therein. The secretary shall remove any document 
25 regbstered and posted upon the public internet website upon showing of a 
2 6 court order from a court of competent jur;;i~d:Lction that a person claim-· 
27 ing to he a successor ;i.n interest to a deceased i.nd.1.vidual ' s right of 
28 publicil;:~_liM __ n.Q..---.E;i;.9,,perty ___ 1;;J...ah.t.1L . .in._th.e_ ... ,;:igbtof publ,.ic.~ty_Qf._J;h~ 
2 9 !i~.~$~Q.,. 
30 § 50- i, No abroga~n of rights and remedies. Nothing contained in the 
31 provisions of this article related to the right of pl!l)l.icity s hall be 
3 2 4€t~--~--e.m::.Q~t.e or ....Q.t,h,§rwii:.~ ... J imi t .. -~.OY .. rights ... Q~--~gm~.fiJ..g~ .. o therw is~. 
33 g,9.nferr~d by ~,.g~~\\\l or $f;,,ii}J;e law. 
34 § 4. Section 51 of the civil rights law, as amended by chapter 674 of 
35 the laws of 1995, is amended to read as follows: 
36 § 51. Action for injunction and for damages. 1. Applicability. The 
37 provLsions of this article related to tha right of publicity apply to an 
38 act or event that occurs within New York, regardless ot a d~ceased indi-
39 yidual' s domicile. reside11ce or cib.zen.sh1.n. Furthermore, the rights 
40 recognized under ehe provisions of this art.Lele pertaining to the right 
41 of publicitjl_._s.hall. be deemed to exist at the time of death rega.rdles;i 
42 of the domicile. residence or citizenship of any deceased individual. 
4 3 2,.,__~~p,ti.Qn.a...,_.~~p_t;, __ .. ~ ... .Y.!,HL • ..Q.:L .... e.!'..l~- .:i.nd.:l.igy~ti.g_h...1-_Q,{ 
4 4 ti!ll:!liai ty __ l;!..§_ provided i..n. _ the pri;:r(i1?.iQ!1lL9f. _th,i.,L._ ar;.t,ic.!ft.._.~iaiJ1~ng, ___ t9 
45 the right of publicity shall not be required when used in conne¢tion 
4 6 with the fol low.:i.n_g_;_ 
4 7 1.s!l_ news...c.- publ~~_.9x._~..ttlil-!:?~9,~_j,_nclw:ti.ng_.J;jig_.:p;r:..P~Q..t.i..Qn 
48 of and ~1&:ct.1,sing,_ f9r_a ~J.iQ .... ..Mfairs.OJ:_..@..orts .. br0adQai:.t...,_ M. account 
4 9 of p'Ublic interes t: or a political campaign : 
50 <b) in: 
51 (i) a play~book, magazine. newsp~per, mus.:J~ ..... s;:oinposition. visual 
52 .iw.rk. W'ork,. of art. audioV'isual work.. radio or t.eleyision proorclm if :it 
53 1.s fictional or nonfictional entertainment, or a d:r:amatic, literary or 
54 m~sical work; 
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1 l..i.i.} a work ~f ooiit.ical, oubl...ic inter~st or newsworthy valu0 includ-
2 ;i,ng __ <3, comment;,_criJ;.j,,~i.~m, .. ..J?arody,._ satire Q.L.1iL.J.~forrnativ.:~£.I:€l/2.ti..Qn of 
3 ~ of aut:.hoz;ship: or 
4 Ciiil an advektisement or commercial announc~ment for any of the works 
5 dasc:dbed in paragraph {al of this subdivision or thJ..s parag.:raph; or 
6 Jc) use o.f the r.iCJht of publicity~ dec~i:;ed i.ndi vidual where the. 
7 l.icensee or successor in 1.nterest has failed to register and post a 
8 claim qf right under section fifty-h of this article ur.t;Ll such time as 
9 a cla.i,m of right. has been registe~ed and posted as required under such 

10 section. 
11 (di however. subject to the First Amendment of the Unitti!ti st;ateit 
12 Constitution and section eight of article one of the New York state 
13 ~.QD.tli.t:J.u:.i.QJL._g_...\iQU. that is e~~~""- this subd.iY.ision th.~.t . .in~.w:!~.s 
14 ,i:i\ __ £.Q..mmercial _ _ .J.1.§~ •• ~R.li.rul:t~_J;:1:v~ .. --P.t-Q.f,gssi~p.A.l. .. P-~&.t:2.mi.!..X!~b.--Sl,cb v:::.. 
15 ities rendered by an individual. shall not be exempt under this subdivi-
16 sion where. the rep1icatiorL.i.s_J~icably intertwined with the ri~ 
17 auhl1q~~.f._5.µch indivt9,Y.al~ 
18 3. Limited immunity. Owners or emplayees of any medium used for adver-
19 t.J.sing including. but not limited to. newspapers, magazines, radio and 
20 television networks and stations . cable television systems, billboards. 
21 ~ .... Q;ansit ads, by whom any use of an individual.'s right of ~@.l.~ 
22 for commercial purposes ~n violation of that individual's righ t of 
23 W,1blicHy is published or disseminated. shall not be liable under the 
24 m;:ovi;>ions of this article oertaj,ni.ng to t.he right of pubhcity unless 
25 it is estab~l'}ed that trut owners or employees had knowledge of the 
26 unauthorized use as orohibi.ted by the provisions of this a~~ticle 
27 pertaining to the right of publici~ 
28 4 . . Action fo:i;_uijunction and J.ru;,:__gg,111~ .... Any [persor. J .,i_I'!,diyidual 
29 ~JJ;,h!;!:t:: _;:J..i.Y.i..ng_Q,r;:_g~e.;\1J;L~Q whose [neune, portrait, p1.etttre or .......o±ee] n..sh.t 
30 .o.f__p,ublic1hy is used within this state for advertising purposes [e:'t')~ 
31 for the purposes of trade or for ourposes of fund-raising or solicita-
32 ,tion . ..9.i___ggna.t.;J,,PJM .... without the written consent first obtained as [ &beve l 
33 provided [may) .,i .. n _ .tJ:1:.~.J?.!:.Q..Yi~J.-2.ll.§ ... .Q~his article ped..,~~;i..,0..9.,._l;Q_ thJL.~j._g.!1,..1; 
34 of publicity is entitled to maintain an equitable action for violation 
35 of the ,ind;u,,;.dual' s n,ght of publicit:,y in the supreme court of this 
36 state against the person[-,--··-£-irrn------er--ee-r~tt¢n) so using his [neme, 
37 'fX)~t-re:i--t-,--pi-et~e--o:r voice) or her right of publicity, to prevent and 
38 restrain the use thereof; and may also sue and recover damages for any 
39 injuries sustained including an amount equal to the greater of seven 
40 hundr~d fifty~.l.l~r compensatory damage~ by reason of such use and 
41 if the defendant shall have knowingly used such person's [n1!!t'!lte7 
42 t)ortrsit, picl:tn·e oi: o'O:i.ee ] right of publ;i.city in such manner as is 
43 forbidden or declared to be unlawful by [ ~eetior, :fi£G•l ~~QY:i.§!l..&.tl!!i 
44 of this article ;i;elat.:i.ng_J;._g_,,_!;he,_rigbt..9!°-l2.l.l,PlJ,citv, the ["t'ttt'YJ f.,j...Jlru!X. Qf 
45 t:..~~' in its discretion, may award exemplary damages. [B~t n~en1ng) A 
46 violation of an individual's right of publioit3 may accu+ without regard 
4 7 .t.!LNWLt..ll!1U;: ... ..t.h~ .. J-A.~....A.c;; .. ti!i!.il.Y.~ -..P.~ t......2.!:_nQt-for-prof i_t with the 
48 ~~eption of the use of an individual's right of publicity for ~1,ll..g::: 
49 raising pu+poses by not- for-profit radio and television stat.io!l§. 
SO ~~*al Communications Commission o£ the Ontied States. 
51 ~---...tl2. defense. rt .shall not; .. constitute a defense to an action for 
52 Yis>~ation of an i~dual •s ri..ght of publicity that such violatio,n 
53 includes more than one individual. 
54 6. U~e and transfer. Nothing contained in this article shall be so 
55 construed as to prevent any [ ~n,--£,irtn or co~t-,.on ] indiyidual ...2l:. 
56 R..~ from selling or otherwise transferring any material containing 
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1 such [n1'11,~ti'l:H., p:iettu·e &r '+'oi-e<"' ] rigbt of ;,ubl.icity a.s pl';ov.ided 
2 in. ___ J;,be pron_sions .. of this __ art,i,qle relating_to •. t:.l:1e .... l:'.'iqht of_p ublicit;_y in 
3 whatever medium to any user of such (ns11te;--po!:'tcre:i-t,,-"Piet-ul!.'e ·· o"'- ·vo:iee] 
4 right of pµbl1e!t,y , or to any third party for sale or transfer directly 
5 or indirectly to such a user, for use in a manner lawful under this 
6 article [ ·? -net;h:i1~g J ... 
7 7. Photographers. Nothing contained in this article shall be so 
8 construed as to prevent any person [ , n . .1.-,,, or ,..orpo~ti,..,, ) practicing 
9 the profession of photography, from exhibiting [-i-ft-er-ab()u-e--his or i~ 

10 eg-tftbtt;'ffi;me~J specimens of the work of such [-e-:,,t.~b:l:·bthment] i;,hotogra.., 
11 ~~~+-, unless the same is continued by such person[ , Sirm er co%1)0retion) 
12 after written notice objecting thereto has been given by the [pe~san ] 
13 .in.diY:i~.:IL<\l portrayed [ . Mid ~ I.,. 
14 ,!;L,._M;;mYf.~.Q.!-»L.~.!~_,__w;_tters ..... S.QII\PQ~-~.~-§Jnsi.,..e1;.,!;,J...1:1t:L JiQ.th.:i.ng contained in 
15 this article shall be so construed as to prevent any person[ , £i~m or 
16 eo~oretion ] from using the [ name, portreit, picture or ~oice ~f] right 
17 Q...f.. • .R11b.l.i..~ .-~d, .P~ any manufacturer or dealer in connection with the 
18 goods, wares and merchandise manufactured, produced or dealt in by {hi-ffl) 
19 the manufacturer which [he) has ~ sold or disposed of with such 
20 [oame-r-,:,erereie1 pie~ttre-'t',~) right of publicity used in connection 
21 therewith; or from using the [na·nte ;-·portrai-t-;·pi-ct-u-re-~-v-e-i-ee) right,_Q:.f_ 
22 publicity of any author, composer or artist in connection with his 21:. 
23 her literary, musical or artistic productions which he 9_:r_~ has sold 
24 or disposed of with such [name , po-rtreit, pictQre or -o~e@ ) r.ight of 
25 p ub l*cit.y used in connection therewith. 
26 9 . CoEYright owners of a sound recording. Nothing contained in this 
27 section shall be construed to prohibit the copyright owner of a sound 
28 recording from disposing of, dealing in, licensing or selling that sound 
29 recording to any party, if the right to dispose of, deal in, license or 
30 sell such sound recording has been conferred by contract or other writ-
31 ten document by such living person or the holder of such right. [Noeh~ng 
32 ~e-e1ned 3:n the £0-goi-n~e-n-eenee shal1 :be dee!lted oo abrege-t._----
3 3 e-t--he-rwi-se --1:iroi-t,··fmy-cig-h-e-s -ect--· reme~-o~~e-- -eOMe.rred --- ·by·---£-edefll± 
34 l~-ft'W-:-] 
35 10 . Termination of oost mortem right of publicitv. Nothing in the 
36 provisiol')s of tbis article pertainiJJ_g_j:..Q the right of publicity shall be. 
37 construed as prohibiting the use of the deceas!'Ml individual's right of 
38 publicity that occurs after the expiration of forty years fol.lowing his 
39 or her death. Nor shall anything in the provisions of this article 
4 0 pe.rtain i ng ,_-tQ... the righ.L..2f_ publicity,. be cons trued as creating liability 
41 or giving rise to any remeror, for any action s or conduct involving the 
42 use of a deceased individual's right: of publicity that occurred prior to 
43 th~.- _ef.(egt,ive date_Q(_the_.~h.~ter._.Qf ~the Je.1w$. .QL~ . .th9..!.!.il.!19-... ~e~e.n.t .~~.n 
4 4 ~Gh ... amen.::ied._~.section. 
45 11. statute of Limitations. Actions brought under the pro visions of 
46 this article pertaining to the right of publicity shall b$ commenced 
47 within on.e..~..ll:_Q.f. __ ~ t.~....2f...di.~.2:ii:erv of thi;:_J,.n.j~+-Y-k . .the ~iDJ;if...( 
4 8 QJ.:. .• J;);:9.m... _ _J;,h_g____-9.9,_t,.~.-- t h:r;_gygh_J;h§,_. ex ere is EJ.S?.{ ._Q.~ . diligence ~b, __ j,_nj P-1:l 
49 should h ave been discov ered by t he plaintiff. wh.i.chev e:;:- is earlier. 
50 § 5. The section heading and subdivision 3 of section 215 of the civil 
51 practice law and rules are amended to read as follows: 
52 Actions to be conunenced within one year: against sheriff, coroner or 
53 constable; for escape of prisoner; for assault, battery, false imprison-
54 ment, malicious prosecution, libel or slander; for violation of right of 
55 [pr*ve,ey ) publicity; for penalty given to informer; on arbitration 
56 award. 

hups://legiscan .com/NY /texl/ A08l55/2017 
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10/25/2017 

A. 8155--A 
Bill Text: NY A08155 I 2017-20181 General Assembly I Amended I LegiScan 

7 
1 3. an action to recover damages for assault, battery, false imprison-
2 ment, malicious prosecution, libel, slander, false words causing special 
3 damages, or a violation of the right of [~rivaey] publicity under 
4 [seeeio~ ~i£ty ~n~] ~ of the civil rights law; 
5 § 6. This act shall take effect on the one hundred eightieth day after 
6 it shall have become a law, and shall apply to deceased individuals who 
7 died on or after such date. 

https://legiscon.com/NY /text/AOSIS5/2017 
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT 



Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 2000e. [Section 701} 

For the purposes of this subchapter-

( a) The tenn "person" includes one or more individuals, governments, governmental 
agencies, political subdivisions, labor unions. partnerships, associations, corporations, legal 
representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies, trusts, unincorporated 
organizations, trustees, trustees in cases under Title 11 [originally, bankruptcy], or 
receivers. 

(b) The term "employer" means a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who 
has fifteen or more employees for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar 
weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any agent of such a person, but such 
term does not include (1) the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the 
Government of the United States, an Indian tribe, or any department or agency of the 
District of Columbia subject by statute to procedmes of the competitive service (as defined 
in section 2102 of Title 5 [United States Code}), or 

(2) a bona fide private membership club (other than a labor organization) which is exempt 
from taxation under section 50l(c) of Title 26 [the Internal Revenue Code of 1986], except 
that dw-ing the first year after March 24, 1972 [the date of enactment of the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972], persons having fewer than twenty-five employees 
(and their agents) shall not be considered employers. 

(c) The term "employment agency" means any person regularly undertaking with or 
without compensation to procure employees for an employer or to procure for employees 
opportunities to work for an employer and includes an agent of such a person .... 

(t) The term "employee" means an individual employed by an employer, except that the 
term .. employee" shall not include any person elected to public office in any State or 
political subdivision of any State by the qualified voters thereof, or any person chosen by 
such officer to be on such officer's personal staff, or an appointee on the policy making 
level or an immediate adviser with respect to the exercise of the constitutional or legal 
powers of the office. The exemption set forth in the preceding sentence shall not include 
employees subject to the civil service laws of a State government, governmental agency or 
political subdivision. With respect to employment in a foreign country, such te1m includes 
an individual who is a citizen of the United States. 

UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 

SEC. 2000e-2. [Section 703] 

(a) Employer practices 

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer -
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(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to dis~harge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate 
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or 

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way 
which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, 
color, religion, sex, or national origin. 

(b) Employment agency practices 

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employment agency to fail or refuse to 
refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminate against, any individual because of his 
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, or to classify or refer for employment any 
individual on the basis of his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 
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Title 8 of the Administrative Code of the 
City of New York 
Chapter 1 - Commission on Human 
Rights 
§ 8-101. Policy. 

In the city of New York, with its great cosmopolitan population, there is no greater 
danger to the health, morals, safety and welfare of the city and its inhabitants than the 
existence of groups prejudiced against one another and antagonistic to each other 
because of their actual or perceived differences, including those based on race, color, 
creed, age, national origin, alienage or citizenship status, gender, sexual orientation, 
disability, marital status, partnership status, caregiver status, any lawful source of 
income, status as a victim of domestic violence or status as a victim of sex offenses or 
stalking, whether children are, may be or would be residing with a person or conviction 
or arrest record. The council hereby finds and declares that prejudice, intolerance, 
bigotry, and discrimination, bias-related violence or harassment and disorder 
occasioned thereby threaten the rights and proper privileges of its inhabitants and 
menace the institutions and foundation of a free democratic state. A city agency is 
hereby created with power to eliminate and prevent discrimination from playing any 
role in actions relating to employment, public accommodations, and housing and other 
real estate, and to take other actions against prejudice, intolerance, bigotry, 
discrimination and bias-related violence or harassment as herein provided; and the 
commission established hereunder is hereby given general jurisdiction and power for 
such purposes. 

23. The provisions of this chapter relating to employees shall apply to interns. 

28. The term "intern" shall mean an individual who performs work for an employer on a 
temporary basis whose work: (a) provides training or supplements training given in an 
educational environment such that the employability of the individual performing the 
work may be enhanced; (b) pr.ovides experience for the benefit of the individual 
performing the work; and (c) is performed under the close supervision of existing staff. 
The term shall include such individuals without regard to whether the employer pays 
them a salary or wage. 
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RK v1s1on o 4 w Di. - f 
Arc Human Rights 

For Immediate Release: 5/7/2015 

Contact: 
Lourdes Centeno I lcenteno@dhr.ny.gov 
(718) 7 41-8301 

NEW YORK ST ATE HUMAN RIGHTS LAW PROTECTS 
INTERNS FROM DISCRIMINATION 

Provisions cover unpaid interns in the private and public sectors. 

As we approach the beginning of summer internship season, Commissioner Helen 
Diane Foster wants to remind all New Yorkers that interns are protected from 
discrimination in the workplace under the New York State Human Rights Law. Unpaid 
interns are protected from harassment and other unlawful discrimination based on age, 
race, creed, color, national origin, sexual orientation, military status, sex, disability, 
predisposing genetic characteristics, marital status, or domestic violence victim status. 

"Internships play a crucial role by providing vital experience that can guide an individual 
to professional success," said Commissioner Foster. "Whether a regular employee or an 
intern, everyone is entitled to a workplace free of discrimination and harassment in the 
State of New York. This measure ensures that all workers are afforded their full rights 
under the law." 

The Human Rights Law defines "intern" as a person who performs work for an employer 
for the purpose of training under certain circumstances. Among them, that the employer 
is not committed to hire the person performing the work at the conclusion of the 
internship and that the person performing the work agrees with the employer that they 
are not entitled to wages for the work performed. The work performed by the intern is to 
provide or supplement training that may enhance the intern's employability, provide 
experience for the intern's benefit, be performed under close supervision of existing 
staff and not displace regular employees. If an individual is called an "intern" but paid, 
that person will likely be considered a regular employee under the Human Rights Law. 

These provisions explicitly protect interns from sexual harassment, which under the 
Human Rights Law is considered a form of sex discrimination, as well as other forms of 
harassment 

For their part, employers cannot discriminate against interns in selection, retention or 
terms, conditions and privileges of the internship or when advertising for the internship. 
It is also unlawful for employers to discriminate against pregnant interns or retaliate 
against an intern for opposing discriminatory behavior or for filing a complaint. 
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The Human Rights Law prohibits discrimination in employment, housing, credit, and 
other jurisdictions, based on age, race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital 
status, disability, military status, and other specified classes. Complaints with the 
Division must be filed within one year of the most recent incident of discrimination. For 
more information about the law and the work of the agency, please visit the Division of 
Human Rights' website at www.dhr.ny.gov. 

#II# 
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OJbc Wru;bingt011 po.st 
PostEverything • Perspective 

Women are angry because 
of men. Again. 

283 

Villains like Harvey Weinstein aren't new. Villains getting caught is. 

By Elizabeth Wurtzel OctotJer 17 

Elizabeth Wurtzel is the author of "Prozac Nation," "Bitch" and "More, Now, Again." She is a lawyer in New York 

City. 

Ha1-vey Weinstein is the villain we were waiting for. 

He used to run the studio that brought us "Pulp Fiction," a movie that taught everyone about redemption, but he is now the 

guy in the bathrobe. Harvey Weinstein is every woman's piggish boss. He is the creep who corners you at the company 

Christmas party and demands a kiss under the mistletoe. 

Harvey Weinstein is that guy. 

After eight exhausting months of Trumpdom, the Weinstein news broke a year after the "Access Hollywood" tape first 

dropped, almost to the day. Now Weinstein is the cathexis for our rage at living under the harasser in chief. 

Donald Trump got away with it, like he gets away with everything. Most women - even battle-hardened feminists - have 

given up on making anything stick to him. But now here is Harvey Weinstein, and his long-running show in the hotel room 

bathtub has been canceled. Right here, right now, in Trump's America, a powerful man has been taken to the cleaners and put 

out on a wire hanger. 

Women are thrilled. Gobsmacked. I did not see this coming. No women's issue has hit this high on the outrage thermometer 

since Trump took office. There was a women's march the day after the inauguration, and then a quiescent resistance. Hope for 

2018. Then for 2020. Then just for someday. Someday, maybe, it won't be 1958 anymore. 

But now: Wow! The Weinstein scandal is the sound ofblowback. 

Sexual harassment has done it. This is the thing that disgusts women. My iPhone is screaming at me with text messages from 

friends: 



I hope a group of women al'med with clubs beats him black and blue. And leaves him on the steps of the New York284 
Coul'thouse, nalced in the cold. 

Happy to see the blame fall on the perp and not the victim for a change 

Like, wake me when anything structurnl changes 

There is no such thing as a woman who has not experienced sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is a lifestyle. It is just 

dating for powerful men. Most of them don't know they are doing it. They don't believe they are engaging in bad behavior. 

They are sure they are the handsomest men in the world - why else would they he so successful? They think every woman is 

dying to get with them. 

Men who do this sort of thing think they are just being friendly. They are just asking the girl out who - so what? - happens to 

work for them. 

Asking again and again and again. 

Cornering her. 

Pushing her against the wall. 

Threatening her - of course not meaning it, because that would be totally wrong. 

Over and over again. But, no, not seriously, of cow·se. 

We're all grown-ups. 

But asking again and again. And again. 

Until it is unbearable and someone has to leave, usually her. No: always her. 

She has to go. 

It was her fault for not being easygoing. Maybe - this has to be it - she had her period. Women are so touchy. Why can't they 

take a joke? Why can't they laugh about if? He was not serious about the whole throwing her against the wall thing. This is an 

office, so of course not. 

Oh, whatever. Women just suck. 



That is what women are almost always up against with sexual harassment. No one listens to them. They are stuck. They put up 

or shut up. There is no point reporting it. Nothing changes. It makes matters worse to tell. Then not only are you a grouch, you 

are also a tattler. 

Yet in the doom and gloom of the Trump presidency, Weinstein was fired by a board of directors of nine white men, who for 

years enabled him and who are now running for cover themselves. 

Women love this story. We are in a frenzy of hashtags. People keep asking me who I think should be investigated next. There is 

all this excitement, as if consciousness is change. 

But it is not even a precursor to it most of the time. We are mostly frogs wishing we were tadpoles. The forward march of time 

is a crawl. 

Sexual harassment is not about sex or love. lt is about power. It thrives among cults of personality, because rock stars have 

groupies, and so do CEOs. Weinstein's wretched behavior was a tribute to his dominance. Through years of lawsuits and 

settlements, at his closely held concern, aberrance was tolerated like some fringe eccentricity, because - because why? 

Because they told themselves this day was never coming. Plainly Weinstein was impossible to challenge. That is power. 

Sexual harassment is the result of the male-dominated power structure. It will take more than awareness to topple that. 

We have been through this before, with Clarence Thomas, in televised hearings that we all watched, and with Bill Clinton, on 

and on, and of course with Trump. 

Nothing changed after those long nights of the soul. 

Of course not. 

Poweiful men do not believe the rules apply to them. 

Do powerful men know what they are like? They do not. It is that lack of self .. consciousncss that allows them to propel fo1th. 

Stop wondering if Donald Trump knows what he is like. A rainbow does not see it has color. 

Hollywood is a minor offender when it comes to sexual harassment. Things are really bad in New York and Silicon Valley. 

Hello, Fox News! Hailing Uber! And a special shout out to D.C., intern central, where politics makes strange bedfellows. 

Sexual harassment is bad everywhe1'e that men and women work together. The workplace is a steam bath. What can we do? It 

is a hotbed of hot beds. It is where so much dating action happens. It is where men and women meet. It is difficult to police. If 

you get the feeling it is total chaos, you are catching on. Young people getting in one another's pants is the cost of doing 

business. But powerful old men are supposed to stay in the corner suite where they belong. 



Plainly, they don't. . 286 

Women are angry. We should be. About all of it. We are a failed revolution. Sexism is bad. We notice it now. Where did all 

these white men come from, and when will they go away? Because of Trump, I don't even like listening to Bob Dylan anymore, 

because I am so sick of what any man has to say about anything at all. And I am trying to be reasonable. It is unbelievable to be 

a woman with Trump as president, such a profound insult that all men are implicated. This week it's Weinstein, but moving 

right along. We need to fix the whole thing. 

Or as my favorite text message put it: Men. Again. 



BUSINESS / MEDIA 

Sexual Abuse in Modeling: The 
Outcry Grows 

. 287 

Model Cameron Russell ls shedding light on decades of sexual abuse 
In the modeling Industry. 
By Lisa Lockwood and Rosemary Feltelberg and 81exon
dra Stelgrod on October 17, 2017 

Q Ca1T1eron Russell 
Jonah Koch 

Could modeling - and fashion photography - be the next 

sector that's put under the spotlight for sexual abuse? 

While rumors about abuse and sexual harassment of female and 

male models - and the photographers, agents and others who 

perpetrated it-have circulated within the fashion world for 

years, Cameron Russell, a well-known model, started posting 



stories from models on Instagram last week about abusive 

situations they've encountered - from sexual harassment and 

molestation to attempted rape. Over 75 models have weighed in 

so far. 

The anonymous comments posted on Russell's Instagram 

describe a myriad of scenarios, with models describing 

photographers propositioning them, physically grabbing them, 

exposing themselves and sending nude photographs. There are 

also accounts of underage models unknowingly winding up in 

unchaperoned situations or being asked if they were a virgin. 

Another commenter described how at the age of 17, midway 

through a normal shoot, she was "basically forced" to take her 

clothes off to get in the shower so the photographer could take 

photos and he took advantage of her in many ways. 

Russell advised her 89,300 followers, "If you have been a victim 

of rape or assault 24/7 support is available from rainn.org," 

referring to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network. 

Executives at The Lions Model Management LLC, which 

represents the 30-year-old Russell, did not respond to a request 

for comment, nor did Russell. 

"I think what Cameron is doing is very important. All models 

deserve the right to feel safe and respected. Unsafe 

environments should not be tolerated and abusers should be 

reported," said Steven Kolb, chief executive officer of the 

Council of Fashion Designers of America. 

"CFDA puts its support behind Cameron and others who are 

speaking out. I also applaud the Model Alliance and their 

efforts," he continued. "We started the CFDA Health Initiative in 

2007 to address eating disorders and underage models. In recent 

years we have encouraged more diversity on the runway as part 

of our fashion week outreach to the industry. I believe we've 

been able to impact positive change with our worl,. While we 

have not been specific on sexual harassment, our Health 

Initiative is committed to the notion of a healthy mind in a 

healthy body, and there cannot be one without the other. I do 

think it important that we expand our Health Imitative 

guidelines to be more specific on harassment and it is 

something we will do." 
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When James Scully. n casting direetor. posted on lnstagramln 

Febrnnry allegations Lluu models were being abL,sed during n 

Bnlenclnga casting, it set off a ftresr orm. He said he received 

almost 10,000 responses in the first two hours about abuses 

models had endured in their careers. 

He said he got e-mails from girls saying that a stylist touched 

her. "I discovered in speaking with other agents and other girls, I 

started to hear more stories like this ... .lt was in the air, and we 

lmew it. I didn't know the extent. Especially with these test 

photographers and those that kind of prey and take advantage 

of these girls. You always hear an isolated thing .... You hear the 

stories and I was getting stories about stylists and a couple of 

photographers," he said. He said he would hear about sexual 

harassment and how a haircut destroyed a girl's sense of self

esteem, and the agency dropped her. 

"To get these e-mails from these boys and these girls is really 

devastating. Three days after it happened, I went home to 1,300 

e-mails. From the girls and the boys and from their parents. The 

abuse overall is rampant, and the fact that it has become 

rampant is because it all became about power," said Scully. 

The reason people don't speak out is because they're afraid 

they'll be blackballed, he contended. "That's where the double 

standard is the worst," said Scully. 

This fall. KeJ.:lng and LVMI1 M.oetHennessy Loui.sVttitc.on Lssued 

n t;harrer to ensure the well-being of models. The charter, which 

has been implemented by both groups' brands worldwide, 

requires models to present a recent medical certificate proving 

their overall health, and bans the hiring of models below the age 

of 16 in shows or shoots representing an adult, among other 

measures. Models ages 16 to 18 must have a chaperone or 

guardian on the set during the shoot. 

Fra:ucois-Hemi Pinault, chairman and chief executive officer of 

Kering, said at the time that the group had been worldng on the 

topic since 2015, but was moved to act quickly after Scully blew 

the whistle on several brands, including Ralenciaga, Hermes 

and Elie Saab, for allegedly abusing models. 
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Concerning Russell's Instagram with all the models' stories, 

Scully said it was "incredibly brave" for the models to post their 

stories. "I think what she did is awe-inspiring [and) brave. She's 

opened a door that was never opened," said Scully, noting that 

many of the girls who weighed in were under 18. 

Faith Kates, president of Next Model Management, said she 

personally doesn't hear that much about abusive behavior, and 

when an abuse has occurred over the years, she would call the 

photographer directly. "I think Next is pretty powerful and the 

girls don't get hit [on] that much anymore. I think the ones that 

do are the ones that don't have great representation. We have a 

voice," she insisted. 

She recalled an incident that happened many years ago when 

someone was giving a girl drugs. ''I went to the guy's office with 

a bag of goodies that he was giving her and I said, 'if you ever see 

me on the street, you should cross it.' And if he ever did it again, 

I would put him in jail," she said. 

"I've made a lot of phone calls over the years," she continued. 

She said she tells her girls: "If you think ever that somebody's 

bothering you on the set, you call us and somebody will be there 

in 15 minutes. We do what we can do to protect our people," she 

said. 

Michael Gross, author of "Focus: The Secret, Sexy, Sometimes 

Sordid World of Fashion Photographers" and "Model: The Ugly 

Business of Beautiful Women," addressed the abuse that has 

occurred in the modeling industry for years . . 
"I think that among the people who understand how the sausage 

gets made, there has always been an understanding that there 

are industries in which the bodies of attractive young men and 

women are treated as commodities. It has been a 'below the 

surface of the ocean' phenomena not for weeks or months or 

years but for decades," he said. In his 1995 book "Model," he 

called the industry "legalized flesh peddling, equating modeling 

agents as pimps." 

"Within the trade that [statement) wasn't considered as a 

revelation ... .it's because there's a sense that that's the way 

things are," he added. 
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Addressing why the Harvey Weinstein scandal has blown up 

and the issue of abuse in the modeling industry has not despite 

copious examples over the years, he said, "Models are fungible. 

Models don't get the respect that actors and actresses do. 

Because they are seen with no skill other than being born with 

lucl<y chromosomes, whereas people are attached to actors and 

actresses," he said. "The public doesn't care as much. 

Photographers do not have the kind of power that a movie 

mogul has." 

He suggested several reasons why sexual harassment stories 

from such industries as media, entertainment and modeling are 

coming out now. "A crack develops, instead of being patched, it 

opens wider. In fits and starts we have been moving toward a 

culture that is not tolerant of this behavior," he said. "Despite 

the election of Donald Trump, it doesn't mean that society isn't 

more woke. It is two steps forward, two steps back," he said. 

Gross said he decided to open and close "Focus" on Terry 

Richardson, whose sexual abuse of models has been widely 

alleged. "It was made because I got on the phone with a lot of 

people who deal with fashion photographers on a daily basis ... .I 

asked who matters most right now? ... Not unanimously, but 

overwhelmingly it came down to Terry." 

Asked whether he believes the industry will change based on the 

outpouring of testimonials on Russell's Instagram, he said, "I 

don't think fashion can resist the tide of changing times because 

it's fashion's job to reflect the times." 

If more models come out and the industry pays attention and 

changes its culture, "maybe it [the response] won't be, 'clean 

that girl up and get her back on the set.' Maybe it will be 'get that 

photographer the f-k off the set."' 

Susan Scafidi, founder and director of the Fashion Law Institute 

at Fordham Law School, said, "Every model has a story of sexual 

harassment or abuse, whether her own experience or someone 

else's. Perhaps that's not surprising, given that the same is 

probably true of most professional women - and given that 

female models frequently start working especially young, with 

little supervision, and in a profession that focuses on their 
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bodies. Most fashion professionals are just that - professional 

- but the very nature of the modeling industry can attract 

predators. 

"Combating sexual abuse calls for a combination of louder 

voices, brighter light and better laws. The megaphone of social 

media can be effective in certain instances, in particular when 

either a serial harasser or a target of abuse has a recognized 

name or thousands of followers. Most of the time, however, the 

subject is a whisper in the shadows, inconsistent with the 

fantasy and glamour of the fashion industry. Models, like other 

victims of harassment or abuse, tend to be ashamed to speak or 

afraid of losing work. There's always another young aspirant 

waiting in the wings. 

"Legally, many models who experience sexual harassment have 

no recourse unless they are actually threatened or physically 

violated, in which case criminal law may apply, assuming 

enough evidence to bring a case. Since models are considered 

independent contractors, sexual harassment laws designed to 

protect employees typically do not apply. New York State's 

inclusion of models under 18 in its child performer protection 

law starting in 2013 was a victory, but more legal support is 

necessary. In fact, in an era when traditional employer

employee relationships are giving way to the gig economy more 

generally, society as a whole could benefit from studying the 

problems experienced by models and creating structures to 

combat sexual harassment and abuse in every context," said 

Scafidi. 

As for the timing of these abuses coming to light, she said, "Why 

now? The political disappointment of many women has given 

rise to a trend toward female empowerment, amplified by social 

media, which enables the aggregation of stories and joining of 

voices. Ideally this will translate to structural change, not just 

the dismissal of a handful of marquee male predators, but 

there's more work to be done." 

At work on the second season of "Food Quest," Kim Alexis 

recalled her modeling days and some of the trouble she had at 

that time, mostly with photographers. "I had to set a healthy 

boundary right away. Harassment is when you set the boundary 

and they don't respect it anyway," she said. "They would make it 

very apparent that it would be fun to go in the next room and 
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roll in the hay. Verbal comments I would get a lot. But when they 

were trying to get you to go to bed with them, I knew that that 

was abuse. That was a 'No.' 

"That's what makes women get that tough exterior sometimes. 

You have to walk around like, 'Don't mess with me .. .' It's tough 

because in the business, people have access to your body, your 

makeup and your hair. People are touching you all the time. You 

yourself at 18 have to decide this is inappropriate, or the wrong 

time, wrong person or wrong comment," Alexis said. "Now J'm 

not sure that parents are teaching young models where their 

boundaries are and what's appropriate and what's not." 

Referring to the Weinstein controversy, a for mer casting agent 

and magazine editor, who requested anonymity, said, "It's the 

same in fashion - some really powerful people know things, but 

they're not going to jeopardize their career or reputations to 

speak out about it. It took a Rose McGowan to stir the whole 

conversation. Harvey Weinstein wasn't just a predator - he was 

a bully. There are a lot of bullies in our industry. I know that 

people get silenced because I have experienced that. There is 

kind of this cabal in our industry who know exactly what's going 

on, but will never say anything. Anywhere there is powerful 

people, beautiful things, 'creative' minds, you're going to have 

crazy, abusive behavior." 

Further complicating the situation is the hiring of teenage 

models. "We need to look at why we're using models who are 14, 

15, 16 in advertising for big brands that a 14, 15, 16-year-old could 

never afford to buy? I just looked at the shows again and there 

are girls who are really young -16. Why are we perpetuating 

these images of these young girls as women?" the former agent 

said. "If you read Cameron's Instagram, there are girls who had 

experiences when they were 15, 16 because they were sent on 

casting calls and go-sees. The mom might be in the other room, 

but they are having a bad experience with some photographer. 

Maybe we have to say girls need to be 18 or older to start 

modeling." 

Bethann Hardison, who ran her own agency at one time, said no 

agency would send a girl out knowing she could be in a situation 

she could be compromised. That was even more so the case in 

the Eighties. "With Eileen Ford, it was don't f-k around. 

Wilhelmina (Cooper], Zoli [Zoltan Rendessy] - they were hard-
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core," she said. "But I know that boys have been told, 'Do what 

you have to do to get the job.' With boys, there's less care with 

them." 

While she allowed that "surely" girls have faced incidents, 

Hardison said the problem of harassment leans more toward 

photographers and casting directors than fashion designers. 

Strict as an agent, Hardison said she believed that models seen 

out at night never got booked during the day. "That was my 

philosophy, so you make your choices. I was so strict. I didn't 

hang out with people where we had to do drugs with my clients 

and stuff like that. My agency was a whole other style," she 

said. "There's 110 doubt girls were compromised in the Eighties 

and Nineties for sure. But I've never had anyone who I 

represented tell me that happened to them. But I've tall,ed to 

boys who have said sometimes things were expected. 

They could be compromised for sexual advances." 

Former "America's Next Top Model" judge Kelly Cutrone said 

she has never witnessed anything on set, but stressed the 

importance of women speaking up for themselves. "There is a 

lot of fine-line stuff. If a designer wants somebody to wear a 

sheer blouse, it's part of the job. You have to speak up for 

yourself or you're going to be expected to do certain things that 

could be seen as marginal. They're selling illusion and sex a lot." 

Speaking in general terms, not specific to the fashion industry, 

Cutrone said, "There are plenty of women who have gone to 

work and it's been made very clear that if you make yourself 

sexually available, you're going to get extra things. Or they have 

gone to worl, and been physically exposed or visually raped," 

she said. " ... On one hand, you want to say, 'If you're tall enough 

to be a model, be careful because there are people looming who 

are sexually inappropriate and they're predators.' But guess 
what? They're in the hospital, the fire department, the 

accounting department, in the courts - wherever there is male 

culture there are sexual predators. They come in all different 

shapes and sizes and they work in all different places. They do 

not discriminate based on race, ethnicity or economics. That is a 

really huge issue." 

Cutrone said what she finds most troubling is the online 

responses of women who said they didn't know what to do. So 

much so that she is considering starting an online community 
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with a group to teach women about sexual harassment. "If 

women arc in a situation where their boss is asking them to 

watch them shower and they don't know what to do .... they don't 

have the confidence of their voice or whatever - there is a huge 

problem here. It's the same problem my daughter is going to 

have if she goes to a rock concert and she is not prepared for a 

terrorist act or a shootout. Women really need to be taught the 

seriousness of it and it happens every single day - everywhere." 

Former model Jennifer Sky is at work on a memoir about her 

three years of modeling in New York and abroad in the Nineties. 

Recalling her modeling days between the ages of14 and 17, she 

said, "I was physically assaulted. Not only was I belittled by men 

and women on fashion sets, I was made to feel like just a prop. 

The thing is, maybe actors sign up for that. You sign up for a job 

that's tough and you're getting paid a certain amount, but these 

are little kids .... The adults on the set should have been looking 

at us as children and thinking, 'Oh my gosh, we can't let this 

photographer talk to that little girl like that."' 

She argued that the look that many designers present is the 

same one that couture houses put forward in the Thirties. "Just 

in the few past years, we're seeing people of color 011 the 

runways and other body types," Sky said. "I was able to see the 

difference between a workplace that was unionized and one that 

wasn't because at 15 I also became an actor. The way I was 

treated on sets that were overseen by SAG were completely 

different. The fight that we are having now [is like] the one that 

actors had against the studios in the Thirties. When I returned 

to New York to finish my education at 30, the'fashion industry 

hadn't innovated. The same archetype was on the runway -

these very young, thin, teenage white women," she said. "The 

one change that would make the biggest difference would be if 

they made a requirement that 18 [became the required age] to 

model." 

Suzanne Lanza, a model whose career spans 30 years, recently 

posted, "When was your first experience of sexual harassment? 

What happened?" Reached Monday, Lanza said, "There are all 

these people saying that it's not an issue in the fashion industry. 

That's a total joke. I don't know anyone who I know personally 

who hasn't had some form of harassment in the fashion 

business." 
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Recalling her first modeling trip to Europe as a high schooler, 

Lanza was taken by her agents one afternoon to go swimming at 

a house in Italy. "Fortunately, I had my own bathing suit, which 

was like a turtleneck one-piece. But some of the other girls 

didn't. They said, 'Oh, we have bathing suits.' But somehow they 

only had bottoms and no tops. Things like that were presented 

as really normal. I was 18, but there were a lot of 14-year-olds," 

Lanza said. "And I was made fun of. I also remember walking off 

a job because they wanted me to take my top off. They called my 

agent and tried to intimidate me." 

Having modeled for 30 years since her first major job with Herb 

Ritts, Lanza said, "Everybody knew there are 'The Playboys' -

these predators and I'm sure a lot of the agents were complicit, 

too, bringing young girls to these villas to go swimming, not 

protecting them in a way they should have."' 

As naive as she was as a teenager, Lanza said she knew enough 

not to go anywhere alone. Depending on their work schedule 

and financial needs, some models may need a free meal or job 

prospect so they will run with similar crowds or go out at night 

(to events organized by club promoters.) 

"God bless Eileen Ford. She was known for being so strict - for a 

reason. Hearing that tape of Harvey Weinstein (with model 

Am bra Battilana, who wore a wiretap for the New York Police 

Department to try to catch Weinstein, but charges never 

materialized], that's the way that they are. They try to make you 

feel bad about it, and you're not the cool one if you don't do 

what they want you to do. It really affected me so much hearing 

that," Lanza said. "Even women asked, 'Well, why was she in 

that situation?' Why shouldn't you be able to go to a hotel room 

with a man and then say 'no'? We need to not judge women." 
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\~ cameronrussell Following 

Your last two posts just pulled up 
a memory t'd buried. I'd just 
moved to New York and was sent 
to a test shoot with some 
photographer. I'd been living in 
NYC for 3 weeks. I was told to 
bring a nude thong and black 
heels. He kept asking me to take 
my top off - that it was high 
fashion. I refused. I remember 
thinking it was weird he had no 
assistants and we were just in his 
apartment. At one point he got 
on top of me like that scene from 
Blow Up. 

1,413 likes 30 comments 

Trigger warning ! #MyJobShouldNotlncludeAbuse 

OCTOBER 14 
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'You are Being a Hypocrite': l"wNewz EiC Takes on Lisa Bloom For 

Representing Harvey Weinstein 

by Alberto Luperon I 3:09 pm, October 6th, 2017 

Lisa Bloom, the high-profile attorney known for going after sexual harassers, is 

now working with an alleged sexual harasser. What's up with that? Law 

Newz Editor-in-Chief Rachel Stockman interviewed her Friday to learn why this 

feminist attorney is on the other side now. 

Bloom is working with movie mogul Harvey Weinstein after a bombshell New 

York Times report that claims that he has a history of sexually harassing 

women for almost three decades. It's quite a dramatic turn for her, especially 

after she played a public role in the downfall of former Fox News host Bill 

O'Reilly-another man who the Times said settled with sexual harassment 

accusers. 

But in Friday's interview, she said she actually wanted to take the opportunity 

to start a meaningful conversation with an alleged harasser. "Well, this was an 

opportunity to do that," Bloom said. 

Stockman pressed Bloom on this: "A lot of people would say you are being a 

hypocrite by changing sides. Your reaction?" 

'There are many different ways to get to a goal. I litigate cases, I write books, I 

speak out at conferences, I go to marches, he was an opportunity to actually 

be in the room of someone accused of this stuff, and change the pattern," 

Bloom said. 

"I do have a problem with your statement that you sent out yesterday," 

Stockman said. (Bloom had described Weinstein as "an old dinosaur learning 
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new ways.") Stockman pressed the attorney on how differently she's treating 

him from other alleged harassers. Bloom argued that what makes Weinstein 

different is the movie mogul's willingness to become a better person, and 

show respect to the women making allegations. 

"I'm going to be an old dinosaur by the end of this interview," Bloom quipped, 

after claiming Stockman spent too much time on the statement's phrasing. 

Stockman also brought up the docuseries. Months ago, Weinstein brought the 

rights to one of Bloom's books for a show. On Friday, Bloom argued she's not 

being unscrupulous or out of character here, even saying she turned down 

most sexual harassment cases because they're not "winnable." 

So would Bloom work with O'Reilly if he acted like Weinstein, and asked her 

for advice? "Maybe," she told Stockman. 

Bloom, who insists she is not "representing" Weinstein because she's not 

involved in litigation, says the mogul only admits to "rude talk" and 

inappropriate behavior, but wouldn't specify which claims against him were 

false. 

Weinstein is also threatening to file a defamation lawsuit against the Times, 

but Bloom didn't say much about it, saying that another attorney, Charles 

Harder, is handling that case. Nonetheless, she said the Times didn't give 

Weinstein enough time to respond to the allegations against him. 
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Ethics Alarms 

OCTOBER 8, 2017 · 5:47 AM 

Here We Go Again: Harvey Weinstein, Lisa Bloom 
And The Thing About Lawyer Ethics That The 
Public And The News Media Just Cannot Seem 
To Grasp 

TR 
F 

:S1 

LnwNcwz wdt~.~ .. and in so doing wins a Legal Ethics Dunce so easily that I'm not even going to bother, 

Feminist attorney Lisa Bloom, who has represented dozens of women against accused sexual harassers like 

Donald Trump and Bill O'Reilly, is now rep1·esenting an alleged sexual harasser. In, quite frankly, a shocking 

move, Bloom agreed to give her "advising" services to film studio executive Harvey Weinstein, who is accused of 

harassing women over a thirty-year timespan. Immediately, many in the legal world wondered what would 

motivate such a principled women's rights advocate to represent a man facing such sordid accusations. 

Weird! I have the strangest feeling I have been here before ... it's Ethics Alarms deja uu! 

No, I have been here before, and if you've read the blog regularly, so have you, like h.t!~ for example, when the post 

was called, l':(9.., Thero rs Nothit:ig Unethical Or Hy_pocritical J\l>outA Fem.in.lli.LLru.ner Defending Roger Ailes.or herr .. 

when I defended Hillary Clinton .... yes, you read that right...when she was being called a hypocrite for once defending 

not only a child rapist, but a guilty child rapist. Then there wasJbis posl , when liberal icon Larry Tribe was 

representing a coal company. Bloom, T1ibe, Estrich and Hillary all have the same defense, not that lawyers should 

need a defense for being lawyers. 



Let's see .. .l think I'll quote myself from the Hillary piece this time ... 
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. .I tell all my legal ethics seminar classes to start teaching their non-lawyer neighbors and relatives ABA Model 

Rule i.2 b, which reads, 

(b) A lawyer's representation of a client, including representation by appointment, docs not 

constitute an endorsement of the client's political, economic, social or moral views or activities. 

This, combined with the principle of zealous representation of one's client, as expressed, for example, in D.C. 

Rule of Professional Conduct Rule 1.3 ... 

(a) A lawyer shall represent a client zealously and diligently within the bounds of the law. 

(b) A lawyer shall not intentionally: 

(1) Fail to seek the la'\\,ful objectives of a client through reasonably available means permitted by 

law and the disciplinary rules; or 

(2) Prejudice or damage a client during the course of the professional relationship .... 

... means that lawyers rep1·esent clients, and are bound to seek those clients' objectives when those objectives are 

legal, whether the lawyer likes or agrees with those objectives or not. 

It means that it is ignorant, wrong and dangerous to the mle oflaw as well as the right of citizens to be the 

beneficiaries oflaws in a democracy, and not the servants of them, for unscrupulous political opponents to attack 

lawyers for the positions, objectives and needs of the clients they represented ... 

Lawyers do not have to agl'ee with or like their clients' positions, objectives or character, is that 

clear? Everybody? Lawyers are not to be held accountable for their client's motives, conduct or legal 

objectives. Bill Cosby's lawyers do not approve of rapists. Johnnie Cochran did not support the hobby of ex-wife 

knifing. 

-------------------------- ------

And Lisa Bloom (she is the daughter of Gloria Allred, following in her feminist muckraking mother's footsteps) was 

not violating her principles or being hypocritical when she agreed to be an "advisor" to Harvey Weinstein, also known 

as ''being his attorney." Bloom, as an attorney, was being faithful to the professional principles on which the practice 

of law in America is based. Her personal beliefs and principles are subordinate to those. 

Nevertheless, LawNewz, a legal issues website, ~~~mined Bloom as if she was engaging in a breach of integrity 

rather than doing what the legal ethics rules direct lawyers to do. The site's Editor-in-Chief, Rachel Stockman, acted 

as if she had never heard of the concept of a lawyer who doesn't necessarily like, admire or sympathize with a client, 

and whose personal values the client's alleged adions seem to defy. "A lot of people would say you are being a 

hypocrite by changing sides," asked Stockman, who also pressed Bloom on how differently she's treating the 

beleaguered independent film tycoon from other alleged harassers. "Your reaction?" 

Bloom's reaction, in a setting where she was not constrained by the fact that she was representing Weinstein as she 

spoke and therefore her response had to be in his best interests, not hers, should have been something like, 

'My reaction is that "a lot of people" don't understand what la,"'yers do and why they are important. I'm treating 

Harvey differently from other accused sexual harassers because he's my client, and in other cases accused sexual 

harassers were being accused by my clients. I'm not "switching sides." Lawyers don't have "sides," their clients 

do. The lawyers on both sides of any case, criminal or civil, are acting ion the best traditions of their profession by 

helping a client have full access to the law. Lawyers don't judge their clients, they advocate for them and advise 

them. I'm advocating and advising Mr. Weinstein. He has every right to my professional services, and I have 

every right to provide them to anyone willing to pay my fee.' 



Then she could have added this ... 
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'And I must say, Rachel, I am shocked that you are even asking these question. I know you've never practiced law, 

but you did get a Masters of Law at Yale, and I would think this concept was basic. Didn't Yale teach you this? If 

not, you should get youl' tuition back. Or maybe LawNewz should get your salary back. The Editor in Chief of a 

website devoted to the law should at least understand what lawyers do, and not mislead its readers that there is 

something hypocritical about representing clients with diametrically opposed interests at different times.' 

But wait...there's more! 

There is a twist to this tale, for it appears that Bloom may have violated at least the spirit of a different ethics 

principle in representing Weinstein. In April, she tweeted, 

"BIG ANNOUNCEMENT: My book SUSPICION NATION is being made into a miniseries, produced by Harvey 

Weinstein and Jay Z!" 

I don't know when Weinstein hired Bloom, but whenever it was, it defies credulity to believe that this arrangement 

isn't a key to the relationship.This, and not the fact that Bloom took on a client that her previous clients would find 

repulsive, makes me question her motives and integrity. 

The ABA .cruillon;:; ~gainst going into bur::incss "~th dienLs: 

"A lawyer's legal skill and training, together with the relationship of trust and confidence between lav.,yer and 

client, create the possibility of overreaching when the lawyer participates in a business, property or financial 

transaction with a client...When necessa1y, the lawyer should discuss both the material risks of the proposed 

transaction, including any risk presented by the lawyer's involvement, and the existence of reasonably available 

alternatives and should explain why the advice of independent legal counsel is desirable ... The risk to a client is 

greatest when the client expects tl1e lawyer to represent the client in the transaction itself or when the lawyer's 

financial interest otherwise poses a significant risk that the lawyer's representation of the client will be 

materially limited by the lawyer's financial interest in the transaction. Here the lawyer's role requires that the 

lawyer must comply, not only with the requirements of paragraph (a), but also with the requirements of Rule 

1.7. Under that Rule, the lawyer must disclose the risks associated with the lawyer's dual role as both legal 

adviser and participant in the transaction, such as the risk that the lawyer will ... give legal advice in a way that 

favors the lawyds interests at the expense of the client. Moreover, the lawyer must obtain the client's informed 

consent. In some cases, the lawyer's interest may be such that Rule 1.7 will preclude the lawyer from seeking the 

client's consent to the transaction .... " 

I believe that Lisa Bloom's arrangement with Weinstein does breach Rule 1.7, which involves, among other things, 

unwaivable personal conflicts of interest. It looks like members of Weinstein's board made the same point to the 

lawyer: "You have a commercial relationship ,'l'ith TWC via a TV deal so how can you possibly provide impartial 

advice to Harvey or address this group with any credibility?" one board members wrote her in an e-mail. 

Yesterday, Lisa Bloom 'rl'ithdrew as Weinst~.Ulllm.'~L 



lbe*ewtlforktlimes https://nyti.ms/2z6047p 

STYLE 

Fashion Breaks Its Silence on Harvey 
Weinstein Sca11dal 
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By VANESSA FRIEDMAN, JACOB BERNSTEIN and MATIHEW SCHNEIER OCT. 13, 2017 

In the days since The New York Times broke the story of allegations of decades of 

harassment and assault by Harvey Weinstein, torrents of heart-V\'l'enching stories 

have poured forth from at least 30 women who say they were victimized by Mr. 

Weinstein. So have unstinting condemnations from many who worked with Mr. 

Weinstein or benefited from their rdationship with him, both in film and in 

Democratic political circles. 

"Behavior like this is appalling and unacceptable," said Anna Wintour, the 

artistic director of Conde Nast, breaking her silence on the issue. "I feel horrible 

about what these women have expelienced and admire their bravc1y in coming 

forward. My heart goes out to them, as well as to Georgina and the children. We all 

have a role to play in creating safe environments where everyone can be free to work 

without fear." 

Ms. Wintour has put stars of Mr. Wein~tein's films on more than a dozen of her 

Vogue covers over the years; prominently featured Marchesa, the label co-founded 

by his wife, Georgina Chapman, in her magazine; and hosted political fund-raisers 

\.vith him. Her words make all the more stark the realization that from fashion, the 

third pillar of Mr. Weinstein's power base, an industry in which he made major 

investments going back more than 15 years, and \\-1th which he hoped to bumish his 

empire, the ovenvhelming response has been a ringing silence. 



"I've been struck by it," Steven Kolb, the chief executive of the Council of 

Fashion Designers of America, said on Tuesday. After all, many fashion stakeholders 

spoke out vociferously earlier this year against President Trump's policies on 

women's rights. 

But aside from Donna Karan, who gave statements that first defended and then 

criticized Mr. Weinstein, few designers have ventured as much. Nor have any of the 

major retailers who sell Marchesa spoken up, not even to offer support to Ms. 

Chapman, who has announced she is separating from her husband. (Ms. Chapman 

was not available for comment for this story.) 

In a statement on Tuesday, Mr. ·weinstein's spokeswoman, Sallie Hofmeister, 

said: "Any allegations of non-consensual sex are unequivocally denied by Mr. 

Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein has further confirmed that there were never any acts of 

retaliation against any women for refusing his advances." 

For his pait, Mr. Weinstein acknowledged, in a larger statement to The New 

York Post, that his actions could have a negative impact on Ms. Chapman's company. 

Marchcsa's public profile depended largely on its connection to Hollywood - the 

label does not advertise - and, fair or not, Ms. Chapman and her line are now swept 

up in this unfolding story. 

The refrain from major department stores in response to requests for comment? 

"We just don't want to be part of this story." 

But that is unavoidable. Fashion is already deeply involved. 

Not just because on Tuesday a petition was begun by Care2 asking Nordstrom to 

drop the Donna Karan and DKNY lines in response to Ms. Karan's comments 

(though she herself is no longer involved with either label). 

And not just because fashion has its own history \.o\r:ith sexual harassment and the 

poor treatment of young women, including increasingly documented abuses of 

models and the many claims against the photographer Terry Richardson (who, after 

some time away, is still working in the industry). 
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Mr. Weinstein, more than perhaps any film executive ufthe modern era, seemed 

to understand the role fashion could play as he built an upmarket brand in which 

box office performance was important, but so were glitter and good reviews. 

He introduced "Project Runway.» Along with the shoe designer Tamara Mellon 

he was instrumental in the revival of Halston, for which he corralled Sarah Jessica 

Pa1·ker, the celebrity stylist Rachel Zoe (who often dressed her clients in Marchesa) 

and the private equity firm Hilco as partners. He licensed the option to revive the 

Charles James brand the same year the Costume Institute of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art featured a Charles James exhibition. 

When actresses from his films campaigned for Oscars, there and elsewhere, 

guess whose dresses they often wore? 

"We all knew celebrities were asked to wear Marchesa if they were in a 

Weinstein movie," said the co-owner of a fashion communications company who 

asked not to be identified. "They were supposed to wear it at least once. We all knew 

that cycle." 

Going all the way back to his days at Mira max, the first of two studios Mr. 

Weinstein co-founded, he put out fashion-themed films. 

In 1994, Mr. Weinstein released Robert Altman's "Pret-a-Porter." In 2009, he 

acquired the North American distribution rights for "A Single Man," the designer 

Tom Ford's debut film. In 2011, he acquired Madonna's "W.E./' a period drama 

about '\,Vallis Simpson in which the gmvns were almost the only thing that got good 

notices. 

Mr. Ford would never have held up Mr. Weinstein as the poster boy for how to 

treat women. 

Still, Mr. Ford said Thursday, it was a far cry from what was revealed over the 

last week and a half, through two exposes in The New York Times outlining 

allegations of a pattern of sexual harassment and assault and a third from The New 

Yorker detailing accusations of rape. 
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"What Harvey has done is shocking, indefensible and disturbing on many 

levels," Mr. Ford said. "I knew that Harvey certainly liked beautiful young women." 

But, he added: "I had no idea of his predatory and abusive behavior or that he had 

paid settlements to anyone." Mr. Ford noted that since he himself is a gay man, Mr. 

Weinstein's "sex life would certainly not have been something that he would have felt 

the need to share with me." 

Ms. Parker collaborated with Mr. Weinstein at Halston. "Over the last two 

decades, through various projects, rve always maintained a relationship with him 

that I was, for the most part, comfortable ·with," she said. "Now I feel he is a stranger, 

that I didn't know him at all. And desperately sad to hear how so many women have 

suffered." 

And Ms. Mellon, referring to sexual predation, concurred: "I never saw anything 

like that. That behavior usually happens when no else is watching and in private. If I 

had seen it, I would have stopped it. I only ever witnessed raging and threats, but 

that was toward me and I pushed back when he did that" 

Mr. Weinstein's increased presence on the fashion circuit seemed to coincide 

with his shrinking presence in the film world. Optics had always been essential to his 

prestige brand, so it made some sense that he leaned on an industry selling illusions 

to help maintain his myth. The razzle-dazzle of Harvey and his wife on red carpets all 

over the world was a good distraction when fewer awards were coming his way. 

"Project Runway" helped, too. It made stars out of the designer Michael Kors, 

the model Heidi Klum and the editor Nina Garcia. Lauren Zalaznick, then the head 

of the Bravo network, where the show debuted, said: "On the surface, of course, it 

was a logical extension into TV. But what it really did was help build a firmer 

network ,.vithin the fashion and publishing industries. It lent even more proximity to 

the power of relationships with designers, editors and models, and the scepter of 

magazine covers, more and different awards, political and socially minded fund

raisers, and the attendant money, glamour and even more power that comes along 

with that territory." 

A spinoff, "Project Runway All Stars," which debuted in 2012, features Ms. 

Chapman as a judge; the next season has already been filmed. 
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Mr. Weinstein was a key fund-raiser for arnfAR, whose gala during the Cannes 

Film Festival is the most fashion-centric event on the movie festival circuit. Ms. 

Klum was honored by the organization in 2013. 

LVMH, the French luxury conglomerate, has a 1 percent stake in the Weinstein 

Company. In 2007, Mr. Weinstein wrote the profile of Mr. Arna ult for the Time 100 

most influential people list. In 2011, he told The Wall Street Journal, "When I wasn't 

doing so well, Anna would give a party and put me next to Bernard Arnault." 

A person familiar with LVMH said the two men barely knew each other. 

Mr. Weinstein was also a regular at the Met Gala, which has been co-chaired by 

Ms. Wintour since 1999, and at the Council of Fashion Designers of America awards. 

(In 2016, there were plans for the Weinstein Company to produce a television special 

on the CFDA awards, hut it fell through, Mr. Kolb said, when they realized that the 

event was not paced for television.) Mr. Weinstein appeared in front rows, including 

those of Marchesa, Dior, Louis Vuitton and Burberry. 

It was at a fashion show that the actress Lea Seydoux met Mr. Weinstein, she 

wrnte in The Guardian. He then requested a private meeting with her, she said, 

which quickly turned inappropriate. (She also \\Tote about watching him pursue 

another woman at the Met Gala.) The model turned actress Cara Delevingne recently 

accused Mr. Weinstein of pursuing her and repeating to her details of her personal 

life as rep01ted in the tabloids. 

Trish Goff, a model who was a regular in the pages of Vogue and appeared in 

campaigns for Chanel and Dior, said she met Mr. Weinstein at a cocktail party at Ms. 

Wintour's house in 2003 when she was 25. "He came in and someone said, 'Oh, 

there's Harvey Weinstein,' so I turned to look at him, and he was looking at me," she 

said. Shortly thereafter her agent got a call from his office inviting her to lunch. 

She recalled: "This was at a time in my career when I was starting to think about 

what's next. I was nervous about it, because he had a reputation, but I was equally 

nervous about not going because I was a single mother, and what if he made it so I 

didn't work anymore? So I said, 'O.K., tell him I'll have lunch."' 
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They ended up at the Tribeca Grill. "When I arrived, I discovered we were seated 

in a private room," she said. "I asked him why he had wanted to have lunch, and he 

said 'You were looking at me' - as if to imply I was interested. I said, 'Yes, I was 

looking at you because you are Harvey Weinstein, and I had never seen you before.' 

"Then he started asking me if I had a boyfriend, and if we had an open 

relationship. I said I wasn't interested in an open relationship, but he was relentless, 

and I kept trying to shut that down and move on. Then he sta1ted putting his hands 

on my legs, and I said, 'Can you stop doing that?' When we finally stood up to go, he 

really started groping me, grabbing my breasts, grabbing my face and trying to kiss 

me. I kept saying, 'Please stop, please stop, but he didn't until I managed to get back 

into the public space. 

"The horrible thing is, as a model, it wasn't that unusual to be in a weird 

situation where a photographer or someone feels they have a right to your body." 

Ms. Hofmeister, Mr. Weinstein's spokeswoman, said he could not be reached for 

comment on Ms. Gaffs allegations and directed a reporter to a previous statement 

denying allegations of nonconsensual sex. 

Now Marchesa has become yet another symbol of Mr. Weinstein's abuse of 

power, a brand he helped mastermind and support. There is now a 

#boycottmarchesa hashtag on Tuitter. Helzberg Diamonds, which held the license 

for Marchesa's bridal jewelry, announced it bad delayed the planned line. 

"The relationship helped the business tremendously," said Stellene Volandes, 

the editor of Town & Country. "Marchesa had such great success on the red carpet 

and became known for that." (Ms. Chapman appeared on the cover of the magazine 

in 2009.) 

The label, which was founded in 2004 by Ms. Chapman and Keren Craig, first 

received real attention that same year, when Renee Zellweger, the star of the 

Miramax film "Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason," appeared on the red carpet in a 

Marchesa dress. She was followed shortly thereafter by Cate Blanchett, who wore 

Marchesa to the Rome premiere of "The Aviator," also produced by Miramax. 
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In recent years, Marchesa's red-carpet magic has dimmed and its celebrity 

placements have lost a bit of their star power, yet the label's plincess-y dresses still 

found eager takers. In 2017, Octavia Spencer, who has appeared in movies produced 

by Mr. Weinstein, wore a custom Marchesa go""n to the Academy Awards, when she 

was nominated for her role in "Hidden Figures." 

When stars did wear the label, there was often a connection to Mr. Weinstein. 

Jennifer Jason Leigh wore Marchesa to the Academy Awards in 2016, when she was 

a nominee for her role in "The Hateful Eight," directed by Quentin Tarantino (and 

executive-produced by the Weinstein brothers). 

But Hollywood stylists who work ·with such stars and fashion houses to find 

dresses for premieres, award shows and red carpet events, appear to be taking a 

wait-and-see approach on the label. Of a half-dozen top stylists who have used 

Marchesa, not one would comment on how the Weinstein revelations would have an 

impact on their use of Marchesa. 

"There's a mob mentality that has developed," said Lauren Santo Domingo, a 

founder of Moda Operandi, an online fashion retailer, who said she was standing 

behind Marchesa. On Wednesday, the brand postponed a planned preview of its 

spring 2018 collection to an unspecified "later date." The company is hunkering 

down, and could not be reached for comment. 

"I think the issue is no one knows what to say to Georgina, or the words to use," 

Mr. Kolb said. "But as a creative power and as a CFDA member, she is someone who 

deserves the industry's support and backing." 

Indeed, said Julie Gilhart, a fashion consultant and the former fashion director 

of Barneys New York: "We are living in a time right now when we should try to find 

the words." 

Valeriya Safranova and ,Joanna Nikas contributed reporting. 
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Donna l(aran defends Weinstein, says wornen are 
•'asldng for it" 
"How do we present ourselves as women?" Karan said. ·what are we asking?" 

GABRIEL BELL (/WRITER/GABRIEl·BElL) 
10.10.2017 • 11:49AM • OCOMMENTS 

Even as a celebrities line up to take their turns commenting on The New York Times ex

pose of Harvey Weinstein with lashing denouncements, fashion icon Donna Karan of

fered up a crude - if familiar - defense of the ~tied producer Sunday night. 

Speaking to the Daily Mail at the CineFashion Film Awards, the founder of DKNY and her 

namesake label said that Weinstein "has done some amaz-ing things" and he and his 

wife, Marchesa designer Georgina Chapman, were "wonderful people." She is personal 

friends with the couple. 

It did not, alas, end there. 

Speaking to a reporter, Karan commented generally about the problems of sexual 

harass-ment on a global scale. "I think we have to look at ourselves," she said. 

"Obviously, the treatment of women all over the world is something that has always had 

to be identi ed. Certainly in the country of Haiti where I work. in Africa, in the developing 

world, it's been a hard time for women." Indeed, it has been. 

Choosing not to end on that high note, Karan then took a SO-foot dive into the shallow 

end of the pool. "To see it here in our own country is very di cult," she said, "but I also 

think how do we display ourselves? How do we present ourselves as women? What are 

we asking? Are we asking for it by presenting all the sensuality and all the sexuality?" 

She added, "And what are we throwing out to our children today about how to dance and 

how to perform and what to wear? How much should they show?" Karan continued, "You 

look at everything all over the world today and how women are dressing and what they 

are asking by just presenting themselves the way they do. What are they asking for? 

Trouble." 
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 2000e. [Section 701} 

For the purposes of this subchapter-

( a) The tenn "person" includes one or more individuals, governments, governmental 
agencies, political subdivisions, labor unions. partnerships, associations, corporations, legal 
representatives, mutual companies, joint-stock companies, trusts, unincorporated 
organizations, trustees, trustees in cases under Title 11 [originally, bankruptcy], or 
receivers. 

(b) The term "employer" means a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who 
has fifteen or more employees for each working day in each of twenty or more calendar 
weeks in the current or preceding calendar year, and any agent of such a person, but such 
term does not include (1) the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the 
Government of the United States, an Indian tribe, or any department or agency of the 
District of Columbia subject by statute to procedmes of the competitive service (as defined 
in section 2102 of Title 5 [United States Code}), or 

(2) a bona fide private membership club (other than a labor organization) which is exempt 
from taxation under section 50l(c) of Title 26 [the Internal Revenue Code of 1986], except 
that dw-ing the first year after March 24, 1972 [the date of enactment of the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972], persons having fewer than twenty-five employees 
(and their agents) shall not be considered employers. 

(c) The term "employment agency" means any person regularly undertaking with or 
without compensation to procure employees for an employer or to procure for employees 
opportunities to work for an employer and includes an agent of such a person .... 

(t) The term "employee" means an individual employed by an employer, except that the 
term .. employee" shall not include any person elected to public office in any State or 
political subdivision of any State by the qualified voters thereof, or any person chosen by 
such officer to be on such officer's personal staff, or an appointee on the policy making 
level or an immediate adviser with respect to the exercise of the constitutional or legal 
powers of the office. The exemption set forth in the preceding sentence shall not include 
employees subject to the civil service laws of a State government, governmental agency or 
political subdivision. With respect to employment in a foreign country, such te1m includes 
an individual who is a citizen of the United States. 

UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 

SEC. 2000e-2. [Section 703] 

(a) Employer practices 

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer -
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(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to dis~harge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate 
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or 

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way 
which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, 
color, religion, sex, or national origin. 

(b) Employment agency practices 

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employment agency to fail or refuse to 
refer for employment, or otherwise to discriminate against, any individual because of his 
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, or to classify or refer for employment any 
individual on the basis of his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 
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Title 8 of the Administrative Code of the 
City of New York 
Chapter 1 - Commission on Human 
Rights 
§ 8-101. Policy. 

In the city of New York, with its great cosmopolitan population, there is no greater 
danger to the health, morals, safety and welfare of the city and its inhabitants than the 
existence of groups prejudiced against one another and antagonistic to each other 
because of their actual or perceived differences, including those based on race, color, 
creed, age, national origin, alienage or citizenship status, gender, sexual orientation, 
disability, marital status, partnership status, caregiver status, any lawful source of 
income, status as a victim of domestic violence or status as a victim of sex offenses or 
stalking, whether children are, may be or would be residing with a person or conviction 
or arrest record. The council hereby finds and declares that prejudice, intolerance, 
bigotry, and discrimination, bias-related violence or harassment and disorder 
occasioned thereby threaten the rights and proper privileges of its inhabitants and 
menace the institutions and foundation of a free democratic state. A city agency is 
hereby created with power to eliminate and prevent discrimination from playing any 
role in actions relating to employment, public accommodations, and housing and other 
real estate, and to take other actions against prejudice, intolerance, bigotry, 
discrimination and bias-related violence or harassment as herein provided; and the 
commission established hereunder is hereby given general jurisdiction and power for 
such purposes. 

23. The provisions of this chapter relating to employees shall apply to interns. 

28. The term "intern" shall mean an individual who performs work for an employer on a 
temporary basis whose work: (a) provides training or supplements training given in an 
educational environment such that the employability of the individual performing the 
work may be enhanced; (b) pr.ovides experience for the benefit of the individual 
performing the work; and (c) is performed under the close supervision of existing staff. 
The term shall include such individuals without regard to whether the employer pays 
them a salary or wage. 
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Arc Human Rights 

For Immediate Release: 5/7/2015 

Contact: 
Lourdes Centeno I lcenteno@dhr.ny.gov 
(718) 7 41-8301 

NEW YORK ST ATE HUMAN RIGHTS LAW PROTECTS 
INTERNS FROM DISCRIMINATION 

Provisions cover unpaid interns in the private and public sectors. 

As we approach the beginning of summer internship season, Commissioner Helen 
Diane Foster wants to remind all New Yorkers that interns are protected from 
discrimination in the workplace under the New York State Human Rights Law. Unpaid 
interns are protected from harassment and other unlawful discrimination based on age, 
race, creed, color, national origin, sexual orientation, military status, sex, disability, 
predisposing genetic characteristics, marital status, or domestic violence victim status. 

"Internships play a crucial role by providing vital experience that can guide an individual 
to professional success," said Commissioner Foster. "Whether a regular employee or an 
intern, everyone is entitled to a workplace free of discrimination and harassment in the 
State of New York. This measure ensures that all workers are afforded their full rights 
under the law." 

The Human Rights Law defines "intern" as a person who performs work for an employer 
for the purpose of training under certain circumstances. Among them, that the employer 
is not committed to hire the person performing the work at the conclusion of the 
internship and that the person performing the work agrees with the employer that they 
are not entitled to wages for the work performed. The work performed by the intern is to 
provide or supplement training that may enhance the intern's employability, provide 
experience for the intern's benefit, be performed under close supervision of existing 
staff and not displace regular employees. If an individual is called an "intern" but paid, 
that person will likely be considered a regular employee under the Human Rights Law. 

These provisions explicitly protect interns from sexual harassment, which under the 
Human Rights Law is considered a form of sex discrimination, as well as other forms of 
harassment 

For their part, employers cannot discriminate against interns in selection, retention or 
terms, conditions and privileges of the internship or when advertising for the internship. 
It is also unlawful for employers to discriminate against pregnant interns or retaliate 
against an intern for opposing discriminatory behavior or for filing a complaint. 
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The Human Rights Law prohibits discrimination in employment, housing, credit, and 
other jurisdictions, based on age, race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital 
status, disability, military status, and other specified classes. Complaints with the 
Division must be filed within one year of the most recent incident of discrimination. For 
more information about the law and the work of the agency, please visit the Division of 
Human Rights' website at www.dhr.ny.gov. 
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PostEverything • Perspective 

Women are angry because 
of men. Again. 
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Villains like Harvey Weinstein aren't new. Villains getting caught is. 

By Elizabeth Wurtzel OctotJer 17 

Elizabeth Wurtzel is the author of "Prozac Nation," "Bitch" and "More, Now, Again." She is a lawyer in New York 

City. 

Ha1-vey Weinstein is the villain we were waiting for. 

He used to run the studio that brought us "Pulp Fiction," a movie that taught everyone about redemption, but he is now the 

guy in the bathrobe. Harvey Weinstein is every woman's piggish boss. He is the creep who corners you at the company 

Christmas party and demands a kiss under the mistletoe. 

Harvey Weinstein is that guy. 

After eight exhausting months of Trumpdom, the Weinstein news broke a year after the "Access Hollywood" tape first 

dropped, almost to the day. Now Weinstein is the cathexis for our rage at living under the harasser in chief. 

Donald Trump got away with it, like he gets away with everything. Most women - even battle-hardened feminists - have 

given up on making anything stick to him. But now here is Harvey Weinstein, and his long-running show in the hotel room 

bathtub has been canceled. Right here, right now, in Trump's America, a powerful man has been taken to the cleaners and put 

out on a wire hanger. 

Women are thrilled. Gobsmacked. I did not see this coming. No women's issue has hit this high on the outrage thermometer 

since Trump took office. There was a women's march the day after the inauguration, and then a quiescent resistance. Hope for 

2018. Then for 2020. Then just for someday. Someday, maybe, it won't be 1958 anymore. 

But now: Wow! The Weinstein scandal is the sound ofblowback. 

Sexual harassment has done it. This is the thing that disgusts women. My iPhone is screaming at me with text messages from 

friends: 



I hope a group of women al'med with clubs beats him black and blue. And leaves him on the steps of the New York284 
Coul'thouse, nalced in the cold. 

Happy to see the blame fall on the perp and not the victim for a change 

Like, wake me when anything structurnl changes 

There is no such thing as a woman who has not experienced sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is a lifestyle. It is just 

dating for powerful men. Most of them don't know they are doing it. They don't believe they are engaging in bad behavior. 

They are sure they are the handsomest men in the world - why else would they he so successful? They think every woman is 

dying to get with them. 

Men who do this sort of thing think they are just being friendly. They are just asking the girl out who - so what? - happens to 

work for them. 

Asking again and again and again. 

Cornering her. 

Pushing her against the wall. 

Threatening her - of course not meaning it, because that would be totally wrong. 

Over and over again. But, no, not seriously, of cow·se. 

We're all grown-ups. 

But asking again and again. And again. 

Until it is unbearable and someone has to leave, usually her. No: always her. 

She has to go. 

It was her fault for not being easygoing. Maybe - this has to be it - she had her period. Women are so touchy. Why can't they 

take a joke? Why can't they laugh about if? He was not serious about the whole throwing her against the wall thing. This is an 

office, so of course not. 

Oh, whatever. Women just suck. 



That is what women are almost always up against with sexual harassment. No one listens to them. They are stuck. They put up 

or shut up. There is no point reporting it. Nothing changes. It makes matters worse to tell. Then not only are you a grouch, you 

are also a tattler. 

Yet in the doom and gloom of the Trump presidency, Weinstein was fired by a board of directors of nine white men, who for 

years enabled him and who are now running for cover themselves. 

Women love this story. We are in a frenzy of hashtags. People keep asking me who I think should be investigated next. There is 

all this excitement, as if consciousness is change. 

But it is not even a precursor to it most of the time. We are mostly frogs wishing we were tadpoles. The forward march of time 

is a crawl. 

Sexual harassment is not about sex or love. lt is about power. It thrives among cults of personality, because rock stars have 

groupies, and so do CEOs. Weinstein's wretched behavior was a tribute to his dominance. Through years of lawsuits and 

settlements, at his closely held concern, aberrance was tolerated like some fringe eccentricity, because - because why? 

Because they told themselves this day was never coming. Plainly Weinstein was impossible to challenge. That is power. 

Sexual harassment is the result of the male-dominated power structure. It will take more than awareness to topple that. 

We have been through this before, with Clarence Thomas, in televised hearings that we all watched, and with Bill Clinton, on 

and on, and of course with Trump. 

Nothing changed after those long nights of the soul. 

Of course not. 

Poweiful men do not believe the rules apply to them. 

Do powerful men know what they are like? They do not. It is that lack of self .. consciousncss that allows them to propel fo1th. 

Stop wondering if Donald Trump knows what he is like. A rainbow does not see it has color. 

Hollywood is a minor offender when it comes to sexual harassment. Things are really bad in New York and Silicon Valley. 

Hello, Fox News! Hailing Uber! And a special shout out to D.C., intern central, where politics makes strange bedfellows. 

Sexual harassment is bad everywhe1'e that men and women work together. The workplace is a steam bath. What can we do? It 

is a hotbed of hot beds. It is where so much dating action happens. It is where men and women meet. It is difficult to police. If 

you get the feeling it is total chaos, you are catching on. Young people getting in one another's pants is the cost of doing 

business. But powerful old men are supposed to stay in the corner suite where they belong. 



Plainly, they don't. . 286 

Women are angry. We should be. About all of it. We are a failed revolution. Sexism is bad. We notice it now. Where did all 

these white men come from, and when will they go away? Because of Trump, I don't even like listening to Bob Dylan anymore, 

because I am so sick of what any man has to say about anything at all. And I am trying to be reasonable. It is unbelievable to be 

a woman with Trump as president, such a profound insult that all men are implicated. This week it's Weinstein, but moving 

right along. We need to fix the whole thing. 

Or as my favorite text message put it: Men. Again. 
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Sexual Abuse in Modeling: The 
Outcry Grows 
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Model Cameron Russell ls shedding light on decades of sexual abuse 
In the modeling Industry. 
By Lisa Lockwood and Rosemary Feltelberg and 81exon
dra Stelgrod on October 17, 2017 

Q Ca1T1eron Russell 
Jonah Koch 

Could modeling - and fashion photography - be the next 

sector that's put under the spotlight for sexual abuse? 

While rumors about abuse and sexual harassment of female and 

male models - and the photographers, agents and others who 

perpetrated it-have circulated within the fashion world for 

years, Cameron Russell, a well-known model, started posting 



stories from models on Instagram last week about abusive 

situations they've encountered - from sexual harassment and 

molestation to attempted rape. Over 75 models have weighed in 

so far. 

The anonymous comments posted on Russell's Instagram 

describe a myriad of scenarios, with models describing 

photographers propositioning them, physically grabbing them, 

exposing themselves and sending nude photographs. There are 

also accounts of underage models unknowingly winding up in 

unchaperoned situations or being asked if they were a virgin. 

Another commenter described how at the age of 17, midway 

through a normal shoot, she was "basically forced" to take her 

clothes off to get in the shower so the photographer could take 

photos and he took advantage of her in many ways. 

Russell advised her 89,300 followers, "If you have been a victim 

of rape or assault 24/7 support is available from rainn.org," 

referring to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network. 

Executives at The Lions Model Management LLC, which 

represents the 30-year-old Russell, did not respond to a request 

for comment, nor did Russell. 

"I think what Cameron is doing is very important. All models 

deserve the right to feel safe and respected. Unsafe 

environments should not be tolerated and abusers should be 

reported," said Steven Kolb, chief executive officer of the 

Council of Fashion Designers of America. 

"CFDA puts its support behind Cameron and others who are 

speaking out. I also applaud the Model Alliance and their 

efforts," he continued. "We started the CFDA Health Initiative in 

2007 to address eating disorders and underage models. In recent 

years we have encouraged more diversity on the runway as part 

of our fashion week outreach to the industry. I believe we've 

been able to impact positive change with our worl,. While we 

have not been specific on sexual harassment, our Health 

Initiative is committed to the notion of a healthy mind in a 

healthy body, and there cannot be one without the other. I do 

think it important that we expand our Health Imitative 

guidelines to be more specific on harassment and it is 

something we will do." 
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When James Scully. n casting direetor. posted on lnstagramln 

Febrnnry allegations Lluu models were being abL,sed during n 

Bnlenclnga casting, it set off a ftresr orm. He said he received 

almost 10,000 responses in the first two hours about abuses 

models had endured in their careers. 

He said he got e-mails from girls saying that a stylist touched 

her. "I discovered in speaking with other agents and other girls, I 

started to hear more stories like this ... .lt was in the air, and we 

lmew it. I didn't know the extent. Especially with these test 

photographers and those that kind of prey and take advantage 

of these girls. You always hear an isolated thing .... You hear the 

stories and I was getting stories about stylists and a couple of 

photographers," he said. He said he would hear about sexual 

harassment and how a haircut destroyed a girl's sense of self

esteem, and the agency dropped her. 

"To get these e-mails from these boys and these girls is really 

devastating. Three days after it happened, I went home to 1,300 

e-mails. From the girls and the boys and from their parents. The 

abuse overall is rampant, and the fact that it has become 

rampant is because it all became about power," said Scully. 

The reason people don't speak out is because they're afraid 

they'll be blackballed, he contended. "That's where the double 

standard is the worst," said Scully. 

This fall. KeJ.:lng and LVMI1 M.oetHennessy Loui.sVttitc.on Lssued 

n t;harrer to ensure the well-being of models. The charter, which 

has been implemented by both groups' brands worldwide, 

requires models to present a recent medical certificate proving 

their overall health, and bans the hiring of models below the age 

of 16 in shows or shoots representing an adult, among other 

measures. Models ages 16 to 18 must have a chaperone or 

guardian on the set during the shoot. 

Fra:ucois-Hemi Pinault, chairman and chief executive officer of 

Kering, said at the time that the group had been worldng on the 

topic since 2015, but was moved to act quickly after Scully blew 

the whistle on several brands, including Ralenciaga, Hermes 

and Elie Saab, for allegedly abusing models. 
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Concerning Russell's Instagram with all the models' stories, 

Scully said it was "incredibly brave" for the models to post their 

stories. "I think what she did is awe-inspiring [and) brave. She's 

opened a door that was never opened," said Scully, noting that 

many of the girls who weighed in were under 18. 

Faith Kates, president of Next Model Management, said she 

personally doesn't hear that much about abusive behavior, and 

when an abuse has occurred over the years, she would call the 

photographer directly. "I think Next is pretty powerful and the 

girls don't get hit [on] that much anymore. I think the ones that 

do are the ones that don't have great representation. We have a 

voice," she insisted. 

She recalled an incident that happened many years ago when 

someone was giving a girl drugs. ''I went to the guy's office with 

a bag of goodies that he was giving her and I said, 'if you ever see 

me on the street, you should cross it.' And if he ever did it again, 

I would put him in jail," she said. 

"I've made a lot of phone calls over the years," she continued. 

She said she tells her girls: "If you think ever that somebody's 

bothering you on the set, you call us and somebody will be there 

in 15 minutes. We do what we can do to protect our people," she 

said. 

Michael Gross, author of "Focus: The Secret, Sexy, Sometimes 

Sordid World of Fashion Photographers" and "Model: The Ugly 

Business of Beautiful Women," addressed the abuse that has 

occurred in the modeling industry for years . . 
"I think that among the people who understand how the sausage 

gets made, there has always been an understanding that there 

are industries in which the bodies of attractive young men and 

women are treated as commodities. It has been a 'below the 

surface of the ocean' phenomena not for weeks or months or 

years but for decades," he said. In his 1995 book "Model," he 

called the industry "legalized flesh peddling, equating modeling 

agents as pimps." 

"Within the trade that [statement) wasn't considered as a 

revelation ... .it's because there's a sense that that's the way 

things are," he added. 
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Addressing why the Harvey Weinstein scandal has blown up 

and the issue of abuse in the modeling industry has not despite 

copious examples over the years, he said, "Models are fungible. 

Models don't get the respect that actors and actresses do. 

Because they are seen with no skill other than being born with 

lucl<y chromosomes, whereas people are attached to actors and 

actresses," he said. "The public doesn't care as much. 

Photographers do not have the kind of power that a movie 

mogul has." 

He suggested several reasons why sexual harassment stories 

from such industries as media, entertainment and modeling are 

coming out now. "A crack develops, instead of being patched, it 

opens wider. In fits and starts we have been moving toward a 

culture that is not tolerant of this behavior," he said. "Despite 

the election of Donald Trump, it doesn't mean that society isn't 

more woke. It is two steps forward, two steps back," he said. 

Gross said he decided to open and close "Focus" on Terry 

Richardson, whose sexual abuse of models has been widely 

alleged. "It was made because I got on the phone with a lot of 

people who deal with fashion photographers on a daily basis ... .I 

asked who matters most right now? ... Not unanimously, but 

overwhelmingly it came down to Terry." 

Asked whether he believes the industry will change based on the 

outpouring of testimonials on Russell's Instagram, he said, "I 

don't think fashion can resist the tide of changing times because 

it's fashion's job to reflect the times." 

If more models come out and the industry pays attention and 

changes its culture, "maybe it [the response] won't be, 'clean 

that girl up and get her back on the set.' Maybe it will be 'get that 

photographer the f-k off the set."' 

Susan Scafidi, founder and director of the Fashion Law Institute 

at Fordham Law School, said, "Every model has a story of sexual 

harassment or abuse, whether her own experience or someone 

else's. Perhaps that's not surprising, given that the same is 

probably true of most professional women - and given that 

female models frequently start working especially young, with 

little supervision, and in a profession that focuses on their 
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bodies. Most fashion professionals are just that - professional 

- but the very nature of the modeling industry can attract 

predators. 

"Combating sexual abuse calls for a combination of louder 

voices, brighter light and better laws. The megaphone of social 

media can be effective in certain instances, in particular when 

either a serial harasser or a target of abuse has a recognized 

name or thousands of followers. Most of the time, however, the 

subject is a whisper in the shadows, inconsistent with the 

fantasy and glamour of the fashion industry. Models, like other 

victims of harassment or abuse, tend to be ashamed to speak or 

afraid of losing work. There's always another young aspirant 

waiting in the wings. 

"Legally, many models who experience sexual harassment have 

no recourse unless they are actually threatened or physically 

violated, in which case criminal law may apply, assuming 

enough evidence to bring a case. Since models are considered 

independent contractors, sexual harassment laws designed to 

protect employees typically do not apply. New York State's 

inclusion of models under 18 in its child performer protection 

law starting in 2013 was a victory, but more legal support is 

necessary. In fact, in an era when traditional employer

employee relationships are giving way to the gig economy more 

generally, society as a whole could benefit from studying the 

problems experienced by models and creating structures to 

combat sexual harassment and abuse in every context," said 

Scafidi. 

As for the timing of these abuses coming to light, she said, "Why 

now? The political disappointment of many women has given 

rise to a trend toward female empowerment, amplified by social 

media, which enables the aggregation of stories and joining of 

voices. Ideally this will translate to structural change, not just 

the dismissal of a handful of marquee male predators, but 

there's more work to be done." 

At work on the second season of "Food Quest," Kim Alexis 

recalled her modeling days and some of the trouble she had at 

that time, mostly with photographers. "I had to set a healthy 

boundary right away. Harassment is when you set the boundary 

and they don't respect it anyway," she said. "They would make it 

very apparent that it would be fun to go in the next room and 
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roll in the hay. Verbal comments I would get a lot. But when they 

were trying to get you to go to bed with them, I knew that that 

was abuse. That was a 'No.' 

"That's what makes women get that tough exterior sometimes. 

You have to walk around like, 'Don't mess with me .. .' It's tough 

because in the business, people have access to your body, your 

makeup and your hair. People are touching you all the time. You 

yourself at 18 have to decide this is inappropriate, or the wrong 

time, wrong person or wrong comment," Alexis said. "Now J'm 

not sure that parents are teaching young models where their 

boundaries are and what's appropriate and what's not." 

Referring to the Weinstein controversy, a for mer casting agent 

and magazine editor, who requested anonymity, said, "It's the 

same in fashion - some really powerful people know things, but 

they're not going to jeopardize their career or reputations to 

speak out about it. It took a Rose McGowan to stir the whole 

conversation. Harvey Weinstein wasn't just a predator - he was 

a bully. There are a lot of bullies in our industry. I know that 

people get silenced because I have experienced that. There is 

kind of this cabal in our industry who know exactly what's going 

on, but will never say anything. Anywhere there is powerful 

people, beautiful things, 'creative' minds, you're going to have 

crazy, abusive behavior." 

Further complicating the situation is the hiring of teenage 

models. "We need to look at why we're using models who are 14, 

15, 16 in advertising for big brands that a 14, 15, 16-year-old could 

never afford to buy? I just looked at the shows again and there 

are girls who are really young -16. Why are we perpetuating 

these images of these young girls as women?" the former agent 

said. "If you read Cameron's Instagram, there are girls who had 

experiences when they were 15, 16 because they were sent on 

casting calls and go-sees. The mom might be in the other room, 

but they are having a bad experience with some photographer. 

Maybe we have to say girls need to be 18 or older to start 

modeling." 

Bethann Hardison, who ran her own agency at one time, said no 

agency would send a girl out knowing she could be in a situation 

she could be compromised. That was even more so the case in 

the Eighties. "With Eileen Ford, it was don't f-k around. 

Wilhelmina (Cooper], Zoli [Zoltan Rendessy] - they were hard-
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core," she said. "But I know that boys have been told, 'Do what 

you have to do to get the job.' With boys, there's less care with 

them." 

While she allowed that "surely" girls have faced incidents, 

Hardison said the problem of harassment leans more toward 

photographers and casting directors than fashion designers. 

Strict as an agent, Hardison said she believed that models seen 

out at night never got booked during the day. "That was my 

philosophy, so you make your choices. I was so strict. I didn't 

hang out with people where we had to do drugs with my clients 

and stuff like that. My agency was a whole other style," she 

said. "There's 110 doubt girls were compromised in the Eighties 

and Nineties for sure. But I've never had anyone who I 

represented tell me that happened to them. But I've tall,ed to 

boys who have said sometimes things were expected. 

They could be compromised for sexual advances." 

Former "America's Next Top Model" judge Kelly Cutrone said 

she has never witnessed anything on set, but stressed the 

importance of women speaking up for themselves. "There is a 

lot of fine-line stuff. If a designer wants somebody to wear a 

sheer blouse, it's part of the job. You have to speak up for 

yourself or you're going to be expected to do certain things that 

could be seen as marginal. They're selling illusion and sex a lot." 

Speaking in general terms, not specific to the fashion industry, 

Cutrone said, "There are plenty of women who have gone to 

work and it's been made very clear that if you make yourself 

sexually available, you're going to get extra things. Or they have 

gone to worl, and been physically exposed or visually raped," 

she said. " ... On one hand, you want to say, 'If you're tall enough 

to be a model, be careful because there are people looming who 

are sexually inappropriate and they're predators.' But guess 
what? They're in the hospital, the fire department, the 

accounting department, in the courts - wherever there is male 

culture there are sexual predators. They come in all different 

shapes and sizes and they work in all different places. They do 

not discriminate based on race, ethnicity or economics. That is a 

really huge issue." 

Cutrone said what she finds most troubling is the online 

responses of women who said they didn't know what to do. So 

much so that she is considering starting an online community 
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with a group to teach women about sexual harassment. "If 

women arc in a situation where their boss is asking them to 

watch them shower and they don't know what to do .... they don't 

have the confidence of their voice or whatever - there is a huge 

problem here. It's the same problem my daughter is going to 

have if she goes to a rock concert and she is not prepared for a 

terrorist act or a shootout. Women really need to be taught the 

seriousness of it and it happens every single day - everywhere." 

Former model Jennifer Sky is at work on a memoir about her 

three years of modeling in New York and abroad in the Nineties. 

Recalling her modeling days between the ages of14 and 17, she 

said, "I was physically assaulted. Not only was I belittled by men 

and women on fashion sets, I was made to feel like just a prop. 

The thing is, maybe actors sign up for that. You sign up for a job 

that's tough and you're getting paid a certain amount, but these 

are little kids .... The adults on the set should have been looking 

at us as children and thinking, 'Oh my gosh, we can't let this 

photographer talk to that little girl like that."' 

She argued that the look that many designers present is the 

same one that couture houses put forward in the Thirties. "Just 

in the few past years, we're seeing people of color 011 the 

runways and other body types," Sky said. "I was able to see the 

difference between a workplace that was unionized and one that 

wasn't because at 15 I also became an actor. The way I was 

treated on sets that were overseen by SAG were completely 

different. The fight that we are having now [is like] the one that 

actors had against the studios in the Thirties. When I returned 

to New York to finish my education at 30, the'fashion industry 

hadn't innovated. The same archetype was on the runway -

these very young, thin, teenage white women," she said. "The 

one change that would make the biggest difference would be if 

they made a requirement that 18 [became the required age] to 

model." 

Suzanne Lanza, a model whose career spans 30 years, recently 

posted, "When was your first experience of sexual harassment? 

What happened?" Reached Monday, Lanza said, "There are all 

these people saying that it's not an issue in the fashion industry. 

That's a total joke. I don't know anyone who I know personally 

who hasn't had some form of harassment in the fashion 

business." 
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Recalling her first modeling trip to Europe as a high schooler, 

Lanza was taken by her agents one afternoon to go swimming at 

a house in Italy. "Fortunately, I had my own bathing suit, which 

was like a turtleneck one-piece. But some of the other girls 

didn't. They said, 'Oh, we have bathing suits.' But somehow they 

only had bottoms and no tops. Things like that were presented 

as really normal. I was 18, but there were a lot of 14-year-olds," 

Lanza said. "And I was made fun of. I also remember walking off 

a job because they wanted me to take my top off. They called my 

agent and tried to intimidate me." 

Having modeled for 30 years since her first major job with Herb 

Ritts, Lanza said, "Everybody knew there are 'The Playboys' -

these predators and I'm sure a lot of the agents were complicit, 

too, bringing young girls to these villas to go swimming, not 

protecting them in a way they should have."' 

As naive as she was as a teenager, Lanza said she knew enough 

not to go anywhere alone. Depending on their work schedule 

and financial needs, some models may need a free meal or job 

prospect so they will run with similar crowds or go out at night 

(to events organized by club promoters.) 

"God bless Eileen Ford. She was known for being so strict - for a 

reason. Hearing that tape of Harvey Weinstein (with model 

Am bra Battilana, who wore a wiretap for the New York Police 

Department to try to catch Weinstein, but charges never 

materialized], that's the way that they are. They try to make you 

feel bad about it, and you're not the cool one if you don't do 

what they want you to do. It really affected me so much hearing 

that," Lanza said. "Even women asked, 'Well, why was she in 

that situation?' Why shouldn't you be able to go to a hotel room 

with a man and then say 'no'? We need to not judge women." 
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\~ cameronrussell Following 

Your last two posts just pulled up 
a memory t'd buried. I'd just 
moved to New York and was sent 
to a test shoot with some 
photographer. I'd been living in 
NYC for 3 weeks. I was told to 
bring a nude thong and black 
heels. He kept asking me to take 
my top off - that it was high 
fashion. I refused. I remember 
thinking it was weird he had no 
assistants and we were just in his 
apartment. At one point he got 
on top of me like that scene from 
Blow Up. 

1,413 likes 30 comments 

Trigger warning ! #MyJobShouldNotlncludeAbuse 

OCTOBER 14 
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'You are Being a Hypocrite': l"wNewz EiC Takes on Lisa Bloom For 

Representing Harvey Weinstein 

by Alberto Luperon I 3:09 pm, October 6th, 2017 

Lisa Bloom, the high-profile attorney known for going after sexual harassers, is 

now working with an alleged sexual harasser. What's up with that? Law 

Newz Editor-in-Chief Rachel Stockman interviewed her Friday to learn why this 

feminist attorney is on the other side now. 

Bloom is working with movie mogul Harvey Weinstein after a bombshell New 

York Times report that claims that he has a history of sexually harassing 

women for almost three decades. It's quite a dramatic turn for her, especially 

after she played a public role in the downfall of former Fox News host Bill 

O'Reilly-another man who the Times said settled with sexual harassment 

accusers. 

But in Friday's interview, she said she actually wanted to take the opportunity 

to start a meaningful conversation with an alleged harasser. "Well, this was an 

opportunity to do that," Bloom said. 

Stockman pressed Bloom on this: "A lot of people would say you are being a 

hypocrite by changing sides. Your reaction?" 

'There are many different ways to get to a goal. I litigate cases, I write books, I 

speak out at conferences, I go to marches, he was an opportunity to actually 

be in the room of someone accused of this stuff, and change the pattern," 

Bloom said. 

"I do have a problem with your statement that you sent out yesterday," 

Stockman said. (Bloom had described Weinstein as "an old dinosaur learning 
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new ways.") Stockman pressed the attorney on how differently she's treating 

him from other alleged harassers. Bloom argued that what makes Weinstein 

different is the movie mogul's willingness to become a better person, and 

show respect to the women making allegations. 

"I'm going to be an old dinosaur by the end of this interview," Bloom quipped, 

after claiming Stockman spent too much time on the statement's phrasing. 

Stockman also brought up the docuseries. Months ago, Weinstein brought the 

rights to one of Bloom's books for a show. On Friday, Bloom argued she's not 

being unscrupulous or out of character here, even saying she turned down 

most sexual harassment cases because they're not "winnable." 

So would Bloom work with O'Reilly if he acted like Weinstein, and asked her 

for advice? "Maybe," she told Stockman. 

Bloom, who insists she is not "representing" Weinstein because she's not 

involved in litigation, says the mogul only admits to "rude talk" and 

inappropriate behavior, but wouldn't specify which claims against him were 

false. 

Weinstein is also threatening to file a defamation lawsuit against the Times, 

but Bloom didn't say much about it, saying that another attorney, Charles 

Harder, is handling that case. Nonetheless, she said the Times didn't give 

Weinstein enough time to respond to the allegations against him. 
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Ethics Alarms 

OCTOBER 8, 2017 · 5:47 AM 

Here We Go Again: Harvey Weinstein, Lisa Bloom 
And The Thing About Lawyer Ethics That The 
Public And The News Media Just Cannot Seem 
To Grasp 

TR 
F 

:S1 

LnwNcwz wdt~.~ .. and in so doing wins a Legal Ethics Dunce so easily that I'm not even going to bother, 

Feminist attorney Lisa Bloom, who has represented dozens of women against accused sexual harassers like 

Donald Trump and Bill O'Reilly, is now rep1·esenting an alleged sexual harasser. In, quite frankly, a shocking 

move, Bloom agreed to give her "advising" services to film studio executive Harvey Weinstein, who is accused of 

harassing women over a thirty-year timespan. Immediately, many in the legal world wondered what would 

motivate such a principled women's rights advocate to represent a man facing such sordid accusations. 

Weird! I have the strangest feeling I have been here before ... it's Ethics Alarms deja uu! 

No, I have been here before, and if you've read the blog regularly, so have you, like h.t!~ for example, when the post 

was called, l':(9.., Thero rs Nothit:ig Unethical Or Hy_pocritical J\l>outA Fem.in.lli.LLru.ner Defending Roger Ailes.or herr .. 

when I defended Hillary Clinton .... yes, you read that right...when she was being called a hypocrite for once defending 

not only a child rapist, but a guilty child rapist. Then there wasJbis posl , when liberal icon Larry Tribe was 

representing a coal company. Bloom, T1ibe, Estrich and Hillary all have the same defense, not that lawyers should 

need a defense for being lawyers. 



Let's see .. .l think I'll quote myself from the Hillary piece this time ... 
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. .I tell all my legal ethics seminar classes to start teaching their non-lawyer neighbors and relatives ABA Model 

Rule i.2 b, which reads, 

(b) A lawyer's representation of a client, including representation by appointment, docs not 

constitute an endorsement of the client's political, economic, social or moral views or activities. 

This, combined with the principle of zealous representation of one's client, as expressed, for example, in D.C. 

Rule of Professional Conduct Rule 1.3 ... 

(a) A lawyer shall represent a client zealously and diligently within the bounds of the law. 

(b) A lawyer shall not intentionally: 

(1) Fail to seek the la'\\,ful objectives of a client through reasonably available means permitted by 

law and the disciplinary rules; or 

(2) Prejudice or damage a client during the course of the professional relationship .... 

... means that lawyers rep1·esent clients, and are bound to seek those clients' objectives when those objectives are 

legal, whether the lawyer likes or agrees with those objectives or not. 

It means that it is ignorant, wrong and dangerous to the mle oflaw as well as the right of citizens to be the 

beneficiaries oflaws in a democracy, and not the servants of them, for unscrupulous political opponents to attack 

lawyers for the positions, objectives and needs of the clients they represented ... 

Lawyers do not have to agl'ee with or like their clients' positions, objectives or character, is that 

clear? Everybody? Lawyers are not to be held accountable for their client's motives, conduct or legal 

objectives. Bill Cosby's lawyers do not approve of rapists. Johnnie Cochran did not support the hobby of ex-wife 

knifing. 

-------------------------- ------

And Lisa Bloom (she is the daughter of Gloria Allred, following in her feminist muckraking mother's footsteps) was 

not violating her principles or being hypocritical when she agreed to be an "advisor" to Harvey Weinstein, also known 

as ''being his attorney." Bloom, as an attorney, was being faithful to the professional principles on which the practice 

of law in America is based. Her personal beliefs and principles are subordinate to those. 

Nevertheless, LawNewz, a legal issues website, ~~~mined Bloom as if she was engaging in a breach of integrity 

rather than doing what the legal ethics rules direct lawyers to do. The site's Editor-in-Chief, Rachel Stockman, acted 

as if she had never heard of the concept of a lawyer who doesn't necessarily like, admire or sympathize with a client, 

and whose personal values the client's alleged adions seem to defy. "A lot of people would say you are being a 

hypocrite by changing sides," asked Stockman, who also pressed Bloom on how differently she's treating the 

beleaguered independent film tycoon from other alleged harassers. "Your reaction?" 

Bloom's reaction, in a setting where she was not constrained by the fact that she was representing Weinstein as she 

spoke and therefore her response had to be in his best interests, not hers, should have been something like, 

'My reaction is that "a lot of people" don't understand what la,"'yers do and why they are important. I'm treating 

Harvey differently from other accused sexual harassers because he's my client, and in other cases accused sexual 

harassers were being accused by my clients. I'm not "switching sides." Lawyers don't have "sides," their clients 

do. The lawyers on both sides of any case, criminal or civil, are acting ion the best traditions of their profession by 

helping a client have full access to the law. Lawyers don't judge their clients, they advocate for them and advise 

them. I'm advocating and advising Mr. Weinstein. He has every right to my professional services, and I have 

every right to provide them to anyone willing to pay my fee.' 



Then she could have added this ... 
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'And I must say, Rachel, I am shocked that you are even asking these question. I know you've never practiced law, 

but you did get a Masters of Law at Yale, and I would think this concept was basic. Didn't Yale teach you this? If 

not, you should get youl' tuition back. Or maybe LawNewz should get your salary back. The Editor in Chief of a 

website devoted to the law should at least understand what lawyers do, and not mislead its readers that there is 

something hypocritical about representing clients with diametrically opposed interests at different times.' 

But wait...there's more! 

There is a twist to this tale, for it appears that Bloom may have violated at least the spirit of a different ethics 

principle in representing Weinstein. In April, she tweeted, 

"BIG ANNOUNCEMENT: My book SUSPICION NATION is being made into a miniseries, produced by Harvey 

Weinstein and Jay Z!" 

I don't know when Weinstein hired Bloom, but whenever it was, it defies credulity to believe that this arrangement 

isn't a key to the relationship.This, and not the fact that Bloom took on a client that her previous clients would find 

repulsive, makes me question her motives and integrity. 

The ABA .cruillon;:; ~gainst going into bur::incss "~th dienLs: 

"A lawyer's legal skill and training, together with the relationship of trust and confidence between lav.,yer and 

client, create the possibility of overreaching when the lawyer participates in a business, property or financial 

transaction with a client...When necessa1y, the lawyer should discuss both the material risks of the proposed 

transaction, including any risk presented by the lawyer's involvement, and the existence of reasonably available 

alternatives and should explain why the advice of independent legal counsel is desirable ... The risk to a client is 

greatest when the client expects tl1e lawyer to represent the client in the transaction itself or when the lawyer's 

financial interest otherwise poses a significant risk that the lawyer's representation of the client will be 

materially limited by the lawyer's financial interest in the transaction. Here the lawyer's role requires that the 

lawyer must comply, not only with the requirements of paragraph (a), but also with the requirements of Rule 

1.7. Under that Rule, the lawyer must disclose the risks associated with the lawyer's dual role as both legal 

adviser and participant in the transaction, such as the risk that the lawyer will ... give legal advice in a way that 

favors the lawyds interests at the expense of the client. Moreover, the lawyer must obtain the client's informed 

consent. In some cases, the lawyer's interest may be such that Rule 1.7 will preclude the lawyer from seeking the 

client's consent to the transaction .... " 

I believe that Lisa Bloom's arrangement with Weinstein does breach Rule 1.7, which involves, among other things, 

unwaivable personal conflicts of interest. It looks like members of Weinstein's board made the same point to the 

lawyer: "You have a commercial relationship ,'l'ith TWC via a TV deal so how can you possibly provide impartial 

advice to Harvey or address this group with any credibility?" one board members wrote her in an e-mail. 

Yesterday, Lisa Bloom 'rl'ithdrew as Weinst~.Ulllm.'~L 



lbe*ewtlforktlimes https://nyti.ms/2z6047p 
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Fashion Breaks Its Silence on Harvey 
Weinstein Sca11dal 
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By VANESSA FRIEDMAN, JACOB BERNSTEIN and MATIHEW SCHNEIER OCT. 13, 2017 

In the days since The New York Times broke the story of allegations of decades of 

harassment and assault by Harvey Weinstein, torrents of heart-V\'l'enching stories 

have poured forth from at least 30 women who say they were victimized by Mr. 

Weinstein. So have unstinting condemnations from many who worked with Mr. 

Weinstein or benefited from their rdationship with him, both in film and in 

Democratic political circles. 

"Behavior like this is appalling and unacceptable," said Anna Wintour, the 

artistic director of Conde Nast, breaking her silence on the issue. "I feel horrible 

about what these women have expelienced and admire their bravc1y in coming 

forward. My heart goes out to them, as well as to Georgina and the children. We all 

have a role to play in creating safe environments where everyone can be free to work 

without fear." 

Ms. Wintour has put stars of Mr. Wein~tein's films on more than a dozen of her 

Vogue covers over the years; prominently featured Marchesa, the label co-founded 

by his wife, Georgina Chapman, in her magazine; and hosted political fund-raisers 

\.vith him. Her words make all the more stark the realization that from fashion, the 

third pillar of Mr. Weinstein's power base, an industry in which he made major 

investments going back more than 15 years, and \\-1th which he hoped to bumish his 

empire, the ovenvhelming response has been a ringing silence. 



"I've been struck by it," Steven Kolb, the chief executive of the Council of 

Fashion Designers of America, said on Tuesday. After all, many fashion stakeholders 

spoke out vociferously earlier this year against President Trump's policies on 

women's rights. 

But aside from Donna Karan, who gave statements that first defended and then 

criticized Mr. Weinstein, few designers have ventured as much. Nor have any of the 

major retailers who sell Marchesa spoken up, not even to offer support to Ms. 

Chapman, who has announced she is separating from her husband. (Ms. Chapman 

was not available for comment for this story.) 

In a statement on Tuesday, Mr. ·weinstein's spokeswoman, Sallie Hofmeister, 

said: "Any allegations of non-consensual sex are unequivocally denied by Mr. 

Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein has further confirmed that there were never any acts of 

retaliation against any women for refusing his advances." 

For his pait, Mr. Weinstein acknowledged, in a larger statement to The New 

York Post, that his actions could have a negative impact on Ms. Chapman's company. 

Marchcsa's public profile depended largely on its connection to Hollywood - the 

label does not advertise - and, fair or not, Ms. Chapman and her line are now swept 

up in this unfolding story. 

The refrain from major department stores in response to requests for comment? 

"We just don't want to be part of this story." 

But that is unavoidable. Fashion is already deeply involved. 

Not just because on Tuesday a petition was begun by Care2 asking Nordstrom to 

drop the Donna Karan and DKNY lines in response to Ms. Karan's comments 

(though she herself is no longer involved with either label). 

And not just because fashion has its own history \.o\r:ith sexual harassment and the 

poor treatment of young women, including increasingly documented abuses of 

models and the many claims against the photographer Terry Richardson (who, after 

some time away, is still working in the industry). 
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Mr. Weinstein, more than perhaps any film executive ufthe modern era, seemed 

to understand the role fashion could play as he built an upmarket brand in which 

box office performance was important, but so were glitter and good reviews. 

He introduced "Project Runway.» Along with the shoe designer Tamara Mellon 

he was instrumental in the revival of Halston, for which he corralled Sarah Jessica 

Pa1·ker, the celebrity stylist Rachel Zoe (who often dressed her clients in Marchesa) 

and the private equity firm Hilco as partners. He licensed the option to revive the 

Charles James brand the same year the Costume Institute of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art featured a Charles James exhibition. 

When actresses from his films campaigned for Oscars, there and elsewhere, 

guess whose dresses they often wore? 

"We all knew celebrities were asked to wear Marchesa if they were in a 

Weinstein movie," said the co-owner of a fashion communications company who 

asked not to be identified. "They were supposed to wear it at least once. We all knew 

that cycle." 

Going all the way back to his days at Mira max, the first of two studios Mr. 

Weinstein co-founded, he put out fashion-themed films. 

In 1994, Mr. Weinstein released Robert Altman's "Pret-a-Porter." In 2009, he 

acquired the North American distribution rights for "A Single Man," the designer 

Tom Ford's debut film. In 2011, he acquired Madonna's "W.E./' a period drama 

about '\,Vallis Simpson in which the gmvns were almost the only thing that got good 

notices. 

Mr. Ford would never have held up Mr. Weinstein as the poster boy for how to 

treat women. 

Still, Mr. Ford said Thursday, it was a far cry from what was revealed over the 

last week and a half, through two exposes in The New York Times outlining 

allegations of a pattern of sexual harassment and assault and a third from The New 

Yorker detailing accusations of rape. 
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"What Harvey has done is shocking, indefensible and disturbing on many 

levels," Mr. Ford said. "I knew that Harvey certainly liked beautiful young women." 

But, he added: "I had no idea of his predatory and abusive behavior or that he had 

paid settlements to anyone." Mr. Ford noted that since he himself is a gay man, Mr. 

Weinstein's "sex life would certainly not have been something that he would have felt 

the need to share with me." 

Ms. Parker collaborated with Mr. Weinstein at Halston. "Over the last two 

decades, through various projects, rve always maintained a relationship with him 

that I was, for the most part, comfortable ·with," she said. "Now I feel he is a stranger, 

that I didn't know him at all. And desperately sad to hear how so many women have 

suffered." 

And Ms. Mellon, referring to sexual predation, concurred: "I never saw anything 

like that. That behavior usually happens when no else is watching and in private. If I 

had seen it, I would have stopped it. I only ever witnessed raging and threats, but 

that was toward me and I pushed back when he did that" 

Mr. Weinstein's increased presence on the fashion circuit seemed to coincide 

with his shrinking presence in the film world. Optics had always been essential to his 

prestige brand, so it made some sense that he leaned on an industry selling illusions 

to help maintain his myth. The razzle-dazzle of Harvey and his wife on red carpets all 

over the world was a good distraction when fewer awards were coming his way. 

"Project Runway" helped, too. It made stars out of the designer Michael Kors, 

the model Heidi Klum and the editor Nina Garcia. Lauren Zalaznick, then the head 

of the Bravo network, where the show debuted, said: "On the surface, of course, it 

was a logical extension into TV. But what it really did was help build a firmer 

network ,.vithin the fashion and publishing industries. It lent even more proximity to 

the power of relationships with designers, editors and models, and the scepter of 

magazine covers, more and different awards, political and socially minded fund

raisers, and the attendant money, glamour and even more power that comes along 

with that territory." 

A spinoff, "Project Runway All Stars," which debuted in 2012, features Ms. 

Chapman as a judge; the next season has already been filmed. 
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Mr. Weinstein was a key fund-raiser for arnfAR, whose gala during the Cannes 

Film Festival is the most fashion-centric event on the movie festival circuit. Ms. 

Klum was honored by the organization in 2013. 

LVMH, the French luxury conglomerate, has a 1 percent stake in the Weinstein 

Company. In 2007, Mr. Weinstein wrote the profile of Mr. Arna ult for the Time 100 

most influential people list. In 2011, he told The Wall Street Journal, "When I wasn't 

doing so well, Anna would give a party and put me next to Bernard Arnault." 

A person familiar with LVMH said the two men barely knew each other. 

Mr. Weinstein was also a regular at the Met Gala, which has been co-chaired by 

Ms. Wintour since 1999, and at the Council of Fashion Designers of America awards. 

(In 2016, there were plans for the Weinstein Company to produce a television special 

on the CFDA awards, hut it fell through, Mr. Kolb said, when they realized that the 

event was not paced for television.) Mr. Weinstein appeared in front rows, including 

those of Marchesa, Dior, Louis Vuitton and Burberry. 

It was at a fashion show that the actress Lea Seydoux met Mr. Weinstein, she 

wrnte in The Guardian. He then requested a private meeting with her, she said, 

which quickly turned inappropriate. (She also \\Tote about watching him pursue 

another woman at the Met Gala.) The model turned actress Cara Delevingne recently 

accused Mr. Weinstein of pursuing her and repeating to her details of her personal 

life as rep01ted in the tabloids. 

Trish Goff, a model who was a regular in the pages of Vogue and appeared in 

campaigns for Chanel and Dior, said she met Mr. Weinstein at a cocktail party at Ms. 

Wintour's house in 2003 when she was 25. "He came in and someone said, 'Oh, 

there's Harvey Weinstein,' so I turned to look at him, and he was looking at me," she 

said. Shortly thereafter her agent got a call from his office inviting her to lunch. 

She recalled: "This was at a time in my career when I was starting to think about 

what's next. I was nervous about it, because he had a reputation, but I was equally 

nervous about not going because I was a single mother, and what if he made it so I 

didn't work anymore? So I said, 'O.K., tell him I'll have lunch."' 
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They ended up at the Tribeca Grill. "When I arrived, I discovered we were seated 

in a private room," she said. "I asked him why he had wanted to have lunch, and he 

said 'You were looking at me' - as if to imply I was interested. I said, 'Yes, I was 

looking at you because you are Harvey Weinstein, and I had never seen you before.' 

"Then he started asking me if I had a boyfriend, and if we had an open 

relationship. I said I wasn't interested in an open relationship, but he was relentless, 

and I kept trying to shut that down and move on. Then he sta1ted putting his hands 

on my legs, and I said, 'Can you stop doing that?' When we finally stood up to go, he 

really started groping me, grabbing my breasts, grabbing my face and trying to kiss 

me. I kept saying, 'Please stop, please stop, but he didn't until I managed to get back 

into the public space. 

"The horrible thing is, as a model, it wasn't that unusual to be in a weird 

situation where a photographer or someone feels they have a right to your body." 

Ms. Hofmeister, Mr. Weinstein's spokeswoman, said he could not be reached for 

comment on Ms. Gaffs allegations and directed a reporter to a previous statement 

denying allegations of nonconsensual sex. 

Now Marchesa has become yet another symbol of Mr. Weinstein's abuse of 

power, a brand he helped mastermind and support. There is now a 

#boycottmarchesa hashtag on Tuitter. Helzberg Diamonds, which held the license 

for Marchesa's bridal jewelry, announced it bad delayed the planned line. 

"The relationship helped the business tremendously," said Stellene Volandes, 

the editor of Town & Country. "Marchesa had such great success on the red carpet 

and became known for that." (Ms. Chapman appeared on the cover of the magazine 

in 2009.) 

The label, which was founded in 2004 by Ms. Chapman and Keren Craig, first 

received real attention that same year, when Renee Zellweger, the star of the 

Miramax film "Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason," appeared on the red carpet in a 

Marchesa dress. She was followed shortly thereafter by Cate Blanchett, who wore 

Marchesa to the Rome premiere of "The Aviator," also produced by Miramax. 
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In recent years, Marchesa's red-carpet magic has dimmed and its celebrity 

placements have lost a bit of their star power, yet the label's plincess-y dresses still 

found eager takers. In 2017, Octavia Spencer, who has appeared in movies produced 

by Mr. Weinstein, wore a custom Marchesa go""n to the Academy Awards, when she 

was nominated for her role in "Hidden Figures." 

When stars did wear the label, there was often a connection to Mr. Weinstein. 

Jennifer Jason Leigh wore Marchesa to the Academy Awards in 2016, when she was 

a nominee for her role in "The Hateful Eight," directed by Quentin Tarantino (and 

executive-produced by the Weinstein brothers). 

But Hollywood stylists who work ·with such stars and fashion houses to find 

dresses for premieres, award shows and red carpet events, appear to be taking a 

wait-and-see approach on the label. Of a half-dozen top stylists who have used 

Marchesa, not one would comment on how the Weinstein revelations would have an 

impact on their use of Marchesa. 

"There's a mob mentality that has developed," said Lauren Santo Domingo, a 

founder of Moda Operandi, an online fashion retailer, who said she was standing 

behind Marchesa. On Wednesday, the brand postponed a planned preview of its 

spring 2018 collection to an unspecified "later date." The company is hunkering 

down, and could not be reached for comment. 

"I think the issue is no one knows what to say to Georgina, or the words to use," 

Mr. Kolb said. "But as a creative power and as a CFDA member, she is someone who 

deserves the industry's support and backing." 

Indeed, said Julie Gilhart, a fashion consultant and the former fashion director 

of Barneys New York: "We are living in a time right now when we should try to find 

the words." 

Valeriya Safranova and ,Joanna Nikas contributed reporting. 
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Donna l(aran defends Weinstein, says wornen are 
•'asldng for it" 
"How do we present ourselves as women?" Karan said. ·what are we asking?" 

GABRIEL BELL (/WRITER/GABRIEl·BElL) 
10.10.2017 • 11:49AM • OCOMMENTS 

Even as a celebrities line up to take their turns commenting on The New York Times ex

pose of Harvey Weinstein with lashing denouncements, fashion icon Donna Karan of

fered up a crude - if familiar - defense of the ~tied producer Sunday night. 

Speaking to the Daily Mail at the CineFashion Film Awards, the founder of DKNY and her 

namesake label said that Weinstein "has done some amaz-ing things" and he and his 

wife, Marchesa designer Georgina Chapman, were "wonderful people." She is personal 

friends with the couple. 

It did not, alas, end there. 

Speaking to a reporter, Karan commented generally about the problems of sexual 

harass-ment on a global scale. "I think we have to look at ourselves," she said. 

"Obviously, the treatment of women all over the world is something that has always had 

to be identi ed. Certainly in the country of Haiti where I work. in Africa, in the developing 

world, it's been a hard time for women." Indeed, it has been. 

Choosing not to end on that high note, Karan then took a SO-foot dive into the shallow 

end of the pool. "To see it here in our own country is very di cult," she said, "but I also 

think how do we display ourselves? How do we present ourselves as women? What are 

we asking? Are we asking for it by presenting all the sensuality and all the sexuality?" 

She added, "And what are we throwing out to our children today about how to dance and 

how to perform and what to wear? How much should they show?" Karan continued, "You 

look at everything all over the world today and how women are dressing and what they 

are asking by just presenting themselves the way they do. What are they asking for? 

Trouble." 
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And yet, the designer did not deny that Weinstein may have committed sexual assault, as 

alleged. When asked if the producer had been "busted," Karan smiled and said, "I don't 

think it's only Harvey Weinstein." 

She turned the conversation back to less narrow. more global issues again, saying, "I 

don't think we're only looking at him. I think we're looking at a world much deeper than 

that." Indeed Weinstein is a symbol, not only for the way Hollywood treats women, but 

how the world treats women. That said, he's also earned himself a spot on the hot plate 

in his own right. 

"Yes. I think he's being looked at right now as a symbol, not necessarily as him," she 

said. "I think we have to look at our world and what we want to say and how we want to 

say it as well." 

Quick on the draw, Karan has already released an apology for some comments and 

claimed that they were - say it all together now - "taken out of context." 

A statement to the Daily Mail from Karan reads, "Last night, I was honored 

Fashion Film Awards in Hollywood and while answering a question on the red carpet I 

made a statement that unfortunately is not representative of how I feel or what I believe. I 

have spent my life championing women. My life has been dedicated to dressing and 

addressing the needs of women, empowering them and promoting equal rights." Karan 

has, yes, been quite active in charities and causes benefiting people in the devel-oping 

world and women everywhere. 

"My statements were taken out of context and do not represent how I feel about the cur

rent situation concerning Harvey Weinstein," the statement corllinued. "I believe that sex

ual harassment is NOT acceptable and this is an issue that MUST be addressed once 
and for all regardless of the individual. I am truly sorry to anyone that I offended and 

everyone that has ever been a victim." 

Outside of this isolated incident, there's been almost universal constant in the 

entertainment industry. Stars who have worked with Weinstein, including (but not limited 

to) Kate Winslet, George Clooney, Meryl Streep and Judi Dench, have lambasted the 

pro-ducer over the Times' allegations. Others, including Lena Dunham, Jennifer 

Lawrence and Jessica Chastain, have offered their two cents. Other actors and 

individuals, includ-ing Romola Garai, have added to the growing list of allegations against 

Weinstein. With The New Yorker's own expose (https:/lwww.newyorker.com/news/news

desk/from-ag-gressive-overtures-to-sexual-assault-harvey-weinsteins-accusers-te11-their

stories) having been published Tuesday morning, the group of accusers and detractors is 

sure to expand. 

Already, Weinstein has been red by the board of The Weinstein Company, and the rm 

he founded and which still bears his name is considering rebranding itself entirely. This, 

despite a series of messages Weinstein sent to other Hollywood executives in an attempt 

to save his job. 

https ://www.salon.com/2017 /1 0/10/donna-karan-def en ds-weinstei n-says-women-are

asking-for-it 
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FASHION / FASHION SCOOPS 

G-111 Stock Drops as Calls Grow for 
Boycott of Donna Karan Brands 
Karan hasn't been afflllated with the Donna Karan and DKNY brands 
since 2015. 
By Lisa Lockwood on October 11. 2017 

G-III Apparel Group's stock, owner of the Donna Kamn and 

DKNY labels, fell Wednesday following designer Donna Kara.n's 

remarks over the Harvey Weinstdn scandal, which she later 

retracted and apologized for. The stock declined 4.11 percent to 

close at $26.61 on the Nasdaq. 

At the same time, there were growing calls for a boycott of the 

Donna Karan and DKNY brands, even though Karan is no longer 

affiliated with them. A Care2 petition also is demanding 

Nordstrom drop designer Donna Karan's products. Some 4,939 

people have signed the petition. 

Julie Mastrine, a spokeswoman for Care2, said they haven't 

presented the petition to Nordstrom yet, and expect to keep the 

petition up for about a week to gather signatures. When told that 

Karan is no longer involved in the company, Mastrine wasn't 

aware of that but said she saw that Nordstrom's web site sells the 

Donna Karan Cashmere Mist perfume. "It's about them being 

associated with her brand when she's made these comments," 

she said. 

G-1II acgui.recl Donna I<aran lnternational for $650 million from 

LVMH M0er. Hennessy LoulsVuitlon in December 2016. Morris 

Goldfarb, chairman and chief executive officer of G-III, has 

declined comment on the controversy. The first DKNY and 



Donna Karan collections under G-III were shipped to stores this 

fall. DKNY. whlch is solc.l exclusively in Lhe U.S. ill .Macy's, is 

featured in the retailer's Herald Square's 34th Street windows. 

Soon after Karan made comments in support of Weinstein 

Sunday night to the U.K.'s Daily Mail, she issued an apology, 

saying her statement "unfortunately is not representative of 

how I feel or what I believe." 

"I have spent my life championing women. My life has been 

dedicated to dressing and addressing the needs of women, 

empowering them and promoting equal rights. My statements 

were taken out of context and do not represent how I feel about 

the current situation concerning Harvey Weinstein. I believe 

that sexual harassment in NOT acceptable and this is an issue 

that MUST be addressed once and for all regardless of the 

individual. I am truly sorry to anyone that I offended and 

everyone that has ever been a victim," she said. 

~ DKNY Denno l<aroo Harvey Welnst§IO 
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THE CHORUS GROWS LOUDER 

Harvey Weinstein allegedly used 
"Project Runway" to meet models 
Marc Bain October 23, 2017 

ft Harvey Weinstein watches the models at the Marchesa spring-summer 2014 runway show. (Reuters/Lucas 

Jackson) 

The accusations of sexual harassment and other misconduct against Harvey 
Weinstein keep mounting. 
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A new Los Angeles Tin1es investigation alleges that Weinstein used his extensive 

fashion ties as a "pipeline" for models. Among those ties-which include his 

backing of Marchesa, the fashion line cofounded by Weinstein's wife, Georgina 

Chapn1an, and his past investment in the brand Halston, which he helped to revive 

-is his connection to the long-running show Project Runway. The Weinstein 

Cmnpany produces the show, though its name was recently scrubbed frotn the 

credits after the allegations against Weinstein began to surface. 

According to the Times, which spoke with nearly a dozen people tied to the fashion 

industry, including executives and publicists connected to the show, Weinstein 

used his links to fashion and his company>s ownership of Project Runway "as 

enticen1ents or pretexts for meetings." 

In multiple instances, models claimed Weinstein tried to coerce them into 

unwanted sexual situations. Former model Juliana De Paula told the Times that 

Weinstein "groped her and forced her to kiss other models that he had taken to his 

loft in New York a decade ago. When she tried to leave, she said, he chased her 

through the apartment, naked. She fended him off with a broken glass." 

Another 1nodel, Samantha Panagrosso, said she encountered Weinstein at a hotel 

pool during the 2003 Cannes Film Festival. He began touching her legs, and when 

she rejected his advances he pointed to another model and said, "Look at her, I'm 

going to have her come ~o my room for a screen test.'' 

The stories echo those that other models and actresses have now told about 

Weinstein. Former actress Lucia Evans told the New Yorker that, in 2004, the year 

Project Runway launched, Weinstein worked persistently to arrange casting 

1neetings with her. Weinstein m.entioned to her that she'd "be great in (Project 

Runway;" but only if she lost weight, and also discussed two filn1 scripts. Then he 

allegedly forced her to perform oral sex on him. 
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In an Instagram post, n1odel and actress Cara Delevingne described how when she 

started acting she n1et Weinstein at a hotel lobby to talk about an upcoming film. 

Weinstein pressured her to go to his room, where she found another woman there. 

Weinstein asked them to kiss, and when Delevingne tried to leave, he stood in front 

of the door and tried to kiss her. 

We've reached out to the Weinstein Co1npany and Harvey Weinstein's 

spokesperson, Sallie Hofmeister, for co1n1nent and will update this stoty with any 

reply. Hofn1eister has already said that Weinstein has "unequivocally denied" 

allegations of rape, and that he recalls events very differently than many of his 

accusers, including some of the women interviewed by the Tilnes. 

To those in the fashion industry, stories of models being abused are a11 too 

common. Often models are young and travel far from hon1e for work, leaving them 

feeling uncertain and vulnerable. 

Different groups have begun responding. Recently, luxury labels LVMH and Kering 

introduced a charter with guidelines for how their brands are to hire and treat 

1nodels. Today (Oct. 23), New York State Asseinblywoman Nily Rozic announced a 

plan (paywall) that would amend her state's anti-discrimination laws to include 

protections for models that would make sure those hiring and working with them 

are held accountable for any abuses. 

"The horrible thing is, as a 1nodel> it wasn't that unusual to be in a weird situation 

where a photographer or someone feels they have a right to your body," model 

Trish Goff told the New York Times (paywall). Goff is among those who say 

Weinstein sexually assaulted her. 
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Lexus ends partnership with Weinstein Co. and 1Project Runway' 

JAMES RISWICK 

Lexus has been a long-time sponsor of fashion reality competition show Project Runway, providing a car lo the contest's winner and sponsoring at least 

one specific "challenge" per season, Only last week, a l exus NX 2Dot was featured and used as inspiration for the remaining group of fashion designers. 

This would seem to be the last season that will happen, however. as Lexus has ended its partnership with the show's production company, Weinstein 

Co., after sexual harassment allegations leveled al Harvey Weinstein. 

"Lexus has chosen to terminate its agreement with The Weinstein Company that saw the IUX1Jry automaker working with the film studio 011 certain film 

and television projects," a company spokesperson wrote in a statement to Reuters. 

Last week, Lexus indicated it was "evaluating" its relationship with Weinstein Company. One would imagine this delay was the result of that week's 

episode featuring Lexus substantially more than usual. 
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Terry Richardson Falls Foul of 
Conde Nast in the U.S. and the U.K. 
Richardson can no longer work with Conde Nast titles. 
By Samantha Conti 
with contributions from Lorelei Marfil 
on October 24, 2017 

8 Ten y Richard,;01t 
BFAiREX/8111,t'.er:;toGk 

OUT OF FASHION: Terry Richardson is persona non grata at 

Conde Nast on both ends of the Atlantic. 

The U.S. and international arms of the publisher have issued 

separate statements distancing themselves from the 

controversial photographer, who is well-known for his 

hypersexualized shoots and allegations of misconduct on and 

off-set. 

"Conde Nast has nothing planned with Terry going forward," 

according to a statement from Conde in the U.S. "Sexual 

harassment of any kind is unacceptable and should not be 

tolerated." 



It won't be a big drama on either side. It's been about seven 

years since American Vogue worked with Richardson and the 

other Conde titles do not use him. 

In London, Conde Nast International spent most of Tuesday 

declining to comment on an article that appeared in The Daily 

Telegraph citing an internal e-mail saying that Richardson 

could no longer work for any of the CNI titles, which 

include British Vogue, other international Vogue titles, and GQ 

Style. 

On Tuesday, the Telegraph quoted an internal CNI e-mail sent 

by James Woolhouse, executive vice president and chief 

operating officer, to CNI international country presidents. 

It said: "I am writing to you on an important matter. Conde Nast 

would like to no longer work with the photographer Terry 

Richard.son.. Any shoots that have been commissioned or any 

shoots that have been completed but not yet published, should 

be killed and substituted with other material." 

Toward the end of the day a CNI spokesman issued the 

following statement: "I can confirm that the content of thee

mail has been correctly quoted and that Conde Nast 

International has no further comment to make." 

In response to The Telegraph leak, a representative for 

Richardson told WWD: "Terry is disappointed to hear about this 

e-mail, especially because he has previously addressed these old 

stories. He is an artist who has been known for his sexually 

explicit work, so many of his professional interactions with 

subjects were sexual and explicit in nature. but all of the 

subjects of his worl, participated consensually." 

The CNI e-mail was leal<ed to The Telegraph about 48 hours 

after The Sunday Times of London ran a long feature asking 

"Why is Terry Richardson Still Feted by Fashionistas?" It quoted 

a former editor of i-D saying that Richardson's behavior had 

long been an open secret. 

The Conde condemnations come amid a widening sexual 

harassment scandal sparked by accusations of grossly 

inappropriate by Harvey Weinstein, who's now jobless and in 
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rehab. Scores of women - and men - have been coming 

forward telling their stories of abuse by Weinstein and other 

powerful figures in the film and fashion industries. 

On Oct. 18, WWD quoted Neil Kraft, owner and creative director 

at KraftWorks, who said: "I think sexual harassment exists in 

every business that remotely touches pretty women and men. 

It's out there. I've only witnessed really bad things once in 2S 

years. The difference between my kind of thing and a runway 

model is we travel with the models. We go to Hawaii and travel 

all over the world." 

He said that during one of his campaign shoots, he walked in on 

Richardson having sex with a girl in a bathroom. "I don't know 

what the relationship was," Kraft said. "It was during the day 

and he came back to work a half hour later. It's fairly well-known 

that the models tend to sleep with the assistants. That's more 

youthful attraction. Herb Ritts was known to use his boyfriends 

as models. They were guys he was attracted to," he alleged. 

~ Conde Nast Conde Nost lnternc1tiona! TQrTy Richardson 
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BUSINESS 

Weinstein Company Hit With $SM Suit For Harvey Weinstein's "Sexual Misconduct" 
by Dominic Patten 
• October 24, 2017 4:32pm 

As yd another won1en went: publit today with claims that Harvey \Veinstein sexually assaulted her, The 
Weinstein Company itself has been hit with a $5 million civil suit over the alleged misconduct of its former co
chairman and its alleged knowledge of his behavior. 

"Pdor to the incident involving Plaintiff, Defendant TWC's executives, officers and employees had actual 
knowledge of Weinstein's repeated acts of sexual misconduct with women," says the negligence complaint filed 
Tuesday by actress .Dominiqne Huett in Los Angeles Superior Court, regarding a November 2010 incident at the 
Peninsula Hotel in Beverly Hills. 

"In particular, Defendant was aware of Weinstein's pattern of using his power to coerce and force young 
actresses to engage in sexual acts with him," the jury-seeking document (read it her<') from attorneys at sexual 
abuse case specialists HermanLaw adds of TWC. "This knowledge was possessed by Defendant's Board of 
Directors including, upon information and belief, Bob Weinstein." 

In a M.O. that has become familiar in recent weeks after the New York 
Times first published its expose into sexual harassment claims against 
Weinstein on October 5, after asking "her to show him her breasts," the 
now disgraced Oscar-winning producer allegedly invited Huett, the one-
t~ e Blue Bloods actre · "' · ' · " 

nTI?eting. Then, in his}: ___ ___ - ------o -- ------, .. --------- ..-- -------
to help her career but then asked for a massage and to perform oral sex 
on her. 

Huett says in the seven-page complaint that after repeatedly saying no 
to Weinstein, she agreed to both requests. 

"After performing oral sex on Plaintiff, Weinstein masturbated in front of Plaintiff until he reached orgasm," the 
filing notes, adding that Weinstein gave her "contact information for an executive producer with Project 
Runaway, a television program produced by Defendant, and offered to secure a role for Plaintiff on the 
prngram." It is unclear if she did end up with a role on the fashion competition series. 

"Any allegations of non-consensual sex are unequivocally denied by Mr. Weinstein," said a spokesperson for the 
producer today in response to this latest claim. Reps for TWC or Bob Weinstein, who himself was accused of 
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With projects and talent dropping in droves since the scandal surfaced earlier this month, TWC received a cash 
injection from Colony Capital on Octol>{'.l' 16. The Tom Barrack-run investment firm is said to be looking into 
buying up part or all of TWC - a proposition that likely just became even more toxic with this complaint. 

"This is the casting couch at the extreme level," Huett's lead lawyer Jeff Herman told Deadline today on the 
matter, ahead of a planned press conference tomorrow in Los Angeles. "Whether it is a criminal case is not for 
me to say; we are saying that the company knew he was doing this to women," the Florida-based attorney added 
of the multi-damages complaint. "What [Huett] wants to do is take on Hollywood, force a change of its attitude 
towards women." 

Herman also said he had not been contacted nor had contacted the LAPD on the matter. Like the NYPD and 
London Metro police, the LAPD is conducting an investigation into possible criminal charges against Weinstein 
that, if convicted, could see him behind bars for up to eight years in the Golden State. In the Empire State, 
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman on M onJay subpoenaed TWC over potential civil rights violations in 
relation to Weinstein's alleged behavior and settlements that have been paid out. 

Back on this coast and looking at this latest matter, the statute of limitations in California on a charge of 
negligence, retention and supervision is two years. However, that clock can be reset to start whenever the 
injured party gains knowledge of such negligence and then restarts to one year from that point, which would put 
Huett within the statute of limitations, according to Herman. 

"Plaintiff did not discover, and a reasonable and diligent investigation would not have disclosed, that prior to 
her incident Defendant was aware of numerous allegations of sexual misconduct involving Weinstein," the 
complaint notes. "Plaintiff was unable to discover Defendant's knowledge of Weinstein's propensity to engage in 
sexual misconduct until the story of Weinstein's pattern of sexual misconduct with young actresses broke in 
October 2017." 

Bob Weinstein and other TWC executives have claimed they had no knowledge of such behavior on Harvey 
Weinstein's part. The latter Weinstein was terminated by the TWC board on October 8 and formally resigned 
after calling into to board meeting last week. 

Attorney Patricia Glaser is representing Weinstein in coming to a settlement with the company, of which Harvey 
Weinstein owns a 23% stake. 
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HERMAN LAW 
5200 Town Center Circle, Suite 540 
Boca Raton, Florida 33486 

Jeff Herman 
(pending pro hac vice admission) 
Daniel Ellis 
California Bar No. 298639 
delHs@herml:!nlaw.com 
Arick Fudali 
California Bar No. 296364 
afudali@hennanlaw.com 
Tel: (305) 931-2200 
Fax: (305) 93 J-0877 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Dominique Huett 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

DOMINIQUE HUETT, 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

THE WEINSTEIN COMPANY LLC, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

_) 

CASE NO: BC680869 

CIVIL COMPLAINT ALLEGING 
DAMAGES FOR NEGLIGENCE 

DEMAND FOR .JURY TRIAL 

PARTlES ANDJ1JRISD1CT10N 

1. 

2. 

Plaintiff Dominique Huett is a citizen and resident of New York. 

Defendant The Weinstein Company LLC (hereinafter referred to as "TWC") is a 

Delaware limited liability company whose principle place of business is in New York, New 

York. 

3. Venue properly lies in this county in that Defendant regularly conducts business 
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in this county, and the torts described herein were committed in this county. This Court has 
jurisdiction in that this is a claim for damages of not less than $5 million, well in excess of the 

2 jurisdictional minimum of $25,000. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

4. In or about November 2010, Plaintiff Dominique Huett and Harvey Weinstein 

arranged to meet each other at The Peninsula Beverly Hills hotel in Beverly HiJls, California. 

Plaintiff was an aspiring actress at the time and the purpose of the meeting was to discuss 

Weinstein's offer to assist Plaintiff in procuring future television and/or film roles. The 

communications to arrange this meeting included e~mails from the e-mail address of 

Weinstein's assistant atTWC. 

5. Plaintiff and Weinstein initially met at the bar of The Peninsula hotel, where they 

discussed Weinstein's interest in assisting Plaintiff with her acting career. During their 

conversation, Plaintiff noticed Weinstein staring at her breasts. Weinstein asked Plaintiff is she 

had ever had a "boob job" and asked her to show him her breasts. Plaintiff refused and was 

17 made uncomfortable by the question and the request. However, Weinstein info1med Plaintiff 

18 that the purpose of the questioning was that it would be beneficial for securing future roles if 

19 she did not have breast augmentation. 
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6. At some point during their conversation, Weinstein, who was at the time living at 

the hotel, invited Plaintiff to his room under the guise of continuing their business meeting. 

Plaintiff agreed to move the meeting to his hotel room, believing they were to continue their 

discussion regarding her career. 

7. While in Weinstein's room, the two continued their conversation regarding 

Plaintiffs career. At some point, Weinstein excused himself to use the restroom. After several 

minutes, Weinstein returned from the restroom wearing only a bathrobe. 
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8. Upon returning, Weinstein asked Plaintiff to perform a massage on him. Plaintiff 

2 said, "No," and that she did not feel comfortable by his request. However, Weinstein persisted 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

~ 
10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

and would not take "no" for an answer. Weinstein laid on the bed and demanded that Plaintiff 

perform a massage on him. Plaintiff ultimately complied with his demands and performed the 

massage. 

9. Subsequently, Weinstein requested to perform oral sex on Plaintiff. Plaintiff was 

shocked and alarmed by the request and initially refused. Again, Weinstein displayed 

persistence and would not take "no" for an answer. Weinstein initiated and Plaintiff froze as 

Weinstein removed her clothing and performed oral sex on her. Weinstein performed oral sex 

on Plaintiff for several minutes. After perfonning oral sex on Plaintiff, Weinstein masturbated 

in front of Plaintiff until he reached orgasm. 

10. At some point during their communications, Weinstein gave Plaintiff the contact 

information for an executive producer with Project Runaway, a television program produced by 

17 Defendant, and offered to secure a role for Plaintiff on the program. 

18 11. Prior to the incident involving Plaintiff, Defendant TWC's executives, officers 

19 and employees had actual knowledge of Weinstein's repeated acts of sexual misconduct with 

20 

21 

22 

23 

27 

28 

women. Jn particular, Defendant was aware of Weinstein's pattern of using his power to coerce 

and force young actresses to engage in sexual acts with him. This knowledge was possessed by 

Defendant's Board of Directors including, upon infonnation and belief, Bob Weinstein. 

12. Upon infonnation and belief, Defendant was aware of allegations of sexual 

misconduct against Weinstein going back to the 1990s. Upon information and belief, prior to 

the incident involving Plaintiff, Defendant was aware of multiple claims of sexual misconduct 
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which were settled with the victims prior to the filing of suit. This knowledge was possessed by 

2 Defendant's Board of Directors including, upon infonnation and belief, Bob Weinstein. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

(3. Prior to the incident involving Plaintiff, Defendant often aided and abetted 

Weinstein in the commission of his sexual misconduct. For example, female Weinstein 

Company employees were often used as ''honeypots" to lure his victims into a false sense of 

security. The "honeypots" would initially join a meeting along with a woman Weinstein was 

interested in, but then Weinstein would dismiss them, leaving him alone with the woman. 

14. Plaintiff did not discover, and a reasonable and diligent investigation would not 

have disclosed, that prior to her incident Defendant was aware of numerous allegations of 

sexual misconduct involving Weinstein. Upon infonnation and belief, the allegations of sexual 

misconduct involving Weinstein that Defendant was aware of were subject to nondisclosure 

agreements and/or confidential settlements, and were otherwise only known inside TWC. Upon 

infonnation and belief, the nondisclosure agreements and/or confidential settlements legally 

17 prohibited Defendant TWC, Weinstein, and the victims of the sexual misconduct from 

18 discussing the allegations and Defendant's knowledge thereof. As such, even if Plaintiff had 

19 conducted a timely and reasonable investigation, she could not have discovered Defendant's 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

prior knowledge of Weinstein's sexual misconduct. Plaintiff was unable to discover 

Defendant's knowledge of Weinstein's propensity to engage in sexual misconduct untj) the 

story of Weinstein's pattern of sexual misconduct with young actresses broke in October 2017. 

15. 

16. 

COUNT! 
(Negligence) 

Plaintiff repeats and realleges the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 14 above. 

At all relevant times, Defendant owed a duty to use reasonable care in the 

retention and supervisibn of its employee Harvey Weinstein. 
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17. This included a duty to control Weinstein in his interactions with women during 

2 meetings taking place within the course and scope of his employment in order to prevent 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

s 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21 

22 

23 

27 

28 

foreseeable harm. 

18. Prior to the sexual misconduct with Plaintiff, Defendant knew or had reason to 

believe Weinstein was likely to engage in sexual misconduct with women he came into contact 

with during the course and scope of his employment. In particular, upon information and belief, 

Defendant knew or should have known that Weinstein would lure young aspiring actresses into 

compromising situations under the guise of business meetings. Prior to the incident involving 

Plaintiff, Defendant's Board of Directors possessed knowledge of Weinstein's propensity to 

engage in sexual misconduct. Knowledge of Weinstein's propensity to engage in sexual 

misconduct was additionally possessed by Defendant's executives, officers and employees. At 

all relevant times Defendant's Board of Directors maintained a supervisory position over 

Weinstein. 

19. By possessing knowledge of Weinstein's prior sexual misconduct, Defendant 

knew or should have known that Weinstein was unfit and that this unfitness created a particular 

risk to others. 

20. Defendant did not act in a reasonable mallller by failing to terminate Weinstein 

and instead continued to allow him to meet with prospective actresses in private areas with the 

knowledge that there was a substantial likelihood for sexual misconduct. 

21. Weinstein's meeting with Plaintiff at the Peninsula hotel occurred within the 

course and scope of his employment. The contact between Plaintiff and Weinstein was 

generated by the employment relationship between Defendant and Weinstein. 
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22. Defendant's negligence in superv1smg and/or retaining Weinstein was a 

2 substantial factor in causing Plaintiff's hatm. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

~ 
10 

II 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

23. It was foreseeable that Weinstein would engage in sexual misconduct if 

Defendant continued to allow Weinstein to have private business meetings with actresses. At 

all relevant times, Defendant knew Weinstein was using his power and position to coerce 

women into engaging in sexual contact and knew that this sexual misconduct would cause 

hann. 

24. Defendant failed to institute corrective measures to protect women coming into 

contact with Weinstein, including Plaintiff, from sexual misconduct despite the Board of 

Directors possessing actual notice of Weinstein's sexually inappropriate behavior. Such acts and 

omissions demonstrate a conscious disregard of the safety of others. The Board of Directors was 

aware of the probable dangerous consequences of failing to remove or adequately supervise 

Weinstein. In failing to do so, Defendant acted with actual malice and with conscious disregard 

17 to Plaintiffs safety. 

18 

19 
20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

27 

28 

25. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's negligence, Plaintiff was a 

victim of Weinstein's sexual misconduct. The sexual misconduct has caused Plaintiff to suffer 

continuing, severe and permanent psychological and emotional issues, and the loss of 

enjoyment oflife. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

26. General damages in an amount to be shown according to proof at the time of 

trial. 

27. Special damages including medical and psychological care expenses in an 

amount to be shown according to proof at the time of trial. 
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28. Punitive and exemplary damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an 

2 example of Defendant. 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

29. Costs of suit. 

30. Such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Plaintiff hereby demands a jury trial in this action. 

12 Dated: October 24, 2017 HERMAN LAW 
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28 
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Oibt New i!f ork limes https: //nyti. ms/2xVPfWV 

U.S. 

Harvey Weinstein Paid Off Sexual 
Harass1nent Accusers for Decades 
By JODI KANTOR and MEGAN TWOHEY OCT. 5, 2017 

Update: 1ne Weinstein Company's board has fired Harvey Weinstein after l'eports 

of sexual harassment complaints against him. Find mo1·e coverage here. 

Two decades ago, the Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein invited Ashley 

Judd to the Peninsula Beverly Hills hotel for what the young actress expected to be a 

business breakfast meeting. Instead, he had her sent up to his room, where he 

appeared in a bathrobe and asked if he could give her a massage or she could watch 

him shower, she recalled in an interview. 

"How do I get out of the room as fast as possible ·without alienating Harvey 

Weinstein?" Ms. Judd said she remembers thinking. 

In 2014, Mr. Weinstein invited Emily Nestor, who had worked just one day as a 

temporary employee, to the same hotel and made another offer: If she accepted his 

sexual advances, he would boost her career, according to accounts she provided to 

colleagues who sent them to Weinstein Company executives. The following year, 

once again at the Peninsula, a female assistant said Mr. Weinstein badgered her into 

giving him a massage while he was naked, leaving her "crying and very distraught," 

wrote a colleague, Lauren O'Connor, in a searing memo asserting sexual harassment 

and other misconduct by their boss. 

"There is a toxic environment for women at this company," Ms. O'Connor said 

in the letter, addressed to several executives at the company run by Mr. Weinstein. 
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An investigation by The New York Times found previously undisclosed allegations 

against Mr. Weinstein stretching over nearly three decades, documented through 

interviews with current and former employees and film industry workers, as well as 

legal records, emails and internal documents from the businesses he has run, 

Miramax and the Weinstein Company. 

During that time, after being confronted with allegations including sexual 

harassment and unwanted physical contact, Mr. Weinstein has reached at least eight 

settlements ,,vith women, according to hvo company officials speaking on the 

condition of anonymity. Among the recipients, The Times found, were a young 

assistant in New York in 1990, an actress in 1997, an assistant in London in 1998, an 

Italian model in 2015 and Ms. O'Connor shortly after, according to records and those 

familiar with the agreements. 

In a statement to The Times on Thursday afternoon, Mr. Weinstein said: "I 

appreciate the way I've behaved with colleagues in the past has caused a lot of pain, 

and I sincerely apologize for it. Though I'm trying to do better, I know I have a long 

way to go." 

He added that he was working \l\'ith therapists and planning to take a leave of 

absence to "deal ""ith this issue head on." 

Llsa Bloom, a la\'\7Yer advising Mr. Weinstein, said in a statement that "he denies 

many of the accusations as patently false." In comments to The Times earlier this 

week, Mr. Weinstein said that many claims in Ms. O'Connor's memo were "off base" 

and that they had parted on good terms. 

He and his representatives declined to comment on any of the settlements, 

including providing information about who paid them. But Mr. Weinstein said that 

in addressing employee concerns about workplace issues, "my motto is to keep the 

peace." 

Ms. Bloom, who has been advising Mr. Weinstein over the last year on gender 

and power dynamics, called him "an old dinosaur learning new ways." She said she 

had "explained to him that due to the power difference between a major studio head 
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like him and most others in the industry, whatever his motives, some of his words 

and behaviors can be perceived as inappropriate, even intimidating." 

Though Ms. O'Connor had been writing only about a two-year period, her memo 

echoed other women's complaints. Mr. Weinstein required her to have casting 

discussions with aspiring actresses after they had private appointments in his hotel 

room, she said, her description matching those of other former employees. She 

suspected that she and other female Weinstein employees, she wrote, were being 

used to facilitate liaisons 'v\-ith "vulnerable women who hope he will get them work." 

The allegations piled up even as Mr. Weinstein helped define popular culture. 

He has collected six best~picture Oscars and turned out a number of touchstones, 

from the films "Sex, Lies, and Videotape," "Pulp Fiction" and "Good Will Hunting" to 

the television show "Project Runway." In public, he presents himself as a liberal lion, 

a champion of women and a winner of not just artistic but humanitarian awards. 

In 2015, the year Ms. O'Connor wrote her memo, his company distributed "The 

Hunting Ground," a documentary about campus sexual assault. A longtime 

Democratic donor, he hosted a fund-raiser for Hillary Clinton in his Manhattan 

home last year. He employed Malia Obama, the oldest daughter of former President 

Barack Obama, as an intern this year, and recently helped endow a faculty chair at 

Rutgers University in Gloria Steinem's name. During the Sundance Film Festival in 

January, when Park City, Utah, held its version of nationwide women's marches, Mr. 

Weinstein joined the parade. 

"From the outside, it seemed golden - the Oscars, the success, the remarkable 

cultural impact," said Mark Gill, former president of Miramax Los Angeles when the 

company was owned by Disney. "But behind the scenes, it was a mess, and this was 

the biggest mess of all," he added, referring to Mr. Weinstein's treatment of women. 

Dozens of Mr. Weinstein's former and cu1Tent employees, from assistants to top 

executives, said they knew of inappropriate conduct while they worked for him. Only 

a handful said they ever confronted him. 

Mr. Weinstein enforced a code of silence; employees of the Weinstein Company 

have contracts saying they will not criticize it or its leaders in a way that could harm 
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its "business reputation" or "any employee's personal reputation," a recent document 

shows. And most of the women accepting payouts agreed to confidentiality clauses 

prohibiting them from speaking about the deals or the events that led to them. 

Charles Harder, a la"\o\yer representing Mr. Weinstein, said it was not unusual to 

enter into settlements to avoid lengthy and costly litigation. He added, "It's not 

evidence of anything." 

At Fox News, where the conservative icons Roger E. Ailes and Bill O'Reilly were 

accused of harassment, women have received payouts well into the millions of 

dollars. But most of the women involved in the Weinstein agreements collected 

between roughly $80,000 and $150,000, according to people familiar "'rith the 

negotiations. 

In the wake of Ms. O'Connor's 2015 memo, some vVeinstein Company board 

members and executives, including Mr. Weinstein's brother and longtime partner, 

Bob, 62, were alarmed about the allegations, according to several people who spoke 

on the condition of anonymity. In the end, though, board members were assured 

there was no need to investigate. After reaching a settlement \.v:ith Mr. Weinstein, 

Ms. O'Connor withdrew her complaint and thanked him for the career opportunity 

he had given her. 

"The pa1ties made peace very quickly," Ms. Bloom said. 

Through her lawyer, Nicole Page, Ms. O'Connor declined to be interviewed. In 

the memo, she explained how unnerved she was by what she witnessed or 

encountered while a literary scout and production executive at the company. "I am 

just starting out in my career, and have been and remain fearful about speaking up," 

Ms. O'Connor wrote. "But remaining silent is causing me great distress." 

In speaking out about her hotel episode, Ms. Judd said in a recent interview, 

"Women have been talking about Harvey amongst ourselves for a long time, and it's 

simply beyond time to have the conversation publicly." 

A Common Narrative 
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Ms. Nestor, a law and business school student, accepted Mr. Weinstein's 

breakfast invitation at the Peninsula because she did not want to miss an 

opportunity, she later told colleagues. After she arrived, he offered to help her career 

while boasting about a series of famous actresses he claimed to have slept "',jth, 

according to accounts that colleagues compiled after hearing her story and then sent 

on to company executives. 

"She said he was very persistent and focused though she kept saying no for over 

an hour," one internal document said. Ms. Nestor, who declined to comment for this 

article, refused his bargain, the records noted. "She was disappointed that he met 

with her and did not seem to be interested in her resume or skill set." The young 

woman chose not to report the episode to human resources personnel, but the 

allegations came to management's attention through other employees. 

Across the years and continents, accounts of Mr. Weinstein's conduct share a 

common narrative: Women repo1ted to a hotel for what they thought were work 

reasons, only to discover that Mr. Weinstein, who has been married for most of three 

decades, sometimes seemed to have different interests. His home base was New 

York, but his rolling headquarters were luxury hotels: the Peninsula Beverly Hills 

and the Savoy in London, the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roe near the Cannes Film Festival 

in France and the Stein Eriksen Lodge near the Sundance Film Festival. 

Working for Mr. Weinstein could mean getting him out of bed in the morning 

and doing "turndown duty" late at night, preparing him for sleep. Like the colleague 

cited in Ms. O'Connor's memo, some junior employees required to perform those 

tasks said they were disturbing. 

In interviews, eight women described varying behavior by Mr. Weinstein: 

appearing nearly or fully naked in front of them, requiring them to be present while 

he bathed or repeatedly asking for a massage or initiating one himself. The women, 

typically in their early or middle 20s and hoping to get a toehold in the film industry, 

said he could switch course quickly - meetings and clipboards one moment, 

intimate comments the next. One woman advised a peer to wear a parka when 

summoned for duty as a layer of protection against unwelcome advances. 
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Laura Madden, a former employee who said Mr. Weinstein prodded her for 

massages at hotels in Dublin and London beginning in 1991, said he had a way of 

making anyone who objected feel like an outlier. "It was so manipulative," she said in 

an interview. "You constantly question yourself - am I the one who is the problem?" 

"I don't know anything about that," Mr. Weinstein said. 

Most women who told The Times that they experienced misconduct by Mr. 

Weinstein had never met one another. They range in age from early 20s to late 40s 

and live in different cities. Some said they did not repmt the behavior because there 

were no witnesses and they feared retaliation by Mr. Weinstein. Others said they felt 

embarrassed. But most confided in co-workers. 

Ms. Madden later told Karen Katz, a friend and colleague in the acquisitions 

department, about Mr. Weinstein's overtures, including a time she locked herself in 

the bathroom of his hotel room, sobbing. "We were so young at the time," said Ms. 

Katz, now a documentary filmmaker. "We did not understand how ·wrong it was or 

how Laura should deal with it." 

Others in the London office said the same. "I was pretty disturbed and angry," 

said Sallie Hodges, another former employee, recalling the accounts she heard from 

colleagues. "That's kind of the way things were." 

The human resources operation was considered weak in New York and worse in 

London, so some employees banded together in solidarity. "If a female executive was 

asked to go to a meeting solo, she and a colleague would generally double up" so as 

not to be alone with Mr. Weinstein, recalled Mr. Gill, the former president of 

Miramax Los Angeles. 

Many women who worked ,1vith Mr. Weinstein said they never experienced 

sexual harassment or knew of anyone who did, and recalled him as a boss who gave 

them valuable opportunities at young ages. Some described long and satisfying 

careers with him, praising him as a mentor and advocate. 

But in interviews, some of the former employees who said they had troubling 

experiences with Mr. Weinstein asked a common question: How could allegations 
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repeating the same pattern - young women, a powerful male producer, even some 

of the same hotels - have accumulated for almost three decades'? 

"It wasn't a secret to the inner circle," said Kathy DeClesis, Bob Weinstein's 

assistant in the early 1990s. She supervised a young woman who left the company 

abruptly after an encounter with Harvey Weinstein and who later received a 

settlement, according to several former employees. 

Speaking up could have been costly. A job 'Ni.th Mr. Weinstein was a privileged 

perch at the nexus of money, fame and art, and plenty of his former assistants have 

risen high in Hollywood. He could be charming and generous: gift baskets, flowers, 

personal or career help and cash. At the Cannes Film Festival, according to several 

former colleagues, he sometimes handed out thousands of dollars as impromptu 

bonuses. 

Mr. Weinstein was a volcanic personality, though, given to fits of rage and 

personal lashings of male and female employees alike. When a female guest of his 

had to wait for a hotel room upgrade, he yelled that Ms. O'Connor would be better 

off marrying a "fat, rich Jewish" man because she was probably just good for "being a 

wife" and "making babies," she wrote in her memo. (He added some expletives, she 

said.) His treatment of women was sometimes w1·itten off as just another form of 

toxicity, according to multiple former employees. 

In the fall of 1998, a 25-year-old London assistant named Zelda Perkins 

confronted Mr. Weinstein. According to former colleagues, she and several co

workers had been regularly subjected to inappropriate requests or comments in 

hotel rooms, and she was particularly concerned about the treatment of another 

woman in the office. She told Mr. Weinstein that he had to stop, according to the 

former colleagues, and that she would go public or initiate legal action unless he 

changed his behavior. 

Steve Hutensky, one of Miramax's entmtainment lawyers, was dispatched to 

London to negotiate a settlement with Ms. Perkins and her la,-vyer. He declined to 

comment for this article. 
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Ms. Perkins, now a theater producer in London, also declined to comment for 

this article, saying that she could not discuss her work at Miramax or whether she 

had entered into any agreements. 

Months after the settlement, Mr. Weinstein triumphed at the Oscars, with "Life 

Is Beautiful" and "Shakespeare in Love" winning to awards. A few years later, Mr. 

Weinstein, who had produced a series of British-themed movies, was made a 

Commander of the British Empire, an honorary title just short of knighthood. 

'Coercive Bargaining' 

For actors, a meeting ,..,rith Mr. Weinstein could yield dazzling rewards: scripts, 

parts, award campaigns, magazine coverage, influence on lucrative endorsement 

deals. He knew how to blast small films to box office success, and deliver polished 

dramas like "The King's Speech" and popular attractions like the "Scary Movie" 

franchise. Mr. Weinstein's films helped define femininity, sex and romance, from 

Catherine Zeta-Jones in "Chicago" to ,Jennifer La\.\Tence in ''Silver Linings 

Playbook." 

But movies were also his private leverage. When Mr. Weinstein invited Ms. 

,Judd to breakfast in Beverly Hills, she had been shooting the thriller "Kiss the Girls" 

all night, but the meeting seemed too important to miss. After arriving at the hotel 

lobby, she was surprised to learn that they would be talking in his suite; she decided 

to order cereal, she said, so the food would come quickly and she could leave. 

Mr. Weinstein soon issued invitation after invitation, she said. Could he give her 

a massage? When she refused, he suggested a shoulder rub. She rejected that too, 

she recalled. He steered her toward a closet, asking her to help pick out his clothing 

for the day, and then toward the bathroom. Would she watch him take a shower? she 

remembered him saying. 

"I said no, a lot of ways, a lot of times, and he always came back at me with some 

new ask," Ms. Judd said. "It was all this bargaining, this coercive bargaining.'' 

To get out of the room, she said, she quipped that if Mr. Weinstein wanted to 

touch her, she would first have to win an Oscar in one of his movies. She recalled 
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feeling "panicky, trapped," she said in the interview. "There's a lot on the line, the 

cachet that came with Miramax." 

Not long afterward, she related what had happened to her mother, the 8inger 

Naomi ,Judd, who confirmed their conversation to a Times reporter. Years later, 

Ashley Judd appeared in two Weinstein films without incident, she said. In 2015, she 

shared an account of the episode in the hotel room \\.ith "Variety" without naming 

the man involved. 

In 1997, Mr. Weinstein reached a previously undisclosed settlement with Rose 

McGowan, then a 23-year-old-actress, after an episode in a hotel room during the 

Sundance Film Festival. The $100,000 settlement was "not to be construed as an 

admission" by Mr. Weinstein, but intended to "avoid litigation and buy peace," 

according to the legal document, which was revi.ewed by The Times. Ms. McGowan 

had just appeared in the slasher film "Scream" and would later star in the television 

show "Charmed.'' She declined to comment. 

Increased Scrutiny 

.Just months before Ms. O'Connor wrote her memo, a young female employee 

quit after complaining of being forced to arrange what she believed to be 

assignations for Mr. \I\Tcinstein, according to two people familiar with her departure. 

The woman, who asked not to be identified to protect her privacy, said a 

nondisclosure agreement prevented her from commenting. 

Soon, complaints about Mr. Weinstein's behavior prompted the board of his 

company to take notice. 

In March 2015, Mr. Weinstein had invited Ambra Battilana, an Italian model 

and aspiring actress, to his TriBeCa office on a Friday evening to discuss her career. 

Within hours, she called the police. Ms. Battilana told them that Mr. Weinstein had 

grabbed her breasts after asldng if they were real and put his hands up her skht, the 

police report says. 

The claims were taken up by the New York Police Department's Special Victims 

Squad and splashed across the pages of tab)ojds, along ""ith reports that the vl'oman 
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ha<l worked with investigators to secretly record a confession from Mr. Weinstein. 

The Manhattan district attorney's office later declined to bring charges. 

But Mr. Weinstein made a pa:y1ncnt to Ms. Battilana, according to people 

familiar ·with the settlement, speaking on the condition of anonymity about the 

confidential agreement. 

The public nature of the episode concerned some executives and board 

members of the Weinstein Company. (Harvey and Bob Weinstein together own 42 

percent of the privately held business.) When several board members pressed Mt:. 

Weinstein about it, he insisted that the woman had set him up, colleagues recalled. 

Ms. Battilana had testified in court proceedings against associates of former 

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi of Italy who are accused of procuring women for 

alleged sex parties, and the Italian news media also reported that, years ago, Ms. 

Battilana accused a septuagenarian boyfriend of sexual harassment, a complaint that 

was apparently dismissed. Ms. Battilana did not respond to requests for comment. 

Her lawyer, Mauro Rufini, could not be reached for comment. 

After the episode, Lance Maerov, a board member, said he successfully pushed 

for a code of behavior for the company that included detailed language about sexual 

harassment. 

Then Ms. O'Connor's memo hit, \.vith page after page of detailed accusations. In 

describing the experiences of women at the company, including her own, she '-'VT'ote, 

''The balance of power is me: o, Harvey Weinstein: 10." 

She was a valued employee - Mr. Weinstein described her as "fantastic," "a 

great person," "a brilliant executive" - so the complaint rattled top executives, 

including Bob Weinstein. When the board was notified of it by email, Mr. Maerov 

insisted that an outside la,,vyer determine whether the allegations were true, he said 

in an interview. 

But the inquiry never happened. Mr. Weinstein had reached a settlement with 

Ms. O'Connor, and there was no longer anything to investigate. 
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"Because this matter has been resolved and no further action is required, I 

withdraw my complaint," Ms. O'Connor ·wrote in an email to the head of human 

resources six days after sending her memo. She also wrote a letter to Mr. Weinstein 

thanking him for the opportunity to learn about the entertainment industry. 

Rachel Abrams and William K. Rashbaum contributed reporting. Grace Ashford 
contributed research. 
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FROM AGGRESSIVE OVERTURES TO SEXUAL 
ASSAULT: HARVEY WEINSTEIN'S ACCUSEllJ 

TELL THEIR STORIES 
Multiple women share harrowing accounts of sexual assault and harassment by the film 

executive. 

By Ronan Farrow 

This story was first published on newyorker. com on October 10, 2017, at 10:47 A.M. The 

version below appears in the October 23, 2017, issue. 

1. 

S ince the establishment of the first studios, a century ago, there have been few movie 

executives as dominant, or as domineering, as Harvey Weinstein. He co-founded 

the production-and-distribution companies Miramax and the Weinstein Company, 

helping to reinvent the model for independent films with movies including "Sex, Lies, 

and Videotape," ''The Crying Game," "Pulp Fiction," "The English Patient," 

"Shakespeare in Love," and "The King's Speech." Beyond Hollywood, he has exercised 

his influence as a prolific fund-raiser for Democratic Party candidates, including 

Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton. Weinstein combined a keen eye for promising 

scripts, directors, and actors with a bullying, eve':1 threatening, style of doing business, 

inspiring both fear and gratitude. His movies have earned more than three hundred 

Oscar nominations, and, at the annual awards ceremonies, he has been thanked more 

than almost anyone else in movie history, ranking just after Steven Spielberg and right 

before God. 

For more than twenty years, Weinstein, who is now sixty-five, has also been trailed by 

rumors of sexual harassment and assault. His behavior has been an open secret to many 

in Hollywood and beyond, but previous attempts by many publications, including The 



New Yorker, to investigate and publish the story over the years fell short of the demaRi
4 

of journalistic evidence. Too few people were willing to speak, much less allow a 

reporter to use their names, and Weinstein and his associates used nondisclosure 

agreements, payoffs, and legal threats to suppress their accounts. Asia Argento, an 

Italian film actress and director, said that she did not speak out until now-Weinstein, 

she told me, forcibly performed oral sex on her-because she feared that Weinstein 

would "crush" her. "I know he has crushed a lot of people before," Argento said. "That's 

why this story-in my case, ies twenty years old, some of them are older-has never 

come out." 

On October 5th, the New York Times, in a powerful report by Jodi Kantor and Megan 

Twohey, reyealed multiple allegations of sexual harassment against Weinstein, an article 

that led to the resignation of four members of the Weinstein Company>s all-male 

board, and to Weinstein's firing. 

The story, however, is complex, and there is more to know and to understand. In the 

course of a ten-month investigation, I was told by thirteen women that, bet\¥een the 

nineteen-nineties and 2015, Weinstein sexually harassed or assaulted them. Their 

allegations corroborate and overlap with the Times's revelations, and also include far 

more serious claims. 

Three of the women-among them Argento and a former aspiring actress named 

Lucia Evans-told me that Weinstein had raped them, forcibly performing or receiving 

oral sex or forcing vaginal sex. Four women said that they had experienced unwanted 

touching that could be classified as an assault. In an audio recording captured during a 

New York Police Department sting operation in 2015, Weinstein admits to groping a 

Filipina-Italian model named Ambra Battilana Gutierrez, describing it as behavior he 

is "used to." Four of the women I interviewed cited encounters in which Weinstein 

exposed himself or masturbated in front of them. 

Sixteen former and current executives and assistants at Weinstein's companies told me 

that they witnessed or had knowledge of unwanted sexual advances and touching at 

events associated with Weinstein's films and in the workplace. They and others 

described a pattern of professional meetings that were little more than thin pretexts for 

sexual advances on young actresses and models. All sixteen said that the behavior was 

widely known within both Miramax and the Weinstein Company. Messages sent by 



Irwin Reiter, a senior company executive, to Emily Nestor, one of the women who 
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alleged that she was harassed, described the "mistreatment of women'' as a serial 

problem that the Weinstein Company had been struggling with in recent years. Other 

employees described what was, in essence, a culture of complicity at Weinstein's places 

of business, ·with numerous people throughout his companies fully aware of his 

behavior but either abetting it or looking the other way. Some employees said that they 

were enlisted in a subterfuge to make the victims feel safe. A female executive with the 

company described how Weinstein's assistants and others served as a "honeypot"-they 

would initially join a meeting along with a woman Weinstein was interested in, but 

then Weinstein would dismiss them, leaving him alone with the woman. ( On October 

10th, the Weinstein Company's board issued a statement, writing that "these 

allegations come as an utter surprise to the Board. Any suggestion that the Board had 

knowledge of this conduct is false.'') 

Virtually all of the people I spoke with told me that they were frightened of retaliation. 

"If Harvey were to discover my identity, I'm worried that he could ruin my life," one 

former employee told me. Many said that they had seen Weinstein's associates confront 

and intimidate those who crossed him, and feared that they would be similarly targeted. 

Four actresses, including Mira Sorvino and Rosanna Arquette, told me they suspected 

that, after they rejected Weinstein's advances or complained about them to company 

representatives, Weinstein had them removed from projects or dissuaded people from 

hiring them. Multiple sources said that Weinstein frequently bragged about planting 

items in media outlets about those who spoke against him; these sources feared similar 

retribution. Several pointed to Gutierrez's case: after she went to the police, negative 

items discussing her sexual history and impugning her credibility began rapidly 

appearing in New York gossip pages. (In the taped conversation, part of which The New 

Yorker posted online, Weinstein asks Gutierrez to join him for "five minutes," and 

warns, "Don't ruin your friendship with me for five minutes.") 

Several former employees told me that they were speaking about Weinstein's alleged 

behavior now because they hoped to protect women in the future. "This wasn't a one

off. This wasn't a period of time," an executive who worked for Weinstein for many 

years told me. ''This was ongoing predatory behavior toward women-whether they 

consented or not." 



It's likely that the women who spoke to me have recently felt increasingly emboldenif
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to talk about their experiences because of the way the world has changed regarding 

issues of sex and power. Their disclosures follow in the wake of stories alleging sexual 

misconduct by public figures, including Donald Trump, Bill O'Reilly, Roger Ailes, and 

Bill Cosby. In October, 2016, a month before the election, a tape emerged ofTrump 

telling a celebrity-news reporter, ((And when you're a star, they let you do it. You can do 

anything .... Grab 'em by the pussy. You can do anything." This past April, O'Reilly, a 

host at Fox News, was forced to resign after Fox was discovered to have paid five 

women millions of dollars in exchange for silence about their accusations of sexual 

harassment. Ailes, the former head of Fox News, resigned in July, 2016, after he was 

accused of sexual harassment. Cosby went on trial this summer, charged with drugging 

and sexually assaulting a woman. The trial ended with a hung jury. 

In the Times piece, Weinstein made an initial effort at damage control by partly 

acknowledging what he had done, saying, "I appreciate the way I've behaved with 

colleagues in the past has caused a lot of pain, and I sincerely apologize for it." In an 

interview with the New York Post, he said, "I've got to deal with my personality, I've got 

to work on my temper, I have got to dig deep. I know a lot of people would like me to 

go into a facility, and I may well just do that-I will go anywhere I can learn more 

about mysel£" He went on, "In the past I used to co1npliment people, and some took it 

as me being sexual, I won't do that again." In his written statement to the Times, 

Weinstein claimed that he would "channel that anger" into a fight against the 

leadership of the National Rifle Association. He also said that it was not "coincidental" 

that he was organizing a foundation for women directors at the University of Southern 

California. "]twill be named after my mom and I won't disappoint her." (U.S.C. has 

since rejected his funding pledge.) 

Sallie Hofmeister, a spokesperson for Weinstein, issued a new statement in response to 

the allegations detailed here. It reads in full: "Any allegations of non-consensual sex are 

unequivocally denied by Mr. Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein has further confirmed that there 

were never any acts of retaliation against any women for refusing his advances. Mr. 

\i\Teinstein obviously can't speak to anonymous allegations, but with respect to any 

women who have made allegations on the record, Mr. Weinstein believes that all of 

these relationships were consensual. Mr. Weinstein has begun counseling, has listened 
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makes enough progress, he will be given a second chance." 

While \.Vdnstein and his representatives have said that the incidents were consensual, 

and were not widespread or severe, the women I spoke to tell a very different story. 

2. 

L ucia Stoller, now Lucia Evans, was approached by Weinstein at Cipriani Upstairs, 

a club in New York, in 2004, the summer before her senior year at Middlebury 

College. Evans, who is now a marketing consultant, wanted to be an actress, and 

although she had heard rumors about Weinstein she let him have her number. 

Weinstein began calling her late at night, or having an assistant call her, asking to meet. 

She declined, but said that she would do readings during the day for a casting executive. 

Before long, an assistant called to set up a daytime meeting at the Miramax office in 

Tribeca, first with Weinstein and then with a casting executive, who was a woman. "I 

was, like, Oh, a woman, great, I feel safe," Evans said. 

When Evans arrived for the meeting, the building was full of people. She was led to an 

office with exercise equipment in it, and takeout boxes on the floor. Weinstein was 

there, alone. Evans said that she found him frightening. "The type of control he exerted 

-it was very real," she told me. "Even just his presence was intimidating." 

In the meeting, Evans recalled, "he immediately was simultaneously flattering me and 

demeaning me and making me feel bad about myse1£" Weinstein told her that she'd 

"be great in 'Project Runway' "-the show, which Weinstein helped produce, premiered 

later that year-but only if she lost weight. He also told her about two scripts, a horror 

movie and a teen love story, and said one of his associates would discuss them with her. 

"At that point, after that, is when he assaulted me," Evans said. "He forced me to 

perform oral sex on him." As she objected, Weinstein took his penis out of his pants 

and pulled her head down onto it. "I said, over and over, 'I don't want to do this, stop, 

don't,'" she recalled. "I tried to get away, but maybe I didn't try hard enough. I didn't 

want to kick him or fight him." In the end, she said, "he's a big guy. He overpowered 

me." She added, "I just sort of gave up. That's the most horrible part of it, and that's 



why he's been able to do this for so long to so many women: people give up, and the~
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they feel like it's their fault." 

Weinstein appeared to find the encounter unremarkable. "It was like it was just another 

day for him," Evans said. "It was no emotion.'' Afterward, he acted as if nothing had 

happened. She wondered how Weinstein's staff could not know what was going on. 

Following the encounter, she met with the female casting executive, who sent her the 

scripts, and also came to one of her acting-class readings a few weeks later. (Evans does 

not believe that the executive was aware of Weinstein's behavior.) Weinstein, Evans 

said, began calling her again late at night. She told me that the entire sequence of 

events had a routine quality. "It feels like a very streamlined process,» she said. "Female 

casting director, Harvey wants to meet. Everything was designed to make me feel 
comfortable before it happened. And then the shame in what happened was also 

designed to keep me quiet." 

Evans said that, after the incident, "I just put it in a part of my brain and closed the 

door." She continued to blame herself for not fighting harder. "It was always my fault 

for not stopping him," she said. "I had an eating problem for years. I was disgusted with 

myself. It's funny, all these unrelated things I did to hurt myself because of this one 

thing." Evans told friends some of what had happened, but felt largely unable to talk 

about it. "I ruined several really good relationships because of this. My schoolwork 

definitely suffered, and my roommates told me to go to a therapist because they 

thought I was going to kill myself." 

In the years that followed, Evans encountered Weinstein occasionally. Once, while she 

was walking her dog in Greenwich Village, she saw him getting into a car. "I very 

clearly saw him. I made eye contact,» she said. "I remember getting chills down my 

spine just looking at him. ] was so horrified. I have nightmares about him to this day." 

3. 

A sia Argento, who was born in Rome, played the role of a glamorous thief named 

Beatrice in the crime drama "B. Monkey," which was released in the U.S. in 1999. 

The distributor was Mirarnax. In a series of long and often emotional interviews, 

Argento told me that Weinstein assaulted her while they were working together. 



At the time, Argento was twenty-one and had twice won the Italian equivalent of th~
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Oscar. Argento said that, in 1997, one of Weinstein's producers invited her to what she 

understood to be a party thrown by Miramax at the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roe, on the 

French Riviera. Argento felt professionally obliged to attend. When the producer led 

her upstairs that evening, she said> there was no party, only a hotel room, empty but for 

Weinstein: 'Tm, like, Where is the fucking party?'" She recalled the producer telling 

her, "Oh, we got here too early,n before he left her alone with Weinstein. (The producer 

denies bringing Argento to the room that night.) At first, Weinstein was solicitous, 

praising her work. Then he left the room. When he returned, he was wearing a 

bathrobe and holding a bottle of lotion. "He asks me to give a massage. I was, like, 

'Look, man, I am no fucking fool,' " Argento told me. "But, looking back, I am a 

fucking fool. And I am still trying to come to grips with what happened." 

Argento said that, after she reluctantly agreed to give Weinstein a massage, he pulled 

her skirt up, forced her legs apart, and performed oral sex on her as she repeatedly told 

him to stop. Weinstein "terrified me, and he was so big," she said. "It wouldn't stop. It 

was a nightmare." 

At some point, she stopped saying no and feigned enjoyment, because she thought it 

was the only way the assault would end. "I was not willing," she told me. "I said, 'No, 

no, no.' ... It's twisted. A big fat man wanting to eat you. It's a scary fairy tale." 

Argento, who insisted that she wanted to tell her story in all its complexity, said that 

she didn't physically fight him off, something that has prompted years of guilt. 

"The thing with being a victim is I felt responsible," she said. "Because, if I were a 

strong woman, I would have kicked him in the balls and run away. But I didn't. And so 

I felt responsible." She described the incident as a "horrible trauma." Decades later, she 

said, oral sex is still ruined for her. ''I've been damaged," she told me. "Just talking to 

you about it, my whole body is shaking." 

Argento recalled sitting on the bed after the incident, her clothes "in shambles," her 

makeup smeared. She said that she told Weinstein, "I am not a whore," and that he 

began laughing. He said he would put the phrase on a T-shirt. Afterward> Argento said, 

"He kept contacting me." For a few months, Weinstein seemed obsessed, offering her 

expensive gifts. 



What complicates the story, Argento readily allowed, is that she eventually yielded t~SO 
Weinstein's further advances and even grew close to him. Weinstein dined with her, 

and introduced her to his mother. Argento told me, "He made it sound like he was my 

friend and he really appreciated me." She said that she had consensual sexual relations 

with him multiple times over the course of the next five years, though she described the 

encounters as one-sided and "onanistic." The first occasion, several months after the 

alleged assault, came before the release of"B. Monkey." "I felt I had to," she said. 

"Because I had the movie coming out and I didn't want to anger him." She believed 

that Weinstein would ruin her career if she didn't comply. Years later, when she was a 

single mother dealing with childcare, Weinstein offered to pay for a nanny. She said 

that she felt "obliged" to submit to his sexual advances. 

Argento told me that she knew this contact would be used to attack the credibility of 

her allegation. In part, she said, the initial assault made her feel overpowered each time 

she encountered Weinstein, even years later. "Just his body, his presence, his face, bring 

me back to the little girl that I was when I was twenty-one," she told me. 'When I see 

him, it makes me feel little and stupid and weak." She broke down as she struggled to 

explain. "After the rape, he won," she said. 

In 2000, Argento released "Scarlet Diva," a movie that she wrote and directed. In the 

film, a heavyset producer corners Anna, the character played by Argento, in a hotel 

room, asks her for a massage, and tries to assault her. After the movie came out, women 

began approaching Argento, saying that they recognized Weinstein's behavior in the 

portrayal. "People would ask me about him because of the scene in the movie," she said. 

Some recounted similar details to her: meetings and professional events moved to hotel 

rooms, bathrobes and massage requests, and, in one other case, forced oral sex. 

Weinstein, according to Argento, saw the film after it was released in the U.S., and 

apparently recognized himself "Ha, ha, very funny," Argento remembered him saying 

to her. But he also said that he was "sorry for whatever happened." The movie's most 

significant departure from the real-life incident, Argento told me, was how the hotel-

d d "I h · I " h · d "I ,, room scene en e . n t e movie wrote, s e sa1 , ran away. 

Other women were too afraid to allow me to use their names, but their stories are 

uncannily similar to these allegations. One, a woman who worked with Weinstein, 



explained her reluctance to be identified. "He drags your name through the mud, an~
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he'll come after you hard with his legal team." 

Like others I spoke to, this woman said that Weinstein brought her to a hotel room 

under a professional pretext, changed into a bathrobe, and, she said, "forced himself on 

me sexually." She told him no, repeatedly and clearly. Afterward, she experienced 

"horror, disbelief, and shame," and considered going to the police. "I thought it would 

be a 'he said, she said,' and I thought about how impressive his legal team is, and I 

thought about how much I would lose, and I decided to just move forward," she said. 

The woman continued to have professional contact with Weinstein after the alleged 

rape, and acknowledged that subsequent communications between them might suggest 

a normal working relationship. "I was in a vulnerable position and I needed my job," 

she told me. "It just increases the shame and the guilt." 

4. 

M ira Servino, who starred in several of Weinstein's films, told me that he sexually 

harassed her and tried to pressure her into a physical relationship while they 

were working together. She said that, at the Toronto International Film Festival in 

September, 1995, she found herself in a hotel room with Weinstein, who produced the 

movie she was there to promote, "Mighty Aphrodite/' for which she later won an 

Academy Award. "He started massaging my shoulders, which made me very 

uncomfortable, and then tried to get more physical, sort of chasing me around," she 

recalled. She scrambled for ways to ward him off, telling him that it was against her 

religion to date married men. (At the time, Weinstein was married to Eve Chilton, a 

former assistant.) Then she left the room. 

A few weeks later, in New York City, her phone rang after midnight. It was Weinstein, 

saying that he had new marketing ideas for the film and asking to get together. Sorvino 

offered to meet him at an all-night diner, but he said he was coming over to her 

apartment and hung up. ((I freaked out," she told me. She called a friend and asked him 

to come over and pose as her boyfriend. The friend hadn't arrived by the time 

Weinstein rang her doorbell. "Harvey had managed to bypass my doorman/' she said. "I 

opened the door terrified, brandishing my twenty-pound Chihuahua mix in front of 

me, as though that would do any good." When she told Weinstein that her new 

boyfriend was on his way, he became dejected and left. 



Sorvino said that she struggled for years with whether to come forward with her sto~~
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partly because she was aware that it was mild compared with the experiences of other 

women, including Sophie Dix, an actress she spoke to at the time. (Dix told me that 

she had locked herself in a hotel bathroom to escape Weinstein, and that he had 

masturbated in front of her. She said it was "a classic case" of "someone not 

understanding the word 'no.' ... I must have said no a thousand times.") The fact that 

Weinstein was so instrumental in Sorvino's success also made her hesitate: "1 have great 

respect for Harvey as an artist, and owe him and his brother a debt of gratitude for the 

early success in my career, including the Oscar." She had professional contact with 

Weinstein for years after the incident, and remains a close friend of his brother and 

business partner, Bob Weinstein. (She never told Bob about his brother's behavior.) 

Sorvino said that she felt afraid and intimidated, and that the incidents had a 

significant impact on her. When she told a female employee at Miramax about the 

harassment, the woman's reaction "was shock and horror that I had mentioned it." 

Sorvino appeared in a few more of Weinstein's films afterward, but felt that saying no 

to Weinstein and reporting the harassment had ultimately hurt her career. She said, 

"There may have been other factors, but I definitely felt iced out and that my rejection 

of Harvey had something to do with it." 

5. 

I n March, 2015, Am bra Battilana Gutierrez, who was once a finalist in the Miss Italy 

contest, 1net Harvey Weinstein at a reception for "New York Spring Spectacular," a 

show that he was producing at Radio City Music Hall. Weinstein introduced himself 

to Gutierrez, who was twenty-two, remarking repeatedly that she looked like the actress 

Mila Kunis. 

Following the event, Gutierrez's modelling agency e-mailed her to say that Weinstein 

wanted to set up a business meeting as soon as possible. Gutierrez arrived at 

Weinstein's office in Tribeca early the next evening with her modelling portfolio. In the 

office, she sat with Weinstein on a couch to review the portfolio, and he began staring 

at her breasts, asking if they were real. Gutierrez later told officers of the New York 

Police Department's Special Victims Division that Weinstein then lunged at her, 

groping her breasts and attempting to put a hand up her skirt while she protested. He 

finally backed off and told her that his assistant would give her tickets to "Finding 



Neverland," a Broadway musical that he was producing. He said he would meet her ~t
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the show that evening. 

Instead of going to the show, Gutierrez went to the nearest police station and reported 

the assault. Weinstein telephoned her later that evening, annoyed that she had failed to 

appear at the show. She picked up the call while sitting with investigators from the 

Special Victims Division, who listened in and devised a plan: Gutierrez would agree to 

see the show the following day and then meet with Weinstein. She would wear a wire 

and attempt to extract a confession or an incriminating statement. 

The next day, Gutierrez met Weinstein at the bar of the Tribeca Grand Hotel. A team 

of undercover officers helped guide her through the interaction. On the recording, 

which I have heard in full, Weinstein lists actresses whose careers he has helped and 

offers Gutierrez the services of a dialect coach. Then he presses her to join him in his 

hotel room while he showers. Gutierrez says no repeatedly; Weinstein persists, and 

after a while she accedes to his demand to go upstairs. But, standing in the hallway 

outside his room, she refuses to go farther. In an increasingly tense exchange, he presses 

h G · ''I d ' ,, "I I " d "I er to enter. ut1errez says, on t want to, want to eave, an want to go 

downstairs." She asks him directly why he groped her breasts the day before. 

"Oh, please, I'm sorry,just come on in," Weinstein says. ''I'm used to that. Come on. 

Please." 

"You're used to that?" Gutierrez asks, sounding incredulous. 

"Yes," Weinstein says. He adds, "I won't do it again." 

After almost two minutes of back-and-forth in the hallway, Weinstein finally agrees to 

let her leave. 

According to a law-enforcement source, Weinstein, if charged, would most likely have 

faced a count of sexual abuse in the third degree, a misdemeanor punishable by a 

maximum of three months in jail. But, as the police investigation proceeded and the 

allegation was widely reported, details about Gutierrez's past began to appear in the 

tabloids. In 2010, as a young contestant in the Miss Italy beauty pageant, Gutierrez had 

attended one of Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's infamous "Bunga Bunga" parties. 

She claimed that she had been unaware of the nature of the party before arriving, and 



she eventually became a witness in a bribery case against Berlusconi, which is still 
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ongoing. Gossip outlets also reported that Gutierrez, as a teen-ager, had made an 

allegation of sexual assault against an older Italian businessman but later declined to 

cooperate with prosecutors. 

Two sources close to the police investigation of Weinstein said that they had no reason 

to doubt Gutierrez's account of the incident. One of them, a police source, said that the 

department had collected more than enough evidence to prosecute Weinstein. But the 

other said that Gutierrez's statements about her past complicated the case for the office 

of the Manhattan District Attorney, Cyrus Vance, Jr. After two weeks of investigation, 

the D.A.'s office decided not to file charges. The office declined to comment on this 

story but pointed me to its statement at the time: "This case was taken seriously from 

the outset, with a thorough investigation conducted by our Sex Crimes Unit. After 

analyzing the available evidence, including multiple interviews with both parties, a 

criminal charge is not supported." 

'We had the evidence,'' the police source involved in the operation told me. "It's a case 

that made me angrier than I thought possible, and 1 have been on the force a long 
. " time. 

Gutierrez, when contacted for this story, said that she was unable to discuss the 

incident. Someone close to the matter told me that, after the D.A.'s office decided not 

to press charges, Gutierrez, facing Weinstein's legal team, and in return for a payment, 

signed a highly restrictive nondisclosure agreement with Weinstein, including an 

affidavit stating that the acts he admits to in the recording never happened. 

Weinstein1s use of such settlements was reported by the Times and confirmed to me by 

numerous people. A former employee with firsthand knowledge of two settlement 

negotiations that took place in London in the nineteen-nineties recalled, "It felt like 

David versus Goliath ... the guy with all the money and the power flexing his muscle 

and quashing the allegations and getting rid of them." 

6. 

The Times story disclosed a complaint to the Weinstein Company's office of human 

resources, filed on behalf of a temporary front-desk assistant named Emily Nestor 



in December, 2014. Her own account of Weinstein's conduct is being made public h~~S 

for the first time. Nestor was twenty-five when she started the job and, after finishing 

law school and starting business school, was considering a career in the movie industry. 

On her first day in the position, Nestor said, two employees told her that she was 

Weinstein's "type" physically. When Weinstein arrived at the office, he made comments 

about her appearance, referring to her as "the pretty girl." He asked how old she was, 

and then sent all of his assistants out of the room and made her write down her 

telephone number. 

Weinstein told her to meet him for drinks that night. Nestor invented an excuse. When 

he insisted, she suggested an early-morning coffee the next day, assuming that he 

wouldn't accept. He did, and told her to meet him at the Peninsula hotel in Beverly 

Hills, where he was staying. Nestor said that she had talked with friends in the 

entertainment industry and employees in the company who had warned her about 

Weinstein's reputation. "I dressed very frumpy," she said. 

Nestor told me that the meeting was "the most excruciating and uncomfortable hour of 

my life." After Weinstein offered her career help, she said, he began to boast about his 

sexual liaisons with other women, including famous actresses. "He said, 'You know, we 

could have a lot of fun,'" Nestor recalled." 'I could put you in my London office, and 

you could work there and you could be my girlfriend.' " She declined. He asked to hold 

her hand; she said no. In Nestor's account of the exchange, Weinstein said, "Oh, the 

girls always say no. You know, <No, no.' And then they have a beer or two and then 

they're throwing themselves at me." In a tone that Nestor described as "very weirdly 

proud,'' Weinstein added "that he'd never had to do anything like Bill Cosby." She 

assumed that he meant he'd never drugged a woman. «It's just a bizarre thing to be so 

proud of," she said. "That you've never had to resort to doing that. It was just so far 

removed from reality and normal rules of consent." 

"Textbook sexual harassment" was how Nestor described Weinstein's behavior to me. 

«It's a pretty clear case of sexual harassment when your superior, the C.E.O., asks one 

of their inferiors, a temp, to have sex with them, essentially in exchange for 

mentorship." She recalled refusing his advances at least a dozen times. (( 'No' did not 

mean 'no' to him," she said. «I was very aware of how inappropriate it was. But I felt 

d " trappe . 



Throughout the breakfast, she said, Weinstein interrupted their conversation to yell 
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into his cell phone, enraged over a spat that Amy Adams, a star in the Weinstein movie 

«Big Eyes," was having in the press. Afterward, Weinstein told Nestor to keep an eye 

on the news cycle, which he promised would be spun in his favor. Later in the day, there 

were indeed negative news items about his opponents, and Weinstein stopped by 

Nestols desk to be sure that she'd seen them. 

By that point, Nestor recalled, "I was very afraid of him. And I knew how well 

connected he was. And how if I pissed him off then I could never have a career in that 

industry." Still, she told a friend about the incident, and he alerted the company's office 

of human resources, which contacted her. (The friend did not respond to a request for 

comment.) Nestor had a conversation with company officials about the matter but 

didn't pursue it further: the officials said that Weinstein would be informed of anything 

she told them, a practice not uncommon in businesses the size of the Weinstein 

Company. Several former Weinstein employees told me that the company's human

resources department was utterly ineffective; one female executive described it as "a 

place where you went to when you didn't want anything to get done. That was common 

knowledge across the board. Because everything funnelled back to Harvey." She 

described the department's typical response to allegations of misconduct as ((This is his 

company. If you don't like it, you can leave." 

Nestor told me that some people at the company did seem concerned. Irwin Reiter, a 

senior executive who had worked for Weinstein for almost three decades, sent her a 

series of messages via Linkedin. "We view this very seriously and I personally am very 

sorry your first day was like this," Reiter wrote. "Also if there are further unwanted 

advances, please let us know." Last year,just before the Presidential election, he reached 

out again, writing, ((All this Trump stuff made me think of you." He described Nestor's 

experience as part of Weinstein's serial misconduct. "I've fought him about 

mistreatment of women 3 weeks before the incident with you. I even wrote him an 

email that got me labelled by him as sex police," he wrote. "The fight I had with him 

about you was epic. I told him if you were my daughter he would have not made out so 

well." (Reiter declined to comment for this article, but his lawyer, Debra Katz, 

confirmed the authenticity of the messages and said that Reiter had made diligent 

efforts to raise these issues, to no avail. Katz also noted that Reiter "is eager to 

cooperate fully with any outside investigation.") 



Though no assault occurred, and Nestor left after completing her temporary placem~r?t; 

she was profoundly affected by the experience. "I was definitely traumatized for a while, 

in terms of feeling so harassed and frightened;' she said. "It made me feel incredibly 

discouraged that this could be something that happens on a regular basis. I actually 

decided not to go into entertainment because of this incident." 

7. 

E mma de Caunes, a French actress, met Weinstein in 2010, at a party at the Cannes 

Film Festival. A few months later, he asked her to a lunch meeting at the Hotel 

Ritz, in Paris. In the meeting, Weinstein told de Caunes that he was going to be 

producing a movie with a prominent director, that he planned to shoot it in France, and 

that it had a strong female role. It was an adaptation of a book, he said, but he claimed 

he couldn't remember the title. "But I'll give it to you," Weinstein said, according to de 

Caunes. "I have it in my room." 

De Caunes replied that she had to leave, since she was already running late for a TV 

show she was hosting-Eminem was appearing on the show that afternoon, and she 

hadn't written her questions yet. Weinstein pleaded with her to retrieve the book with 

him, and finally she agreed. As they got to his room, she received a telephone call from 

one of her colleagues, and Weinstein disappeared into a bathroom, leaving the door 

open. She assumed that he was washing his hands. 

'When I hung up the phone, I heard the shower go on in the bathroom," she said. «I 

was, like, What the fuck, is he taking a shower?" Weinstein came out, naked and with 

an erection. 'What are you doing?" she asked. Weinstein demanded that she lie on the 

bed and told her that many other women had done so before her. 

"I was very petrified," de Caunes said. "But I didn't want to show him that I was 

petrified, because I could feel that the more I was freaking out, the more he was 

excited." She added, "It was like a hunter with a wild animal. The fear turns him on." 

De Caunes told Weinstein that she was leaving, and he panicked. 'We haven't done 

anything!" she remembered him saying. "It's like being in a Walt Disney movie!" 

De Caunes told me, "I looked at him and I said-it took all my courage, but I said, Tve 

always hated Walt Disney movies.' And then I left. I slammed the door." She was 



shaking on the stairs going down to the lobby. A director she was working with on t~~B 
TV show confirmed that she arrived at the studio distraught and that she recounted 

what had happened. Weinstein called relentlessly over the next few hours> offering de 

Caunes gifts and repeating his assertion that nothing had happened. 

De Caunes, who was in her early thirties at the time, was already an established actress, 

but she wondered what would happen to younger and more vulnerable women in the 

same situation. Over the years, she said, she's heard similar accounts from friends. "I 
know that everybody-I mean everybody-in Hollywood knows that it's happening," de 

Caunes said. "He's not even really hiding. I mean, the way he does it, so many people 

are involved and see what's happening. But everyone's too scared to say anything." 

8. 

0 ne evening in the early nineties> the actress Rosanna Arquette was supposed to 

meet Weinstein for dinner at the Beverly Hills Hotel to pick up the script for a 

new film. At the hotel> Arquette was told to meet Weinstein upstairs, in his room. 

Arquette recalled that> when she arrived at the room, Weinstein opened the door 

wearing a white bathrobe. He said that his neck was sore and that he needed a massage. 

She told him that she could recommend a good masseuse. "Then he grabbed my hand/' 

she said. He put it on his neck. When she yanked her hand away, Weinstein grabbed it 

again and pulled it toward his penis, which was visible and erect. "My heart was really 

racing. I was in a fight-or-flight moment," she said. She told Weinstein, "I will never do 

that." 

Weinstein told her that she was making a huge mistake by rejecting him, and named an 

actress and a model who he claimed had given in to his sexual overtures and whose 

careers he said he had advanced as a result. Arquette said she responded, "I'll never be 

that girl," and left. 

Arquette said that after she rejected Weinstein her career suffered. In one case, she 

believes, she lost a role because of it. "He made things very difficult for me for years," 

she told me. She did appear in one subsequent Weinstein film-"Pulp Fiction." 

Arquette believes that she only got that role because of its small size and Weinstein's 

deference to the filmmaker, Q:µentin Tarantino. (Disputes later arose over her 



entitlement to payment out of the film's proceeds.) Arquette said that her silence wa1
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the result of Weinstein's power and reputation for vindictiveness. "He's going to be 

working very hard to track people down and silence people," she explained. «To hurt 

people. That's what he does." 

There are other examples of Weinstein's using the same modus operandi. Jessica Barth, 

an actress who met him at a Golden Globes party in January, 2011, told me that he 

invited her to a business meeting at the Peninsula. When she arrived, he asked her over 

the phone to go up to his room. Weinstein assured her it was «no big deal"-because of 

his high profile, he simply wanted privacy to "talk career stuff." In the room, she found 

that Weinstein had ordered champagne and sushi. 

Barth said that, in the conversation that followed, Weinstein alternated between 

offering to cast her in a film and demanding a naked massage in bed. "So, what would 

happen if, say, we're having some champagne and I take my clothes off and you give me 

a massage?" she recalled him asking. "And I'm, like, 'That's not going to happen.'" 

When she moved toward the door to leave, Weinstein lashed out, saying that she 

needed to lose weight "to compete with Mila Kunis," and then, apparently in an effort 

to mollify her, promising a meeting with one of his female executives. «He gave me her 

number, and I walked out and I started bawling," Barth told me. (Immediately after the 

incident, she spoke with two people; they confirmed to me that she had described her 

experience to them at the time.) Barth said that the promised meeting at Weinstein>s 

office seemed to be purely a formality. "I just knew it was bullshit," she said. (The 

executive she met with did not respond to requests for comment.) 

9. 

W einstein's behavior deeply affected the day-to-day operations of his companies. 

Current and former employees described a pattern of 1neetings and strained 

complicity that closely matches the accounts of the many women I interviewed. The 

employees spoke on condition of anonymity because, they said, they feared for their 

careers in Hollywood and because of provisos in their work contracts. 

"There was a large volume of these types of meetings that Harvey would have with 

aspiring actresses and models," one female executive told me. "He would have them late 



at night, usually at hotel bars or in hotel rooms. And, in order to make these women 
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feel more comfortable, he would ask a female executive or assistant to start those 

meetings with him." She was repeatedly asked to join such meetings, she said, but she 

refused. 

The executive said that she was especially disturbed by the involvement of other 

employees. ((It almost felt like the executive or assistant was made to be a honeypot to 

lure these women in, to make them feel safe," she said. "Then he would dismiss the 

executive or the assistant, and then these women were alone with him. And that did not 

feel like it was appropriate behavior or safe behavior." 

One former employee told me that she was frequently asked to join for the beginning 

of meetings that, she said, had in many cases already been moved from day to night and 

from hotel lobbies to hotel rooms. She said that Weinstein's conduct in the meetings 

was brazen. During a meeting with a model, the former employee said, he turned to her 

and demanded, "Tell her how good of a boyfriend I am." She said that when she 

refused to join one such meeting, Weinstein became enraged. Often, she was asked to 

keep track of the women, who, in keeping with a practice established by Weinstein's 

assistants, were all filed under the same label in her phone: F.O.H., which stood for 

"Friend of Harvey." She added that the pattern of meetings was nearly uninterrupted in 

her years of working for Weinstein. "I have to say, the behavior did stop for a little bit 

after the groping thing," she told me, referring to Gutierrez's allegation to the police. 

"But he couldn't help himself. A few months later, he was back at it.n 

Two staffers who facilitated these meetings said that they felt morally compromised by 

them. One male former staffer noted that many of the women seemed "not aware of 

the nature of those meetings" and "were definitely scared." He told me that most of the 

encounters that he saw seemed consensual, but others gave him pause. He was 

especially troubled by his memory of one young woman: "You just feel terrible because 

you could tell this girl, very young, not from our country, was now in a room waiting for 

him to come up there in the middle of the day, and we were not to bother them." He 

said that he was never asked to facilitate these meetings for men. 

None of the former executives or assistants I spoke to quit because of the misconduct, 

but many expressed guilt and regret over not having said or done more. They talked 



about what they believed to be a culture of silence about sexual assault inside Miram~ 
1 

and the Weinstein Company and across the entertainment industry more broadly. 

10. 

W einstein and his legal and public-relations teams have conducted a decades-long 

campaign to suppress these stories. In recent months, that campaign escalated. 

Weinstein and his associates began calling many of the women in this article. 

Weinstein asked Argento to meet with a private investigator and give testimony on his 

behalf. One actress who initially spoke to me on the record later asked that her 

allegation be removed from this piece. "I'm so sorry," she wrote. "The legal angle is 

coming at me and I have no recourse." Weinstein and his legal team have threatened to 

sue multiple media outlets, including the New York Times. 

Several of the former executives and assistants in this story said that they had received 

calls from Weinstein in which he attempted to determine if they had talked to me or 

warned them not to. These employees continued to participate in the article partly 

because they felt that there was a growing culture of accountability, embodied in the 

relatively recent disclosures about high-profile men such as Cosby and Ailes. "I think a 

lot of us had thought-and hoped-over the years that it would come out sooner," the 

former executive who was aware of the two legal settlements in London told me. "But I 

think now is the right time, in this current climate, for the truth." 

The female executive who declined inappropriate meetings told me that her lawyer 

advised her that she could be liable for hundreds of thousands of dollars in damages for 

violating the nondisclosure agreement attached to her employment contract. "I believe 

this is more important than keeping a confidentiality agreement," she said. "The more 

of us that can confirm or validate for these women if this did happen, I think it's really 

important for their justice to do that." She continued, "I wish I could have done more. I 

wish I could have stopped it. And this is my way of doing that now." 

"He's been systematically doing this for a very long time," the former employee who 

had been made to act as a "honeypot'' told me. She said that she often thinks of 

something Weinstein whispered-to himself, as far as she could tell-after one of his 

many shouting sprees at the office. It so unnerved her that she pulled out her phone 



and tapped it into a memo, word for word: "There are things I've done that nobody 
362 

knows."+ 

Ronan Farrow, a television and print reporter, is the author of the upcoming book "War on 

Peace: The End of Diplomacy and the Decline of American Influence." 



What if only one woman had accused Harvey 
Weinstein? 
Deborah Tuerl<heimer 
Enough women were together able to surmount the barrier of skepticism this time. But what if it had only 
been one woman? 

Sunday 22 October 2017 06.00 EDT 

I n recent days, as fallout from the Weinstein sexual abuse allegations spreads beyond 
Hollywood, a decidedly optimistic narrative has taken hold. This is a watershed moment - a 
tipping point that will come to mark a dramatic change in society's treatment of sexual 

harassment and sexual assault in the movie industry and beyond. 

It is understandable that this moment has taken on a collectively self-congratulatory cast. The 
swift and nearly universal condemnation of Weinstein following revelations in the New York 
Times and the New Yorker is undoubtedly a sign of progress, mostly because the women who 
came forward were believed unlike countless others in the past. 



I have a forthcoming paper on "credibility discounting" in sexual violence cases, which give~~1 a 
special appreciation for the reaction to Weinstein's accusers. But this appreciation is tempered by 
the knowledge that credibility discounting - an undue failure to believe an account due to bias -
will continue well after the dust settles on this appalling casting couch. 

To be sure, allegations against Weinstein are terribly familiar to the many women who have 
experienced much the same. Even so, the Weinstein case is also unusual, primarily because of the 
sheer number of accusers. Until we grapple with this reality, the progress we are celebrating will 
remain incomplete. 

As of this week, more than 40 women have alleged that they were sexually harassed or assaulted 
by the movie mogul. Originally, when the story first broke, fewer accounts had surfaced. Yet the 
fact that not just one woman, but many women, came forward to describe Weinstein's abuse is 
hugely significant. 

We might call this credibility in numbers. The accounts of multiple women are needed to 
corroborate one another - that is, to show that an accusation which, on its own, would likely be 
discredited, can be believed when considered along with a constellation of similar allegations. 

The Weinstein accusers are not alone in facing this particular hurdle. Credibility in numbers 
means that men like Bill Cosby- whose accuser ranks now stand at 58- can be vigorously 
condemned in the court of public opinion. 

Likewise, recent high-profile cases involving Roger Ailes, Bill O'Reilly and Donald Trump featured 
clusters of women coming forward. At least by the measure of public sentiment, enough women 
were together able to surmount the barrier of skepticism that remains in place when allegations of 
sexual misconduct arise. 

But what happens, as is typically the case, when a lone woman reports sexual harassment to a 
supervisor, sexual misconduct to a college administrator, or sexual assault to a law enforcement 
official? Often nothing - which helps to explain why the vast majority of women opt not to divulge 
their sexual abuse, whether in the workplace, on campus, or through the criminal justice system. 

In the Weinstein case, one woman, alone, did come forward soon after she was abused. In 2015, 
Am bra Battilana, an Italian model, promptly reported to New York police officers that Weinstein 
had grabbed her breasts after asking if they were "real"; he then put his hand up her skirt. 

After investigation, prosecutors determined that a case was not provable and declined to bring 
charges, notwithstanding a recorded conversation in which Weinstein admitted to touching 
Battilana's breasts. (Disclosure: I worked in the New York County district attorney's office 15 years 
ago.) According to reports, Battilana's credibility became an issue after prosecutors learned that 
she had backed away from a previous sexual assault complaint and was untruthful about a past 
consensual relationship. 

Along with a fear of retaliation, the prospect of just this reaction - disbelief - for years kept the 
many other women from disclosing Weinstein's abuse. As one accuser recently explained: "Telling 
others meant 'I'll never work again and no one is going to care or believe me:" 

In the Cosby case, the deadlocked jury suggests a similar distrust of a lone woman's accusation. 
Andrea Constand was the only victim whose allegation resulted in a criminal prosecution. (Due to 
the passage of time, the statutes oflimitations on the other dozens of accusations had lapsed.) 



Her account, along with the testimony of a "pattern and practice" witness who described al~65 
having been drugged and sexually violated by the actor, was not sufficient to persuade jurors of 
Cosby's guilt. Despite a good deal of corroboration of Constand's account - more than can be 
gathered in the typical case - it was not ultimately credited. 

Since most sexual abuse allegations begin as "he said, she said" contests, credibility in numbers is 
not a solution to the problem of discounting. Every single accuser deserves a fair assessment of 
the allegation - that is, one not derived from an unwarranted baseline of skepticism. This means 
that credibility must be judged without regard for race, socioeconomic class, or immigration 
status, to name just a few of the factors, apart from gender, known to trigger longstanding biases 
in sexual violence investigations. 

Regardless of how the Weinstein scandal ends, scores of famous actresses have now validated an 
experience that has long been dismissed as false or trivial. This portends a frontal attack on 
rampant sexual harassment in Hollywood and perhaps other industries. Without minimizing the 
significance of this development, we should demand even greater change. Credibility by the 
numbers cannot be the endpoint. A lone allegation of sexual abuse by even the least powerful 
among us requires fair treatment. 

Deborah Tuerkheimer, a former assistant district attorney in Manhattan, is a professor of law at 
Northwestern University 

Since you're here ... 
... we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but advertising 
revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations, we haven't put 
up a paywall - we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can see why we need to 
ask for your help. The Guardian's independent, investigative journalism takes a lot of time, money 

and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our perspective matters - because it 
might well be your perspective, too. 

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for all 
and not a commodity to be purchased by a few. I'm happy to make a contribution so others with 

less means still have access to information. Thomasine F-R. 
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps to support it, our future would be much 

more secure. 



THE CHARTER ON 
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THE WORI(ING RELATIONS 
WITH FASHION MODELS 
AND THEIR WELL-BEING 

Our groups strongly believe that it is our ethical and social responsibility to 
ensure the well-being of all models working with our Houses. This belief ec
hoes our strong commitment to human rights, respect for diversity, and gender 
equality. Therefore, after consulting industry professionals, we have jointly 
developed guidelines, which go beyond the legal requirements, in order to en
sure that fashion models are always provided with proper working conditions. 
We hope to see the whole fashion industry follow suit. We are putting a moni
toring committee in place whose role will be to ensure that all of the following 
guidelines are implemented effectively. These are the standards we are imple
menting in order to guarantee the well-being of the models with whom we work: 

Working conditions 

- The law must be complied with in any aspect 
of a contract between a brand, an agency and a model 
- Models must be treated with respect and 
professionalism. They must never be exposed to any 
dangerous, embarrassing or degrading activities 

Nudity and appearance 

- Models must explicitly accept changes 
in appearance, nudity or semi-nudity 
- In case of nudity during a shooting or whilst getting 
dressed after or before a show, the model will never 
be alone with a person linked to the production 
or a photographer 
- Models must have access to a dedicated model 
zone/private space during shootings or fashion shows, 
especially when they are held outside, in order to allow 
them to change in a dignified manner (out of sight 
of people who do not belong to the production or to 
the brand). The brands may provide bathrobes in order 
to preserve privacy, as far as possible, before and after 
wardrobe changes 
- A comfortable temperature should be maintained 
to safeguard the model's health in the case of nudity 
or semi-nudity 

Health and Care 

- The brands commit lo working solely with models 
who are able to present a valid medical certificate, 
provided by the agencies and obtained less than six 
months before the shooting or the fashion show, 
attesting to their good health and ability to work 
- The brands commit to ban size 32 for women and 
size 42 for men (French measurement) from their 
casting requirements, and will thereby require casting 
agencies to present women and men models who 
are respectively size 34 or over, and 44 or over 
- The brands agree to put a dedicated psychologist/ 
therapist at the models' disposal during their 
working time 

Food and drinks 

- Models must have access to food and drinks that 
comply with dietary requirements 
- The brands shall provide models with useful 
information to maintain a healthy diet throughout 
the working day 
- Alcoholic beverages are prohibited in the workplace 
at all times, unless exceptional authorization has been 
given by the brand (e.g. after-show cocktail). Strong 
alcohols are forbidden 



Transportation 
and accommodation 

- The brands must require the agencies to provide 
models with a level of accommodation that ensures 
her/his well-being 
- After 8pm, brands must provide transportation 
for models to return to their place of residence 

Young models 

- The brands must not hire models under the age 
of16 to participate in shows and shootings representing 
an adult 
- Models between 16 and 18 years old are not allowed 
to work between 10pm and 6am 
- Nudity or semi-nudity for models under 18 is only 
allowed through an agreement signed hy hoth the 
model and her/his legal representative 
- The presence of a chaperon/guardian appointed 
by their agencies, and who can also be one of 
the model's parents, is mandatory for models from 
16 to 18 years of age 
- Any model under the age of 18 must be housed in . 
the same accommodation as her/his chaperon/guardLan 
-The brands must require agencies to ensure that 
models meet their school attendance obligations 
- Alcohol shall not be served to models under the 
ageof18 

Hours and compensation 

- The model's hours must be monitored and comply 
with local law 
- Agencies and brands must coordinate to ensure 
legal requirements, with regards to ti~e-off, a~e met 
- Specific negotiations must be earned out with 
the agencies if the "call time" exceeds 4 hours before 
the show 

- The brands must require the agencies to ensure 
that the contract with the models (or his/her agency} 
enables her/him to be paid within the timeframe 
required by law 

Complaints and audit 

- From the first selection interview to the last 
performance, the model ~ust. have the possib~lity 
of making a direct complamt m the case of a dispute 
with a modeling agency, a casting director or a brand 
employee (e.g. through the setting up of~ hotline 
or the nomination of a brand representative} 
- The presence of at least one representative 
of the brand during in-house castings is compulsory 
- The Group/the brand may also carry out 
unannounced inspections and audits during fashion 
shows, shootings or recruitment interviews to ensure 
compliance with this charter 
- A monitoring committee will be dedicated to 
ensuring the thorough application of the charter. Once 
a year (once every six months for the first ye~r), the 
monitoring group will meet with representauves 
of brands, agencies and models. 
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 30, 2016 

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-2015-2016 REGULAR SESSION 

ASSEMBLY BILL No.2539 

Introduced by Assembly Member Levine 

February 19, 2016 

An act to add Chapter 6 ( commencing with Section 1707) to Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code, 

relating to modeling agencies. 

LEGISLATfVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

AB 2539, as amended, Levine. Modeling agencies: licensure: models: employees. 

The Californic1 Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1973 establishes certain safety and other responsibilities of 

employers and employees. Violations of the act under certain circumstances are a crime. Existing law establishes 

the Department of Industrial Relations to, among other things, foster, promote, and develop the welfare of the 

wage earners, to improve their working conditions, and to advance their opportunities for profitable employment. 

Existing law provides for the licensure and regulation of talent agencies, as defined, by the Labor Commissioner. 

Existing law requires moneys collected for licenses and fines collected for violations of these provisions to be paid 

into the State Treasury and credited to the General Fund. 

This bill would require a person engaging in the occupation of a modeling agency, as defined, to be licensed by 
the Labor €ommt~ Commissioner under the licensing provisions that apply to talent agencies. The bill 

would require a model, as defined, to be classified as an employee of c1 -rr1<:>deltl'Kj-B~y-r)f1d 1·eqt1we-a-r-rledel-ffl 

ooml~f-i~~~fivslelil11 eefet'€-tJein§ ern~fe~!i-i'I· ffie~1e-1tl-lhwmld 

~eq~1·e--a~~o~ i-fig-nge~y-to-obt<i,1 H+,a·\;- Redtl-1-<cer~ifo,otion·befor'e ·hfru;g--.:-model, le po':;\:-itrt"1·-t:et"lSf7#":ttovs -i>la{,e 
11; its effiee a hea#!lt-aevisi'tty-t'ett:H.'ffl~trW!lj-Ell-5ettlefS-el~-tffil 11aMssmant er assal:1'~1td-t&-mai+tt-att't 
spee-i·f.ieti·-r-eiref-ds .. r,elati rl"9-·~e--its--em13l6·Y"fl*-A-t·<~f-n1ed ~Is, .:J+ie-b;II- wettld-previee~a~-a-v+cli't~tof 1--ef- -tne -ce1't:ili€6Heft 

H*]ulrcment by a meee~~eney is a erlr~Rg a new erime,l+le-eiH-woolfl.~ 1>Se a se~nncli1tee 
tt;~c1i- p1og1'il1l'l, the person for whom the model's servlr.:es are directly provided. The bill would require the 

Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board-a~ State Depamtte1,H,Hlttl}lie Health to draft regul~ 
telatrn!)·to -the- n1~~!ettt;g-~J1'-6f.ess101-1,-·ct5- f,f<:,'videt.1, to, no later than December 1, 2017, and in consultation with 

accredited specialists in the prevention and treatment of eating disorders, adopt an occupational safety and 
health standard tor models, as specified. The bill would i1n1,ese-~~eified· liee1~ fees 01~eH -11w~"!e-l111(i-,ige11e1es·h> 



. , . j . t ,.· . ..,. ' ,. , J • I .. l d b . 3 I 9 t)f.:- 1: ep(x,1t:et - 1nti)- 1: \e-.,-,ta~e- ,reast;,·y- !l:Hr"(;r·ei,1te<r te;-t,,,e-{,enertt - h1Ht, exempt a person covere y ce,ta,n 

wage orders by the Industrial Welfare Commission from these provisions. The bill would define various terms for 

its purposes and would make related findings. 

'.:/~•e--8\M~~tt~'tld~H- FefjtttFes-{+te--s\;atc ta reimattf5e-let,cll-;;1fte1rn·1~~)d-5t+~<*-i-fo1c ~·~-~"~"+~ 
met-iele·~~e-st:a~ffil:1:tterY-~tt?»~:»ish protedt-tf~-ltts--f.Ritl-rett+W.tt!F.Jtfliet*-

Vote: majority Appropriation: no Fiscal Committee: yes Local Program: yesno 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CAUFORNIA DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 1707) Is added to Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code, to 

read: 

CHAPTER 6. Modeling Agencies 

1707. The Legislature finds and declares all of the following: 

(a} Professional fashion models face pervasive and hazardous occupational demands to maintain extreme and 

unhealthy thinness. These occupational pressures create a dangerous work environment. Models experience a 

substantially elevated risk of eating disorders and other severe health problems associated with starvation. 

(b) The majority of models enter the industry as minors, making them especially vulnerable to mistreatment and 

to the physical and psychological damage caused by eating disorders. Women working as professional fashion 
models are more likely to have a diagnosis of anorexia nervosa, dangerously low body mass index, and 

amenorrhea, which is a serious medical indicator of hormonal dysregulation that can have negative health 

consequences for life. 

(c) As with all workers, professional fashion models are entitled to safe working conditions. The time, place, and 
means of the services provided by professional models are typically controlled by the company paying their 

compensation.-=Fne1'ef~fflf-es-ste-~els a1 e l?fPit.'itll'f reqtl!Fet:l to he das5lflea as c mple-,•ees I atflef--fltatt 

Many models, including minors, are wrongly treated as independent contractors~rtl+Ftg te 1:.xi51:t1~e@h;tttd 

rta:e.: In~-'" and currently do not receive workplace protections. Clarifying their classification as employees of the 

companies paying their compensation will enhance-#teir workplace protections. 

(d} The impact of the fashion industry on health reaches far beyond the hazardous occupational conditions that 

professional models endure. Through its dominant presence in the mass media and pervasive influence on 

setting cultural standards for apparel, particularly for girls and young women, the fashion industry helps to 
define, transmit, and reinforce an unrealistic standard of thinness, a well-documented risk factor for eating 

disorders. 

(e) Scientific research has shown that viewing media images of extremely thin models leads to body 

dissatisfaction in adolescent girls and young women, especially those who already have heightened vulnerability 

to eating disorders. In addition, scientific studies have shown that body dissatisfaction in adolescence is a strong 
indicator that a young person may develop an eating disorder. 

(f) Improving working conditions to reduce excessive thinness among professional models is likely to lead to 
healthier images of models' weight. This change in media portrayals of models' weight may help to achieve a 

larger societal value in making media images more healthful and less damaging to girls' and young women's 

body image, ultimately reducing their risk for eating disorders. 

1707.1. For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply: 

(a) "License" means a license issued by the Labor Commissioner as a talent agency to carry on the business of a 

modeling agency under tills cl=tn13rer. Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 1700). 

(b) "Licensee" means a modeling agency that holds a valid license as c, talent agency under this €1~il,~ter. Chapter 

4 (commencing with Section 1700). 

( c) "Model" means an-m1~Mdt1&~ a1tist under Section 1701 covered tinder Wage Order 4 of the Industrial Welfare 
Commission who, in the course of his or her occupation, performs modeling services for, or who consents in 

writing to the transfer of his or her-e<el\:15<i"'1:.' legal right to the use of his or her name, portrait, picture, or image 



for advertising purposes or for the purposes of trade directly to, a retail store, a manufacturer, an advertising 

agency, a photographer, a publishing company, or a modeling agency. 

(d) "Modellng agency" means a person tha t eempetlSftl:es r.1 1m,del and thl'lt niete\:t,9 f.l~~1nme1~t:;, 11fftlf-s-ef 

we;-lt,or-peffiffl't1itR€e-leEa.\:ien~nocleh facilitates an employment opportunity as defined in Section 1701 

for a model and that holds a valid license under Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 1700). 

(e) "Modeling services" means the appearance by a model in photographic sessions or the engagement of a 
model in runway, live, filmed, or taped performances requiring him or her to pose, provide an example or 

standard of artistic expression, or to be a representation to show the construction or appearance of some thing 

or place for purposes of display or advertising. 

{+r-Jle1~Hl{¥.lfls----eA'f-1~1vid1:1al, eeml*!~F+ffft;-j3ar41~12-fSR~eclcwoo,c··er1*'rat1en, lira,i~U,y 

c-&ffil:}~ilHil<;Jei';·e,-thdf~nts--or .. efllployees-, 

1707.2. fc,tA model shall be classlfied as an employee of-a-m~§".,,~Y. the person for whom the model's 

services are directly provided. 

(b)(1)A rneeellA9 ageAcy shall Aat hire a A1edel witha1;1t first el:ll:aiAl1~g the Reelt-1~ eettlP.eatiAA de.erll.:iee-ift 

SeetieA 1707.+. 

f:2-)A1ty· ffiodeH1'lg--ulj~le-Y··tkat-eloe5-t1<*--ebt:ilttt·the~erti~ei'l-tle:;eFiaeEl--ir-t·StH':)clivisieft-fv}--ef--5ec:t~-l+O:;t.4--is 

gt:ttll~f a misdemeanor ;1fld-s\:f~ect te a fine net ta eiteeed ti'f'e t1:le1:1saAd dollars ($5-;{)88-)-:-

1707.3. WA person shall not engage in or carry on the occupation of a modeling agency without first procuring a 
license4ooYefor-fr-ef'Hlw.-b'wert<'ffi'fl~~ftet';--l:/re-heettSe--5l-lell-ee posted i~ee-1~-e-0#-iee-ef 

the licensee. The-4teefls~mber shall-ee--feferred a, in nR'f a~~~lltffet-tefl-644t 

ffleti~F-tf:te-tt~U,119 agency. under Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 1700). 

~ lmg--1'-e~erny fl'>'e dellitrs ($25) sllal~ttie-lie--t~~-ttHin,e tl1e a~~i<tA 

fer--tssuat~€e-ef-a--ff10<:leHtH:}~1*Y tic~s-~~-

fetifl··adr.!H;iett-te-the-fi!-itl~et'-~¢1:-i~fef issttanee ef- a ffiOBCHAg-'c)tfe~i€eflsc, cverr R1e!:lel if'lfl 

a~ene',' shal~ the Laber Cemm!sslene1· anAuallyi al the thnt. a li,:eAse is issuee or reAewed the fel~ 

fa~A medel--stHttl-e'*at'f+-Wft~eat-ietHfflA'l a liceRSed physk:1aA that l~s--lfl--l,~l 

ee~efH'tt~-!Hhis eert1fk~g agcne·r bcf<we-beu~-re~F~e·r--A-rttaecl 

shall make-his er her rnE:d1eal r'(.'f.'Ords availa-l:,~te--i;1hysir.lan, i')fl~~!'tl't--9fta{l--feV-iew-~e 11~oeel's 
metfleal reee,•f:ls as paF~ ef ~he eertffieatierreH4te-ffleae~1·rsieal condltl-Elfh 

~.,,. modeling agene>( shall ke<>.p recercls, ill a form a~pnwee by the Labor ComFAissiaRe~t-11,F.luee all ef 

tfte--telil~fttj+ 

f:1,-}A--eepy---ef--l:l'le-ceFtifieoti<m-<rese:lbt::d in subclwl~~€fHl'let4eHt-efftf)!eys,. 

R)The da~s eF-emr:>!(:)'ffttefrl-i:tttt:H:tte-t}fflt)~1pr:.nsatloll paid fut· ca~~ 

~F-ve,=y--ttteeetti'lg agem:y :ihall-f365t in o eofl5f}t€tffittS--t=tteee-+H--l~s office a health aefvlsof)' re latiRg to eating 

cliserali:!r~~ ~ftttdes--a--i:;Jc~ne--ffit-1~'--l~ ~he 0€€ttf}i:ltiel'titt~~ttt+--Hea-~1fteal'ffl-S~l-efle 

Allfflber ta aM entRy where a ineael ea11 report se)t1,ml l<larassnieAl:-6t--aSSntttt-,ifflfl--itft,y-ether mforffintloA-1:R~ 

~e#tet.4--hy the Laeer-€erfflftissieRer. 

(2)AA'f met!eUr,g agenc.y-Hm~ates t l1e req1:1ireft'lents ef-f}EH'~raph (1) sha!-1--b~Ho exceed 

~i ... e hune:lree aellars ($500h3er Elay Uiat tl1ose reE11:1lre1"ents are '>'ielitt-eth 

1707.4. This chapter shall not apply to persons covered by Wage Order 11, regulating the Broadcasting Industry, 

or Wage Order 12, regulating the Motio,:, Picture Industry, of the Industrial Welfare Commission. 

1707.5. (a) The Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board-ane-4:he-51:itle Oef)altfflctt+-<>f PlilJllc Heal~h !!hall 
~r~tilatlofls, IA-eensttlffif:len----wll:li-;:3l'WSieiar,s a1~d e~er---ltea,l~r-efe5sieflals with exjJertise In eating 
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45order~·-t.™t-6£>-&11~--1:~-f<»lawt1l9I shall, no later than December 1, 2017, and in consultation with accredited 37'1 
specialists in the prevention and treatment of eating disorders, adopt an occupational safety and health standard 

for models, with an operative date of September 11 2018, to be fully complied with by December 31, 2018. The 
standard shall apply to services provided in California by models under this chapter and Chapter 4 (commencing 

with Section 1700). The Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board may update these standards from time 
to time as it deems necessary. 

(i)lAch:1C:le deeaHee-f<eE!Hflreme.11b af the r.ertiReatien anC:I r<eeera retent:ion re:qulrcments destrlbea in Sectio,~ 

~ 

f4tA-a61"ess-;a;ttty-1fl~!!eeH:estil'1g U~t:!la be clane by-e-n+adel te tle:rermiAe. his af-fl-ef-fltAess te perfe1·1n-Ns--et' 

tier Job d1.:1ties and prtW-itle-tl-fflt)eel--wi~flf.effflc}f;iOft-ueetlt:-ti~e-ftt,Wlt:'V~~ttest11"5~ 

(b) The-r~ati0tts standard sh a II be-~e.-~--er~am:-e-wiUt--the · 1·1:1lernak-it'tg~-evisietts--ef the-Ad Frltrlistr-utive 

P-i<eeed-ure Ar.t (Elta13ter 3.5 ~'flefttlH't§-W'il:-A-~A-:J.~9) of Part 1 of Div-isloo--3-ef'-'.RH~-t-he 

6ovefftffieftt Eode+- address issues including, but not limited to, all of the following: 

(1) Protection of the model's rights to health care privacy under the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-191) and all other provisions of law. 

(2) Workplace safety, especially for minors, including protection from sexual exploitation and sexual predators. 

(3) Prevention and treatment of eating disorders. 

1707.6.(a)AIH3eoks, records,--attt}-6-Hier popers kept pursuant to this chapter b·; a Rtatlalt~~if-ll--be-tlf)etl 

ill all reaso1lal:>le hot1rs to tf1e-!ttsf;letli:taFt-ekhe Labor Goftl.lffttS~ler ttne his a~enl:5. E•,c1 y- mmlding agene~ sh-a!l

fl::lflffl~A~-eel'-C-erl'lrl'llSSief~f upeR fCt'jtlest a true cepy-eH.4-l-ese-eooks, 1ceeottl5,e110 13apeFs or any po1•l'i6-f1 

thereof. 

-i-:,te-H .• llill mone, s-eellet:'ted-~w--1-ieettses--onEI all f1Res celleE:tetl fut~iefls-ef--t·his-~~tef-5-l'lttU-~~ 

State Treasur·r aAcl ereffltecl te tl~e General Ft::lftth 

SEC. 2.N~rscment is reEtl1tfeEl--l~-~pursuant to Section 6 of Artlcle xnr B of the Califor-ftttf 

~lion 13eeause t-he ~ml·r easts thr+l.'-'-mt.Ty--be--tREttffl!a ey a leeal agen(;.-y er schMil alstrict will l:>t! ineurmcl 
beea-ttse this act ci<ec1tes ,'3 new Cf'im~nfraction, diffi!Aates a crime er 1nffi:tetieA, or ehrrn9es the penr,~y--f61'-& 

€fl-ffie-ef'-tM-ffficlien,wi~h-1n-#le--ffi-e.:"lfli+~f-Seat-en--17556* l:l+e-6~·,·E:rnmenl: Cotle, or cha1~~-H1·e-ee.f-ltliHtift-frf---a 

a:fffie-wl#ttA the mea,~,n~et'Hi*A1·t1ele XIH B ::,H~l-forA1a CoflSt:~ 
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Bill Title: Relates to establishing unlawful discriminatory practices relating to models; requires models to be Informed of what 
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Spectrum: Partisan Bill (Democrat 1-0) 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

8752 
2017-2018 Regular Sessions 

IN ASSEMBLY 
October 25, 2017 

Introduced by M. of A. ROZIC -- read once and referred to the Committee 
on Governmental Operations 

AN ACT to amend the executive law, in relation to establishing unlawful 
discriminatory practices relating to models 
The People of the State. of New York. represented in Senate ?Pd Assem-

bly, do enact as follows: 
1 Section 1. The executive law is amended by adding a new section 296-d 
2 to read as follows: 
3 § 296-d. Unlawful discriminatory practices relating to models 1. As 
4 used in this section, the fol.l.owing terms shall have the following m.ean-
5 .ll!g_.$ ;_ 

6 ~i:J.ient" means a retail stor§, a ~oufactu.rer~.QJ;.h.;iJlg_ge.~;i.gner. 
7 an advertising agency,~ photographer, a publishing company or any other 
8 sµah person or entity that receives modeling se~yices from a modelL 
9 !2..... "model" means an individual. regardless of his g;:_b~r status as .~Q 

10 indeoendent contracto~ or employee, who performs modeling services~ 
11 client or consents in writing to the transfer of his or her legal right 
12 to kha use of his or her name, portrait. picture or image. for advert.is-
13 ing..J;1.u.t:J?oses or £or the pu~s of trade,_directly to a client 9.J;' __ -lmQ. 
14 proyiges showroom or fit modeling service~; 
15 c . "modeling entity" means a modeling agency. model management compa-
16 ny. runpl,oyment a,aency. and/or any person or entitv tb~t: 11 l is in tb!;i 
1 7 ~ iness of managing entertainments .... exlubi t.ions or performances. or the 
18 models. artists or attractions constituting th~~nie; (21 who, for a 
19 fee, procures or attempts to procure; <~> employment or engagements for 
20 persons se.eking employm,mt or e ngagements, or (iil emoloye.s! .. L .~ 
21 p ru).q!;;ln\:. __ conti;£1c:t:pr_:;,_ fQr em...ru,.QYm •.. 9.1::-~.i ti_~ _ _. __ ~§!~k:i.ng __ l;_hs; .. ____g.~.;i;:vi.oes .9! 
22 employees or independent cont.ra~ors; and/or (31 renders vocational 
23 guidance or counselling services to models~ 
2 4 li, ... ~.'. . .!Jl_Qg~.!inq .. se.r11ices II J!l~i°!M.. __ t.he.-sP~a.~ .. !?.y __ sa_m,.9$le.Lin .,t:>h9.~~.ehi.£_ 
2 5 sessions or the engagement of a 1nodel in runway, 1.1. v~, fil.rned. or taJ,?ed 

EXPLANATION--Matter in ital.cs {underscored) is new; matter in brackets 
[-] is old law to be omitted. 
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1 performances ,t'eguiring him or her to pose. provide an e&unple or stand-
2 ~~g--9f.:__fil:'_t::_i.$tifL~~-P-r~$i9l.L_Q,r __ to_~-~----~-~J?.,!;,;§;~e,n tat.,;tQJ'L-~Q _ &hru:t_ .. _,t,h.§ 
3 construction or appear~ of some thing or nlace for purposes of 
4 d1splay or advertising, Modeling services shall also include th~ 
5 provisions cf showrool;J), q.r fit modeling serv;Lces, 
6 2. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory pra~~ for a client or. 
7 modeling entity t9<. 
8 a. engage in unwelcome sexual advances, r~quests for sexual favors, or 
9 other verbal o.r phy;sj,cal conduct of a sexuaJ. nature to a model when: 

10 ..£.1L. submission to such conduct is made either_ explicitly or_J.m:plicµ,tly 
11 a term or condition of a madel 1s provision of modeling services_;_ 
12 12) submission to or reje¢tion of such conduct b,l1 a model is used 
13 s?1 th e.r expliq_:i, !;_l,y _9,;:-_. in,pli ci.t~,$- the ,,b_a§.i.$ ___ f.Q.L ___ g_~~:i,,s iQ!l§_ -~gru;;g,l;'.D.ins 
1 4 _t;,ruL..i,rui,i vi"1u.~l .'.i>-P;i;:QVi s ion __ o.! .. ~l..~ng_,,s~rvi.~$..§.l .... ~ 
15 C3l such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably 1ntarfer1.n,g 
16 with a ;model's pxoyision of modeling services by creatina an intimidat-
17 i.,ng,,. hostile, __ Q.~- off~n.~ll~--~.Q.'Qm~.nt ; or 
18 b. subject a model to harassmer,t based on age. race, creed. color. 
19 national origin. sexual orientation, rnil~tary status . sex. disability, 
20 predisposing genetic characteristics. £amil~al status, mar~tal status. 
21 or domestic violence victim status , where such harassment has the 
22 ~or effect of unreasonably interfering with an ~ndividual's 
23 provision of modeling services by oreatinq an intinudatipg. hostile, or 
24 9ffensive environment. 
25 3. a Each clien~ and modeling entity shall post, in a conspicuous 
26 olace at their place 0£ business and/or at the site of each job assign-
27 rnent. notice,s to the models hired, to be prepared or approved by the 
28 gi,yision, setting .f2rth - ~~q,ts frQnt •• _~ ™.ries qt,:..._ .. th~ per.l;,,,i,n~ru;, 
2 9 p;r.~QD$ _QL this secti,9.n_fillg_ in£orna.ti9.!1.~~-.J;:.Q __ f .Uing_ ;LJ;.Q!llR.l,aint. 
30 .i.mder this article 1ncluding_pro bono ang/or legal services conta~t 
31 information. 
32 b. E\il"Clh .slient shall _ __p:z;g_vi.dg ____ tc:>, ___ ,,e<=l@ __ mod,~l __ J?,I~ ng_ • . modE:11:i.ng 
33 ~vices., ___ in nriting_or ... electronicall,.,y...,, __ the names. ~nd/or __ offices_.,___ .. ancl, .. _~ 
34 rel:i..able means of contacting such individuals or offices, to whom a 
35 gQfilplaint ,1nder ~rticle roay be made, 
36 c_ At the initial execution of the contract between the ):l).Qdeling enti-
37 ~sL.t..b~...__tb_e __ model shall be informed in :.triting of the 
38 ~revisions of this articl~ including the procedure for filing a 
39 complaint. The model. shall demonstrate lus o.r;:; he;r; understanding of the 
40 R,rovis.i-ons of thi.1L~rticle and that such l.nform.atl.on has been prov.1.deg 
41 to him or her by signing a form. to be prepared or apE)rovi:d by the diyi-
42 sion, tQ that effect, 
43 J ...... ..:Ng_t,hin.g_in ... S.hidL~~gJ;) • .211-.~12ll..J2~~Q!l?.tX.1J.~ . .9.;: ..• .. inter1n;~ __ l:,Q_ __ liID..i.t 
4 4 .tllit-!';.igh.t§. __ Qf model~- .P.t::rotj.sie.4..Y.~ --J:hi::,, __ Q~ X.-. or any -~ -.Ilx.9..Y!-.§.i2!.l§ 
45 9f law. 
46 § 2. Subdivision 4 of section 292 of the execu£ive law, as amended by 
47 chapter 97 of the laws of 2014, is amended to read as follows: 
48 4. The term "unlawful discriminatory practice" includes only those 
49 practices specified in, sections two hundred ninety-six, two hundred 
50 ninety-six-a [a-tta.J~ two hundred ninety-six-c and two hundre~ 
Sl ninety-six-d of this article. 
S2 § 3. This act shall take effect on the ninetieth day after it shall 
S3 have become a law; provided, however, that effective immediately, the 
54 addition, amendment and/or repeal of any rule or regulation necessary 
55 for the implementation of this act on its effective date are authorized 
56 and directed to be made and completed on or before such effective date. 
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TO ALL OF THE FRIGHTFULLY GENEROUS SOULS 
WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED SO MUCH TO THE WORK 

OF THE NONPROFIT FASHION LA\\! INSTITUTE, ESPECIALLY 
THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS: 

COUNCIL OF FASHION DESIGNERS OF AMERICA 

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG 

LAURIE BERKE-WEISS 

LOUISE FIRESTONE 

GEMMAREDUX 

THE JUDY AND DENNIS KENNY FOUNDATION 

DANIEL LETSCH 

LEVI STRAUSS & CO. 

LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER 

MARKMONITOR 

NIKE 

PENTAGRAM 

RALPH LAUREN CORPORATION 

PLEASE SAVE THF. DATE:. 

NEW YORK FASHION WEEK - 3&o ANNUAL "INSIDE OUT" EVENT 
WITH rASHION'S IN-HOUSE COUNSEL 

THURSDAY MORNING, rF'.BRUARY 8, 2018 

~TH ANNUAL SYMPOSICM 
FRIDAY) APRIL 20, 20.18 (ALL DAY) 

FASHION LAW BOOTCAMP - NEW YORK EDITION 
.MAY 29 - JUNE 2, 2018 
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REYNOLD LEVY 

AUTHOR SPEAKER CONSULTANT 

ll<·yi,:,l<l J ,e,·y l1i1, most rcttmly s1·1v,·,l :,;; thi: pri!:.\d<!nt of th1: Rohin lJ,Jod Fmun!ation, ,1r1 i111wvativc phih\rnh,·,Jpic •.irga11iz,'.lwn 
f<,m11led in 1988 t,, ;.11lc-"i,1t,111,1v~1·ty in Nt~,_. York City, Dnring hii. k:rnn·., L.·,y ,l(•\·i~1,t.l ,in ,unbitiou.~ 11n,_i,1cl ,lesitne<l 1,, lll id;:." I.ht:· 
gap hr.•twt~c,•n tin? 01·c1' /lflu,001, prior N,:,, YCJrkl?r,; digibh: fc>r foll!' r:ril'ir:,.11 im·c,n1C' mai11tc•1,;mce lll'o~rmn, an<.l tb,)St' cnroll(•<.i in 1.111.,,:1. 

Calkd the St.'trt hy ,\ski11i: camp;11gn. ii: u,rd,inc~ hit; dai:i ;111aly1'il:s. l><'haviornl ('<:N1,nnin;, (';>m1t•.inity or;,anizalion, a wide r;m):,: oJ 

nixpvntl<:, civic- ,\n(l uni(lll pat'l1H:r:,b1p~ <tnd ~:roll),; 1'.(>orclin,1liou will> i;ovt•tmnc,ul, all aiml',i :it in,pro,'n;,. Un: stamlanl 1>i livi111, for 
ten::. GI th(tit,antl~ <>f di~a(h'ilnl.ai,"d in the, fivt: hor,11.l)!.hS of ,\mtrir.a\ hrp:1,•:,l citv. 

C11,·11,ntly. R('ynrild .5,:rve., U$ a n111s11ll,rn1 ltJ ,:(1rn1m·1ci:1l 1>11cl uonpn,til i1:slii11\i(1:1S ~11,l lo h,·1Jc!f;,1:tor~ c'1·rkin,\ to i,·<p.incl lhc~i, 

phihuithropy, lie i.s als,i the kad diH:ct.CJrof llirst Rcp11hlic: !lank. 

Hii, fmuth ho<•k, :tirnµ 'f'c>lcl M,> .'h!. T1> 'fr,k,· 17wl Job: 'tw)1Ull. lklmyo/, J·h:l'llic::< mHI ilw Tro.11;;Jin·11111r.im1 ,>f J,i11,·ol11 C<m/.e,-, a i'J'!u• 
l'od: './Ym,·:; be$l seller, is avaik,bhi when?vt'l bouks ;ind r-bo(il;s an, ;ol<l. l.e,·y now sc·rv,~s cm the (wanl ()I th·.i Ch," le.~ IL R1;•v.~ori 
l~o,m,J.tlic.m. thl' ho~nl <JI <1\',?J'Sl:1:ri; of 111,: lntemulion;d l·k~c1>c C,)nmiiilc,r. ;, 1111:rnbcr ot lit<' Ct>111wil cm "·';Jn·lgu Rdalkm;;, a l1u~kt: 
nC t:w ,\;nc!ri,·,111 B;iJli:l lh<,a1n! aml .i F,,,lJl>w iii the .\mc.•ri,:an Ac,ufomy ,,f Ar1.1s :,nd S<'ic,·ncc.•:,. In :.!014. l11:1 w,i;; dedf,d to .,e1v,,, ,\ lhree
vc·,,r term as a 1m•111h(·1· ni th,: '/'on~, Aw;nxls 1'1111Ji11,1ti11g Cnmrnilt<·e. 

Levy cm11r,l,?l.1i~I ,1 lhirle,·n-yr.•,11· t.,:n1on! ;.:s the- President of Linr:olu Ccintc?r for the 1',!rfc>rming ,\rl~ ii, .J.mu;:ry, 2,114. 

ll i~ k,,ck, ,;I, ip ,,l I .i111:oln C(·n tc,1· t·on l'i nt11:d ;i ,Ji.~t ing11 i,1 h<'rl q1r,,e r or iw l•I i c ~ci-v ict Hi: ha~ ht:('11 l'n,,iden I of i h :· J.i l.l·• 11a tinn .. 1 
Re~c·1u, Cvm1nitt,,r,·. th•· Sl'llior oflker of Al'&T in t:h,\ri;r,· t.•f g,,v,:1:r11r.c,11t :·d:il.ion.,, Pn•,i<h-nt 011.he !1T&T Po1.11H.i:.HioJ1, E~ernl.il'C! 
Dir1:<:tor of rl1,: 9211d Stn:t·I ,·, arr cl $ta fl Diri:d,w of tlu: Tasl, For cl: on Iii(• New Y,lrk Cir.v Fiscal c,·isis. 

During hi;; tenure ~l Lincoln Cent.er. :iwaul wi1wi11,! ,,nd c:dtic:ally ,1,:dain111cl pro?,rarns llnmii.d1<,1L Sirnult.;.r.,,·r>nsl)', i,n 1rnprec:,:cl1~nt.NI 
:md n,udi ap11la11d1:il $ t.:! billi,,11 plrvsi,:al lra11.,frn n::1ticm i><:l:Utrt:•,L II m,>di,rnized and e~pamkd 1.h,1 16-·,~crn t·ar111m~. h11usi11!; t~liive1> 
world da~;; pcrforrnin,:?; arls organizalil>11s anti du,;alio11al i11,,lit,,1:,>n~. Th<' 111nltffacck,l. e,,:11prel1,~11.~iv1: Lin(·oln C,:11t1;1• 

1·c,•d evd<>p11Hml ,?mbrn~ed p11 hli•: s pac,,•s, pian l i nfrn.~:.rnd.ui:~1, and 111?,·v, rc,nov..tccl. aml "xp,u 1<fr!d artistic fa l:ilii ic,s. 

Rt•yn:.!111.,1!\')' is a r,r.i<hi.1ll, nt l k1h<1rl ColkJ;•' . Hi· Wil!! grnnl•·,I :t l\fas£(·1··;; l'll'1,n'i' aocl Phi> in Gnv~·nuncnt aud F,.ireii~n Affair~ frllm 
Lile llnivt•rsity ofVi.-gini,·, and a law clcl(rc:c· frt11ll C,1J111n[)i~ l111iv-:r~it:,:. thi, l,\lter t.,,,n ill 197:.~ 

T ,Cl'\':; aim« 111ater. Hobart Collt-,;~, holll>red hirn with ils Alumni 1\frcl.11 of i-:~~c·Jl:,u;,c·. 6in·:l to oulv t1,-en11· gr,,1h1~t,·s in tl11, J :-..;; ·.vc,ar 
hiit.(;Jy oftlw school. The lnll:rn;:tio1wl Rei<tue Commil:tt"' t,,.-s1ow1,d on lii111 il~ cov1:1.,,d 'Fri,edc•m ,\w,mL C•1hmihi,i Coiversit;· 
,11,1,mkd L<'':' the highly rcgar,kcl l.t1wre11cc i\. Wk:, l'rin: fo,· Suc:i,,i l((•:;p,m.~ibility. Linc11h1 <'t·ntc, i;.-a,,tc:<I him it's J ,a,.ircatc Award. 

L,·vy h:1.~ hwei,•ed th,, :WO\) f)esi;.:11 Pat rnn 1\ wa .-ti ):,rnr, t1:cl hy I lh: Sn, i I hs•>!l i :in·.~ Coopc,r-1 I''"; l I 1\-tu"•~mn for h ii. ~I ,:wnnl ship tJ[ 
J.i1H;,>i11 Cent.er'i.: :na:-sive phy.,ic(II rrnn,formt\liolL ll1 rcc:o;,:11ition of C.i11,:c1ln C:ent(.!J .. .s su<:ct'ssfol moc\(lt:ni·1,,\tliJ11 ,md rcjuw:11,JtiotJ, I.lie 
Bo;rnl o{ J>ire,:tr>r,, ch•t'idNI t(> narm: :1 ~i:ulpturaliy ,!xrm·s.,iv1! h•id.;<! d(•,,i~r)('t: hy ()ill<"r t;l·,,li,li.1 ' R<•1rfr<1 ;1.s "Tiw President', Brid;4c,: 
111 1lot10J' pf]{,.•ynt1Jd Lr.1·y, 01:lt1hr:1 I, '.W12.·· 



T.,;,·.,, li:i:, auth•m·d lhr,!e t>l.hi,r books. Nearinq the Cn,s,,•ouJ~: C:mtendin9 Approudws to .{111(;'1·icon Forc,i_tJfl J>,,/i<:/J ( 197S, 1:r.:c 
l're~s of l\.fal·Millnn), Gi1J1.• cmd 'foki<: A Cr.u1dicl :ll:cow1t (~f Co)·J,cwcw: f>hilanr.ltmpy (·1999. Hal'wml Busirn'.s~ Sdu11)! l.>n·~s) and 
)'oursJ<w tlw As/.:ing: .411 /nJisJ>cns(Ilole G11icl,· To Fcmdl'(lisir:f} und ;\for,uuemvnt r.2008, ,John Wiley anrl Son;;). He has w,·illl'n 
,:xteusivdy and spoken widely about philanthropy, I.hi: perfol'rnini; .uts, ilum:u1ita1fan rnus,)s ,1111.l i,suc~. :md the lca1forship and 
maimgement of mmprofit. in~l.il.uti,ms. I..e~')' has .,lso s1!rved :1;; a <·onsult;m1· to m:my nonpl'ofit institutions ;1111.I .i~ a S1:uior btlvisor 
with the private t,quily firm, Gcn1:ral Atlantir .. 

].,()VY has held the post ,_,f SC'nior T ;;1,turcr at The Han'aWI Rusiness School and ha~ taught law, politi<·al ;,;dcncc, aod 11<:mprofit 
mao,1.gen1enl al Columbia and New York l'nivt:rsitics :rn<l at Th<> City Univnsit.y ofNewYorlc. II<.> has recdve<l lmnonuy degl'e<:"S 
fwm [lir:kiu~oo C'ollei::e, Macaulay tlonors College of The City lJniv,:n;it.y •IfN,~w \'ork. Fordham Unive,:sity and lhihart Collcg,:. 

Lc1,y has scTVcd on the Boards of mm·c tha11 a d<m:11 non11rofit org,mir.alions i11doding Th<: Intlcpernknt Sc<:tor, Th<' l'r.krson 
Institute for Inlemational E<:vnomics. I.he Manhaltan Theatrn Club. and the N,1than Cummings Foundation. 
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